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The Daur at the Sino-Russian 
Borderlands:  

A Brief Introduction  
 

 
Ute WALLENBÖCK and Veronika ZIKMUNDOVÁ 

 
 
 
Abstract  In this introduction, we provide introductory background information on the 
Daur. Concerning general knowledge on the Daur for the readers of this thematic issue, we 
give a brief outline of the history of research on the Daur, followed by a description of not 
only the ethnic issues concerning the Daur, Orochen, and Solons, but also the spoken and 
written languages of the Daur. In order to cover aspects of Daur literature and folklore, 
remarks on the Nisan Shaman are also included. This is followed by seven contributions 
detailing historical, anthropological, and linguistic approaches to the topic of the Daur.   
 
Keywords     Sino-Russian borderlands, Daur, Dauria, ethnography, linguistics, history 
 
 

Introduction 
 

The Daur are a Mongolic-speaking group of over 130 000 people, presently living 
in the north-eastern and north-western parts of China. In the late 16th century, 
Russian Cossacks, during their conquest of Siberia, became aware of them as an 
important group of the cross-border region along the Amur River. The Russians 
gave this region the name “Dauria” after these people. Although the Daur have 
subsequently disappeared from their one-time homeland, this region still bears the 
name “Dauria” as a registered UNESCO transboundary serial World Heritage 
property site, “extending from Eastern Mongolia to Russian Siberia and into 
North-Eastern China.”1 The Daur are a typical community of the Sino-Russian 
borderland. Although displaced from the frontier itself, their language and culture 
still bear the imprints of the milieu they once lived in. Moreover, the study of 
 

 1  See UNESCO, Landscapes of Dauria. 
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Daur history sheds much light on the processes around this border, located as it 
is between empires. Therefore, it is surprising that the culture and history of the 
Daur and other peoples of Dauria have so far received relatively little attention in 
Western scholarship. In order to shed new light on the diversity of approaches 
and disciplines necessary to study the Sino-Russian borderlands, in particular the 
culture and history of the Daur and the other peoples of Dauria, a workshop with 
the title “Peoples and Languages of the Sino-Russian Borderlands: Dauria” was 
held at Palacký University in Olomouc, in the Czech Republic in October 2019, 
organized by members of the European Regional Development Fund project 
“Sinophone Borderlands—Interaction at the Edges”. Based upon the inputs from 
the workshop, we invited international scholars from various academic disciplines 
to submit their contributions for this thematic issue. In this volume, researchers 
in history, anthropology, and linguistics dealing with the area and peoples of 
historical Dauria contribute their latest academic research on this topic.  
 The region of Dauria, which became the borderland of two empires and a site 
of important historical events, has been inhabited by a variety of ethnic groups. 
The aim of this issue is a multi-perspective study of the Daur as a part of the 
Daurian community. The articles in this thematic volume make new contributions 
to Daur studies and, moreover, shed new light on the ethnic and historical 
processes in the transboundary region of Dauria.  
 In the first parts of the following text, we give a general introduction to two 
interconnected topics: first, the Daurian borderlands, and second, the Daur 
people. In two subsections of the latter part, issues which characterize the Daur 
community are briefly mentioned. In the third section, we introduce those topics 
which have thus far been the main focus of Daur studies: linguistics, Daur history, 
religion, and folklore. The conclusion is concerned with the articles of this 
thematic issue. 
 
 

1     Sino-Russian Borderlands 
 
Borderlands have been shown to be lively fields of activity for cross-border trade 
and smuggling, legal and illegal migration, and all kinds of intermediaries (Konrad 
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2015, Parham 2017). Thus, borders have their own organizational structure, they 
define both the separated communities as well as cross-border transfers and flows. 
One can even speak of distinct “borderland cultures” (Baud et al 1997), which have 
developed in these marginal spaces on the edges of central state structures. For 
cultural and social anthropologists, the dissolution of monolithic frameworks 
(such as ethnicity, nation, state) has resulted in a renewed interest in the problem 
of boundaries and borders as such. While the construction of group boundaries 
has been a classic field ever since Barth’s (1969) pathbreaking volume, the study of 
the dynamic aspects of political boundaries has become a booming field in recent 
years (van Schendel 2005). Even if the border primarily separates people and 
makes communication difficult, it is never unsurmountable, only defining the 
conditions of interaction.  

To any scholar of East Asia, the frontier immediately evokes the figure of 
Owen Lattimore. From Lattimore (1988) we gather that frontiers are zones 
without boundaries where cultures meet and compete. In contrast, Millward (1998) 
explains frontier as a dynamic process, and not as a specific area or region, whereas 
Perdue (2005 and 2015) elaborates the term as a zone of human activities. These 
liminal areas can be also seen as “microcosms”, as Di Cosmo and Wyatt (2003) 
have proposed, where cultures and identities are constantly reformulated. 
However, we claim that borders as social spaces give rise to different feelings 
among their residents; we define borderlands as the area situated in between 
cultures and peoples: in effect, it is a transition zone between two and more 
political and cultural entities. Moreover, from our point of view, these borderlands 
are a central space for negotiations of power and identity, revealing forgotten 
history in the sense of neglected or decarded histories.  
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Plate 1 
Map of Sino-Russian borderlands, 1851, by Johan Tallis (Wikipedia). 

 
In regard to the Sino-Russian borderlands, recent scholarship has shifted the focus 
to that of comprehensive history through a regional lens (Elliot 2001, Crossley et 
al. 2006) by focusing on the various imperial practices of governing the multi-
ethnic frontier (Perdue 2005; Rossabi 2005; Schorkowitz and Ning 2017; Kim 
2019, Urbansky 2020), the internal and settler colonization of Siberia and the Far 
East (Etkind 2011), as well as the interaction of central authorities with their 
nomadic partners in Eurasia (Kendirbai 2020; Lan Yanchao 2016). In history, 
these borderlands have been studied as the periphery of the expanding Russian 
and Qing Empires, characterized most of all by the border running along the Amur 
and Ussuri Rivers (Paine 1996). For recent studies of the Hulun Buir- 
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Transbaikalia frontier area from the perspective of border studies, see Peshkov 
(2019). The history of Russia’s expansion into its Asiatic borderlands has a long 
tradition in Russian historiography. Already in the 19th century, historians 
connected the process of “opening-up” (osvoenie) and “settlement” (pereselenie) of 
Siberia and the Far East with the expansion of the Russian Empire, while 
government officials simultaneously recorded and orchestrated the colonization 
of the Sino-Russian borderlands. In the Sino-Russian borderland, ethnographic 
research was most prevalent. The concept of the frontier resides at the heart of 
Russian discourse regarding the status of its borderlands as okraina (a peripheral, 
yet integral part of the motherland), or colony with its incorporated indigenous 
population (Forsyth 1992).  
 

 

2     The Daur & Their Origin 
 

The Daur (Dahur, Dagor, Dagur, Dagūr, Dawo’er, Dawur, Tahor and Tagour)2 are 
a Mongolic-speaking people whose origin is still debated but whose ancestry is 
considered by many to extend back to the medieval Khitans (Chin. Qidan �3), 
the founders of the Liao empire in the tenth century (Kim 2019, 29).   
 Before the twentieth century, the Daur were often regarded as Manchus (e.g. 
Georgi 1799, 29). According to the Manchus themselves, the Daur supposedly 
descended from the Huaxia _}, a historical concept of the Chinese nation. 
During the 20th century, in addition to the “Khitan theory” (Tsybenov 2012, 12-
22), two other views on Daur ethnic origin were proposed: the “Mongolian theory” 
(Tsybenov 2012, 21-28) and the “Shiwei (�ņ/�ņ) theory”. The “Khitan theory”, 
however, has gained considerable ground during the second half of the 20th 
century. The identification of the Daur with the Khitan was assumed mainly on  

 

 2  In this thematic issue, the various transliterations are applied according to the author’s preferable 

transliteration. 
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the basis of both ethnographic and philological3 reasoning: The medieval Khitan4 
combined stockbreeding, hunting and agriculture (Francke 2008, 402), also typical 
for the Daur (Georgi 1799, 30-31). A vague oral tradition supports the 
identification (Janhunen 1996, 147). However, the prevalence of the “Khitan 
theory” should also be understood in the context of modern China’s ethnic 
policies since the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949. In 
order to fulfil the requirements for being registered as one of the 56 officially 
recognized minzu Î¹(ethnic group, nationality), a coherent “ethnic history”5 
sufficiently distinguished from other “ethnic histories”, had to be presented as a 
part of ethnic classification (minzu shebie gongzuo Î¹ġV) work (Wallenböck 
2019, 166-196). In order to obtain scientific proof of the Daur connection to the 
Khitan, DNA tests have been conducted during the past decades (Li 2001).  
 The “Mongolian theory” (Tsybenov 2012, 21-28) maintains that the Daur are 
descendants of the medieval Mongols who became separated from the main body 
of nomadic Mongols, gradually assimilating to the Jurchen lifestyle. This view is 
mainly based on linguistic argumentation. According to Janhunen (1996, 146-148), 
the Daur language is more a descendant of the medieval Mongol language than of 

 

 3  According to various Chinese sources (cf. Tsybenov 2012, 33-34), the name Daur might have 

originated from Dahe ��, one of the leading clans of the Khitans. More detailed information 

on the Dahe tribal confederation can be found in Xu 2005, 105-113. 

 4  The Khitan language is classified within a different branch of Mongolic than the language of the 

medieval Mongols (Janhunen 2003, 391-402). 

 5  This classification process has been recently described in the case of the Sibe (Chin. Xibo ��) 

by Zhuangsheng 2019. In the case of the Sibe, an origin from the early medieval Xianbei �� 

tribe was elaborated by the Sibe historians based on several hints in Chinese historical sources, 

such as the Old Book of Tang (Jiu Tangshu ���), becoming part of modern Sibe identity. The Sibe 

share many (cultural and linguistic) features and developments in modern history with the Daur 

(Sárközi 2019, 65). Both appear in written historical chronicles in the late sixteenth century. After 

a period of power and loyalty shifts, they were firmly incorporated into the Manchu Eight Banners. 

Being rather numerous and sometimes unruly groups, both were sub-divided into several groups 

and then merged together with other “tribes”, including sections of the Sibe and Daur troops 

which became merged (Sárközi 2019, 65).  
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Para-Mongolic Khitan. Additionally, archaeological data have been cited 
indicating that after the thirteenth century, a (culturally) Mongolic population 
migrated into the Tungusic-inhabited Zeya, Bureya and Shilka valleys (Tsybenov 
2012, 22). 
 The “middle ground” between these two views has been the opinion that the 
Daur are descended from the Shiwei �ņ/�ņ, a medieval tribal confederation 
of northern Manchuria and southern Siberia (Tsybenov 2012, 21, 36). It should be 
mentioned that some scholars attribute the Shiwei to the Khitans—based on 
references to the nine tribes of Shiwei as recorded in the Old Book of Tang—while 
others view them as related to the medieval Mongols (Howorth 1875; Fu 2019).  
 While all the above-mentioned theories are, more or less, based on the image 
of consistent genetic and linguistic entities with a single name which can be traced 
in historical time (cf. Janhunen 1996, 148), more recently, a greater number of 
researchers have emphasized the aspect of fluidity of “ethnic” categories before 
the incorporation of indigenous peoples into imperial administrative structures in 
the seventeenth century  (cf. Köhalmi 1981), and the overlapping of distinctions 
among the ancestors of the contemporary Daur, Solon, Khamnigan and Buryat in 
contemporary sources. Linguists have described shared features in Daur, 
Khamnigan, Western Buryat, Khorchin and other Mongolic varieties of the 
Circumbaikalian region (Damdinov 1993; Badagarov 2000, 14; Badmaeva 2008 and 
2009) which seem to point toward a continuum tied together by mixed settlement, 
frequent migration and intermarriage. Russian historical sources indicate that in 
the seventeenth century, the Buryat, Daur, and Khamnigan identities were not 
discrete.6  For example, even the modern Barguzin Evenki use the appellation 
Dagur or Dagu for Buryats (Khabtagaeva 2012, 1). As Köhalmi (1981, 261-262) notes, 
the ancestors of modern Daur were referred to by different names in Russian, 
Chinese, Manchu and Mongolian sources. 

 

 6  The fluidity of “ethnic” distinctions in the seventeenth century Dauria may be exemplified by the 

fact that the well-known chieftain Gantimur (Chin. Gentemu 	��), who played an important 

role in Russia-China relations in the latter half of the seventeenth century, has been referred to 

as a Khamnigan (Janhunen 2003, 86) a Daur (Kim 2019, 76), a Solon (Chen 1966, 59-75), or a 

“Tungusic chieftain” (Perdue 2005, 165), in the sources, in addition to being claimed as a historical 

hero by both modern Khamnigan and Daur.  
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 Thus, until the mid-seventeenth century, the Daurs were living in the above-
mentioned area of the Zeya River, Bureya River and Shilka River valleys in the Far 
East of the Russian Empire, surrounded by speakers of Tungusic languages. When 
the Russian explorers first encountered them, the Daur lifestyle was remarkably 
different from most of their neighbours: unlike the Tungusic groups who relied 
mainly on hunting, the Daurs were largely agricultural. According to Georgi (1799, 
30), their fields looked like gardens, bordered with water-filled moats. In addition, 
the Daur were miners and smelters of iron. The Daur in the Daurian lands led a 
specific existence which could be termed “lightly settled”: they lived in villages of 
small wooden houses which they burned whenever they felt the need to move on 
to a different location (Georgi 1799, 30). They also had walled forts to which they 
moved in times of war. However, after the resettlement at Nonni, the Daur 
lifestyle must have undergone abrupt change: The Danish merchant Isbrand Ides 
(1657–1708) who visited Qiqihar in 1692, noted that the Daurs lived in adobe 
houses with heated beds, itself a Manchurian type of dwelling.7 The light wooden 
houses enabling migration were adopted by neighbouring Tungusic people who 
used them until the 19th century, calling them daoru or dauruan (Bereznitskii et al. 
2003, 169).  
 At the time of the Russian conquest, the political influence of the Daur 
extended over a large territory, reaching in the west to Lake Baikal and in the 
north to the lands of the Yakuts. According to Köhalmi (1981), in the sixteenth 
century the recently formed tribal confederacy of the Daurs with a Tungusic group, 
the Solon (see below), was on its way to expansion and becoming a major political 
power in eastern Siberia when this process was halted by the approach of two 
other expanding powers, the Qing and Romanov Empires. 
 In the mid-seventeenth century, the Daur—called Dagūr/Dahu’er Ĭp� in 
Qing official documents—were moved by the Manchu to the Nonni River valley. 
The Qing court set up small garrisons of Daur who immediately became involved 
in Qing military activities as Manchu auxiliaries (Tsybenov 2012, 74). Between 
1692 and 1698 (Sárközi 2019, 65; Tsybenov 2012, 76), the Daurs were incorporated 

 

 7  The Sibe, who lived in the Qiqihar area before the 1690s, describe their traditional houses in a 

similar way. Based on Veronika Zikmundová’s fieldwork in Chabchal 1995. 
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within the military-and-administrative system of the Eight Banners (Chin. baqi N
º, Manchu jakūn gūsa).8 Their duties were participation in war, border patrol, as 
well as garrisoning karuns (border control stations) (Stuart et al 1994, 6).9  
After their movement across the Qing’s border in the seventeenth century, the 
Daur population became further dispersed. In 1685, one group of Daur was moved 
back to the Amur valley. The main body of Daur population remained in the 
Nonni valley and became known as the Butha (“hunting”) Daur. In 1732, a group 
of the Butha Daur was sent to establish a garrison in the region of Hailar (modern 
Hulun Buir city, Inner Mongolia, cf. Srba, this issue). In 1763, another group was 
sent as far as Xinjiang. Part of the Butha Daur soon fled from the Nonni valley 
northward to the Khingan mountains to a region known as Morin Dawa; another 
group was charged with the task of building the city of Qiqihar, and settled there 
(Tsybenov 2012, 77).  
 Following this distribution, Toshiro Tsumagari (2003) suggests describing the 
Daur in terms of four separate regional groups: (1) the Amur Daur, (2) the Nonni 
Daur, (3) the Hailar Daur, and (4) the Xinjiang Daur. Among these four groups, 
the Nonni Daur are identified as the principal group of the Daur, which can be 
further divided into:  

2a) the Morin Daba Dagur, in the Morin Daba (Moli Dawa) Dagur Autonomous 
Banner of Hulun Buir League, Inner Mongolia; (2b) the Butha (Buteha) Dagur, 

 

 8  For the Eight Banner system, see Eliott 2001. The system initially included the Manchus proper  

(the Jurchen) and their close allies such as the Manchurian Mongols and Chinese garrisonmen 

from Manchuria. Later this “core” of three sections (Manchu, Mongol and Chinese) were joined 

by more  conquered or allied  Tungusic and Mongolic  groups of Manchuria (including the Daur). 

Lastly, small groups of different peoples were incorporated into the banners, such as the “Albazin 

Russians”. In the Qing empire, the bannermen enjoyed a privileged status over the civilian 

population. The Eight Banners should not be confused with the Mongol banners, which included 

the majority of Mongols in Inner Mongolia, Khalkha and Kokonor (contemporarily, most parts 

of Qinghai province) and which was subordinated to the Lifanyuan �� , a government 

institution in charge of administering frontier regions. 

 9  Many scholars (e.g. Porter 2018, 124) believe that the Daur, as well as the Sibe, were part of the 

formation known by the broad term of New Manchus (see Elliott 2001, 408). However, other 

works, such as Chia (2015), suggest that the Daur and Solon banners were formations separate 

from both the Old and New Manchus. 
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immediately south of the Morin Daba Banner; (2c) the Tsitsikar Dagur, in Tsitsikar 
(Qiqihaer) City and surrounding areas; and (2d) the Mergen or Nenjiang Dagur, in 
Nenjiang (formerly Mergen) County of Heilongjiang Province. (Tsumagari 2003, 129). 

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the different groups of Daur 
evolved differently and held varying positions within the Qing Empire. The Butha 
Daur, the most numerous group, defined mainly by their duty of supplying sable 
pelts to the Imperial Household, faced repeated impoverishment, as well as 
exploitation by other groups (Chengzhi, this issue). On the other hand, the Hailar 
Daur, although small in number, rose to the position of ruling elite active in local 
and international politics. (cf. Tsybenov, this issue). The Daur in the Amur valley, 
the towns of Aigun, Mergen and Hulan on the right bank of the Amur, and the 
Zazey region on the left bank, grew increasingly close with, and at times 
indistinguishable from, the Manchu bannermen. (cf. Ziehaus, this issue). In 
Xinjiang, the Daur shared the fate of garrison soldiers with the Sibe, fighting for 
the Qing Empire against the Russians and suppressing local Muslim uprisings. In 
addition, some descendants of the Daur live in western Khalkha where they 
probably remained during the 1763 transfer of soldiers westward (Tsybenov 2012, 
82).  
 In the twentieth century, Dauria became a territory of clashes between three 
great powers—Russia, China and Japan—as well as a stage for political games. 
Many members of the Daur progressivist intelligentsia of Hulun Buir were drawn 
into these processes, taking positions on all three sides (cf. Atwood 2002). The 
Daur were instrumental in the Pan-Mongolian movements of the Daurian 
Government (1919), the Barga Revolution (1928), and during the Manchukuo era 
(Atwood 2002; Bulag 2002; Tsybenov–this issue; Kwak 1966). In 1946, the Daur 
stood behind the short-lived Hulun Buir autonomy before the merger of the 
region with Inner Mongolia. 10  Paradoxically, the period of Daur active 
involvement in politics ended with the establishment of the Daur ethnic group 
(minzu) in 1964. Nowadays, the Daur mainly live in Heilongjiang province, in the 
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region and the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous 

 

10  Based upon Zikmundová’s personal consultation with Damdinsüren, September 2017. 
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Region within the People’s Republic of China.11 According to the latest census 
(2010), the population of the Daur (Dawo’er zu Ĭµ�¹) numbered 131,992.12  
 From a general perspective, we support the idea that the Daur are what Stevan 
Harrell has termed “peripheral peoples” (Harrell 1995, 1) whose emergence in 
modern history was connected to the “civilizing projects” (Harrell 1995, 4) of two 
empires. On one hand, they were defined and shaped by the “central power” 
(Harrell 1995, 8), and on the other, they themselves became part of that civilizing 
power (Harrell 1995, 6). At the same time, the articles in this issue show that the 
Daur embody many features peculiar to the region of Dauria and its multi-ethnic 
population. Furthermore, the selected case studies presented in this issue allow 
much insight into the unique phenomena of Daur history and culture.  
 
 2.1  Ethnic issue: the Daur, the Solon and others 
The relationship of the Daur with the Tungusic-speaking group of the Solon is an 
area of study which can provide us with significant clues for the study of Dauria 
and the ethnic history of the Daurian peoples. It is also important for 
understanding the issues of Daur ethnic identity.  
The name Solon (Chin. Suolun āB) occurs in at least two different contexts and 
meanings:  

a) Currently, it is mainly used for a large13 group of Manchurian speakers of Evenki (a 
Tungusic language), currently residing in Hulun Buir, Heilongjiang and Xinjiang; this 
group shares much of their history with the Daurs. This group is officially classified as 
Evenki (Chin. Ewenke ���),14 but outside China it is mainly referred to as Solon or 
Solon Evenki. 
b) During the Qing period, however, this term generally also included the Daur and 
Orochen (Shan 2006, 184). Additionally, a group of Bargu (a Buryat-related Mongolic 

 

11  A table on the distribution of the Daur population in China in 1982 can be found in Stuart et al. 

1994, 3-4. 

12  PRC, Website on the sixth census, 2010. Accessed May 19, 2021. http://bit.ly/1j2J6yM.   

13  The Solon population is estimated at 25,000 (Janhunen 1997, 130). 

14  The Ewenke, as an officially established ethnic group in China include, in addition to the Solon, 

the Khamnigan and the Reindeer Ewenki from Alghuya. Popularly, the three groups are 

distinguished as “Solon Evenki”, “Tungus Evenki” (the Khamnigan) and “Yakut Evenki” (the 

Reindeer Evenki). 
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group) and a small group of Öölöd (western Mongols) were sometimes added to the 
former three. (cf. Srba, this issue). 

The history of the Solon and their relationship to the Daur, as well as the history 
of the ethnonym Solon and its use in connection to the Daur is a frequently 
mentioned and yet still insufficiently researched topic.  
 According to Russian historical sources, in the seventeenth century the Daur 
referred to themselves as Daur and the name Solon generally does not appear in 
connection to them (e.g. Ides 1967, 174; Georgi 1799, 29-32). It is therefore not 
clear why the Manchu sources refer from the beginning to the Daur mostly as 
members of two tribal groupings, the Solon and the Sahalca (Köhalmi 1981, 257). 
After the movement of the Amur peoples southward, however, the Sahalca, whose 
status and identity are not clear, disappear as a separate entity.15 A newly created 
“bannermen” grouping of the Daur, Solon Evenki, Orochen, Bargu and Oirat16 was 
collectively referred to as Solon (cf. Srba, this issue). Chia describes how these 
Solon were divided into  

six types of Qing banners: the Manchu Eight Banners in the capitals 
Mukden/Shengjing and Beijing, the garrison Eight Banners in Chinese provinces, the 
frontier Eight Banners in the cities defending the Amur River (mainly Qiqihar, 
Heilongjiang/Aihui, Mergen, and Hulan), the hunting Butha banners along the Nen 
River, the nomadic Hulunbuir banners in Inner Mongolia, and the battalion Banners 
in faraway Xinjiang. (Chia 2015, 256). 

Each of these groups included, among others, the Daur. Kim (2019, 30) claims that 
the Daur were the majority of the Solon. Chia further quotes Xiqing ęÛ,17 noting 
that in the nineteenth century the people of Heilongjiang preferred to call 

 

15  Interestingly, this southward movement of several peoples from the Amur basin was followed by 

multiple shifts in ethnic identity. For example, while the Sahalca disappeared, most likely having 

merged with the Daur or Solon, another remarkable group, the Ducher or Jucher, disappeared 

without trace after being relocated from the border further inland (Janhunen 1996, 101-104). 

16  The Manchurian Oirat, or Öölöd, are a group of western Mongols originally from the Dzungar 

Empire (Janhunen 1996, 134-135). 

17  The author of Heilongjiang waiji ��
��  (Outside Accounts of Heilongjiang), an unofficial 

description of the province of Heilongjiang from the early nineteenth century. 
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themselves Solon, a name connected to the notion of “mighty warriors” and a 
“status carrying great pride” (Chia 2015, 255).  
 The Solon Evenki, Daur, Orochen, Bargu and Öölöd were tied together by 
intermarriage and a collective identity as members of the Solon Eight Banners, 
reinforced by the use of Manchu as a lingua franca (Atwood 2004, 6). Nevertheless, 
they remained discrete enough to re-emerge in the 1950s as separate ethnic groups 
(Atwood 2004, 7). 
 Another question concerns the binary relationship of the Daur with the Solon 
Evenki. According to Janhunen (1997), ever since the Daur resettlement from the 
banks of the Amur, the Daur were always accompanied by a group of Solon and, 
wherever the Daur are currently found, a group of Solon is found in their vicinity. 
Köhalmi (1981, 267) holds that the two groups maintained trade relationships, with 
the nomadic Solon transporting and trading the goods produced by the Daur. 
Atwood (2004, 7) describes their relationship in terms of a “moieties” 
(intermarrying halves) pattern which was typical in earlier nomadic societies in 
Inner Asia. As Khabtagaeva (2017, 35) notes, the moiety relationships were, in 
modern times, typical for Evenki groups who had particularly strong exogamy 
rules.  
 However, other authors (Stuart et al. 1994, 8; Tsybenov 2012, 44) show that 
the Solon-Daur relationship was far more complex: Some of the Daur exogamous 
clans (hala)18 were connected through marriage with certain Solon clans. On the 
other hand, intermarriage between certain Daur and certain Solon clans was 
prohibited. Moreover, marriage among the Daur has been frequent, only 
restricting marriage within the same hala. Intermarriage with other groups, with 
the Mongols in particular, has been common. Nevertheless, before the twentieth 
century, the association of the Daur with the Solon was, for some reason, closer 
than with any other group.  
 This relationship is also reflected in language use: until recently, the Solon 
were, for the most part, bilingual in Daur. While the bilingualism was one-sided 
 

18  Hala “clan” or “surname” (Kim, this issue; Ziehaus, this issue) is a Manchu word which has been 

used by many Manchurian ethnic groups such as the Solon, Bargu or Daur. Hala has long been 

the basic unit in the social and kinship structure of these groups. The members of a hala are 

treated as if having descended from a single progenitor, therefore marriage within a hala is 

strongly prohibited.  
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and the Daur rarely spoke Solon (Janhunen 1997) they had adopted a large amount 
of Solon lexical items (cf. Khabtagaeva, this issue). The situation in modern Hulun 
Buir shows that even though Solon bilingualism in Daur has mostly been replaced 
by bilingualism in Mongolian proper, and the putative moiety pattern has 
dissolved in the widespread practice of intermarriage among all Hulun Buir groups, 
the exclusive relationship between the two groups continues on the level of a 
subtle network of interethnic tensions and affinities at play in Hulun Buir. For 
example, the discords between the Solon and the Buryat which continued since 
the arrival of the Buryats in the area in the 1920s have traditionally been solved by 
the Daurs—the only group the Solon accept as mediators.19   
 Thus, the Daur “disappeared” from the historical sources as a separate entity 
for three centuries, during which they were regarded as being Solon. To 
complicate matters, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Daurs were 
also referred to as Manchu (Georgi 1799, 29) by the Russians. Later sources 
(Donjina 1989) also show that in the 19th century, the Daur considered themselves 
Manchu. In addition, the Hailar Daur in the early twentieth century adopted a 
Mongol identity which they reluctantly abandoned only in 1964 (Zikmundová 
2018). Nevertheless, after three centuries of only limited official recognition, the 
Daur have emerged as a self-conscious group with a distinct language, religious 
and folklore tradition, written texts, and sufficient self-consciousness to form a 
minzu. While Atwood (2005) interprets the formation of the Daur ethnic group in 
1964 as a forced imposture by the Chinese government, other sources 
(Zikmundová 2018) show that at least part of the Daurs were quite willing to be 
classified as a group of their own. 
 

2.2  Daur writing, literature & folklore 

The issue of the Daur’s use of scripts and of notation systems for the Daur 
language, which has a close connection to the question of Daur ethnic identity, 
deserves separate mention. There is no evidence of Daur being noted down prior 
to the nineteenth century. After the resettlement to the Nonni valley and the 

 

19  Information obtained during collective fieldwork conducted in Hailar in September 2017 by 

Veronika Kapišovská, Bayarma Khabtagaeva and Veronika Zikmundová.  
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incorporation of the Daur into the Eight Banners, study of Manchu became 
compulsory for the Daur. Consequently, the Daur were mostly bilingual and 
literate in Manchu (Zikmundova et al. 2020). In the nineteenth century, Daur 
intellectuals developed a system of notation of Daur employing the Manchu 
alphabet (Tsumagari 2003, 129; cf. also Agula 2010). Many Daur, notably those in 
the Hailar region, could speak and write Mongolian. In the 1920s a new notation 
system based on Latin script was introduced to be further elaborated in the 1950s, 
and a notation system based on Cyrillic was also developed (Kara 1995). In addition, 
from the nineteenth century onwards, many Daur intellectuals (such as Arabdan, 
Chin. Aola Changxing ¯¨·¼Č, see Agula 2010) were well versed in Classical 
Chinese and composed literary works in Chinese, Daur and Manchu. However, 
after having been officially recognized as a separate minority without a writing 
system in 1964, a major breach occurred in Daur literary culture. Overall, the Daur 
ceased the transmission of the Daur scripts to the younger generations. 
Consequently, within the current older generation (roughly 60+) knowledge of the 
Latin and Cyrillic writing system is common, and many can read the Manchu-
based Daur script. In addition, Hailar Daur of this generation use the Classical 
Mongolian script to note Daur (Kapišovská, forthcoming). However, for most of 
the younger generation, Daur is at best a “kitchen language” and knowledge of any 
of the writing systems is extremely rare. 
 Nevertheless, in the late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries, several Daur 
writers were famous for composing poems, songs, travelogues and stories in Daur, 
Chinese, and Manchu. The main Daur belletrists were Arabdan (1809–1885), 
Mamegchi (1840–?) and Qin Dongpu (1880–1930). Their writing was mainly 
influenced by Manchu literary tradition. The case of Donjina, an originally 
Qiqihar Daur who lived in Xinjiang and wrote in Manchu, should be mentioned 
here too (cf. Porter 2018).20 In addition, the members of the Hailar intelligentsia 
of the early twentieth century, for example Tsende and Merse (Chin. Guo Daofu 

 

20  The Daur bannerman Gang Dehai, whose pen name was Donjina, came to Xinjiang as a member 

of the troops dispatched to suppress a Muslim rebellion in 1882. An illness caused him stay in 

Xinjiang while his fellow soldiers returned home. He spent the rest of his life among the Sibe in 

the Ili valley and in the 1930s wrote his memoirs in Manchu, subsequently published under the 

title Donjina-i sabuha donjiha ejebun (Notes of what Donjina saw and heard) (Porter 2018, 3). 
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ķİé ), used Mongolian as their main writing language (Atwood 2004).  
Currently, it would seem that Daur authors write only in Chinese (e.g. Wei 2020). 
 Daur folklore intrigues researchers through its combination of Mongolian and 
Manchu features, all with aspects of Siberian culture (Somfai Kara, this issue]. 
Daur songs, as recently summarized by Kapišovská (forthcoming), are divided into 
several genres reminiscent of Evenki and Manchu, as opposed to Mongol, folklore. 
A specific genre of probably Manchu origin, which the Daur share with the Sibe, 
are long epic compositions recited using a simple melodic pattern, usually 
commemorating military affairs, long journeys or heroic deeds (Meng 2007). 
Performances of songs, tales and stories combine singing, rhythmic recitation, 
gestures and other dramatic elements. A well-known example of a Daur folklore 
feature is lurgiel—dancing sessions organized at the Spring festival, with mainly 
women dancing in pairs as if fighting, at the climax of their dance at times falling 
into trance (Stuart et al. 1994). Lurgiel is said to be used as means for women of 
relaxing their usually suppressed emotions.21  

 
 

3     Research on the Daur and Dauria 
 

The Daur, as research subjects, seem to have been surrounded by a bit of mystery. 
Most of their neighbours, wholly or partly remaining on Russian territory, were 
described, studied and interpreted from the eighteenth century onwards 
(Janhunen 1996, 27). The Daur, on the other hand, were beyond the reach of 
scholarly activities carried out in Russia due to their early movement southwards. 
In China, the Daur managed to stay out of the sight of most researchers due to 
their inobtrusive ways and seemingly indifferent attitude to ethnic issues, often 
making them invisible behind the covering ethnic concepts of Manchu, Solon, or 
Mongol.  
 In regard to Chinese research on the Daur, reference should be given to the 
website based on the Annals of Inner Mongolia (Neimenggu zizhiqu zhi RĔfċ
Ó^¤) which gives a general overview on the state of research within the PRC 

 

21  Based upon Veronika Zikmundová’s personal consultation with Odongowa, Hohhot, August 2016. 
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on the Daur until 2005. The given information is divided on the topics of the 
Daur’s history, historical figures, literature, heroic epics, folktales, music tradition, 
songs, poems, proverbs, writers, and linguistics. (Weifang Beida qingniao 
huaguang zhaopai youxian gongsi, no date). 
 However, regarding historical research on the region of Dauria in general, it 
was the Russian scholars reaped the most plentiful results, due to their political 
interest in the Amur region, beginning with reports made to the Tsarist 
authorities in the seventeenth century. The documents, in addition to 
descriptions of the entire settings of the Amur, Zeya and Bureya River basins, also 
contain much information on the encounters of Russian Cossacks with the Daur 
prior to their Manchu-organized evacuation from Russian territory. These 
documents were collected and published in 1841–1843 as well as in 1846–1875 by 
the Russian Ancient Document Research Society in Saint Petersburg. In the 
period immediately following Daur resettlement to the Nonni valley, in contrast, 
there are few records, although there still exist occasional mentions made by 
travellers through the area, such as the descriptions by Eberhard Isbrand Ides and 
Adam Brand (1967, 174-180) from 1682.  
 For the above-mentioned reasons, the Manchu archive materials rarely speak 
about the Daur in particular. There are many more archival sources concerning 
the Solon, for the most part located in the Archives of Heilongjiang Province and 
the Lifanyuan archives. Linguistic, folklore, and ethnographic materials on the 
Daur were only published beginning in the second half of the nineteenth century. 
Most of the material published in China during the twentieth century consists of 
folktales, song texts, material on shamanic tradition, and literary compositions by 
Daur writers. 
 Secondary literature on the Daur is abundant but confined to a few areas of 
study. It was primarily Russian-speaking scholars who pioneered Daur research. 
To mention only a few: the first short mentions of the Daur in scholarly 
publications were made by Gerhard Friedrich Müller (Miller 1999) in his works 
published in 1750s, as well as by Johann Gottlieb Georgi (1799, 29-33). The Russian 
ethnographer and director of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography in 
St. Petersburg Leopold von Schrenck/ Šrenk (1883) made a report on the “foreign 
peoples” (inorodcy) in the Amur region with brief passages concerning the Daur.  
 Based on field research organized by the Russian Academy of Sciences in 1915–
1917, the Russian anthropologist Sergei M. Shirokogorov/ Shirokogoroff published 
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not only on the social organization of the Manchus (Social Organization of the 
Manchus, 1924) but also on “Tungus” including the Daur (Social Organization of the 
Northern Tungus, 1929). His was also the first detailed study of “Tungus”, including 
Daur, shamanism. 
 Since the beginning of the 20th century, several works focused on the Daur 
appeared, whose influence reached far beyond the field of Daur studies which will 
be highlighted in the following paragraphs. 
 The research on the Daur was conducted predominantly in the fields of 
linguistics, ethnography and anthropology. Compared to most other Mongolic 
languages, the research of the Daur language began rather late, and was 
complicated by curious misunderstandings. Even today, it must be noted, there 
are still many unresolved questions concerning Daur linguistics. The major 
breakthrough in the field of Daur linguistics came with Nicolas Poppe (1930, 1934-
5), the author of ground-breaking studies on many Central Asian and Siberian 
languages, whose main focus, however, were the Mongolic languages. It was Poppe 
who, for the first time, not only described and classified Daur but made Daur 
materials accessible to scholarly public. 
 In terms of ethno-historical research on the Daurs, Dennis Gelpe (1973) must 
be mentioned. Gelpe was the translator of Etnograficheskie Ocherki: Narody 
Vostochnoi Azii (Ethnographic Sketches: Peoples of East Asia, 1965), included in the 
encyclopaedic series Narody Mira (Peoples of the World). The volume that Gelpe 
translated, a description of the social and economic life of the Daur, is closely 
connected with Herbert Vreeland’s monograph Mongol Community and Kinship 
Structure (1957), in which he examines the social, political, economic and religious 
organization of the Daurs.  
 Käthe (Uray-) Köhalmi (1981) gives an interesting description of the Daurs in 
terms of their history, society, and linguistics in the earliest documented period, 
presenting them as a possible model of nomadic empire formation. She 
investigates the character of the Solon-Daur symbiosis. By comparing the 
different ethnonyms used by the Russians and the Manchus, she identifies three 
major tribal groupings behind the variety of recorded tribe names. In her view, the 
Solon tribal confederacy included the ancestors of the modern Solon, the 
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Khamnigan and Daur. 22  Worth mentioning as well is her claim that the 
agricultural Daurs were under the authority of the horse-breeding Solon which, in 
her opinion, represents a more general pattern of nomadic expansion employing 
agricultural population as a material base.  
 Henry G. Schwarz, in his chapter on The Daurs of China (1984), outlines the 
Daur’s geopolitical location, history, language and literature, economy and religion. 
This work seemed to have been fundamental for Caroline Humphrey’s research 
on the Daurs. Humphrey’s first Daur-related publication, The Daur Myth of the bear 
and the boy who became a man (1994), was followed by her volume, written with 
Urgunge Onon, Shamans and Elders: Experience, Knowledge and Power among the Daur 
Mongols (1996), a ground-breaking study of Shamanism based upon text- and field-
based analytical knowledge.  
 Finally, in the field of modern history of the Daur, Christopher C. Atwood 
(2002, 2004) has accumulated and interpreted an enormous amount of source 
material concerning the Hailar Daur elites and their role in the Inner Mongolian 
politics of the 1920s and 1930s. Uradyn E. Bulag (2002) has studied the changes in 
Daur identity in the course of the twentieth century. 
 
 3.1 Linguistic research 
Rather symptomatically, in Wurm, Mühlhäusler, and Tyron’s edited Atlas of 
Languages (1996, 817) the Daur language is described as the “most archaic and 
aberrant” of the Mongolic languages found in Manchuria. In the field of 
comparative linguistics, it has been acknowledged that Daur shares some 
features—namely those which connect it to the Mongolian of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries—with the “archaic” Mongolic languages located at the other 

 

22  Köhalmi (1981, 269-270) refers to the “Neljud/Neljagir (Neljuli, Lelluli, Luleli)”, the “Saxalca”, and 

the “Namat/Namjat/Namja” tribes. These three tribes were, in her analysis, the main members of 

the Solon (or nomadic Evenki) confederacy, with the easternmost Saxalca, ancestors of modern 

Solon in China, also comprising part of the Daur population. The Namjat in the center are 

identified as ancestors of part of the modern Horse Tungus or Khamnigan people, while the 

western Namjat formed another part of the modern Khamnigan. As for the main body of the 

Daur, she identifies them with a Mongolic agricultural population referred to as Monggo Xurxa 

in the Manchu sources.  
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geographical periphery of the one-time Mongolic-speaking area.23 The Russian 
linguist Nicholas Poppe (1930, 4), however, noted early on that the case of Daur 
is apparently more complicated:  

In view of some of its features, Daur is very close to the earliest Mongolic varieties 
available to a researcher... Further, it shares many features with the southern 
Mongolian dialects, and the Oirat, Buryat and Moghol varieties. […] It does not seem 
possible to give any classification, or define the position of Daur among the other 
Mongolic languages, based on all its peculiar features […]. 

One of the “detours” delaying the research of Daur was caused by the fact that 
many linguists initially classified the language as a Tungusic variety. This was 
caused both by the Daur lifestyle, so different from that of other Mongolic groups 
while close to the Jurchen and Manchu way of life, and by the profound Tungusic 
influence on Daur. Curiously, while at least some of the Russian Cossacks in the 
seventeenth century recognized the Daur as Mongolic-language speakers, the vast 
majority of subsequent researchers, even as late as the beginning of the twentieth 
century, treated Daur as a Tungusic language (Tsybenov 2012, 10). This “disguise” 
of Daur was so effective that still in the 1960s, the great Soviet linguist Sunik (1962) 
also considered it a Tungusic variety. This, however, was an extreme case. Toward 
the end of the nineteenth century, the first substantial materials on the Daur (the 
Amur and Nonni varieties) was published by Aleksei Osipovich Ivanovskii (1894), 
who also suggested that Daur was most likely a Mongolic language. A word-list of 
Xinjiang Daur collected by Fyodor Muromskii about a decade later was published 
only in the 1970s (Kałużyński 1969/1970). 

 

23  Many classifications of Mongolic include a basic division into two groups, called either “modern” vs. 

“archaic”, or “central” vs. “peripheral”. In these classifications the main criterion is the loss vs. retainment 

of certain 13-14th century features such as the anlaut consonants h and/or f (<*p). Most languages which 

retain these archaic features have, at the same time, a documented history of descent from the thirteenth 

and fourteenth century Mongols and subsequent separation from the main Mongolian-speaking areas. 

In most cases, these groups were descendants of Mongol military garrisons from the period of the 

Mongol Empire who remained at their locations and lived in the local language environment. The main 

“archaic” Mongolic languages are Moghol in Afghanistan, and the Mongolic varieties of the Gansu-

Qinghai border (Mongghul, Mangguer, Baoan, Dongxiang, and Shira Yugur). 
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 It was not before the twentieth century that substantial collections of 
material and grammar descriptions appeared. Between 1920 and 1930, a 
supposedly large amount of language and folklore material of the Nonni Daur was 
collected by Pankratov (Yakhontov 1988), of which unfortunately, only a small 
sample has been published (Kapišovská, forthcoming). The first large collection 
of material of Hailar Daur (based on the speech of Daur living in Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia), accompanied by the first academic description of Daur, was published 
in Russian by Nicolas Poppe (1930). A description based on the same material with 
remarks comparing the Hailar Daur to the Nonni varieties was later published in 
German (Poppe 1934–1935). 
 Two descriptive works—that of William Austin (1952) and Samuel E. Martin 
(1960)— were based on the speech of a single informant, Urgunge (Peter) Onon, a Daur 
exile scholar in the United States and a speaker of the Nonni variety. The latter work, 
based on American Structuralism but adapted by the author to be “readable for 
Mongolists” (Martin 1961, 1) and containing a word list and samples, became the single 
main reference source on Daur in the West for the entire remainder of the twentieth 
century. Meanwhile, a large-scale project of collecting materials on ethnic minorities 
was launched in China in the 1950s. The Kalmyk linguist Bulyash Todaeva participated 
in this project. It was only at this time that language material was gathered from 
different Daur groups which enabled the first comparison and classification of Daur 
and its dialectal groups. After the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), causing a delay of 
publication of all materials collected within this project, the descriptions by Zhong 
Suchun (1982), Todaeva (1986 and 1997) and a series of volumes by Engkebatu (1983, 
1984, 1985a, and 1985b) were finally published. Since its appearance in 2003, the main 
reference treatise of contemporary Daur has been Tsumagari (2003). A more recent 
descriptive sketch has been published by Yohei Yamada (2020). Xinjiang Daur has 
mostly been studied by Ding Shiqing (2015). 
 The 1980s also saw a turn in scholars’ attention from complex description to 
linguistic topics of greater specificity. Comparative studies aimed at establishing the 
position of Daur within the Mongolic languages (Namcarai and Qas-Erdeni 1983; 
Badarongga 1983 and 1988; Engkebatu 1988, the latest contribution being Khabtagaeva 
in this issue). Studies of contact features (Badarongga 1987; Chao Ke 1988; Badagarov 
2013 and 2015) have shed more light on Daur history. Studies of different linguistic 
problems in the strata of phonology (Tsumagari 1985; Kara 1985), morphology 
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(Engkebatu 1985b, Yamada 2015) or lexicon (Tsumagari 1987) in different local varieties 
have lent deeper insight into this formerly “enigmatic” language (Janhunen 1988). 
 To-date, in addition to the word lists collected by Ivanovskii, Muromskii, Poppe, 
Martin and Todaeva, several dictionaries have been published. Following Engkebatu’s 
Daur-Chinese (1983) and Daur-Mongol-Chinese (1984) dictionaries, Nashundalai (2001) 
published a Chinese-Daur dictionary (with Daur rendered in both the Manchu 
alphabet and Latin). In 2012, a classified Daur-Chinese dictionary by Gansuhe and 
Tumurdei (Temuertai) appeared. A concise Daur-Russian dictionary was published by 
Tsybenov and Tumurdei (Tumurdei 2014). 
 

3.2 Publications of linguistic material 
Previously, specimens of Daur texts, mostly folkloric, but also samples of everyday 
speech, were an inevitable part of descriptive treatises. Thus, for example Poppe (1930) 
includes some 50 pages of texts with Russian translation. Further, there exist scientific 
text editions, namely those by Enhebatu (1985b) containing interlinear translation into 
Mongolian and Chinese. Recently, an annotated text in Hailar Daur was published by 
Yamada (2017).  
 
 3.3 Research of Daur culture and Daur shamans 
The earliest substantial descriptions of Daur culture begin to emerge in the late 
nineteenth century, when the Daurs had already been living in the Qing empire 
for a long time, presumably having become adapted to the general Manchurian 
lifestyle. The eighteenth century Russian and European ethnographic sources 
which contain such abundant material concerning other Siberian groups give only 
brief summaries on the Daur. This was occasioned by the fact that most Daur 
became foreign subjects in the seventeenth century; those remaining within 
Russian borders were overseen by the Qing Empire (Ziehaus, this issue). The 
Manchu sources of the eighteenth century are dealing only a little with 
ethnography. Thus, in the turbulent developments along the Sino-Russian borders, 
this large and politically significant group escaped the attention of early Russian 
scholars, keeping the secrets of their “original” Daur culture undisclosed. 
Nevertheless, both Russian archival materials created during the colonization of 
Siberia, as well as early scholarly works of the eighteenth century by Müller and 
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Georgi, still mention a few interesting details concerning the Daur way of life (see 
above). Thus, studies of Daur culture, focusing mainly on folklore and religion, 
only really began to emerge in the twentieth century. 
 The mention of Daur culture is, however, for many scholars, almost 
synonymous with Daur shamanic tradition. Indeed, the prevailing and best-
documented part of Daur folklore are records of the shamanic invocations and 
stories about shamans. In fact, of all the spheres of Daur culture, it is shamanism 
that has received most the systematic treatment by scholars, in particular by 
Caroline Humphrey and Urgunge Onon (1996). 
 The description of Daur shamanic practices began, beyond doubt, with 
Isbrand Ides and his companion Adolf Brand, who note that at the time of their 
stay at Qiqihar in 1695, the sound of shamanic invocations could be heard almost 
every night (Ides 1967, 176). Ides (1967, 174) also gives a brief description of a 
shamanic ritual. Following the general description of Siberian shamanism by 
Georgi (1799, 98-116), significant material on Daur shamanism begins to appear in 
the early 20th century. In his description of the Daur language, Poppe (1930) 
included a concise description of Daur shamanic tradition. Only a few years later, 
Shirokogoroff in his Psychomental Complex of the Tungus (1935), published a vast 
amount of detail concerning Daur shamanic beliefs, the pantheon of deities, and 
shamanic practices. Significantly, by its very structure, the work evokes an image 
of a common shamanic world of different Evenki groups, the Daur, the Manchu, 
the Mongols, and the Chinese, inseparable in their constant contacts and mutual 
influences. Shirokogoroff clearly shows the strong Evenki influence on Daur 
shamanism, which nevertheless retains certain Mongolic features. The most 
important traits of Daur shamanic tradition, featured as well in later works, can 
be seen already in Shirokogoroff’s description. These traits include: the structure 
connected to clans (hala) and lineages (mokon) in which every lineage has its 
shaman, the intriguing complexity of the pantheon and the multitude of 
worshiped deities, the striking phenomenon of “deity complexes” which the Daur 
share with the Evenki, or the peculiar variety of a northern Chinese were-animal 
cult. The next, and so far the most important, study of Daur shamanism was 
published by Caroline Humphrey and Urgunge Onon (1996). Their research 
mainly focuses on the broad Daur shamanic tradition as it existed in the beginning 
of the twentieth century, much of it subsequently lost during the Cultural 
Revolution. Humphrey also discusses features of Daur shamanic tradition in the 
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context of some crucial anthropological issues. Concerning the question of the 
“shamanic journey”, discussed by Somfai Kara (this issue) they show that Eliade’s 
categorization ([1951] 1964, 5, 6) is problematic when applied to shamanistic 
societies. Into relatively recent times, Daur shamans employed either possession 
by spirits or dolbor (“night journey”) depending on the type of ritual performed 
(Humphrey and Onon 1996, 227-237). However, while the primary focus of 
Humphrey and Onon was the Morindawa region, most other works describe the 
Hailar tradition. In the Hailar area the Daur had been in close contact with the 
Bargu, Buryat, Khamnigan and other Mongolic-speaking groups, in addition to 
the Solon. Some ethnographic works written by Daur authors themselves likewise 
deal with this tradition (Odongowa 1998, 2013; Mendüsürüng 1994).  
 After the suppression of shamanism during the Cultural Revolution, a revival 
took place among different ethnic groups in the Hailar region. The revival of the 
shamanic tradition, as studied by Peter Knecht (2012, 2013 and 2018) beginning in 
the 1990s, has brought about more intensive contact processes among the 
respective traditions. In course of this revival, the most important character has 
been Siqingua, a Daur female shaman from Nantun. Siqingua, born in 1950, 
worked as a teacher but retired in 1983 due to her poor health. In 1998 she was 
initiated (Somfai Kara et al. 2009, 145) by a Bargu master. Siqingua inherited her 
shamanic vocation from her grandfather, Laa samaan of the Onon clan (Sa 2019). 
However, her own shamanic practice has been rather “multicultural”: Siqingua 
performs the rituals of the Daur, Bargu and Buryat traditions, often combining 
features of the three traditions. She is famous for being fluent in several languages 
and using these languages in her invocations. In 2007, she revived a large-scale 
Daur ritual (Somfai Kara et al. 2009; Somfai Kara in this issue). This has been 
considered a bold and controversial action by local shamans and has contributed 
to Siqingua’s fame in and outside the Hailar region. Siqingua has been both 
admired and feared by the Hulun Buir population and by the Daurs in particular 
(fieldwork data by Zikmundová). Siqingua has been regularly visited by foreign 
anthropologists such as Peter Knecht (2012, 2013 and 2018) and Mihály Hoppál 
(Somfai Kara et al. 2009). Siqingua herself travelled abroad and was awarded the 
title “living treasure of shamanism” by the Foundation for Shamanic Studies 
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(Grimaldi 2011). A book about Siqingua and her disciples was published by Lü and 
Qiu (2009).  
 Siqingua has brought up disciples from different ethnic groups. However, her 
main disciple has been a Morindawa Daur, Wo Jufen, who has become the most 
important shaman for the Morindawa Daur. Based on her fieldwork observations 
of Siqingua and her disciples, Sa Minna (2019) examines the patterns of 
inheritance of the shamanic vocation. In the present issue, Somfai Kara compares 
the activity of Siqingua and Wo Jufen in the context of their respective 
communities.  
 Among further publications, the study by Mendüsürüng (1994), the materials 
by Maduertu et al. (1999) and the overview by Tsybenov (2007) should be 
mentioned. Much information pertaining to shamans and their activity is found 
in folklore collections, namely Odongowa (1983), Sayintana (1987), and Stuart, Li 
and Shelear (1994). Tsybenov (2012, 47-70) gives an ethnographic summary of the 
Daur shaman tradition and a bibliographical overview featuring ethnographic 
works published in China. 
 
 3.4 Research of Daur folktales and the story of Nishan Shaman 
Several collections of Daur folktales and epic were published in Daur (Ulaanbat 
1957), Mongolian (e.g. Meng 1960; Odongowa 1983; Meng and Toqtaqunbayar 
1985), Chinese (e.g. Wu, Meng and Na 2013), and English (Bender 1984; Stuart et 
al. 1994). A large portion of oral texts included among folktales are legends about 
shamans, shamanic deities and related topics. A special position among Daur 
folktales is assigned to the Tale of the Nishan shaman.24 
 The story of the Nishan Shaman is a piece of oral literature documented from 
different regions and among the different ethnic groups of Manchuria. More than 
15 versions, collected among the Manchu, Kili, Orochen, Daur, Solon, Khorchin 
and other groups have been published (Alonso de la Fuente 2017, 27-33), while 
more collected versions remain unpublished. In addition to versions published in 
the original languages, there are Chinese and English renderings (Alonso de la 
Fuente 2017, 33). Most of the extant versions are recordings of oral texts. Three 
Manchu versions have been collected in written form. The documented versions 
 

24  For detailed surveys of the field of Nishanology, see Stary 1990 and 2002. For an up-to-date 

overview, see Alonso de la Fuente 2017. 
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range from a few sentences to dozens of pages in length. Different versions also 
show variation in content. In this respect, the farthest flung “echo” of the Nishan 
Shaman story may well be the Jungarian Sibe version collected by Zhonglu that 
uses the name of the main character but tells a different “shaman story”. 
(Zikmundová 2006) Most versions are elaborated along the basic plot of a woman 
shaman who goes to the Underworld in order to save the soul of a boy who died 
while hunting. On her way back she runs into the soul of her deceased husband 
and happens to harm him during a conflict. In most versions, after bringing the 
boy’s soul back successfully, the shaman is punished. However, the details and the 
moral of the story differ greatly among the versions. Some, like the two Daur 
versions published by Engkebatu et al. (1985, 1988), feature a traditional 
shamanistic logic (the shaman is killed by the deities due to the fear that she might 
prevent people from dying), while some other versions reflect the morals of their 
respective societies. For example, in the widely known Manchu version (Nowak 
and Durrant 1977) the Manchu emperor punishes the shaman for her 
inappropriate behavior (harming her deceased husband and having a love affair 
with another man), while in one of the Daur versions recorded in Communist 
China, the “common” people try to save Nishan who is killed by a greedy official, 
reflecting the Marxist idea of “class conflict”. 
 The most widely known version of Nishan Shaman is the version written 
down by a Manchu native speaker Dekdengge for the Russian scholar 
Grebenshchikov. This version, referred to as “canonical” by Alonso de la Fuente 
(2017), has been translated and published in several languages including Russian 
(Volkova 1961), Chinese (Zhang and Guang 2007), English (Nowak and Durrant 
1977), Hungarian (Melles 1987), Korean (Seong 1974), Japanese (Kawachi 1987), and 
Mongolian (Otgontuul 2009). This version has not only been widely studied as an 
ethnographic source but has become a part of international popular culture.25 This 
text is unique by its combination of colloquial style, intriguing narrative technique 
and swift pace with an abundance of ethnographic details, frank treatment of 
social issues and a detailed description of a shamanic ritual including a “shamanic 

 

25  A computer game with the topic of Nishan Shaman was released several years ago 

https://toucharcade.com/2018/07/23/nishan-shaman-review/. 
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journey”, offering rare insight into the world of spirits or—to formulate it from a 
Western perspective—into the shaman’s experience during an “altered state of 
mind”. The description of the shaman’s journey to the Underworld, encounters 
with spirits, the methods used by her to reclaim the soul of the dead and bring 
him back, and, finally, the passage when Nishan is shown punishments for 
different sins, is found in most versions of the story. 
 From an “ethnic” point of view, the origin of the tale and its cultural 
influences seen in different versions are extremely complex. Researchers have 
usually considered it to be a piece of Manchu folklore (cf. the title of the English 
translation). The preponderance of versions are Manchu and, as Alonso de la 
Fuente (2017, 25) notes, other versions are only found among groups that were in 
contact with the Manchus. On the other hand, Heissig (1997) finds many features 
comparable to the motifs found in Mongolian epics, and the narrator of the Daur 
version published by Humphrey (1996, 305-312) states that “this is a Mongol story 
and Isen (Nishan) was a Mongol shaman.” Alonso de la Fuente (2017, 25) notes 
features of probable Buddhist and Taoist influence. At the same time, not only 
Mongolic features in general, but also specifically Daur details such as the Daur 
clan name Denteke occur in some of the Manchu versions. In this context, it 
should also be noted that most Manchu versions of Nishan Shaman were collected 
in multi-ethnic areas inhabited by the Daurs, Solons and Orochens in addition to 
the Manchus. At least one written Manchu version was collected from the Daurs 
of Hailar. Apparently, the narrative bears traces of combined written and oral 
transmission which involved narration, writing down, reading, re-telling and re-
writing in addition to translation, interpretation and adaptation among 
neighbouring ethnic groups, as was typical for Central Asian folklore (Mikos 2012). 
Based on analogies with Siberian folklore texts, Somfai Kara (this issue) suggests 
that this tale originated among the ethnic groups of Dauria, or the Amur River 
basin. 
 Unlike the Manchu versions of Nishan Shaman which have been translated 
and studied for decades, there is little previous research of the Daur versions. 
Alonso de la Fuente (2017, 33) lists three Daur versions: (Engkebatu 1985b, 187-219), 
Engkebatu-Erkimbayar (1988, 321-328) and the version translated into English and 
collected by Humphrey (1996, 305-312). In addition, a Chinese translation was 
published by Sayintana (1987, 75-102) and another unpublished version was 
collected by Odongowa. Sayintana’s version was translated into English (Stuart et 
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al. 1994). The version by Engkebatu (1985b) has been translated into Polish by J. 
Parda in 1993 but has not been published (Alonso de la Fuente 2017, 34). David 
Somfai Kara (this issue) brings the first translation of this version into English. 
Heissig (1997) is perhaps the only dedicated study dealing with the Daur 
(Engkebatu 1985b) version. Humphrey (1996) gives comparative notes to the 
version collected by her. Alonso del a Fuente (2017, 32-42) includes the Daur 
versions in his comparative overview in the preface to his Spanish translations of 
three Manchu versions. In the present issue, Somfai Kara notes the connection of 
the ethnographic details found in the Engkebatu (1985) version to his field study 
of contemporary Daur shamans.  
 
 3.5 Research of Daur history 
As with the other fields mentioned here, most research works in Daur history 
were published in the second half of the 20th century. The earliest historical 
period—the situation before the Daur resettlement in the Nonni valley—was 
mainly examined by Köhalmi (1981) and Tsybenov (2007, 2011, 2012). Studies 
focused on the ethnic history of other Daurian groups, such as Polevoi (1979) and 
Nimaev (2010) also shed light on early Daur history. After their migration to the 
Nonni Valley and further movements, the Daur are mentioned in historical works 
as part of the Butha or Solon banners. While the studies of Chia Ning (2015) and 
Jin Xin (2012 and 2013) focus directly on the history of the Solon or Butha 
formations, Akira Yanagisawa (1997) and others describe the administration of 
Heilongjiang Province which oversaw most of the Daur. Studies of famous legal 
cases of the Qing period (e.g. Kato 1997; Sun 2018) provide insight into Butha 
banner society. Last but not least, studies of closely associated peoples such as the 
Orochen (Chengzhi 2001, Kim 2019) provide much useful information about the 
Daur as well. In this issue, Chengzhi contributes a study of the Butha banner 
society based on a legal case from the Butha Eight banners in the eighteenth 
century. Of the other Daur groups, the modern history of Hailar Daur is an 
important focus of Atwood (2002 and 2004), as well as of two articles in the 
present issue: Tsybenov and Srba. Further, a compendium of the history of the 
Daur ethnic group was published in China by the Committee for Compilation of 
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the Concise Daur history (Dawo’er zu jianshi bianxiezu 1986) and, recently, a new 
history of the Daur was written by Meng Zhidong (2018). 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

As can be seen from the description above, Daur studies are not a completely 
neglected area. Given, however, the large size of the Daur population and the 
historical importance of the Daur, the modest number of scholarly works 
completed to date is striking, all the more so when compared to the attention paid 
to so many other tiny ethnic groups in Siberia and Manchuria. The reasons, partly 
mentioned above, include the circumstances of the Daurs’ southward movement 
in the 17th century, as well as the fact that they were often hidden from sight by 
the use of covering terms such as Manchu, Solon, or Mongol, both by others and 
themselves. Moreover, due the poor accessibility of Daur-inhabited areas for 
scholars from outside China during much of the 20th century, comparatively little 
fieldwork has been conducted on the Daur before 2000. Even though singular 
field trips were carried out since 1980s (Tsumagari 2003, Humphrey and Onon 
1996), resulting in pioneering research outcomes, larger-scale fieldwork by foreign 
researchers only started in the late 2000s. Peter Knecht, Mihály Hoppál and 
Dávid Somfai Kara conducted field research of Daur shamans, Bazar Tsybenov 
collected ethnographic and folkloristic material, linguistic data were gathered by 
Jargal Badagarov, Yohei Yamada, Bayarma Khabtagaeva, Veronika Kapišovská 
and others. This period of intensive fieldwork has opened new perspectives on 
contemporary Daur language and culture. As occurs not infrequently, new data 
collected in the course of intensive fieldwork have also revealed new problems: in 
this case, the severe endangerment of the Daur language and culture. Additionally, 
recent developments in other fields have contributed to new approaches to the 
Daur: the most recent linguistic approaches, stressing the importance of language 
contact, have uncovered a large and unexplored space in the inherently “liminal” 
Daur language sphere. The powerful stream of the so-called New Qing history, 
resulting in major strides in Chinese historical studies and focusing on the 
multicultural character of Qing China, has brought to light new sources of 
information concerning Daur history in the Qing Empire (cf. Chengzhi and Srba 
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in this issue). New approaches in anthropology, such as socio-onomastics, provide 
tools with which to view Daur society in new perspectives (e.g. Kim, this issue). 
 Consequently, our intention for this volume is to combine the various 
approaches of these diverse academic disciplines on the topic of the “Daurs”. The 
first four contributions of this thematic issue deal with questions of ethnicity and 
identity, ranging from territorial conflict versus kinship in clan affiliation, the 
nuances of ethnic identity issues behind the Sinicization of Daur names, and the 
Hailar Daur’s involvement in Pan-Mongolism. The first contribution, written by 
Loretta Kim, gives a broad overview on the historical aspects of Dauria 26 by 
questioning the inherent connection of Daur names with Daur ethnicity. By 
expressing hybrid cultural and linguistic characteristics, Kim focuses on the 
genealogical evidence of the Dedule clan. The topic on identity and ethnicity is 
also considered by the Buryat scholar Bazar Tsybenov, whose contribution 
concerns the evolution of the term “Daur-Mongol” and self-identification of Daur, 
in the revolutionary period, with Fumingtai and his involvement in Pan-Mongol 
political activity in the first half of the twentieth century. In the following 
contributions, by framing the Daur as a vanished transnational community, 
Stephanie Ziehaus places an emphasis on today’s Daur ethnicity under the impact 
of imperial administration, whereas Ondřej Srba’s contribution deals with the 
administrative dislocation of the Daur in 1920 by giving an overview of the 
administrative evolution of the Hulun Buir area. The last of the contributions with 
a focus on historical topics by Kicengge examines the details of the Eight Banners 
legal processes, by employing the Cisan incident during the Qing Dynasty as a case 
study. He shows the importance of textual records of this legal case for the Daur 
community: to this day it is preserved as an important component of their Daur 
identity. What would be special issue on the Daur without the Nishan Shaman? 
The following contribution deals with the topic of the Daur version of the myth 
of the Nishan Shaman, first translated by Caroline Humphrey (1996). Based upon 
his ethnographic fieldwork among the Daur, David Somfai Kara focuses on the 
concepts of the mythological background of the story. The last, and only purely 
linguistic contribution by Bayarma Khabtagaeva, brings the topic of language 

 

26  Not meant as a geo-political term.  
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contact into the discussion about the position of Daur within the Mongolic 
languages. 
 Consequently, the articles in this issue feature a variety of topics and 
approaches. However, all the contributions are connected by two interconnected 
issues which are central to Daur studies: the topics of identity and contact. 
 In each of the articles, a different aspect of these issues surfaces: David Somfai 
Kara bases his argumentation on those elements in Daur shamanic culture which 
the Daur share with the Siberian Tungusic groups, their one-time 

neighbours in Dauria. In her linguistic study, Bayarma Khabtagaeva highlights 
another “liminal feature” of the Daur by showing that a significant part of the 
Daur basic vocabulary is made up of items of Mongolic, Tungusic and 

unknown origin. The Qing Dynasty-era Daur in Kicengge’s article refer to 
themselves as the Butha Solon Dagur, or the Solon Daur from the Hunting 

Eight Banners, as their identity was determined by their main responsibility 
towards the Qing court—bearing the sable tribute. Two articles dealing with 
Hailar Daur of the early 20th century highlight two different aspects of the identity 
of this group. On the one hand, in Ondřej Srba’s article, in the process of the 
development of the ethnic awareness of Hailar Mongols, a group of Daur was 
relocated from an ethnic Mongol banner, thus defining their identity as being 
distinct from that of the Mongols. On the other hand, Bazar Tsybenov tells 
the story of persecuted Daur fighters who struggled for the idea of pan-Mongolism: 
in their interrogation records, they identify themselves as Daur-Mongol or 

Bargu-Mongol. Loretta Kim’s article reflects the latest developments in the 
perception and self-perception of the Daur when the Daur language ceases to 
function as a marker of Daur indentity, discussing the question of “Daur-ness” 

as rendered through the Chinese language. Stephanie Ziehaus investigates 
the role of imperial administration on the development of the Daur identity and 
ethnic awareness. 
 As can be seen from this overview, the Daur studies offer a broad space for 
investigation. Many questions posed by Daur history have not been sufficiently 
researched, let alone satisfactorily answered. Further, there are still many blank 
spots in the study of both historical and contemporary Daur language, culture and 
society. Importantly, the endangered Daur language and folk culture call for 
urgent documentation. And Daur oral history represents yet another little-
explored and endangered target for field researchers. 
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 We believe that further study of these insufficiently-researched aspects of the 
Daur language, history and culture will contribute to the general study of 
borderlands, in particular the Sino-Russian borderlands along the Amur River. 
And the application of general “borderland” paradigms to the Daur will certainly 
provide clues to some of the mysteries presented by the Daur. 
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Abstract     Ethnic minorities (non-Han peoples) in modern China have undergone many 

enforced changes, imposed by both state authorities and by self-motivated choice. Use of 

languages is one of the facets in their lives that have developed in different directions in 

the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. While knowledge of spoken and written Chinese 

has become imperative for performing quotidian functions and communicating with 

members of ethnic groups other than their own, ethnic minority communities have also 

preserved aspects of their heritage languages in various ways. This article discusses how the 

Daur people (Dawo'erzu ����) have created historical records using multiple scripts. I 

concentrate on evidence from the genealogy of the Dedule clan, itself expressive of hybrid 

cultural and linguistic characteristics, and exemplifying the resilience of minority identities 

in a political and social environment that encourages the adoption of homogenized norms, 

including language use. 
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Introduction 
 
Since the official identification of ethnic groups (minzu ) and the ascription 
of specific characteristics such as material customs, original territory, and 
ancestral heritage to each group began in the 1950s, language has become a key 
element of collective identity in modern and contemporary China.1 The Ethnic 
 

 1  All general references to Chinese-language terms, personal and institutional names, as well as 

citations from sources published in traditional characters will be presented using traditional 
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Identification Project (Minzu shibie gongcheng ) narrowed the 
number of groups contending for legal recognition, conferred separate identities 
for some groups that claimed to be related, and created new groups by imposing 
equivalent identities on populations of two or more groups that previously 
considered themselves as different (Hsieh 1987; Mullaney 2010; Wang 2015). 55 of 
the officially recognized ethnic groups are known as “ethnic minorities” (shaoshu 
minzu ) and together they comprised about 8% of the People’s Republic 
of China (PRC)’s total population as of 2010. Many of these ethnic minorities are 
distinguished from the Han (Hanzu ), the ethnic majority group, in that they 
speak non-Chinese languages; these languages do not have known autochthonous 
scripts. Implicit in the common phrase used to describe groups that “do not have 
their own scripts” (meiyou ziji de wenzi ) is the notion that their 
cultures are less developed than that of the Han, a group with written records (Yi 
2007; Powers 2017, 57). 
 This article examines how the existence of a unique script as a metric of 
cultural status does not present the full picture of how a language is represented 
and preserved. It will examine the case of the Daur ethnic group (Dawo’erzu 

, Da. Daor or Dawur) in modern China, who use both Manchu and Chinese 
scripts to maintain knowledge about their past. I argue that the transcription of 
Daur people’s names (Dawo’er ren de mingzi ) should be considered 
significant in the transmission of internal information. I question any prejudice 
that states that transcription is only approximate and therefore less authentic than 
rendition in an autochthonous or native script. While I acknowledge that 
limitations of transcription constrain the translation of any oral language into 

 

characters, and references to and from sources in simplified characters which are not personal 

names or institutional names will be given using simplified characters. Non-English terms in this 

article are preceded with the abbreviations “Ch.” for Chinese, “Da.” for Daur, and “Ma.” for 

Manchu. Terms not marked with abbreviations are Chinese unless identified otherwise by 

context. Daur terms, unless cited otherwise, are rendered according to the corresponding sources, 

whether in Manchu transcription or Chinese transcription, but provide the original 

pronunciation for some of them based on the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). 
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written form, I demonstrate through the case study of the Dedule (Dedule , 
Da. Dədul) genealogy that the documentation of names suggests that the Manchu 
and Chinese scripts still hold their own meaning and value, even if they are 
considered as “authentic” as the names were as pronounced during the individuals’ 
lifetimes. Furthermore, I argue that the transcription of these names is vital for 
their preservation in the future as language usage continues to change. Hence, 
although two transcribed versions may refer to the same name, their co-existence 
effectively gives the named individuals more than one name. 
 The analysis of this genealogy is important to understand the alignment of 
language and identity in modern China. For the Daur people, the adoption of 
Chinese language as the main mode of communication has become inevitable as 
the PRC government has emphasized the use of spoken Modern Standard 
Chinese (Putonghua ) and Standard Written Chinese. Like most other 
ethnic minorities, the Daur must conform to the linguistic environment in which 
they interact with people outside of their ethnic group. In addition, they are 
exposed to social norms, inculcated through formal education, that are related to 
Chinese language and Han culture (Beckett and Postiglione 2012). However, this 
case study is an example of how Daur identity may be expressed through the 
combined use of Chinese and Manchu scripts. It also demonstrates how traits that 
may be associated with Han culture, such as a written genealogy arranged by 
generations, have been adapted to represent the Daur heritage. 
 The investigation of how two scripts are employed to render Daur names also 
contributes to the ongoing interplay of state-defined and group-defined ethnic 
identities. Although, currently, the consequences of official classification remain 
stable and relatively unchallenged—as seen in the inclusion of ethnicity on 
government-issued identification cards and the prevalence of ethnicity as a means 
of self-identification in social settings—it remains debatable as to what ethnicity 
actually means to both members of the Han majority and to ethnic minorities 
themselves. Scholarly discussions concerning ethnic policy reform (minzu zhengce 

) (Elliott 2015) and changes, over the past 20 years, in the social and 
cultural implications of ethnic minority status (Maurer-Fazio and Hasmath 2015) 
reflect persistent disparities between the view of the PRC government vis-à-vis 
ethnic identity and the way in which ethnicity affects (or does not affect) the daily 
lives and self-perceptions of its citizens. Since the official definition of “Daur 
ethnicity” emphasizes that the Daur people have their own history and language, 
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the use of Manchu and Chinese script in a Daur genealogy brings into question 
how the boundaries between modern ethnic groups in China are constructed. And 
information predating the establishment of such distinguishing elements shows 
how groups have borrowed and adapted “non-native” cultural tools such as 
language proactively, rather than due to a mere lack of their own resources. 
 The remainder of this article is organized into five sections. The first section 
introduces features of the Daur people and Daur language.2 The second section 
discusses issues regarding the transcription of languages in modern and 
contemporary China. The third section describes the Dedule genealogy; an 
analysis of its content is given in the fourth section. The fifth section consists of 
concluding ideas concerning the featured case study and implications of this 
research for future scholarship. 
 
 

1     The Daur People and the Daur Language 
 

The Daur people of the past and present are subject to various conceptions of 
identification. As with many ethnonyms, the ethnonym “Daur” is used 
to describe multiple groups at different periods of time that are similar but 
also distinct from one another. In this way, the Daur are like many other groups 
in modern and contemporary China that are identified by the state using 
ethnonyms that do not account for these differences. Therefore, even within 
one time period, groups that either self-identify or have been identified 
by other groups by a certain ethnonym may or may not acknowledge affinity with 
each other, such as present-day Ewenki people (Ewenkezu ) (Dumont 
2017).  
 Interpretations of Daur identity were subject to considerable variation both 
before and after the PRC accorded legal recognition to a “Daur ethnic group”. 

 

 2  I use the term “Daur language” as a simplified way to refer to the multiple varieties of spoken 

Daur that have been identified as what may be regarded as “standard Daur” as codified in 

grammars and lexicons published during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries (cf. Tsumagari 

2003). 
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According to the sixth national census (di liu quan guo renkou pucha 
) conducted in 2010, there were 131,992 people officially identified as Daur 

throughout the PRC.3  However, this statistic is only partially accurate: while 
many people assume Daur identity due to both their parents being legally 
identified as Daur, children born to parents with two different official ethnic 
identities (one Daur and one non-Daur) can be identified with one only of those 
identities; some, therefore, are identified as Daur, whereas others are identified in 
accordance with the ethnicity of the non-Daur parent. Other aspects of modern 
Daur people, as commonly described in general studies and concise histories 
(jianshi ), include the information that they live in northern China, 
particularly in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, Heilongjiang province, 
and the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, practice shamanism (samanjiao 

), and were hunters and fishers before adopting agriculture as their primary 
means of livelihood during the Qing dynasty (1644–1911) (Dawo’erzu jianshi 2008; 
Song 2014). 
 The Daur are also defined by their heritage as people who are related by 
kinship through the social system of clans (Da. xal, Ma. hala, Ch. hala ) and 
sub-clans (Da. mokun, Ch. mokun ), as well as by putative descent from 
common ancestors.4 In the construction of Daur ethnic history since 1950, the 
identity of these earliest ancestors of the Daur has been a key element of ongoing 
debates concerning the group’s ethnogenesis. As ethnic Mongol anthropologist 
Uradyn Bulag has discussed in his paradigmatic study of Mongol national identity, 
Daur intellectuals as well as Daur and Han scholars and officials have argued about 
the ancestry of people who are now recognized as Daur (Bulag 2002, 163-169). The 
“politically correct” view of Daur history in the PRC is that the Daur are the 
descendants of the Khitan people (Qidan zu ), the founders of the Liao state, 
known in Chinese as the “Great Liao (empire)” (Da Liao ) or the Liao dynasty 
(Liao chao ) (Batubaoyin, Meng, and Du 2011; for an example of how this has 
become an established fact in non-Chinese reference works, see West 2009, 182-
183). This conception of Daur ancestry differs from other interpretations of Daur 
 

 3  The seventh national census started on November 1, 2020, and preliminary results have been 

released in May 2021. 

 4  The Daur terms for clan and sub-clan are similar to the equivalents in Manchu language, which 

are hala and mukūn. 
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origins which claim that the Daur were descendants of Qasar, the brother of 
Chinggis Khan, and therefore more closely related to the people now officially 
identified as ethnic Mongols (Mengguzu ). This was a controversial view in 
the early and mid-twentieth century during a period when certain Daur leaders 
advocated that Inner Mongolia should become part of an independent Mongolian 
state rather than remaining as part of the Republic of China (Bulag 2002, 148-156; 
Atwood 2005, 15-16).  
 Inter-group relations have also affected this as-yet unresolved debate 
concerning Daur heritage as modern Daurs speak an aberrant Mongolic language 
(Janhunen 1997, 128). Sociolinguistic studies have argued that extensive co-
existence with Tungusic-language speaking groups resulted in the mutual 
influence of their languages as is evidenced by equivalent or similar vocabulary and 
other linguistic elements (Hu 1986, 30-31). Moreover, in their religion, folklore, 
and other aspects of their cultural practices, the Daurs are closer to certain 
Tungusic-speaking peoples such as the Ewenki, Orochen (Elunchunzu ) 
and Manchu (Manzu ) than to modern Mongols. (Hatanaka 1989; Sa 2019).  
 The Daur language, positioned as belonging to both the Mongolic and 
Tungusic languages, or somewhere in between them,5 manifests in the versatile 
representation of the language in written form. Daur can be written in Mongolian 
or Latin script with a fair degree of fidelity to the spoken language. It can be 
approximated in Manchu script and in Chinese characters as well. The alphabetic 
Manchu script is more accurate in rendering the Daur language than the 
logographic Chinese script. However, Chinese has been the dominant language 
in textual records concerning Daur history and culture within China as 

publications over the past century or so have largely been sponsored by successive 
Chinese governments, reflecting either collaboration between Daur and non-Daur 
contributors, or—as in the case of the Draft Gazetteer of Heilongjiang (Heilongjiang 
zhigao ) published in 1932 and containing, in its seventh fascicle (di qi 

 

 5  In current genealogical classifications, Daur is always found among the Mongolic languages 

(Tsumagari 2003). However, its lexicon is heavily influenced by several Tungusic languages, e.g. 

Khabtagaeva, this issue. 
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juan ), a 20-part lexicon of Manchu-Mongolian-Daur-Solon-Orochen 
vocabulary—authorship solely credited to Han compilers and editors.  
 Critical to the association of Daur language to Daur identity is the fact that 
Daur language does not have a known autochthonous script. The use of multiple 
scripts to write Daur reflects the absence of an original system and the efforts to 
graphically represent the language with other systems like Latin and Cyrillic but 
without creating an entirely new one. Given the variations in how these scripts 
reproduce the Daur language—as exemplified by the Daur endonym Daor as 
Daguur in Mongolian, Dahūr in Manchu and multiple combinations of Chinese 
characters including Dahuli , Dahu'er , and the now 
standard Dawo'er —it would appear that representation through non-
Daur scripts has essentially altered the Daur language by translating the 
original sounds into versions that approximate, but do not fully replicate, them. 
A popular media article in 2018 raised the question as to why Daur does not use 
the Khitan script (Qidan wenzi ), surely a part of the Daur cultural legacy 
as descendants of the Khitan; the article arrived at the simple conclusion that 
because most Daur in the post-1949 period are proficient in Chinese, they have 
no need of Khitan, or by implication, any other language than Chinese (Meiri 
Hanzi 2018). 
 
 

2     Transcription of Non-Han Languages in Modern and Contemporary China 
 

The existence or absence of scripts is important—in the Daur case as well as for 
other languages—because graphization, or the development of a writing system, 
for languages lacking one, and the standardization of writing systems for non-
Sinitic (Chinese character) languages, have both been significant components of 
the PRC agenda for language planning (Mair 2004, xvii). Since writing systems are 
based on scripts, the decision to create a script must consider whether it will be 
logographic like Chinese or syllabic like Korean, Mongolian, and Tibetan, the 
latter three being among the few ethnic minority languages that are still actively 
used for the production of new textual publications in the PRC.  
 In practice, China’s ethnic minority languages can be separated into three 
categories. Some have writing systems that originated before 1949 and were 
created by the people who used these languages natively. These languages are 
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distinctive as they have scripts associated with the history of a specific ethnic 
group, the records of such groups having been documented in written form using 
the scripts. A second category of languages are those for which scripts were 
designed after 1949. These languages include Yao  and Zhuang  for which 
phonetic alphabets were developed (Economic and Commercial Office of the 
PRC Embassy in Norway 2019; Zuo 2007, 86). The third category consists of 
languages that exist in spoken form and do not have any scripts associated with 
them.  
 Both non-Han languages with writing systems and those without writing 
systems have been subject to graphization through transliteration and 
transcription. Many languages with autochthonous scripts such as Mongolian, 
Tibetan, and Korean have standards for transliteration or the consistent 
conversion of graphemes in one language to those using the script of another 
language that are often used for learning the languages and for scholarly analysis. 
Transcription, which stresses the accurate representation of phonemes or sounds 
in one language using a written system, has also been used to create written records 
of oral-generated content. Transliteration and transcription have been important 
aspects of PRC language policy because chirographic cultures, or cultures with 
writing systems, are considered as more developed than those with purely oral 
languages. 6  Many of the alphabets created for languages since 1949 serve to 
transliterate the languages, and logographic writing systems effectively transcribe 
them. Equipping languages with writing systems facilitates communication 
through textual media in both paper-based and digital form, such as the 
proliferation of Tai-language  publications in the 1990s (Davis 2005). 
 The actual value of writing systems for non-Han languages is a critical 
question for both the users of these languages and from an intellectual and policy-
making perspective. American linguist William C. Hannas has critiqued the use 
of Chinese characters to transcribe non-Chinese languages (Hannas 1997, 116-124). 
The PRC government has standardized transcriptions for proper nouns such as 
place names and personal names (Xinhua News Agency 1993). However, 
considerable variations exist in practice for how non-Chinese terms are 

 

 6  For more detail on chirographic cultures and oral cultures, see Ong 1982. 
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represented through transliteration and transcription, as in, for example, the 
transcription of place names in the PRC mainland, Hong Kong, and the Republic 
of China (Taiwan). Some of these variations are based on the main languages of 
communication, Putonghua (Mandarin) and Cantonese for the PRC mainland and 
Hong Kong respectively. Others are attributed to differing styles of Chinese-
language use, such as Taiwan having more “sophisticated” transliterations than the 
PRC mainland (Chan 2018, 96). Although the PRC State Council decided in 1978 
that transliteration and transcription of proper names should follow the Hanyu 
pinyin phonetic scheme (Hanyu pinyin fang’an 』 ), pairing one 
character per letter or syllable such as “mu” for “m” and “te” for “t”, it remains 
debatable as to whether an “one-size-fits-all” transliteration system is optimal, or 
whether it is desirable to match phonemes and graphemes in trying to create an 
easy-to-remember (for Chinese-language users), evocative, and elegant-sounding 
(Chan 2018, 109) transliteration. 
 As Jesuit missionary and linguist John J. Deeney (1932–2020) emphasized, the 
combinations of Chinese characters used to transliterate a foreign (non-Chinese) 
name can be arbitrary and even differing on different occasions. Many 
transliterations approximate the original pronunciation of the non-Chinese term; 
other transliterations are phonetic and semantic, representing both the original 
phonemes and its meanings. Machine learning and other forms of artificial 
intelligence have increased the ability to generate Chinese-language equivalents of 
foreign language vocabulary by using phonetic and phonetic-semantic 
transliteration, free translation (meaning-based translation), although the 
resulting Chinese-character combinations may still seem unusual to native users. 
Such methods may be useful in preserving the terms as being foreign in origin, or 
loanwords, but may well detract from their integration into regularly used 
vocabulary (Hu and Xu 2003, 321). 
 Deeney further identifies the problem of converting a transcribed name back 
to its original pronunciation. Without the original name in its actual form to refer 
back to, as occurs in many languages that do not have their own writing systems, 
the conversion can easily result in error (Deeney 1995, 1101). Although, as stated 
above, it is theoretically reasonable to assume that a language like Daur is more 
replicable in Manchu or Mongolian than in Chinese because the individual 
phonemes of the former can provide greater fidelity than the phonetic compounds 
of the latter, this logic still presumes that the possibility of conversion back into 
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“original names” as an ideal feature of well-rendered transliteration and 
transcription. However, this sensibility does not align with the treatment of many 
foreign (non-Chinese) names in Chinese-language records throughout history, 
which cannot be traced back to their original forms but remain unique, becoming 
associated with particular individuals or places as they are not literally translated 
into Chinese based on their meanings (Li et al. 2007, 120).7 During the Qing 
dynasty, when government records were produced with extensive transcription of 
non-Chinese and non-Manchu personal and place names using Manchu and 
Chinese scripts, the imperial centre carried out a standardization during the 
Qianlong emperor’s reign (1735–1796) on the principle that syllabic representation 
should be consistent (Söderblom 2020, 156-162), not that the names should be 
reproducible in the languages of their origin. With Manchu and Chinese as its two 
working languages, the Qing government concentrated on meeting the challenge 
of adapting vocabulary from one language to another, whether through 
transliteration or translation, so the employment of these scripts to record terms 
from other languages remained largely confined to facilitating the production of 
bilingual versions for documents. The transcription of non-Chinese or non-
Manchu terms can be considered as an unintentional facilitation in which many 
of these words entered the historical record based solely on their Chinese or 
Manchu forms, or both.8 
 
 

3     The Dedule Genealogy 
 

Daur genealogies containing personal names in various scripts have been affected 
by the aims and outcomes of transcription during the modern Chinese process of 

 

 7  The quality of a transliteration is considered inherently important for honouring names and their 

cultures and languages of origin, as expressed in the assertion that “good transliteration 

adequately projects semantic association while an inappropriate one may lead to undesirable 

interpretation” (Li et al. 2007, 122). 

 8  For a concise description of the Qianlong emperor’s efforts to “purify” Manchu and to create a 

new Manchu vocabulary to replace commonly used Chinese terms, see Rawski 1998, 37. 
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compiling records for languages associated with non-chirographic cultures. The 
genealogy for the Dedule clan is one of several texts that shed light on the social 
organization and actual membership of Daur kinship groups prior and into the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. I examine the Dedule genealogy because it 
is a multiscriptual text and gives evidence for how agency in creating written 
records should be valued as much if not more than the “accuracy” of the content.  
 The Dedule genealogy featured in my analysis was published in the sixth 
volume of a series entitled Daor bitegei horiewu debtlien / Dawo’er ziliao ji 
《  (Compendium of Materials concerning the Daur, hereby abbreviated as 

DWZLJ).9  China’s Nationality Publishing House (Minzu chubanshe ) 
published the first volume of the series in 1996 and the twelfth and most recent 
one in 2019. Out of the twelve volumes, the ninth, tenth, and eleventh each consist 
of two parts. The content of these series includes both reprinted texts and original 
content concerning Daur history, society, culture, and literature and language. 
Colour photographs of editorial board members, consultants (guwen ), special 
consultants (teyao guwen ), and associate editors (fu zhubian ) are 
included in plates in the front of every volume, beginning with the third volume. 
Most of these persons are ethnic Daur, but some belong to other ethnic groups, 
including Tibetan, Han, Ewenki, Mongol, and Manchu. Both the Daur and 
Chinese titles are printed on the cover of each volume with the Chinese above the 
Daur. 
 Most of the texts in the DWZLJ series are written in Chinese, but a 
significant number are published in other languages scripts. Among the latter are 
lexicons, such as the “Dawoeryu yu Mengguyu, Manyu de yitong bijiao” 

 (Comparison of Similarities and Differences between the 
Daur Language, the Mongol Language, and the Manchu Language) edited by 
Nashundalai  (1932–), based on materials compiled by Hugejintai 

 (also known as Ao Yueshan , 1900–1986) and Hakanchulu Harnod 
(Hakanchulun , 1926–?), published by Xuehai Publishing House (Xuehai 
chubanshe ) in Taipei in 1979 (DWZLJ 2007, 420-544).10 This text is 
 

 9  This abbreviation DWZLJ, following the Chinese-language title of the series, will also be used in 

the text and author-date citations. 

10  For other examples of post-1949 bilingual and multilingual dictionaries for Mongolic and 
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structured using Chinese characters according to the initial phonemes of the 
lexemes in alphabetical order, using Hanyu Pinyin arranged in columns. Below 
each Chinese lexeme is the Romanized form of the synonymous Daur term, 
followed by the Mongolian term and the Manchu term. There are also several 
dictionaries (cidian / ) in the series written in multiple scripts, such as the 
reprint of the Chinese-Daur Dictionary (Han-Da cidian ) also edited by 
Nashundalai, originally published by the Inner Mongolia University Press (Nei 
Menggu daxue chubanshe ) in 2001.11 Similarly to the lexicon 
complied by Hugejintai and Hakanchulu, the lexemes in this dictionary are 
arranged vertically with Chinese characters ordered alphabetically, written in 
Hanyu Pinyin above the Daur terms in Manchu script described here as the “Daur 
script” (Dawo’er wen ) in the opening guide on how to use dictionary (fan 
li ) (DWZLJ 2005, 624), and the term(s) in Romanized forms. The reader can 
consult a chart of Daur phonetic symbols (“Dawo’eryu jiyin fuhao” zimu biao

』 ) in the fourth appendix, allowing the reader to compare 
the Latin letters with the corresponding phonemes of the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA) and the Chinese characters, such as the concordance of “H” with 
“[x]” and  (DWZLJ 2005, 971). Two other examples are the Daur-Kazakh-Chinese 
Trilingual Dictionary (Dawo’er, Hasake, Hanyu duizhao cidian 

) and Daur and Chinese Bilingual Vocabulary (Dawo’er yu Hanyu duizhao 
cihui ). The former was compiled by Kai Ying  (1908–
1993) and originally published by the Xinjiang People’s Press (Xinjiang renmin 
chubanshe ) in 1981 (DWZLJ 2005, 106-360). This dictionary has a 
preface and opening notes in both Chinese and Kazakh and is organized 
alphabetically by the Daur term. Each line, from left to right, consists of the 
Romanized and capitalized Daur term, followed by the corresponding 
uncapitalized term in Kazakh, and then finally the Chinese definition. Hu He 

 (1923–2001), who researched the Daur language as a member of an ethnic 
minority language survey team, compiled the latter, first published in 1988 by the 

 

Tungusic languages with different combinations of scripts, see Enhebatu 1983; Du 1998; Hu 2001; 

Aola and Wulantuoya 2012; and Du 2014.  

11  See DWZLJ 2005, 622-978. 
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Heilongjiang Province Ethnic Research Institute (Heilongjiang sheng minzu 
yanjiusuo ) and the Heilongjiang Province Daur Academic 
Society (Heilongjiang sheng Dawo’erzu xuehui )( DWZLJ 
2005, 361-621). This dictionary is organized according to theme, for example, 
“philosophical terms” ( , Da. Guun soril edm usg) (DWZLJ 2005, 400-621). 
Each page is divided into two columns. Each column contains the Romanized 
Daur term on the left-hand side and the Chinese equivalent on the right. 
 Non-lexical texts can also be found in multiple languages and writing systems. 
Two versions of The Daur of Xinjiang (Xinjiang Dawo’erzu ), a concise 
survey of Daur history and society in both historical and modern Xinjiang, written 
by Guobule Ba’erdeng ·  (1934–?) in 1993, are included in the seventh 
DWZLJ volume. One is the Kazakh-language version rendered in Arabic script, 
published in 1998 by the Nationality Publishing House (DWZLJ 2007, 737-924). 
The other is a Chinese-language translation by Guo Bailing  (living person, 
birth year unverified) (DWZLJ 2007, 926-1038). Another example is the Collection 
of Daur Narrative Poetry (“Dawo’er wuchun” ji 《) compiled by the 
literary scholar Ao Bilige ·  (1937–?, also known as ) in which the 
Daur, in IPA romanization on the left, and the Mongolian-language translation in 
Mongolian script (DWZLJ 2004, 710-798) run vertically downward in two parallel 
lines.12  
 I apply the principle of the use of plural languages and scripts as being 
significant in representing the ideas and perspectives of Daur people to my 
treatment of the Dedule genealogy as a text that was explicitly created anew 
through the editing process by Nashundalai, the editor of two lexicons introduced 
above. I do not evaluate the genealogy for its actual value to members of the clan 
but for the target audience of readers consulting the DWZLJ series and who will 
consider it as a record with broad significance for the history of the Daur ethnic 
group. Documentation and preservation of knowledge previously transmitted 
orally and through transcription of genealogies and other texts during the second 
half of the twentieth century and today depends, and has depended, on 
codification and other forms of standardization. As will be discussed in the next 
section, Nashundalai and other Daur intellectuals play a critical role as cultural 
 

12  A common alternative Chinese-character combination for wuchun is ��. The original Daur term 

is uqun or uqin. 
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intermediaries by applying their “native understanding” to the conversion and 
interpretation of content from Daur into other languages. 
 The genealogy, as reprinted in the sixth DWZLJ volume, does not provide an 
explanation as to why Nashundalai was chosen as editor. A native of Nehe County 
(Nehe xian  ), Heilongjiang, he was an early graduate of the teacher’s college 
in Zalantun City (Zhalantun ), Inner Mongolia, and worked as both a 
primary school teacher and education cadre, subsequently serving as deputy 
director of the Morin Dawa Daur Autonomous County Education Bureau 
(Molidawa Dawo’erzu zizhi xian jiaoyu ju ) 
(Mandu’ertu 2007, 575). It may be obvious from this summary of his professional 
background and credentials that Nashundalai undertook the task of editing the 
genealogy as a respected member of the Daur community. However, one fact that 
remains to be considered is that he is a member of the Mordeng  (IPA: 
Mərdən) clan.13  Therefore, it is reasonable to believe is that Nashundalai was 
entrusted to create a public record of the Dedule clan because the genealogy is 
meant to be accessible to a general audience rather than as a document for the 
primary or exclusive use of clan members. 
 The genealogy which is formally entitled The Butha Dedule Clan Genealogy 
(Buteha Dedule xingshi zupu ) consists of three parts.14 The 

 

13  Although this fact cannot be directly related to Nashundalai’s role as editor of the Dedule 

genealogy, it is worth noting that the Mordeng clan genealogy in the DWZLJ series is rendered 

entirely in Chinese (DWZLJ 2004, 98-212), even though it is noted in the introduction that 

previous versions had Manchu-script content (DWZLJ 2004, 98-212). The earliest known 

Mordeng clan genealogy was completed in 1667 (sixth year of the Kangxi reign) and updated in 

1918, 1954, and 1998 (National Ethnic Affairs Commission 2017).  

14  The Butha banners (Ch. buteha qi ����), established in 1650, were a division of the Qing Eight 

Banners (ba qi ��), which consisted of the imperial armed forces and their dependents. Non-

Manchu groups who were indigenous to the region now known as Northeast China as of the 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries were conscripted into the Eight Banners and many 

were assigned to the Butha Banners to perform tasks such as patrolling the border between Qing 

and Russian territories and hunting for animal pelts that were submitted to Bejing as tribute to 

the imperial government. See Yang 1980; and Lü 1983. 
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first part is organized vertically with each page divided into nineteen rows, each 
representing one generation and numbered accordingly. The Manchu-script and 
Chinese-character transcriptions of each person’s name are side-by-side. The 
Manchu is on the left and the Chinese is on the right (DWZLJ 2005, 3-55). The 
pages of the second section of the genealogy are similarly formatted with rows for 
twenty generations. It differs from the preceding section, however, in that all the 
names are given only in Chinese characters (DWZLJ 2005, 56-92). The third and 
final section of the genealogy is a table composed on special grid paper used for 
writing Chinese vertically (DWZLJ 2005, 93-101). De Wenlin  (?–?) is 
credited for providing the content for this section (ziliao tigongzhe ) 
(DWZLJ 2005, 101). 15  Each column contains the following information 
concerning each of the 130 male clan members, from top to bottom: 

 Name (xingming ) 
 Generation (dai ) 
 Official position (guanzhi ) 

Interestingly, the name of each person (except for seven individuals who are 
identified only by title and not by name or generation) is written in Chinese and 
their generation in Arabic numerals. The positions are given in Manchu for most 
individuals listed, apart from Elechun  (1879–?) who is identified in Chinese 
as the “provincial head of the illegitimate Manchu Xing’an East province” (wei 
Man Xing’an dong sheng sheng 61hāng ) (DWZLJ 2005, 93). The 
entries in this table are not arranged in a clear and consistent order, but some are 
clustered according to official position, such as for A’ergashan  of the 
eleventh generation or Jieshari of the seventh generation who were both 
Eight Banners company captains (Ma. niru janggin) (DWZLJ 2005, 95). 
 The combined use of Manchu-script and Chinese characters also features in 
other genealogies in the DWZLJ series. The twenty-generation genealogy of the 
Mangnai branch (Ma. Mangnai mukūn, Ch. Mangnai xingshi ) of the 
Gobele  (Da. Gobol) clan genealogy also has a pair of transcriptions for 
each name, with Manchu on the left and Chinese on the right (DWZLJ 2004, 4-
97). A genealogy for several branches of the Aola clan, originally compiled in 1988, 

 

15  I do not provide the date of birth or death for this individual as there are no other sources that 

verify his (likely male) identity. 
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consists of three parts.16 The first part has the names written in Manchu, paired 
with a Chinese transcription (DWZLJ 2004, 258-261). In this part, the generations 
(one per row) are not numbered, and each page has a variable quantity of 
information for three to nine generations, The second part is similar to the first 
but differs in having entries for sixteen generations on each page in numbered 
rows (DWZLJ 2004, 265-277). The final section of the genealogy, which has 
separate sections for individual branches, is given solely in Chinese characters 
(DWZLJ 2004, 279-321).   
 
 

4     Multiscriptualism and Preservation of Cultural Knowledge 
 

I focus on the first part of the Dedule genealogy because the pairing of Manchu-
Chinese transcriptions can be analyzed in two ways. The first approach to this 
text is to examine its layout, or impagination, and what the arrangement of this 
multiscriptual content indicates about the intended representation of identity. 
The second perspective I use to investigate this evidence is to examine the use of 
genealogy as a repository of cultural knowledge for a group that has borrowed and 
adapted multiple scripts, or in other words, has constructed their cultures via 
multiscriptualism. 
 Frank acknowledgment of the text’s limitations as a source is necessary in 
understanding the parameters of analysis. The date of birth or death is not given 
for any of the individuals throughout the entire genealogy, rendering it impossible 
to determine whether each numbered row represents an actual generation or 
simply delineates different generations for clusters of parents (fathers) and their 
children (sons). Furthermore, the first part of the genealogy has nineteen rows per 
page, whereas the second part has twenty rows per page so it cannot be easily 
determined whether the two parts have the same or overlapping content. Since 

 

16  The title of this genealogy is Aola hala Duojin Kuili qian xingshi zupu ���������

�� (Genealogy of the Duojin Kuili branch of the Aola clan). Representatives of three sub-

branches, the Yihe Kuili qian 	����, Kumo Kuili qian �����, and Bomuguo’er Kuili 

qian ���
��� are identified among the compilers (DWZLJ 2004, 255). 
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the genealogy is not organized as a family tree starting from a single ancestor and 
branching out horizontally, one must read it page by page; these pages, however 
cannot be matched with the purpose of reconstructing the branches of the clan 
with certitude. Therefore, I believe that this genealogy serves primarily to 
acknowledge the existence of the individuals listed within it, and to affirm their 
relationships to one another by indicating specific lines of descent. 
 The adjacent Manchu-script and Chinese-character transcriptions given for 
every individual in the first section is useful in comparing the methodology of 
transcription in a specific context as based on a known individual’s prerogative, in 
this case, Nashundalai as editor. The rendering in transcription of Daur and other 
non-Han names is often taken for granted as the process or underlying principles 
are not disclosed in the source itself. For many of the most common Daur clan 
names, it is evident that certain Chinese characters represent specific phonemes: 
for example, “l” in “Aol” is matched with “la” , “b” in “Gobele” with “bu” , and 
“k” in “Buktu/Buketu  (Da. Bogd)” with “ke” . The decision to transcribe 
names in Manchu script and Chinese characters can be attributed to the maker of 
a document, such as, in this case, Nashundalai, who also edited the genealogy of 
the Keyigure branch of the Dula’er (Da. Dolar) clan (Keyigure Dula’er xingshi jiapu 

) commissioned by Du Dejin  (?–?), a bureau head 
of the Morin Dawa Autonomous Banner government and clan member (DWZLJ 
2004, 213–53). This genealogy also lists names in Manchu-script and Chinese-
character pairs for twenty generations, as does the edition of the Kumel Nayan 
Dube Tabuncin Ayan Tabuncin (Kumonayan-Dubotabenqian-Ayantabenqian 

) genealogy that Nashundalai produced from the 
original version dated “the third year of the Manchukuo Kangde reign 
(Manzhouguo Kangde san nian ) (1936)”  (DWZLJ 2008, 2-14). These 
multiple sources suggest that the double transcription is Nashundalai’s stylistic 
preference; other compilers and editors of genealogies may make different choices, 
such as in the Chuo’erhasudari clan genealogy (Chuo’erhasuduri hala jiapu 

), originally compiled in 2000 by Su Dingli  and Su Tiegang 
, two members of the clan (DWZLJ 2004, 322-58). Content for the first 

twelve generations ending around 1850 is rendered in the DWZLJ reprint as it was 
originally written in Manchu script (DWZLJ 2004, 323-29). 
 Viewing both transcriptions for a given name and considering their 
relationship to one another can yield diverse interpretations. The configuration 
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of the elements of each pair arranged on the same line rather than with one above 
the other or with one in parentheses or brackets implies parity between them. In 
the pair “Barhu” (Manchu script, hereby abbreviated as “Ma. scr.”) with “Ba’erhuo 

” (Chinese-character transcription, hereby abbreviated as “Ch. scr.”), a 
reader unfamiliar with both of these scripts could affirm the affinity of the two 
words by matching the Romanized “Ba” syllable and similarly, the “r” of the former 
with “er” of the latter, as well as the “hu” and “huo” (DWZLJ 2005, 3).17 Such 
association is also fairly evident for many other pairs such as “Deju” (Ma. scr.)/ 
“Dezhu ” (Ch. scr.) (DWZLJ 2005, 23) and “Jetušan” (Ma. scr.)/ “Zhetushan 

” (Ch. scr.) (DWZLJ 2005, 41). Less obvious is whether the common 
aspects of these elements are presented as such because the Manchu and Chinese 
transcriptions were deliberately rendered in this way, or because one transcription 
is the “original” form of the name and the other its transcription. Two such 
examples are “Mengtu” (Ma. scr.)/ “Mengtu ” (Ch. scr.) (DWZLJ 2005, 7) and 
“Karidai” (Ma. scr.)/ “Karidai ” (Ch. scr.) (DWZLJ 2005, 50). The only firm 
conclusion from a comparison of the Manchu and Chinese transcriptions for each 
pair is that there is a high degree of consistency in how phonemes are rendered 
between the Manchu syllable and Chinese characters. For example, “To” in 
Manchu corresponds to “Tuo ” in Chinese and “Ma” in Manchu corresponds to 
“Ma ” in Chinese. There is no indication in the text as to whether Nashundalai 
exercised his authority as editor in matching the syllables with the characters, or 
whether he was following an established system, but the ultimate result is that the 
content pairing is symbiotic: the Chinese transcription acts as an approximate key 
to the Manchu transcription if one knows that each pair consists of two closely 
matched transliterations. 
 The relationship between the transcriptions that constitute each pair—which 
is nonetheless ambiguous as there is no clear indication of which form should be 
regarded as authoritative, i.e. which represents the name more “accurately”—is 
nevertheless important because of the assumption in onomastics and more 

 

17  Note that although the Chinese-character transcriptions in the Dedule genealogy are all in 

simplified characters, I present all examples, such as the other names in the article, in traditional 

Chinese characters. 
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broadly, ethnic studies of modern China that names and other sociocultural traits 
can be reasonably categorized and differentiated by attribution to certain ethnic 
groups. For the PRC’s 55 ethnic minorities, articulation of ethnic difference is 
inherently more valued than acknowledgment of similarities between groups. 
However, shared characteristics due to historical contact, which also cements the 
conception of China as a unified, polyethnic nation (tongyi duo minzu guojia 

) from time immemorial (zigu yilai ), have been investigated in 
scholarship about ethnic groups in the past and present.  
 Chinese linguist Ding Shiqing )  (1956–), an ethnic Daur from Tacheng 

 in Xinjiang and professor in the Minzu University of China School of 
Languages and Literatures (Zhongyang minzu daxue yuyan wenxue yuan 

), has proposed that given names (Da. nər) of the Daur people have 
changed through interaction with other groups through a sequence of three 
chronologically defined phases, each phase corresponding to a type of name (Ding 
1998, 149-57). Ding considers the first type of name as being native Daur names as 
these appellations bear concrete meanings in Daur language varieties and/or were 
mainly used by people who could be retroactively identified as Daur. Ding believes 
that these names were most prevalent from the beginning of Daur history, for 
which he does not specify an exact time period, to the end of the Ming dynasty 
(1368–1644). 18  The second type of “Daur name” according to his typological 
scheme consists of “Manchu names”, which in Ding’s hypothesis, the Daur 
adopted during the Qing dynasty. Ding posits that the Daur assumed the third 
type of name which are “Han names” from the late Qing era onward.  
 Ding’s scheme brings together three common objectives in research 
concerning non-Han prosoponyms. Some of this research has concentrated on 
identifying specific names used by a particular ethnic group, such as Orochen first 
names (Zhao 1984) and Sibe (Xibozu ) clan names (Gong 2002). Other 
studies have identified more general attributes of names. For example, John R. 
Krueger (1927–2018), American scholar of Central Asian Studies, and Christopher 
Atwood have both discussed how many Mongol names either describe the first 
things seen by mothers after giving birth, are based on auspicious days of the week 
and numerical dates of the month or are words for valued personality traits ideally 
possessed by the named individual (Krueger 1962, 81-86; and Atwood 2004, 398-
 

18  For some names of people identified as Daur during this period, see Yoshida 2005. 
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400). Ding’s research is also related to studies that compare vocabulary of two or 
more non-Han languages to demonstrate the influence of the linguistic and 
cultural corpus of one group on another, or that demonstrates the mutual 
influence of multiple groups evident in vocabulary shared or adapted from one 
language to another (as related to the Daur, Mongol, and Tungusic languages, 
Chaoke 1997; and Badarong’a 2007). 
 Comparatively less attention has been given to how names are derived from 
specific sources of evidence, and therefore based in known temporal and 
sociocultural contexts, reflect certain values about language use. Many onomastics 
studies about China have generated broad categories such as Ding’s framework, 
which ascribe names to groups but reveal only the most general contours of how 
names are used by people who may claim similar or different identities. Some of 
these findings may apply to the historical and present-day Daur people, such as 
the members of the Dedule clan enumerated in the genealogy, such as the 
observations about Mongol naming practices deduced from textual evidence of 
the Yuan (1271–1368) and Ming (1368–1644) dynasties and from general knowledge 
about twentieth-century Mongols. John R. Krueger shed light on why Mongols 
had “Chinese names”, in that it was “expedient” to deal with the Chinese when 
identified with such names (Krueger 1962, 84). Henry Serruys (1911–1983), a 
Belgian missionary and scholar of Mongolian Studies, notes that in the Yuan-Ming 
periods there were “some unusual names which were completely Chinese in 
construction, but were used almost exclusively by foreigners” (Serruys 1958, 353). 
The creation of names was not limited to those that might be considered 
“Chinese”. Chinese anthropologist Liu Zheng’ai  (1965–) asserts that 
“Manchu names”, as used by people who were identified as Manchu as well as by 
non-Manchus, emerged during the Qing dynasty. Some Manchu surnames were 
developed by adding suffixes like “gya” (jia ) to single-character Han surnames 
(Liu 2015, 53).  
 Whether considered in theoretical terms or applied to empirical evidence, e.g. 
the contents of the Dedule genealogy, these findings about how names are used 
and identified call into question whether presumptions through categorization are 
valid and moreover constructive. The bulk of Chinese onomastics has focused on 
“Chinese names”, implicitly meaning “Han names”, because the sources and 
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evidence invoked to support their interpretations about the definition of these 
names are related to individuals who would now be identified as “Han”. Most 
studies have reached similar conclusions, e.g. that proper Chinese names should 
satisfy certain criteria such as: 1) The surname and given name are distinguishable 
from one another, 2) The surname is one associated with a Han lineage, as well as 
with non-Han lineages that adopted it at some point in history, 3) The given name 
consists of one or two characters (or much more rarely, three characters), 4) The 
given name embodies intangible values considered positive or auspicious for 
the individual named, 5) The given name may adhere to other customs associated 
predominantly with Han culture, such as the use of the same character within the 
names of all members of the same generation, usually male but sometimes 
extended to both males and females, in one extended family, or in simpler terms, 
a “generational character” or “generational name” (zibei , banpai , and 
other terms) (Ning and Ning 1991; Wang 1991).  
 Evidence from the Dedule genealogy suggest that such standard expectations 
for what is “Chinese” and the presence of names of marginal acceptability, such as 
the names Serruys describes as linguistically acceptable but commonly associated 
with foreigners, may not in many cases differentiate “Chinese” from “non-Chinese” 
names. By contrast, the adoption of (Han) Chinese surnames is evident in such 
examples as e.g. the substantial number of Gobele clan members surnamed “Guo 

” (Heilongjiang zhigao 11:9b) and individuals of the Dedule (also transcribed as 
Dedu’er  or Dedule ) clan surnamed “Du ” by the early twentieth 
century (Heilongjiang zhigao 11:10a). However, if they are not viewed individually 
and explicitly identified as belonging to Daur individuals, as in the compilations 
of “notable persons” based on the circular, self-reinforcing logic that all the 
featured individuals are Daur because they were chosen for inclusion (see, for 
example, Zhongguo Dawo’erzu renwu lu bian weihui 1997), it can be unclear what 
is “Daur”, “Chinese”, and even “Manchu”. 
 Both individual names and names in parent-child combinations demonstrate 
that the boundaries between categories of language and culture are vague, 
especially when two transcriptions of the same name are viewed side-by-side. 
Speculations can be made about names like “Mušan” (Ma. scr.)/ “Mushan ” 
(Ch. scr.) (DWZLJ 2005, 6) and “Cingde” (Ma. scr.)/ “Qingde ” (Ch. scr.) 
(DWZLJ 2005, 23), e.g. that “Mušan” is a Daur name because it has no meaning in 
Manchu and therefore is not a “Manchu name”, or that “Qingde” is a “Chinese 
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name”, hence “Cingde” is its Manchu transliteration-cum-transcription. However, 
it is also possible that “Mušan” is just the Manchu transcription of “Mushan” and 
that the person’s actual name was pronounced differently, such as “Musən”, or 
that “Cingde” was the original name, of which “Qingde” is the Chinese 
transcription. Some other names may seem decisively “non-Chinese” such as 
“Hadabu” (Ma. scr.)/ “Hadabu ” (DWZLJ 2005, 14) because it consists of 
three syllables, as rendered in three Chinese characters, or conversely, seem very 
Chinese like “Liangyong ” (Ch. scr.) paired with “Liyangyong” (Ma. scr.) 
(DWZLJ 2005, 15). Whether “Liangyong” should be considered a “Chinese name” 
may vary depending on whether one considers it on its own and in relation to 
Liangyong’s two sons “Jenggongtai” (Ma. scr.)/ “Zhenggongtai ” (Ch. scr.) 
and “Jengmingtai” (Ma. scr.)/ “Zhengmingtai ” (Ch. scr.) (DWZLJ 2005, 15). 
In the Chinese transcriptions of these two brothers’ names, there are not only one 
but two characters in common, which could be interpreted as “generational 
characters” or “serial characters” according to Han naming practice, but the names 
themselves do not qualify as “Chinese names” by the general criteria introduced 
earlier because they each consist of three characters. Another parent-child 
combination that questions how differentiable names are is “Shuwangšan” (Ma. 
scr.)/ “Shuangsan 》 ” (Ch. scr.) who was the father of “Juba” (Ma. scr.)/ “Zhuba 

” (Ch. scr.) and “Ingba” (Ma. scr.)/ “Yingba ” (Ch. scr.) (DWZLJ 2005, 
12). The father’s name may seem “more Chinese” than those of the sons, but 
whether these names should be considered “Daur” or “Manchu” cannot be 
determined easily by the transcriptions’ appearance or pronunciation. 
 Identification of individuals cited in these examples as Daur as accurate or 
inaccurate is relatively uncontroversial and inconsequential, because the PRC 
government does not consider the political loyalty of Daur people as problematic, 
and therefore does not impose policies on them that expect the exclusive use of 
the Chinese language, as with other groups like Tibetans (Schiaffini 2013). 
Similarly, even overlaps between ethnic groups are unproblematic if they are 
supported by historical evidence, such as Aola (Da. Aol) as the name of a Daur 
clan and a Solon clan (now part of the Ewenki ethnic group) and the existence of 
Dolar (Ch. Dula’er  as used by Daur/Dula’ri as used by Ewenki) and 
Wulis clans (Ch. Wulisi, but transcribed in different characters such as  for 
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Daur and for Ewenki) in both present-day Daur and Ewenki communities 
(Ding 2005: 205).19  

 Nevertheless, I believe that the Dedule genealogy and similar sources are 
valuable because they challenge the conventional assumptions about cultural 
change and agency in cultural preservation. The presentation of Manchu and 
Chinese transcriptions in a historical document like a genealogy may seem 
impractical, because the number of people, whether Daur or non-Daur, who will 
consult this text and can read Manchu script is likely to decline rather than 
increase. The value of this arrangement might not be obvious, considering that 
the lack of Manchu transcriptions in the second part of the Dedule genealogy may 
be perceived as neutral or even advantageous because most readers will only read 
in Chinese. For readers who want to know the names of the early members of the 
Dedule clan but do not read Manchu, the Manchu transcriptions are at worst a 
slight visual distraction, yet at best could also be appreciated as important 
elements in the historical legacy of the Daur. Nashundalai’s decision to use both 
Manchu and Chinese to transcribe the names in the first part can be seen as a 
deliberate way to preserve knowledge that might be regarded as superfluous but 
may also be more valuable as it becomes rarer for people to understand it.  
 These examples from the Dedule genealogy also require further reflection on 
Sinicization, i.e. the adoption of Han culture by non-Han peoples, or 
Manjurization with regard to non-Manchu peoples under the influence of Manchu 
culture, as phenomena that affected many groups in China’s history. Since Han 
history and culture have been long considered the fundamental components of 
Chinese history and culture, Sinicization has accordingly been treated as a self-
evident occurrence, through which “Han” has become synonymous with 
“Chinese”. However, the concepts of “Han” and “Chinese” have been examined 
more critically in the past two decades through growing bodies of scholarship on 
their mutual relationship. Sinophone Studies (Shih 2013; Qian, Smith, and Zhang 
2020) have shown that Chinese languages are versatile and do not solely embody 
and convey Han cultural norms. Works of Han Studies (Mullaney, Leibold, Gros, 
and Vanden Bussche 2012; Joniak-Lüthi 2015) have similarly proven that “Han” is 
not a monolithic ethnic identity and therefore the nuances of who is Han and 
what is Han culture must be considered more carefully.  
 

19  For a pre-1949 reference to Aola as a Daur and a Solon clan name, see Heilongjiang zhigao 11:8b. 
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 Likewise, examining the influence of the Manchu language on non-Manchu 
groups by comparing and matching specific names is based upon and reinforces 
the presumption that Manchus had a set corpus of names and only those names 
should be considered “Manchu”. Such logic means that it would be possible to 
compare Daur names against a list of Manchu names, as Giovanni Stary did from 
the Complete Genealogies of the Manchu Clans and Families of the Eight Banners (Ma. 
Jakūn gūsai Manjusai mukūn hala be uheri ejehe bithe, Ch. Baqi Manzhou shizu tongpu 

) (Stary 2000), in which any matches could be taken as evidence 
that Daur people adopted these Manchu names. The shortcoming of this 
approach is its treatment of entire names merely as discrete units of borrowing 
and adaptation and excludes any more indirect traces of influence, such as the use 
of Manchu grammatical elements as in the Dedule clan members. Overlooking 
such further possible connections between Daur and Manchu is problematic when 
we consider their applicability to other examples. The use of individual elements 
to “Manjurize” their names was important for Han bannermen. Some Han 
bannermen had names that did not have concrete meanings in Manchu or were 
associated with Manchu bannermen of the early and mid-Qing and therefore 
found in records like the Complete Genealogies of the Manchu Clans and Families of the 
Eight Banners but followed the form of mononyms rather than surnames (xing ) 
+ given name (ming ) compounds according to Han convention. For example, 
the bannerman Šeošan (1860–1900, Shoushan ), a member of the Hanjun 
Plain White Banner (Hanjun zheng bai qi ) who served in several high-
ranking official posts, held the surname Yuan  but is named as just Šeošan in 
post-Qing biographical profiles (Qingshi gao 47, 12770-72; Heishui xianmin zhuan 
23:15b-21a).  
 Many scholars have already proven that cultural change, as conceptualized in 
interpretations of Sinicization and Manjurization, affected how groups and 
individuals shaped their identities. A significant and representative work that 
probes the phenomenon and consequences of Manjurization is  David Porter’s 
research on Dehai, a Daur man who embraced and promoted a pan-Manchu 
identity in the Republican era (1912–1949) through his writings in Manchu 
language under the pen name of Donjina (Dunjina  which illustrates how 
Manjurization was an important social process during and after the Qing (Porter 
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2018).20 Nonetheless, a more explicit articulation remains to be performed of how 
groups share cultural elements while maintaining distinct identities, not merely the 
adopting of the traits of one group by another. With respect to Manchu culture 
and Manjurization, Mark Elliott has shown that during the Qing, names did not 
inevitably match with identities and could be “borrowed” across ethnic lines 
(Elliott 2001, 245). Most notably, the imperial Aisin Gioro clan, employed Chinese 
naming principles such as the strategic use of select generational characters and 
pianpang  (character elements/radicals) to circumscribe and trim the lineage 
(Rawski 1998, 110-17). Other Manchus adopted names of distinctly Mongol origin 
(as discussed in Krueger 1962) or common Buddhist names derived from Sanskrit 
and other languages (as described in Atwood 2004, 398-400). Moreover, many 
studies (see e.g. Liu 2016, 535-44) have noted that Manchus increasingly assumed 
“Han names” (Han ming ) in the nineteenth century and into the twentieth 
century as political prescriptions about Manchu identity became less pronounced 
after the Qianlong reign. A name of Han format (surname + given name) and 
matching Han norms of character pairing for sound and meaning was not a 
definite liability, such as banner membership and attendant privileges depending 
on the articulation of differences between Manchus and non-Manchus. Instead, a 
Manchu person could gain greater access to, and status within, Han-majority 
sectors of society such as Sinophone literary and cultural circles. Another 
explanation for the gradually increasing adoption of “Han names” by Manchus was 
the preference for families to convert their clan (hala) names to single-character 
surnames resembling or identical to common Han surnames, (guan Han xing 
). In all, Manchu individuals who chose Chinese-language given names that were 

not Manchu transliterations would not necessarily be distinguishable from Han 
people by name alone.  
 Diversity of names within a sociocultural group and the shared use of some 
names by various sociocultural groups confirm that names, like other categories 
 

20  The life-death years of Donjina, whose birth name was Dehai, are not clear. According to David 

Porter’s reading of Donjina’s accounts, it is possible that Donjina was born between 1837 and 1839, 

but he could also have been born around 1846. It is also unknown when Donjina died because 

there is no conclusively relevant evidence of his activities beyond 1931. I thank David Porter for 

providing this information via personal correspondence.  
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and general criteria for personal characteristics, may be useful for recognizing  
patterns that emerge in the “big data” (Campbell, Lee, and Elliott 2002) or small 
samples based on themes or approximate time periods (Qi 2015), but that 
variations by place and between sub-cultural groups must be equally valued, such 
as the comparison of Chinese characters used for names in Chinese societies in 
the PRC mainland, Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, and Overseas Chinese 
communities (Qian and Li 1999). Moreover, just as the mutual influence of 
cultures visible in the use of multiple languages in everyday speech and oral 
literature, e.g. spoken Chinese and Manchu from the Qing onward (Zhao 1996; 
Chiu 2018), it is also imperative to acknowledge the agency that a group gains 
through adoption of a cultural element. As such, the Daur-language literature 
written in Manchu script (transcribed in Manchu) is now differentiated from 
Manchu-language literature written by Daur authors (Ding 2005, 217-30), a 
constructive step towards a more balanced debate about the contact between the 
Daur and Manchu languages than previous understandings of the Daur simply 
borrowing from the Manchu language. 
 
 

5     Conclusion 
 
A genealogy proves an individual’s existence as a unique human being and 
simultaneously their connection to the family of origin. The compilation and 
publication of a genealogy also form social acts that embody cultural values about 
the featured family. Many of the people listed in the Dedule genealogy most likely 
spoke Daur and knew other languages such as Mongolian and Chinese. At present, 
the Daur are a Sinophone group, with most members using standard and written 
Chinese proficiently as the main or sole mode of communication (“Sinophone” as 
defined by Shih 2013, 3 and 11). Shifts in language use, including the maintenance 
of bilingualism or multilingualism by Daur otherwise integrated into a Chinese-
centered society, are influenced by many factors that likewise affect how 
individuals and families choose and express ethnic identities (Guo and Li 2008). 
Furthermore, language and identity are intertwined in cultural elements like 
names deemed “not Chinese”. The use of such names is affected by specific 
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negative factors, such as pressure from government authorities to discourage the 
use of certain names or systemic discrimination in education and employment for 
their bearers (Maurer-Fazio 2012; Allen 2016, Richardson 2017). Positive or 
advantageous considerations can also influence how names are chosen and used, 
such as the belief that having more than one name or changing names for greater 
prestige is necessary to benefit from multiple, self-styled identities, e.g. the use of 
English-language names in Hong Kong’s “cultural supermarket” (Mathews 1996). 
Other changes may be judged as neither positive or negative, but neutral in both 
intention and effect. The Qing dynasty-era change in Manchu clan genealogies 
from Manchu script to the exclusive use of Chinese characters (comparing sources 
such as He 2016 and Wang and Aixin Jueluo 2017) does not suggest that 
contemporary Manchu people have tangibly “lost” an aspect of their Manchu 
identities but that their way of expressing those identities in written records is 
different from their Qing ancestors. Even the evolution of languages themselves 
in both form and function can be evaluated without a judgment of entirely 
beneficial or detrimental. The Dongba pictographic writing system originally 
developed by the elite of the Naxi people (Naxi zu ) is now used for 
promoting spiritual tourism and increasing tourism-related revenue in Naxi 
communities, attracting non-Naxi visitors who cannot read it but will be 
impressed by the difference between the pictograms and Chinese characters 
(“Rune Revival” 2020). 
 Moving beyond the classification and association of languages and identities 
as inevitably one-to-one is important because contemporary Daur identities are 
increasingly less distinguishable from Han identities regarding such assumptions 
as proficiency in the Daur language. At present, most living Daur only use their 
names as rendered in Chinese characters, and the question remains whether their 
names are “really Chinese”. Characterizing their names as one or the other raises 
the questions of what an ethnic name means in China, past and present. Also, for 
names in Chinese characters, which ones are “Han” by nature and others are “non-
Han”, or is there genuinely a “pan-ethnic” category as well? Since Han (as an ethnic 
majority) and non-Han (as ethnic minorities) are non-absolute categories but only 
valid as constructed by subjective “narratives” (Joniak-Lüthi 2015, 45), the 
meaningful dichotomy in sociocultural traits like names may be between “pan-
ethnic”, including Han as a deliberately comprehensive category, per Critical Han 
Studies outside of the PRC and “Han culture” (Hanzu wenhua ) studies 
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within the PRC), and “non-Han”, the latter further divided into sub-categories by 
the post-1949 ethnic classifications. 
 As components of individuals’ identities and indicators of collective 
differences, names will always continue to change, thereby compelling intellectual 
and common perceptions to adapt as well. Zhao Fuxing , writing for a 
popular audience in the newspaper Nei Menggu ribao  (Inner 
Mongolia Daily), concluded that as Orochen (Elunchunzu ) have 
interacted with non-Orochen, the range of names given to Orochen people has 
expanded and diversified (Zhao 1984, 4). This statement is similarly applicable to 
not only other ethnic groups in China, but most likely to many (if not most) 
polyethnic communities around the world. For elements of culture, exposure leads 
to the options of access and adaptation. Just as a multitude of populations that 
had distinct genetic traits joined the Han socio-political group through 
intermarriage and the voluntary assumption of Han identity, names in China 
should be considered more carefully beyond “Chinese” and “non-Chinese” or 
“Han” and “non-Han”. Likewise, who is Daur now and in the future may not be as 
easily determined by names that signal Daur identity through their divergence 
from Han people’s names. The Dedule genealogy is a unique treasure because it 
shows how the Manchu and Chinese scripts are both important for Daur record-
keeping. Although even the use of multiple scripts cannot preserve everything, 
like the variations in Daur oral languages of different places (Chuluu 1994), and 
the actual names of these people are not unquestionably verifiable, the Manchu 
and Chinese transcriptions in the first section of the genealogy leave two sets of 
clues for posterity. Multiscriptualism should not be seen as a weakness for the 
Daur and other ethnic groups in the PRC that do not have their “own” scripts but 
as a confirmation of the resilience of cultures that evolve through adoption and 
adaptation of elements that enable their self-reproduction and survival. 
 
 

Abbreviations 
DWZLJ     Daor bitegei horiewu debtlien / Dawo’er ziliao ji  《  
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Abstract     This paper is a study of the case file of the Daur politician Fumingtai, which is 

deposited in the Central Archives of the Federal Security Service (FSB) in Moscow. The 

author examines the structure and specific features of the case file, Fumingtai’s biography, 

and information about peoples and events taking place in the period from 1917 to 1937, 
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Introduction 
 

Hulun Buir, also known as Barga,1 at present a part of Inner Mongolia (China), 
was originally inhabited by Mongolic and Tungusic ethnic groups. It can be stated 
that it has always been at the junction between different civilizations and states. 
Situated in the triangle between Chinese Manchuria, Russia, and Mongolia and 
being the focus of interest of Japan, the early 20th century Hulun Buir—itself an 
outpost of nomadic herding civilization—felt influences from different modern 
sedentary cultures: Tsarist and Communist Russia, the warlord regimes in the 
Republican China, and modernist Japan. In fact, at the beginning of the 20th 
 

 1  The name Barga, after the largest Mongolian group in the region, has been often used alternatively 

with the name Hulun Buir. This appellation became frequent after the region’s politicians joined 

Outer Mongolia in 1211. In this text I will use the term Barga to refer to the region, as opposed 

to the ethnonym Bargu. 
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century, the situation in the region was predominantly characterized by the 
influence of Tsarist Russia, but at the same time Japan was active in this area. 
After the Xinhai Revolution2 in China and the revolutionary events of 1911–1912 
in Outer Mongolia,3 Hulun Buir also gained nominal independence, expelling local 
Chinese authorities. In 1912–1915 Hulun Buir was considered a part of Outer 
Mongolia, and after 1915 it became, de facto, an autonomous region within the 
Republic of China.  
 The return of Hulun Buir to China was officially confirmed in 1920. However, 
the strong Russian and then Soviet influence in this region continued. One 
generation of Hulun Buir youth grew up under the influence of the ideas of the 
national movement of the Mongols as well as the revolutionary ideas of the 
Bolsheviks. It was this young generation of Hulun Buir who were involved in the 
revolutionary events under the leadership of the Comintern and who played an 
important role in the cardinal changes in party and political activity in the 
Mongolian People’s Republic (MPR) and Inner Mongolia. Among the most 

 

 2  The Xinhai Revolution was a movement in China with the goal of overthrowing the then ruling 

Qing dynasty, between October 1911 and February 1912, ending with the abdication of the 

Emperor Puyi and establishment of the Republic of China. 

 3  The former Qing province of Outer Mongolia, roughly corresponding to the present state of 

Mongolia, declared an independent theocratic state in December 1911. After a period of 

unsuccessful attempts to win international recognition, in 1915 Outer Mongolia was confirmed as 

an autonomous area within China with substantial degree of Russian influence. In 1921, rule was 

seized by the Soviet-backed Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party (MPRP) and Mongolia 

became de facto independent country overseen by the Soviet Union. Its independence de iure 

was confirmed in 1945. 
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famous revolutionary figures from Hulun Buir two Daur 4  politicians, namely 
Merse5 and Fumingtai, have to be highlighted.  

At that time, Merse was a highly significant political figure, and he somewhat 
overshadowed Fumingtai. In many studies, their names appear together because 
initially, they were engaged in joint activities. However, Merse’s name is always 
ahead. His political, scientific, and educational activity is relatively well-known6, 
whereas there is little information about Fumingtai. He was probably born in 1896 
(Yi Song 2012, 168) in the village of Mekhertü, near Hailar. In 1915–1916 he studied 
at the Chinese lyceum in Qiqihar. In 1917, Fumingtai took part in the fight against 
a squad of Kharachin Mongol bandits who occupied his home region. In the 1920s, 
Merse and Fumingtai established primary schools for the education of children in 
Hailar and Mekhertü. At the same time, they also established the revolutionary 
Youth Party7 of Hulun Buir. During these years, Fumingtai was avidly involved in 
political activities, and became a member of the People’s Revolutionary Party of 
Inner Mongolia (PRPIM), and a member of its Central Committee. For a long 
time, he worked in the MPR and from there he carried out illegal revolutionary 
work in Inner Mongolia. In 1928, Merse and Fumingtai organized an uprising in 
Barga with the aim of the liberation of Hulun Buir from the Chinese rule. 
However, the uprising was defeated. In 1929–1932, Fumingtai continued to work 
in the MPR, in 1933 he left for the USSR to study at the Communist University 
of the Toilers of the East (KUTV). During the period of repression, he was 
arrested as an agent of Japanese intelligence and shot in Moscow in 1938.  
 

 4  The Daurs, a people of Tungusic culture but speakers of a Mongolic language, mainly inhabit the 

eastern parts of Hulun Buir and the adjacent parts of the Heilongjiang province. A small but 

politically far more influential group of Daurs has lived in the vicinity of Hailar. For detailed 

studies of the Hailar Daurs, their ethnic status and political activities see Atwood 2002, 114-168; 

and Bulag 2002, 137-176. 

 5  For an overview of Merse’s life see mainly Atwood 2002, 1029–1031; and 2004, 348-349. 

 6  Merse used several names of which the most well-known was Guo Daofu ��
. For studies of 

Merse’s political activities in English see Atwood 2002, 114-168; and Bulag 2002, 137-176. 

 7  The name and status of this party, based actually in the Mekhertü school founded by Merse and 

Fumingtai, changes several times. In the beginning it was mainly known as the Student Party 

(Mongolian: Oyutan-u nam) and since 1923 as the Doronadu Kijagar-un aradun nam (The People’s 

Party of the Eastern Frontier).  
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In order to fill some blank spots in the biography of Fumingtai, I decided to 
turn to Fumingtai’s case file, deposited in the Central Archives of the Federal 
Security Service of Russia (FSB). In this study I view the case file as a historical 
source on the biography of this political activist, as well as on the events in the 
Mongolian world in the 1920s–1930s. My main aim is to contribute to the 
knowledge of the period and area concerned with details of Fumingtai’s life which 
shed light on the latter’s personality as well as on the lives of people around him, 
I also used the materials from other case files, documents from the Russian State 
Archive of Social and Political History, modern Russian, and foreign studies on 
the subject.  
 
 

1     Structure of the Case File and Its Specific Features. 
 
The cover of a standard A4 folder reads “The case file of a case against Aula 
Samdin R—39318” (Russian: Sledstvennoye delo po obvineniyu Aula Samdin R—
3931). A white paper rectangle, which reads “Plenum. Form 3. Military Collegium 
of the Supreme Court of the USSR. No. 7 k-0101. 25.01.1990”, (Russian: Plenum. 
Forma 3. Voyennaya kollegiya Verkhovnogo Suda SSSR. № 7 k-0101. 25.01.1990 g.) 
is also glued to the folder. According to the inventory, the folder contains the 
following documents: 

1. arrest warrant for the accused, Aula Samdin,  
2. search record,  
3. receipts No. 6322 and 5235,  
4. arrestee’s questionnaire,  
5. certificate of not being a foreign national,  
6. interrogation record of not being a foreign national,  
7. indictment resolution,  
8. interrogation record,  
9. six testimonies of Samdin (from 25 October to 4 December, 1937),  
10. report on the completion of the investigation,  
11. bill of indictment,  
12. court decision,  
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13. objection,  
14. resolution. 

In total, the file contains 92 pages. 
 The first document in the case file is warrant No. 181 of 27 January 1938, 
issued to Nazarov, an employee of the Main Directorate for State Security of the 
People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (in Russian: NKVD, Narodnyi 
komissariat vnutrennih del) for the arrest of Aula Samdin (aka Zamdan) in the 
NKVD commandant’s office. The second and third documents are two receipts: 
receipt No. 6322 of the second department of the Main Directorate for State 
Security, dated 25 October 1937, stating that 74 kopeks were received from the 
arrested Zamdan (aka Samdin). The “Things” (Russian: Veshchi) column displays a 
Z sign, which means that there were no belongings. All the inscriptions on the 
receipt are done in pencil, and their condition is poor. Next is the receipt No. 

5235 of the second department of the Main Directorate for State Security of the 
NKVD dated 25 October 1937, where, in the “Accepted” (Russian: Prinyato) 
column one can make out only the word “trouser belt” (Russian: bryuchnoy poyas) 
as well as “passport series No. VRO 46” (Russian: pasport serii № VRO 46). Due to 
the poor condition of the document, the remaining pencil notes are illegible. From 
the first three documents it can be inferred that the accused had been arrested 
long before the warrant for his arrest was issued.  
 The next document is the questionnaire of the arrested. The 
questionnaire is filled in by the hand of the arrestee in Russian Cyrillic. He 
indicates that “his real family name is Aula, and his current family name is Samdin 
or Zamdan; given name—Buyangerel (Fumingtai)” (CAFSS, Case R-39318, 5). In 
this paper, I will use the commonly known name of the activist—Fumingtai. The 
new name, Aula Samdin, complicates the identification of the case file. Why did 
he put down a different name? In my opinion, this is connected to a widespread 
practice of altering names of international students and politicians in the USSR.8 
 

 8  The overall conspiracy was an integral part of political life, and indeed one of the inevitable 

conditions for survival, in the USSR in the period concerned. The pseudonyms of foreign students 

may have been chosen by the cadres at the universities based on some details of their biographies. 

For example, Deng Xiaoping, who enrolled at the KUTV in January 1926, received the 

pseudonym Kryozov, because before that he used to work in the French town of Le Creusot (Le 

Kryozo in Russian) for a certain period. Pantsov and Spichak 2011, 152.  
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 The materials of the criminal case contain many variations of his name, such 
as Fumingtai, Samdin Fumintaev, Buingerel, Samdan, Zamdan. The word “Aula” 
is a clan name. It is the name of one of the large Daur clans. He indicates his 
nationality as “Barginski Daur Mongol” (A Daur-Mongol from Barga) (CAFSS. 
Case R-39318, 5). Fumingtai clearly defines his nationality as “Daur-Mongol”. At 
the same time, he points at his belonging to the Barga (Hulun-Buir) region by 
stating “Barginski”. In contrast to Fumingtai, in his testimony, Merse indicated 
his nationality as “Mongol-Bargut.” Moreover, Merse defined his citizenship as 
“Chinese” (CAFSS. Case R-34587, 2). Thus, Fumingtai remained faithful to the 
definition of nationality as “Daur-Mongol”, which was actually coined by Merse 
in 1924 (Bulag 2002, 149). 
 Another document (5)—a certificate of the visa and registration office 
dated January 29, 1938—indicates that Aula Samdan/Buyangerel/Fumingtai is not 
listed as an international student (the certificate bears the signature of “Maltsev, 
the detective of the second section of the third department of the Main 
Directorate of State Security of the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs”). 
In the interrogation record (6) of the interrogation of Fumingtai (the 
interrogation was carried out by “Mucikov, the detective of the second section of 
the third department of the Main Directorate of State Security of the People’s 
Commissariat of Internal Affairs”), from January 29, 1938, the defendant notes 
that he “arrived in Moscow in 1933 and, living in Moscow, he had no passport, 
both foreign or Soviet. Therefore, he considered himself stateless” (CAFSS. Case 
R-39318, 7). The next document (7) is a decision on the measure of restraint 

and indictment dated 10 December 1937 (the document is signed by “Maltsev, 
the detective of the second section of the third department of the Main 
Directorate of State Security of the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs”). 
By that moment, Fumingtai had already been in prison for a month and a half. 
Then follows the interrogation record (8) dated 24 November 1937, and six 

testimonies (9) (four in November and two in December 1937). The 
interrogation record is the most voluminous of these documents. The 
interrogator’s name was David Borisovich Dudikov. One peculiar feature of the 
text is the investigator’s emphasis on revealing the Japanese ties of Fumingtai, his 
brother Hualintai, of the associate of Merse, Tsyden-Ishi Tsedypov, as well as the 
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Kharachin squad of Babujab. The interrogation record and the subsequent 
statements are often contradictory. One may infer that Fumingtai was under 
serious pressure. In one place, he says that he never knew this or that person, while 
in another, he states that he knew him and met him. Fumingtai points out that 
back in 1917, he became a Japanese agent (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 16), that “before 
1923, Merse and I were active Japanese agents” (CAFSSRF. Case R-39318, 18), that 
pro-Japanese agitation was carried out by Tsedypov (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 18-20), 
and that “in Moscow, he continued to consider himself a Japanese agent, but there 
were no conditions for work” (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 23). Thus, at the 
interrogation on 24 November 1937, Fumingtai admitted that he was a Japanese 
agent.  
 In my opinion, the veracity of the record is doubtful. Could it really be that 
an old member of the PRPIM easily incriminated himself with being a Japanese 
agent? After all, unlike Merse, Fumingtai was never compromised (Atwood 2002, 
139). Merse himself mentioned it when describing the Barga uprising of 1928: 
“Fumingtai knew that the Japanese were trying to contact me and he was against 
it” (CAFSS. Case R-34587, p. 10 reverse). In my opinion, investigator Dudikov, 
who interrogated Fumingtai, could have played a big role in writing the 
“Japanophile” protocol and testimony. It can be assumed that Fumingtai and 
Dudikov had known each other before. The MPR could have been where they 
met; the family name Dudikov appears on the list of instructors of the Ministry 
of Defense of the MPR in 1926. Before this, David Borisovich Dudikov served as 
the head of the secret-operations unit in the Troitskosavsk border guard 
detachment of Buryat-Mongolia. In 1937–1938, he became deputy head of the 
special department of the NKVD of the Moscow Region, as the captain of state 
security. During Dudikov’s service in Mongolia Fumingtai was one of the 
informants for Inner Mongolia (mainly supplying information about emigre 
groups from Khalkha) of the Ministry of Defense. (Teplyakov 2012, 191, 184-192). 
Thus, Dudikov could have known Fumingtai while having stayed in the MPR. 
From 24 November 1937 on, Dudikov carried out all the interrogations with 
Fumingtai. This was probably not a mere coincidence. Knowing details from 
Fumingtai’s previous life, Dudikov could use some compromising facts to 
blackmail the latter during interrogation and in this way force false confessions. 
 In the indictment (11) of 30 January 1938, and at the closed court hearing of 
March 10, 1938, Fumingtai pleaded guilty. In his last word, he stated that in 1923 
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he was a nationalist and was under Japanese influence (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 90). 
The guilty verdict (12) of 10 March 1938, indicated that Fumingtai had been “an 
agent of Japanese intelligence since 1917 up until recently, had been active in 
espionage and provocative activity [...] was associated with an agent of Japanese 
intelligence Elbeg-Dorji Rinchino [...].” (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 91). 
 The file also contains a certificate of Fumingtai’s execution on 10 March 1938, 
and three small paper bags stitched with office staples. On one of them, there is 
the inscription: “the package is empty” (Russian: paket pust). Their contents are 
unknown. The case file ends with the decision of the Supreme Court of the USSR 
of 29 March 1990, on the annulment of the sentence (14) and the termination 
of the case for lack of corpus delicti and the conclusion of the chief military 
prosecutor of the USSR concerning Merse of 19 May 1989.  
 
 

2     The Life and Work of Fumingtai 
 

Since, to my knowledge, there has been no dedicated study about Fumingtai in 
English, in the following section I will give a biographical summary focusing on 
the two last decades of Fumingtai’s life. I try to give as much information as 
possible on the period of his stay in the USSR.  
 
 2.1 Birth, childhood and study 
Fumingtai’s date of birth remains controversial. Inner Mongolian historian Hao 
Weimin believes that Fumingtai was born in 1896 (Atwood 2002, 123). There are 
different dates in the case file: the year 1900 appears in the arrested person’s 
questionnaire (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 5), and the interrogation record of 24 
November 1938, indicates 1898 as the birth year (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 9). There 
is also a brief essay about his family in the record. According to it, Fumingtai was 
born in the village of Mekhertü of the Barga District of the Republic of China. 
His parents, who died in 1912, were rich cattle breeders with up to 300 livestock.  
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His father served as an assistant to janggi9 (local official). Fumingtai’s elder brother 
Pusyngtai, a cattle breeder, died in 1925. His second brother, Hualintai, studied in 
Japan from 1921 to 1923. From 1924 to 1925, he worked in a cooperative. In 1936, 
Hualintai was executed by the Japanese. One of his sisters, Saran, studied at the 
Buryat Pedagogical College from 1925 to 1930 and worked in the MPR from 1931 
to 1934. Since 1935 she studied at the Omsk Pedagogical Institute. His younger 
sister lived in Barga.  
 Fumingtai finished two classes of Chinese gymnasium in 1916 and a course at 
the Communist University of the Toilers of the East (KUTV) in 1934. He was a 
member of the PRPIM and a member of the party’s Central Committee since 
1925. In September 1924, he was arrested at the Manchuria station by General 
Wan Fulin 10  and released six days later. In October 1929, he was arrested in 
Alashan by the soldiers of Prince Da (sic!) Wang.11 In 1936 he led the partisan 
detachments of Inner Mongolia in the city of Bugut (Chin. Baotou �	). From 
1923 to 1932, Fumingtai carried out illegal party work in Inner Mongolia. After 
1933 he was in Moscow, where he worked as an interpreter at the KUTV (CAFSS. 
Case R-39318, 9).  
 His biography on file is very brief. Therefore, it does not help clarifying some 
debatable issues, such as the question about his alleged studies in Beijing. The 
assumption that he had studied in Beijing together with Merse is mentioned by 
Atwood (2002, 123). However, the interrogation record contains only the well-
known information about Fumingtai’s study in the Chinese gymnasium in the city 
of Qiqihar (CAFSS R-39318, 13). Thus, while it has been confirmed that, in 1919 in 
Beijing, Fumingtai took part in the nationalist “May 4th Movement” (Zhongguo 
Dawoerzu tongshi 2018, 412), it remains unknown whether he was a student in 
Beijing during this period. In my opinion, since Merse and Fumingtai had a close 
 

 9  Probably the head of the Hulunbuir administration, meiren-i janggin in Manchu and fudutong ��

 in Chinese.   

10  Wan Fulin ��� (1880–1951) was a Chinese military leader, member of the Fengtian clique which 

ruled over Manchuria. 

11  Demchugdongrub, known by the honorific appellation De Wang �	 “Prince De” (1902–1966), 

was an Inner Mongolian noble, monarchist, a life-long fighter for the independence of Inner 

Mongols and head of several subsequent autonomous governments. From 1939 until 1945, he was 

the ruler of Mengjiang ��, a Mongolian province of Manchukuo. 
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relationship, and Merse was four years older, Fumingtai was undoubtedly under 
Merse’s influence. In the societies of Mongolic peoples, be it Khalkha, Buryat or 
Daur, even a difference of one year of age plays an important role in the 
relationship between siblings and friends; the junior respects, and often imitates, 
the senior. Therefore, I think that it would be rather natural for Fumingtai to 
follow his senior comrade when the latter went to study in Beijing. 
 
 2.2  The period of the “Kharachin terror” in 1917 
The year 1917, when a detachment of Kharachin 12  insurgents seized Hailar, 
occupies a special place in the testimony of Fumingtai and Merse. There are 
curious discrepancies in their testimonies. While Fumingtai directly takes part in 
the armed struggle (CAFSS Case R-39318, 13–16), Merse arrives later. In his words, 
together with Fumingtai he turned for help to the Bargu leader Damdinsüren 
(CAFSS. Case R-34587, l). However, the differences between his and Fumingtai’s 
interrogation record makes one wonder whether Merse and Fumingtai had indeed 
turned to Damdinsüren for help in autumn 1917. It seems curious that in his 
testimony, Fumingtai does not mention this episode at all. The attempt to 
establish contact with the famous Bargu leader Damdinsüren, at that time an 
important figure in the government of Outer Mongolia, and to ask for help in 
driving out the Kharachin bandits, was a significant event. In my opinion, it would 
be natural for Fumingtai to tell the investigator this story, as did Merse. Instead, 
Fumingtai tells a very different story with no mention of Damdinsüren. Fumingtai 
relates that Sheng Fu, then the head of Hulun Buir administration, mobilized 
about 3000 Mongols (including the Daur who at that period were part of the 
Mongol population) to fight the bandits. Fumingtai was among the mobilized 
Mongols. After Sheng Fu’s defeat in May 1917, Fumingtai, together with other 
militiants, left the corps and returned to his native village of Mekhertü, some 60 
kilometers from Hailar.  

 

12  After a famous bandit leader from the Mongoljin banner of Inner Mongolia, Babujab, was killed 

in 1916, his subordinate Sebjinge with a large force occupied Hailar and put up terror for several 

months (Atwood 2002, 124). This event, during which many were killed, tortured and robbed, 

remains in the oral history of the area as a painful memory.  
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 In the initial period of the conflict, immediately after the Kharachin seizure 
of Hailar, the bandits apparently did not rob the Daur population; according to 
Fumingtai’s testimony, the atmosphere was strained but relatively peaceful. For 
example, after his return home Fumingtai, with several compatriots (5–6 people), 
went back to Hailar to claim money for carts which had been used by the 
Kharachins. Before the beginning of the armed conflict some Daur had rented 
their carts to the Kharachins for the transport of military equipment. Sebjinge had 
negotiated the rental of the carts with Merse’s father. Fumingtai relates that he 
was not afraid to go to Hailar to claim the payment, since Sebjinge did not know 
him personally. This account of a period of peaceful co-existence of the Kharachin 
bandits with the Hulun Buir population is rather unique and shows that the 
situation in Hulun Buir during the period under study was more complicated than 
is usually described. 
 In his testimony, Merse wrote that Fumingtai and he had decided to travel to 
Outer Mongolia to visit Prince Manlai Wang 13 (the title of Damdinsüren) and ask 
him to take over the leadership of the Hulun Buir troops and overthrow the 
Kharachins. At that time, Manlai Wang had moved out of Urga and was living in 
his banner (the Manlai Wang Banner). After the conversation with Merse and 
Fumingtai Manlai Wang agreed to help and step in, leading the action aimed at 
overthrowing the Kharachins. Merse relates that he and Fumingtai wanted to 
prevent the former Hulun Buir authorities from returning to power. Merse 
considered this episode the beginning of his political activity. However, while they 
were negotiating the matter, the authorities managed to drive the Kharachins out.  
However, this testimony from Merse does not seem to be supported by other 
sources. Fumingtai does not mention their journey in 1917 to meet Damdinsüren, 
even though, in my opinion, such a mission would fully deserve to be mentioned 
in his criminal case. When describing the events of 1917, Fumingtai mentioned 
neither Merse, nor Damdinsüren14. Therefore, we need additional materials to 
determine the roles of Merse and Fumingtai in the fight against the Kharachins. 
 
 
 

13 Apparently a reference to Damdinsüren’s title Manlaibaatar bestowed on the latter by the Outer 

Mongolian ruler Jebtsundamba Khutughtu. 

14 For further details of this event see Tsybenov and Kuras 2020. 
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 2.3  Fumingtai’s main period of political activity: 1918–1928 
The period of Fumingtai’s life from 1918 to 1928, documented in the case file, is 
well known in historical science.15 During this time, major events in the struggle 
for the independence of Outer Mongolia, Hulun Buir and Inner Mongolia, and 
pan-Mongolist movements, were going on. Several Communist—or leftist— 
parties were formed in these areas with the support of the USSR. Initially, the 
Soviets rather supported the Mongol efforts towards the unification of Inner 
Mongolia and Hulun Buir with Outer Mongolia. Later, however, they limited their 
support to Outer Mongolia which was de facto ceded to them by China, and 
moreover, they withdrew their support of the unification of the three areas, which 
was hoped for by some of the Mongol politicians. For Hulun Buir, this period 
famously ended with the unsuccessful Barga uprising in 1928.  
 After the establishment of the MPRP in Outer Mongolia in 1920, the 
Comintern supported the formation of analogical parties in Hulun Buir and Inner 
Mongolia with the idea of creation of the “united revolutionary front” all across 
China. In 1921 the Chinese Communist Party was founded with support from the 
Comintern. According to the archival materials found in Mongolia, the 
Comintern, while sending the Buryat Communist leader Elbegdorji Rinchino to 
Mongolia, also sent another Buryat Communist, Tsyden-Ishi Tsedypov, to Barga 
(Hulun Buir) to provide guidance on the formation of these parties. In 1922, 
Fumingtai and Merse arrived in Outer Mongolia to establish a network with the 
MPRP. After coming back to Hulun Buir, in 1922–1923, Fumingtai and Merse 
founded the so-called Mongolian Youth Party. In the following years, Fumingtai 
put much effort into the idea of uniting the revolutionary powers of Barga and 
Inner Mongolia. He spent long periods of time in Mongolia. In July 1925, 
Fumingtai and Merse, together with the Outer Mongolian writer and party leader 
Buyannemekh, travelled to Beijing to meet with the highest Comintern 
representative in China, L.M. Voitinsky. Not long after, in October 1925, the 
PRPIM was officially established in Zhangjiakou under the leadership of 
Serengdondrub (Bai Yunti ��� ). Merse became this party secretary and 
Fumingtai became one of its eight leading members. The Central Committee of 

 

15 For studies of these events in English see mainly Atwood 2002, 114-168; and Bulag 2002, 137-176.  
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that party had 45 members and leader of the committee was Serengdongrub (cf. 
Jamsran 2019, 236).  
 A major event and a turning point in the careers of Merse and Fumingtai was 
the so-called Barga uprising, or Barga Revolution,16 of 1928. This was an armed 
uprising aimed at the political separation of Hulun Buir from China, headed by 
the leftist fraction of Hulun Buir politicians, but lacked support of all Hulun Buir 
leaders. Mongolia, the USSR, and Japan were to various degree involved in the 
uprising. Below I give a brief summary of the events with some illuminating inputs 
from archival material.  
 In 1924–1925 the young revolutionaries of Hulun Buir became intrigued by the 
idea of freeing Hulun Buir from the Chinese rule. During their adolescence, in 
1912–1920, Hulun Buir had been, de facto, autonomous, and so they were able to 
appreciate the value of independence. The uprising was sparked by the murder of 
Zhang Zuolin 17  on 4 June 1928. It should be noted that before this event, 
propaganda literature had been secretly spread over Hulun Buir with texts in 
Mongolian saying that Hulun Buir should follow the example of Outer Mongolia, 
which had won independence from China under the leadership of the USSR 
(Kuz’min 2020a, 103). 
 Merse and Fumingtai were considered the leaders of the uprising. An 
important role was played by the Comintern representative at the Central 
Committee of the Mongolian Revolutionary Party, the Bulgarian Ivan Petrovich 
Stepanov (1890–1959, real name Stoyan Mineevich Ivanov). On 1 June 1928, the 
insurgents forced two divisions of the border garrison at Handgai Hoyor Tolgoi 
to give up and hand their weapons to them. On 14 July, a conference of the Barga 
Revolutionary Party took place at the border between Mongolia and Hulun Buir. 
The Comintern representative Stepanov took part in the conference and assured 
the Barga representatives of Soviet support and delivery of weapons. A delegation 
was sent to Ulan Bator to request help. The uprising started in early August of 
 

16 For detailed information about the Barga uprising, see  Atwood 2002; Bazarov 2002; and Kuz’min 

2020a and 2020b. 

17 Zhang Zuolin ��� (1875–1928), a warlord of the Fengtian clique and a virtual ruler of Manchuria, 

with his seat in Mukden (Shenyang), between 1912–1928. The Hulun Buir/Barga region was 

formally subject to his administration. After Zhang was assassinated by the Japanese in June 1928, 

his eldest son Zhang Xueliang ��� (1901–2001) succeded him in office. 
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1928 with auspicious beginnings. The insurgents drove the Chinese administration 
out of six banners of Barga. However, soon they felt lack of weapons and 
ammunition.  
 The promised help from Mongolia and the USSR did not arrive. The 
Mongolian government declared the uprising to be premature and on 20 August 
officially expressed their disinterest in it. At the same time, however, Mongolia 
continued to support the uprising financially. Klimov, another Comintern 
representative, evaluated Stepanov’s activity as an erroneous personal initiative. 
An intensive transfer of Chinese military forces from Qiqihar to Hailar started by 
the Chinese Eastern Railway, which was controlled by the Russians. Merse then 
warned the Soviet consul in Hailar, Nikolai Ivanovich Anikin, that the insurgents 
would blow the railway up at several locations (Kuz’min 2020b, 250). However, 
the situation was rapidly changing to the disadvantage of the insurgents. The 
official Hulun Buir administration, headed by Sheng Fu, declared mobilization, 
formed several military units and sent them against the insurgents, The Buryat 
units of the Hulun Buir administration were headed by Urzhin Garmaev18 and 
Dugar Tapkhaev19 (Bazarov 2002, 59), former active participants of the White 
Guard opposition to the Communist forces during the Russian Civil War. 
 The unevenness of strength and the failure to receive the promised arms and 
munition led to the defeat of the uprising. In the end of August 1928, the 
insurgents’ troops were dispersed by the Chinese army. Having lost hope for help 
from the USSR and MPR, Merse started negotiations with the Japanese 
government. However, he was not able to receive help from the Japanese. 
Subsequently he turned to Zhang Xueliang, the son of Zhang Zuolin, and in the 
end of September 1928 he left for Mukden. There, Merse signed an agreement 
with Zhang Xueliang, according to which: 

 

18 Urzhin Garmaev (1888–1947), a Buryat teacher and military leader under the Ataman Semyonov. 

In 1920 he joined the Buryat emigration to Hulun Buir.  

19 Dugar Tapkhaev (1884–1934) was a Cossack military officer (of the rank of yesaul) who, before his 

settlement in Hulun Buir, served with Ataman Semyonov and Baron Ungern in their famous 

Asiatic Cavalry Division.  
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the latter’s government assigned a “negligible amount of money” for the Mongol school 

in Hailar, and “council of national representatives” was established consisting of the 

conservative part of the fudutong’s office. No innovations were introduced. Merse 

became the director of a newly established Mongolian school in Mukden, interrupting 

his political activities for a while. (Kuz’min 2020b, 259).  

With this, the Barga uprising of 1928 ended.  
In Merse’s case file his own account of the Barga uprising of 1928 has been 

preserved. He notes that he did not take part in the Conference of the Barga 
Revolutionary Party on 14 June 1928, because he arrived late. The decision for the 
uprising was taken at this conference by his comrades. At the same time, Merse 
recounts that before this conference, a meeting of the “Barga fraction” in 
Mongolia, where Merse, Fumingtai, Erhimbatu, and other Barga leaders were 
present. At this meeting they decided to exploit the situation in Manchuria 
following the assassination of Zhang Zuolin to organize an armed uprising with 
the slogan “For the sake of the autonomy of Barga and the restoration of people’s 
government”. The plan for the uprising was to be discussed at the party conference 
(CAFSS. Case R-34587, 8). In his testimony, Merse takes the responsibility for the 
uprising upon himself. He writes:  

Having arrived, I learned about the situation, that party members who should take 

part in the uprising are beginning to hide from Barga, I started insisting on not waiting 

for the arms to be received from anywhere and start the uprising immediately. The 

military headquarters and the committee of the uprising agreed with me, and the 

uprising was started on August 8, 1928. (CAFSS. Case R-34587, 9). 
Merse also notes that a person called Shaolin approached him. Merse considered 
this person to be a Japanese agent. Shaolin brought a letter from the head of the 
Barga administration prompting him to stop military actions and start negotiating 
with the Chinese government. In fact, however, Shaolin’s task was just the 
opposite: he had come to find out the details of Merse’s situation and suggest 
collaboration with the Japanese. He did not give details himself but suggested that 
Merse start negotiations with the Japanese through Nimajab. This time, Merse 
declined his suggestion. (CAFSS. Case R-34587, 10). On this occasion, Merse 
noted that “Fumingtai knew that Japanese trying to contact me and was against 
it” (CAFSS. Case R-34587, 10).  

On the other hand, Fumingtai states that the Barga uprising of 1928 was a task 
supported by the Japanese (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 35). However, I infer that in 
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1937–1938 Fumingtai was under a serious psychological, and possibly also physical 
pressure from the NKVD employees who made him explain all his activity as 
result of Japanese influence. For example, in the protocol of one interrogation 
Fumingtai confirmed that before 1923 he and Merse were active Japanese agents 
(CAFSS. Case R-39318, 18), which is contradicted by all available data.  
 

2.4  1928–1930: After the Barga uprising 
This study will now focus on some lesser-known episodes in the activities of 
Fumingtai after the Barga uprising of 1928, as Fumingtai recounts them in the 
interrogation record. Insofar as what can be read “between the lines” of the 
interrogation record, the events during the uprising caused a split between him 
and Merse. After the uprising, each went on his own way. While Merse’s 
relationship with the USSR and the Comintern turned sour, 20  Fumingtai 
remained faithful to Marxist ideology and continued to work for the Comintern. 
In the beginning, he was active in both Revolutionary Parties—the MPRP and 
the Inner Mongolian one. 

According to Fumingtai’s words in the interrogation record, the Barga uprising 
ended with the betrayal of Merse, who sided with the Chinese. Fumingtai was in 
a difficult position. To rehabilitate himself, he actively participated in exposing 
the leaders of the uprising: Merse, Nimazhap (Nimajab), 21  and Erkhim-Bato 
(Erkhimbatu)22. This was his main goal between October 1928 and September 1929. 
In September 1929, Fumingtai was sent to Ordos (southern Inner Mongolia) as an 
authorized agent of the Central Committee of the PRPIM for illegal party work. 
He went there on behalf of the authorized representative of the Executive 

 

20 After the uprising, Merse, from his new position at the Mukden Mongolian school, continued to 

influence the Inner Mongolian political scene. He was mainly concerned with the role of the 

Mongols within the international politics. His famous text from that period, the “Mongolian 

Question”, contains an open and ruthless critique of the USSR’s imperialist approaches, cf. 

Zikmundova 2017. 

21 Nimajab was a member of the PRPIM, member of the Hulu Buir section of PRPIM. For details 

about see Bazarov 2002, 55 and 59; and Kuz’min 2020b, 256 and 259. 

22 For details about Erkhimbatu see Atwood 2002, 1022.  
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Committee of the Communist International, M.I. Amagaev. In June 1930, he 
returned to Ulaanbaatar from Ordos. He took the way through Alashan, the 
westernmost part of Inner Mongolia (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 36). 
 

2.5  1930–1932: Exporting Revolution 
In October 1930, as a result of an internal party struggle in the Central Committee 
of the PRPIM, he was expelled from the party. At this time, Fumingtai was 
approached by the Secretary of the Central Committee of the MPRP, Genden, 
who invited him to join a group heading for Alashan in the west of Inner Mongolia. 
The group included two men, Buryat Konstantin Batorun23 and a certain Chinese 
Kang Te.24 The group was supposed to contact the Alashan princes to negotiate 
the establishment of trade relations with China and the recruitment of Chinese 
workers for the Mongolian People’s Republic.  

Along with this, Genden personally proposed to Fumingtai to establish 
communication with the Muslim warlord Ma Zhongying25 through Mo-Bator,26 
the leader of the Mongol partisans of Alashan. Batorun also knew about this 
conversation. Fumingtai had been acquainted with Mo-Batorsince his return from 
the Ordos through Alashan in the summer of 1930. According to him, Mo-Bator 
was a good acquaintance and blood brother of Ma Zhongying, Fumingtai tried to 
convince Mo-Bator about the need of creating a Mongol-Dungan anti-Chinese 
bloc and about the necessity to obtain aid in the form of arms from the MPR or 
other countries. Mo-Bator used his connections in order to establish a liaison with 
Ma Zhongying. Finally, a certain Dungan with the surname Ma came to visit the 
group, introducing himself a delegate from Ma Zhongying. The group members 
explained to him the purpose of their arrival. The delegate promised that Ma 
Zhongying would send his delegation to the MPR and left for Ningxia. The group 
never saw him again (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 36). Thus, the group sent by Genden 
to Alashan completed its objective.  
 

23 Batorun served as the Director of the General Intelligence Service of Mongolia (Mongolian: 

Jerönhii tagnuuliin gazar) between 1923 and 1925. 

24 I was not able to establish the identity of this person. 

25 For furher reading see Horlemann 2019. She explores the Muslim rebellion of Ma Zhongying �

�� in 1928/29—and how it was intertwined with local, regional, and even national politics.  

26 For more information about Mo-Bator (Mao Baatur) see Atwood 2002, 798-799. 
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By that time, Ma Zhongying was one of the most prominent leaders of the 
Muslim rebel movement, who brought together the Dungan units (Barmin 2012, 
28). Judging from Ma Zhonying’s lack of answer as well as by his subsequent 
actions, he was much more attracted by the Muslim Xinjiang than by the proposed 
co-operation with the Mongol partisans of Alashan.   

Fumingtai’s constant conversations with Mo-Bator about the need to fight 
the feudal lords and the Chinese yielded their result. At a certain point, Mo-Bator 
suddenly told the group that in four days, he was going to start an uprising against 
the feudal lords in Alashan. Fumingtai supported him and suggested that two 
members of the group be left in Alashan as aids. However, Batorun opposed the 
idea of the uprising and refused to leave anyone in Alashan. According to him, 
such a rebellion might spark a larger conflict which was undesirable for Mongolian 
People’s Republic and the USSR. At the behest of Batorun, the group left the next 
day, and the uprising never took place. The group returned from Alashan in April 
1931 (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 37–38). Despite Fumingtai’s activity aimed at 
“exporting the revolution” to Inner Mongolia in 1930–1931, the situation around 
him remained ambiguous.  

Fumingtai’s participation in the 1928 Barga uprising continued to play a 
significant role in the attitude of the Communist authorities towards him. The 
Soviet government paid considerable attention to this uprising because of the 
growth of the power of Japan. The State Interior Guard of the MPR, as well as 
M.B. Chernomordik, plenipotentiary of the Executive Committee of the 
Comintern, continued actively monitoring Fumingtai, demanding reports on his 
liaisons, his former work, and moods. Despite the screenings, Fumingtai was still 
allowed by the Comintern leadership to engage in party work. In Mongolia, he 
began training Communist agents for their transfer to Inner Mongolia. These 
were Inner Mongolian graduates of the KUTV residing in the Mongolian People’s 
Republic. In total, 30 such agents were dispatched (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 39). At 
this period, Fumingtai’s name was mentioned at the highest level in of the USSR 
leadership, albeit only in connection with the “Barga provocation” of 1928. For 
example, at a meeting of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the All-Union 
Communist Party of Bolsheviks on 10 October 1931, the title of one of the issues 
was “On Fumingtai” (Russian: O Fumintae). With the intensification of Japanese 
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political activity in China in the 1930s, the USSR grew increasingly alert and tried 
to avoid any actions which may provoke Japanese aggression. Any mentions of 
Russian involvement in the Barga uprising were perceived as dangerous. 
According to the issue “On Fumingtai”, the proposal by Lev Karakhan27  was 
discussed and accepted. Karakhan, who had known Fumingtai personally, 
suggested that Fumingtai makes a public speech followed by a press statement in 
which he refutes a Japanese statement (probably one published in Japanese press, 
B.T.) about his involvement in the Barga uprising and the promised Russian aid in 
it. Karakhan’s plan was to publish this Fumingtai’s statement in Chinese 
newspapers, after which it was to be reprinted by the Soviet press (Russian archive 
of socio-political history. Case 853, 1-12).  

According to materials recovered from Mongolia, during this period 
Fumingtai was used by the Comintern as a source of information about the Inner 
Mongolians. The Russians, who worked for the Department of Internal 
Protection of Mongolia, grew suspicious of the members of PRPIM. For this 
reason, they regularly interrogated Fumingtai to gather intelligence on the 
members of that party. Fumingtai himself was aware of the changing attitude of 
the Russians towards the PRPIM. Once he expressed himself as “I am a citizen of 
the People’s Republic of Mongolia and a member of the Mongolian People’s 
Revolutionary Party” (Battogtokh 1991, 28). In 1932, Fumingtai already knew that 
the Mongolian State Interior Guard arrested many PRPIM members who went 
to work in Inner Mongolia by the assignment of the Central Committee of 
PRPIM.  
 

2.6  1932–1934 Departure for Moscow and study at the KUTV 
According to the interrogation report, knowing this and realizing that he would 
not be allowed into Barga, Fumingtai took measures to leave for Moscow (CAFSS. 
Case R-39318, 41). In December 1932, he received permission from Sh. Eliava to 
leave for Moscow. Being a member of the Mongolian Commission of the 
Politburo of the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party of 
Bolsheviks, Deputy People’s Commissar of Foreign Trade of the USSR Shalva 
Zurabovich Eliava (1883-1937) arrived in Ulaanbaatar, presumably in June 1932. In 
 

27 Lev Mihailovich Karakhan (1889–1937), between 1927–1934 the Deputy People’s Comissar of 

Foreign Affairs of the USSR.  
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December 1932, Eliava was in Mongolia. His reports at the friendly meetings on 
14 and 27 December 1932 confirm this fact (Dashdavaa 2013, 12 and 161 and 193). 
Fumingtai’s departure for Moscow was at the last moment. After Fumingtai left, 
the fabricated case of mass arrest known as the “Genden-Demid’s Case” took 
place in Mongolia. The members of PRPIM were arrested under the false 
accusation that they were Japanese spies. Fumingtai arrived in Moscow in late 
January 1933. Two other Inner Mongolians travelled with him: member of the 
Central Committee of the PRPIM Aula Tsagan lama (alias Erdyn-Gyryl, Erden 
Gerel; his new name in USSR is Pitun) and Arya, also a member of the Central 
Committee of the PRPIM (under the new alias Pobetov Fedor or Van Sin). The 
purpose of their arrival in Moscow was to study at KUTV. They studied in a 
separate group of three people and took a short, one and a half year course at 
KUTV. According to Fumingtai, until June 1934, he went nowhere and did not 
contact anyone, even those who came to KUTV from the Mongolian People’s 
Republic. At the same time, he pointed out that, 8–10 days after arriving in 
Moscow, he met with Rinchino (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 42). Further, however, 
there is no data on his study at KUTV in the interrogation record.  
 

2.7 1934–1936: Work at the Komsomolets plant 
After graduating in 1934, Fumingtai visited P.A. Mif, the deputy head of the 
Eastern Secretariat of the Executive Committee of the Comintern. In his 
interrogation record Fumingtai states that, after having received some theoretical 
education, he wanted to work. Previously he used to make mistakes, but now he 
wanted to prove himself at work. P. A. Mif advised that Fumingtai go to an 
internship where he could prove his sincere desire to improve his conduct (CAFSS. 
Case R-39318, 12). Before leaving for the internship, Fumingtai met with G.N. 
Voitinsky, former head of the Far Eastern Bureau of the Executive Committee of 
the Comintern, who was then engaged in teaching and research activities. In 1934, 
Fumingtai gave Voitinsky an article on Inner Mongolia entitled “Religious 
Missions in Mongolia” (Russian: Religioznye missii v Mongolii). The article was 
published in the same year, 1934, under the pseudonym Ulan-khu (CAFSS. Case 
R-39318, 77). Unfortunately, Fumingtai does not indicate the name of the journal 
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where the article was published. From July 1934 to April 1936, Fumingtai had an 
internship at the “Komsomolets” plant in Yegoryevsk (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 43).  
Fumingtai does not give any details on his internship there. Therefore, I can only 
give brief, general information about the town and the enterprise, which may allow 
us to imagine something of his life in these two years. Yegoryevsk is a small town 
located some 101 km south-east of Moscow. The “Komsomolets” plant, where 
Fumingtai had his internship, was one of the first factories in the USSR to produce 
various gear-milling and gear-producing machines. In July 1934, when Fumingtai 
came to practice in Yegoryevsk, the enterprise was called the “Komsomolets 
vocational school and plant”. In November 1934, it received the name of the 
“Yegoryevsk machine-tool plant Komsomolets”. It was a time of rapid development 
of the plant and, and of the town in general. By 1935, new workshops were put into 
operation at the plant; new houses for workers were built. It remains unknown 
what activities Fumingtai could have been engaged in at the plant. Probably 
physical work, because in April 1936 Fumingtai fell seriously ill, and from April to 
June 1936 he underwent treatment in the spa town of Pyatigorsk, where he was 
sent through the Executive Committee of the Comintern and KUTV (CAFSS. 
Case R-39318, 43). 
 

2.8  The last two years, 1936–1938 
In October 1936, Fumingtai started working as an interpreter of the Mongolian 
KUTV group (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 43). The period of Fumingtai’s life from July 
to September 1936 remains obscure. In the interrogation record Fumingtai states 
that in 1936 he was the leader of partisan forces of Inner Mongolia in Baotou 
(CAFSS. Case R-39318, 9). On one hand, it is not impossible that after his 
treatment at Pyatigorsk, Fumingtai travelled to Inner Mongolia on an assignment 
from the Executive Committee of the Comintern. On the other hand, if to bring 
together all events of 1936, they unfold disturbingly fast: from an intern to a 
patient to a partisan leader to an interpreter. At the same time, Fumingtai met 
with G. N. Voitinsky two or three times and provided him with some materials 
for the “Tikhiy okean” (Pacific) journal where the latter worked (CAFSS. Case R-
39318, 77). It is clear that in 1936, Fumingtai was doing all he could in order to be 
allowed to travel to China. He twice visited M. B. Chernomordik at the Executive 
Committee of the Comintern and asked Chernomordik to send him to China for 
work (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 12). However, since the information about his 
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presence at Baotou is not supported by other sources, the date of his mission to 
Baotou in the interrogation record may rather be a mistake.  

The real life of Fumingtai remains hidden behind the dull lines of the 
interrogation record. However, it can be felt throughout the record that his stay 
in the USSR, forced by circumstances, was not in accordance with what he 
considered his calling. One may feel the misery of a revolutionary left out in the 
cold. Already when working in Komsomolets, in winter 1935, Fumingtai addressed 
one Andrey from the Executive Committee of the Comintern, asking to send him 
to work at the PRPIM. (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 12). Perhaps the monotonous work 
at a machine-tool enterprise weighed heavily upon him. Fumingtai could not wait 
to finish the internship as soon as possible and get back to his usual job. In 
addition, he constantly experienced financial hardships. Fumingtai asked the 
Executive Committee of the Comintern (ECCI) to support him financially. 
Poverty continued even after the end of his internship in 1936.  

In Moscow, cut off from his native environment, apparently homesick and 
desperate, he grew closer to the Buryat Comintern agent and a promoter of Pan-
Mongolism, Elbekdorzhi (Elbegdorj) Rinchino (1888–1938). There is a mention in 
his interrogation record, “[…] having found myself jobless and homeless in 
Moscow, without support from anyone, I was practically picked up and sent to 
work by Rinchino and Borisov […]” (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 52). During his study 
and work at KUTV, Fumingtai was in contact with Rinchino. In his interrogation 
record, Fumingtai summarizes some of Rinchino’s political views. According to 
Fumingtai, Rinchino considered the ECCI policy on the national issue to be 
incorrect. Rinchino complained about some members of the ECCI who wanted 
to prove that one could not raise the question of Pan-Mongolism in Mongolia. 
Rinchino felt that this was fundamentally wrong. He quoted Germany as an 
example which proved his theory. In Germany, the Communist Party was also not 
interested in the national question and did not work to unite all the German 
regions cut off from the fatherland under the Treaty of Versailles. However, the 
Nazis took up the issue of uniting all Germans and they won, and became strong. 
Rinchino believed that only the slogan “German unification” gave them victory. 
In his opinion, the Mongols, needed to adhere firmly to the slogan “the unification 
of the Mongols”, i.e., the slogan of Pan-Mongolism (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 78-79). 
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Rinchino was also interested in Fumingtai’s personal life. In particular, he made 
two unsuccessful attempts to introduce Fumingtai to women, saying that it was 
boring to live alone. In the winter of 1936, Rinchino wanted to introduce him to 
a secondary school teacher named Maroussia. However, Fumingtai disliked this 
woman and did not start any relationship with her. Then, Rinchino wanted to 
introduce Fumingtai to another Russian, this time his countrywoman. Rinchino 
and Fumingtai once visited her. However, having learned from her words that her 
brother was exiled as a Trotskyist, Fumingtai was afraid to engage in a relationship 
with her (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 46-47). 

Besides Rinchino, Fumingtai’s only close friend in Moscow was Aula Tsagan 
lama, a Daur, who came to the USSR with him. Aula Tsagan lama had been a 
member of the Central Committee of the PRPIM. He is probably listed as 
Chiganglama in Central Party Archive documents (Atwood 2002, 273). Aula 
Tsagan lama was a relative of Fumingtai and Tsende-gun. He was probably 
younger than Fumingtai. In 1924, Fumingtai and Merse sent him to study in 
Ulaanbaatar, where he was assigned to a military school. In 1925, the Central 
Committee of the PRPIM sent him to Moscow to KUTV, where he stayed until 
1927. Fumingtai and Aula Tsagan lama were like-minded people; since 1928, they 
always worked together (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 71). In 1937, Aula Tsagan lama 
worked as a tailor at the sewing factory in the city of Kalinin (CAFSS. Case R-
39318, 69). Fumingtai shared his thoughts with him—in particular, he introduced 
Tsagan lama to the plans for building a railway from Ulaanbaatar to Wuyuan (west 
of Baotou) and from the Fendizhan station to Dolonnor, and further to Hailar.  
Tsagan lama agreed but believed that in their lifetime, they would not have time 
to do this (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 74). 

In 1937, Fumingtai continued to work as an interpreter for the Mongolian 
group at KUTV. During this time, he was sent from KUTV to Yessentuki28 and 
returned from there in early September 1937 (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 67). It can be 
assumed that he went to Yessentuki for treatment. In October 1937, Fumingtai 
made yet another attempt to leave for China. He wrote an application to the 
ECCI to send him to China to work, accompanied by an autobiography (CAFSS. 
Case R-39318, 12). By that time, some of his friends were arrested, including 
Rinchino. Apparently, he understood, that very soon, the NKVD officers would 
 

28 Yessentuki is a spa town on the northern side of the Causasus Mountains. 
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come for him, too. On 25 October 1937, the NKVD detained Fumingtai. He never 
made it out alive from the Butyrka prison where he was placed. On 10 March 1938, 
Fumingtai was sentenced to capital punishment by firing squad as an agent of 
Japanese intelligence, who conducted active espionage and provocative activities. 
That same day he was executed. The Comintern lost one of its most loyal 
supporters in the East. In his testimony, Fumingtai noted, “I always worked driven 
by the (Bolshevik revolutionary, B.T.) ideology as a person associated with this 
idea for many years” (CAFSS. Case R-39318, 52). His activity fully confirms these 
words. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

In this text, I used the Fumingtai investigation file from the archives of the 
Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation to show some details of a little-
known period of his life. Thus, Fumingtai, who was put to death in the late 1930s, 
had a colorful life lived in the spheres of high politics of several countries. 
 It should be noted that Fumingtai’s case, like the cases of many other 
repressed figures of that time, was probably fabricated. The structure of the case 
file is standard for that historical period. The interrogation record aims to expose 
his liaisons with the Japanese. In the time of Stalinist purges, some of his earlier 
activities in China, in particular in Inner Mongolia, obviously could be used 
against him by the USSR intelligence services. However, most probably Fumingtai 
was not an agent of Japanese intelligence. The facts of his biography rather seem 
to show that for all his conscious life he fought for the implementation of the 
Marxist ideas of the “World revolution” in the East. In the person of Fumingtai, 
I see the type of an ideological revolutionary who was completely carried away by 
the revolutionary impulse and devoted his whole life to the idea of spreading the 
“World revolution”.  
 His case file from the FSB archives, supported by the evidence of other 
archive documents, reveals some previously unknown moments of his biography, 
including his last years in the USSR. These details, in my opinion, shed some light 
on Fumingtai’s real personality, which had so far mostly been hidden behind the 
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impressive figure of Merse. Compared to the latter, Fumingtai seems to have been 
more stable in his views; after 1928, Merse, disappointed at the USSR’s lack of 
support during the Barga uprising, turned first to the Japanese and then switched 
his loyalty to Zhang Xueliang, openly criticizing the Soviet Union. Fumingtai 
continued working for the Comintern and apparently saw his future connected to 
further co-operation with the USSR, hoping for the latter’s support of the 
Mongols’ struggle for independence. Ironically, their life trajectories again 
converged in the Soviet Union of the 1930s where both were sentenced to death. 
Further, some details may be drawn from the interrogation report.  
 Fumingtai carried out a great deal of work along the lines of the Comintern 
in Inner Mongolia. The materials reveal details his activities in 1929–1930 in such 
regions inhabited by Mongols, such as Ordos and Alashan. The episode of his 
agitation in Alashan reveals more about Fumingtai’s character, forcing 
revolutionary ideas upon the Mongols without the slightest consideration of 
international politics. I discovered some previously unknown facts from the life 
and work of Fumingtai in the USSR in 1933–1938, namely concerning his 
relationship with Rinchino and other contemporary political figures. In my 
opinion, investigator Dudikov, who was familiar with details of Fumingtai’s life 
during his activity in the Mongolian People’s Republic, could have played an 
important role in drawing up the false accusation against Fumingtai.   
 It can be inferred from case file materials that the 1928 Barga uprising was a 
critical point for Fumingtai, Merse, and other revolutionaries from Hulun Buir, 
and a major breakpoint in their brilliant political careers. While Merse completely 
switched sides, Fumingtai remained faithful to the USSR but was living under 
constant pressure and surveillance from his superiors.  Sticking to the ideas of his 
youth, he was coming into conflict with the Comintern leadership.  Fumingtai’s 
flight to Moscow in 1933, from which he never returned home, was also a 
consequence of the Barga uprising.  
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Ethnicity in the Imperial Context: The 
Daur in the Borderland of the Qing and 

Russian Empire 
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Abstract  By studying the integration of the Daur into the Russian and Qing imperial 

administration from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, this paper sheds light on 

the construction of ethnicity in the Qing and Russian imperial framework. This paper re-
examines the vanishing of the Daur in the Russian Empire and the imperial impact on 

today’s ethnic groups in Russia and China. Framed as a process of transfer and re-shaping 

of internal organization structures, the paper re-examines today’s Daur ethnicity under the 

impact of imperial administration and ethnic categorization into easily governed ethnic 

units in a central administrative bureaucracy.  
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Introduction 
 
At the end of the nineteenth century, the region of Dauria had witnessed the 
closing of the border, a process that had begun in the seventeenth century, when 
the open borderland with a multitude of ethnic identities was transformed into an 
imperial hinterland. With the demarcation of the Manchu-Russian borderland, 
Qing and Russian sovereignties sought to transform the frontier of fluid identities 
into a secured border zone of fixed subjecthood. Part of this process was the 
transfer and integration of the local people groups’ internal structures into the 
imperial administration. To negotiate their place between the hammer and anvil  
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of these two empires, the Daur and others 1  navigated complex processes of 
shaping their ethnic identities. 
 The main focus of this paper is therefore “ethnicity” in the imperial context. 
It examines the construction of ethnicity in the landscape of Dauria and of its 
namesake, the Daur, by analysing how their internal organizational structures 
became part of the imperial bureaucracy of the Qing and Russian Empires and 
how these ethnic groups were adapted and utilized for imperial governance from 
the late seventeenth to the nineteenth century. Ultimately, it also ponders upon 
the impact of imperial administration on the formation of ethnic groups and the 
disappearance of the Daur from the Russian side of the Amur region.  
 The transition from borderlands to borders is an important feature of empire-
building as well as colonial and imperial expansion (Adelman and Aron 1999, 815-
816). The process of incorporation of territory and people begins in the frontier, 
the expanding boundary of an Empire, which upon clashing with another 
expanding power, turns into borderlands, contested boundaries between colonial 
domains with peculiar sets of rules and interactions. At the end of the 
development stands the border, more or less firmly established by treaties and 
agreements between two states.2 The closing of the frontier is accompanied by a 
closing of group boundaries. Borderland people’s identity ceased to be an acquired 
identity and instead became an ascribed identity. Only then did they—in the case 
of this study, the Don Cossacks—consider themselves as distinct people (Boeck 
2009, 4). 
 The region of “Dauria”3 as the traditional homeland of the Daur can be found 
along the Amur River basin between the Russian towns of Blagovechensk and 
Khabarovsk.  
 In the 1640s, when Russian Cossacks clashed with Manchu forces, the 
ensuing warfare caused the majority of the Daur to resettle further south to the 
Nonni River valley. Until the turn of the twentieth century, the Daur still living 

 

 1 The “Five Tribes” along the Sino-Russian borderland include the Dagur, Heje, Oroqen, Sibe, and  

Solon (Kim 2009, 3). 

 2  For a discourse on border concepts from the “native” perspective see Elliot 2014, 8-12. 

 3 Similar terms such as “Amuria”, “Amur region” refer to the same region, see Kim 2012/2013, 170. 
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in this area maintained shared networks with their kinship groups beyond the 
Manchu-Russian border in the valley of the Nonni River. In 1964, the “Daur 
minzu” came into existence as a result of the ethnic classification project (minzu 
shibie 6-L�), and during a time, when the Chinese minzu had taken shape 
inspired by Russian concept of natsia.4 
 However, unlike the other ethnic communities of Dauria—such as the Evenks, 
Oroqen and Hezhe—the Daur have never constituted a corresponding Russian 
nationality to their minzu 6-5 counterpart on the Chinese side. The Daur as a 
people group had vanished on the Russian side of the Amur. 
 Today, the Daur might be considered part of a wider transnational Mongol 
community, with historical and cultural bonds to the Buryat and Kalmyk in Russia 
(Bulag 2002, 143), but there remain no ties to the homeland of the Zazey Daur. 
This group was the Daur population in the Dauria homeland—also called Zazey 
region.6 Pondering how the Daur vanished from the Amur region, can open up a 
way for a re-examination of their ethnic category on both sides of the Amur.  
 
 

1     Ethnicity in the Context of Imperial Studies 
 
The key concept in this research is “ethnicity” as a structural unit, which was 
integral to imperial administration for organizing subjected people groups along 
the ubiquitous terms “clan” and “tribe”.  

 

 4  In this paper, the Cyrillic transliteration follows the scholarly system, while the Chinese 

transliteration is done according to Hanyu Pinyin. 

 5  Following Mullaney (2011, 1) translated as: ethnonational group. In this paper the term “ethnic 

group” refers to the autochthonous Siberian and Manchurian population in the Russian and Qing 

Empire. As official recognized terms and categories, however, “nationality” and “minzu” are 

regarded as more suitable for the Soviet Union and Republic of China and Peoples Republic of 

China. 

 6  “Zazey” refers to the Zeya river, which joins the Amur River upstream from the Daur settlements, 

and indicates the Daur homeland on the left (since 1858 Russian) bank of the Amur. The remnant 

group of “Amur Dagur” are today situated in the Heihe region on the Chinese bank of the Amur 

basin, see Tsumagari 2003, 129. 
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 In the imperial context, the concept of “clan”7 is intrinsically linked to the 
notion of ethnicity. People groups were integrated into the Empire as “clans” in 
order to facilitate an imperial administration. Clans, especially when understood 
as administrative units, should not unquestioningly be seen as cultural or ethnic 
units traditionalized by people groups. This internal organization was only of 
interest to the imperial apparatus insofar as it served the purpose of governance 
(Gabbert 2015, 190; Southall 1970, 33-44). The conception that imperial officials 
have of “clans” are therefore the construction of ethnicity in an imperial-colonial 
framework (Nagel 1994, 166). In regard to the integration of the Mongols into the 
Qing Empire, Crossley (2006, 58) refers to ethnicity as an “invention of the empire, 
for its own purposes”. She also maintains that the distinguishable cultural identity 
of today’s officially recognized people groups such as the Mongols and Daur are 
to significant degree a product of historical changes in the period between 1600 
and 1800. 
 The notion of ethnicity was instrumental to the imperial administration: 
ethnic groups represented manageable social units, operating effectively in both 
empires as administrative institutions. In many Siberian territories, the 
boundaries between districts were not geographic, but personalized, facilitated by 
tribute collection and based on “clan” structures.8 This was utilized to delineate 
fiscal unit borders without costly land surveys. These structures also made it easier 
to identify an upper class and co-opt the elite by making chiefdom hereditary 
(Raeff 1956, 117). In Northeast Asia, clans had been the basic unit to provide 
“social coherence and political federation” as Crossley (1987, 767) puts it, and were 
the primary means of control, cultural exchange and economic management. 
 In this paper, ethnicity is seen as the product of negotiation, re-definition and 
re-semantization through interaction between the imperial centre outside and 
people inside the ethnic community. An ethnic group is therefore the socially and 

 

 7 A clan in the context of this article is understood as being based on imagined or real kinship 

relations, resulting from a consciously shared origin. A clan is being based mostly (but not 

exclusively) on kinship relations (Fried 1975, 5). 

 8  A fiscal unit was a jasachnaia volost’ (Jasak district) rather than an administrative unit, see Konev 

1995, 96-99; and Sokolovski 2000, 98. 
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politically ethnic category available at a particular time and place (Barth 1969, 17-
19; Nagel 1994, 156). Individual choices are depending on the range of ethnic 
categories. Not leaving aside the importance of personal agency, this puts an 
emphasis on the structure in defining the boundaries of an ethnic group.9 This 
paper does not attempt to argue for the invention of ethnicity on a blank paper in 
the imperial administration, being well aware that ethnicity as a form of social 
categorization existed before the Daur interacted with the imperial centre. It is 
important, however, to take into account the impact the imperial administration 
had on the construction process of ethnic groups. As the Russian and Qing 
Empires make their way into Imperial Studies,10 the role of the autochthonous 
Siberian and Manchurian population and imperial concepts of ethnicity remains 
an important contribution to this new research field.  
 Following Mullaney (2011, 5)—in the context of modern China, it is crucial to 
distinguish between the process of diversification, which through migration, 
cultural interaction and geography leads to the differentiation of communities, 
and the process, which lies at the heart of this paper—the process of 
categorization, which is why, how and by whom specific group categories were 
constructed and utilized according to the state and ethnography. The imperial 
apparatus employed the concept of ethnicity according to Gabbert (2015, 186) as 
“a method of classifying people into categories which use (a socially constructed) 
origin as its primary reference”. 
 While being vital for the borderland administration, categories such as “clan” 
also had an impact on how kinship groups perceived themselves and which ethnic 
term or category they identified with.11 The “clan” as an ethnic category paved the 
way for the “nationality” and “minzu” concepts of today’s multi-ethnic Russia and 
China. This conscious construction, not just of ethnic groups but ethnic 
minorities, had its origin in the imperial practices of incorporation and is shared 
 

 9 The self-conception of a community is temporal or historical so that the problem of change and 

identity is central to it (Duara 2004, 11). 

10 For the Qing Empire, see Perdue 2009, 13; and Larsen 2011, 499. For the Russian Empire, see 

Morrison 2017, 313-317; and Kappeler 1992, 125. 

11  See Wallenböck 2019, 63-68; regarding the interaction between identity, state categories and the 

emergence of flexible ethnic identities. Wallenböck (2019, 135) points out the importance of clan 

affiliation and clan federation in shaping ethnic identity.  
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among both the post-imperial Russian and Chinese states (Klein 2019, 27). 
Imperial officials were interested in stabilizing the borderlands by administering 
the people in neatly defined, easily governed, units. It was important that newly 
integrated people filled administrative roles, were enrolled in the military and 
offered up a tribute, not least to ensure their loyalty in order to protect territorial 
boundaries. 
 This paper is therefore interested in how these communities have come to be 
categorized into the ethnic groups that were recognized by the state infrastructure 
and how this aided the governance of these newly integrated imperial subjects. 
 
 

2     The Daur between Two Empires 
 
In the second half of the seventeenth century, the integration of the Daur into 
the imperial framework was already underway. With the arrival of Russian 
Cossack expeditions, plunder and chaos ensued, which culminated in the battle of 
Albazin12 and finally was somewhat resolved by the Treaty of Nerchinsk 1689. The 
Treaty lay down a borderland zone rather than a border, as it was not a precisely 
defined line on a map (Maxwell 2007, 49). This borderland zone ran from the 
Saiany Mountains, west of Lake Baikal, to the Sea of Okhotsk along the Stanovoi 
mountains. 13  As the Treaty of Nerchinsk defined the border not along 
geographical lines, but along the lines of people groups and their subjecthood, the 
people of Dauria began to feel the impact of the closing of the border. After 1650 
the majority of the Daur14 were resettled by the Manchu south to the river Nonni 

 

12 Originally the Daur settlement of Yaksa. 

13 Treaty of Nerchinsk, see Peščurov (1889, 4-10). (Russian: становой хребет, stanovoj xrebet; 

Chinese: Wai Xing'an Ling ����).  

14  Usually in literature one reads that almost all Daur resettled: “By 1667 […] the Qing generals’ 

scorched-earth policy had driven all the Solons south of the Amur to the [….] valley of the Nonni 

(Nen) River.” (Atwood 2004, 136). It is better to phrase it like Lattimore (1935, 184) did: “After 

the Treaty of Nerchinsk the main body withdrew […].” The area of the Zazey Daur and Manchu  
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in 1654–1656, in order to deprive the Russians of necessary resources to survive the 
Siberian winter. Previously, the Daur settlements had supplied the Russians with 
provisions, either through force or trade. These military manoeuvres and 
resettlement policies broke up internal structures and separated people from their 
kin members (Kireev 2016, 70).  
 The Manchu-Russian borderland was home to a variety of fluid overlapping 
groups in the second half of the seventeenth century. The three major language 
families in the Amur basin were Turkic, Mongolic and Tungusic, with an 
abundance of linguistic similarities circulating amongst the three groups 
(Khabtagaeva 2012, 337), due to cultural exchange and intermarriage. The Daur as 
a people as well as Daur the language had a very close symbiotic relationship to 
the Evenki and incorporated a number of Tungusic loanwords (Wurm et al. 1996, 
817). The Solon-Evenki and the Daur had close political and economic contacts as 
well as through interethnic marriages, which can be referred to as a moiety-based 
social structure, meaning it is based on marriage exchange (Atwood 2004, 532). 
This Daur-Evenk federation (referred to also under the comprehensive term 
“Solon”) ended with the defeat of the last leader Bombogor in 1640.  
 In the Manchu sources, these Daur and Solon-Evenki were registered as a clan 
(hala) confederation under the term “Solon”. Many villages in these sources on the 
territory of the Amur and Zeya-basin carry names of Mongolian origin, which 
would present the only hint of them being Daur settlements. In the seventeenth 
century, Manchu records made no distinction between Daur and Solon-Evenki, 
referring to both as Solon.15 One of the first references to Daur in Manchu sources 
appeared only in 1758 (Da Qing lichao shilu, juan 571, 11b, entry for October 25, 
1758). 
 The Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689) introduced a more fixed form of subjecthood 
and border, which made it necessary to assign a fixed identity to the border 
population. Consequently, the Treaty regulates that people belong to one or the 
other Empire, depending on whose river bank they are found on at the time of the 
Treaty’s signing (Peščurov 1889, 8). Therefore, it became necessary for the 
 

represented an important grain reservoir and remained settled by Manchu and Daur banner men 

until 1901.   

15 The Solon consisted of the Evenki, Orochen and Daur people. The term was used as a collective 

identity to apply to all three (Chia 2015, 254).  
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Manchu to integrate the Daur into their Empire, no longer through alliances, but 
by the Manchu form of military organization. Alliances between clan chieftains 
had been the norm for maintaining stability and equilibrium between Mongol, 
Jurchen and other federations in the Amur region. As this entailed power of 
agency for the groups to play one rival against another to gain the utmost 
advantage for oneself, it was a highly volatile system. Kim (2015, 5) refers to the 
native population of the Amur region as a “human frontier” that was now 
harnessed by means of tribute and military organization, in order to provide 
security at the border against invasion. This was a solution to the traditional 
imperial problem of ethnic frontier administration (Chiasson 2014, 166). 
Accordingly, in 1698, the Qing finally brought all the Daurs in Heilongjiang16 into 
the Eight Banner system.  
 The Daur and Solon (called collectively Suolun G�), in the Amur valley and 
the Nonni River (Nen Jiang �79), were conscripted under the Butha Eight 
Banners (Buteha baqi !<�.) which was tasked with the procuring of precious 
furs, but also patrolling the borderland and manning the new garrisons built along 
the Manchu-Russian border.17 On of this garrisons was Aigun, straight across the 
Amur of the Zazey Daur.  
 According to some researchers, the Daur, Evenks and Orochens were called 
“New Manchu” (yi che Manzhou, 	); ).18 Opposed to the Jurchens, who joined 
Nurgaci before 1636, the “Old Manchu” (fu � or jiu / Manzhou ; ),19 the New 
Manchu were groups on the outskirts of the Manchu power orbit, scattered over 

 

16  Heilongjiang region was established in 1683 as a new administrative unit, namely, as a military 

frontier, administered by garrisons. In 1683, Heilongjiang was subdivided into the south organized 

as a junxian (prefecture county) and the North, administered by military garrisons to facilitate 

border protection and control (Kim 2019, 81).  

17 Research on Butha Banner: Lan Yanchao (2016) traces the development of the Butha Eight 

Banner system as a unique way of managing the border. He also points out the great influence the 

Butha banner had on Qing rule in the northeastern frontier as well as on the internal development 

of local ethnic groups. 

18 Da qing lichao shilu, juan 17, 5a—entry for January 31, 1634; Zhang 1994, 23-30.  

19  Manchu terms (ice manju, fe manju). 
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a great instance and therefore brought into the Manchu banner relatively late 
(Huang 1990, 266).  
 The Manchu furthermore subdivided the population of the Amur region into 
Solon (Chin. Suolunbu G�U ; Mongol. Solonbuu) 20  and Sakharcha (saxarča, 
referring to black sable pelts).21 The Solon include the Daur clans from the Upper 
Amur west of the river Zeya. The Daur population of the Lower Amur, below the 
river Zeya, was part of the Sakharcha. Tsybenov (2011, 239) identifies around 30 
clans, making up the Daur people group in the seventeenth century. Half of them 
were considered original (iskonno) Daur and called kaučin hala (old clans), while the 
others were šinken hala (new clans) (see also Jaxontov 1998, 136).  
 The Eight Banner system was evidently well adapted at integrating 
heterogeneous and diverse groups and linking them to the Qing empire-building, 
whilst upholding significant internal differences, such as Old and New Manchu. 
The New Manchu retained a degree of autonomy, which meant that they 
remained under the leadership of their own clan chiefs. As these chiefs were now 
obliged to pay tribute in the form of pelt, they regularly undertook pilgrimage to 
the imperial court, to re-affirm their tribute status and their loyalty to the 
Emperor. Some of these tributaries were selected as imperial bodyguards 
(baitangga (�Z) and vanguard (hujun &�) and were promoted to high military 
positions. By co-opting this native elite, the Qing government used their intimate 
ties with their ethnic groups to facilitate the governance of the Heilongjiang area. 
It furthermore fostered a sense of identity as Daur among them in the context of 
Manchu ruler ship and established affiliation to the imperial court (Ma 2020, 72f). 
 Additionally, the early banner system (Man. gusa, Chin. qi .), which was 
based on how Jurchen were temporarily organized for hunts and wars (arrows, niru), 
served well in making chieftains (beile O�) dependent on the banner system and 
ultimately the emperor for status and power. As military officers they drew their 
authority and rank from the banner system (Roth Li 2002, 34 and 64). Comparable 
to the hereditary position of military leader, shamans also had their own lineages. 
Shamanism and its devotion of ancestral spirits was closely connected to the clan 
as an institution. As the clan was based on a shared ancestor, the shaman played 
 

20 Solon federation. 

21 Sakharcha, sakhalyan—Tungus-Manchu word for “black, north, hunting”. Sahalca—Manchu for 

black sable pelt; interpreted as black sable hunters. 
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an important role in performing the necessary identity-affirming sacrifices to the 
ancestral spirits. Shamanism as a spiritual belief was a fluid set of attitudes and 
practices that impacted various facets of social life. It even played a role in linking 
the independent clans to the Qing dynasty, when the “heroic” mode of clan 
formation connected the clan and its origin to a chief or king, whose legitimacy in 
turn relied on maintaining the proper connection to supernatural forces and 
guarantee prosperity (Humphrey 1996, 196f). 
 The Eight Banners are described the principal institution which unified the 
Manchu people and defined Manchu identity as a hereditary military caste 
(Rhoads 2000, 18f.). Set up in 1615 by Nurhaci, it did not fundamentally change 
until the late nineteenth century. The Eight Banner system institutionalized 
descent groups (zu -) and turned them into a layer of administration among 
banner people. This strategy of creating new categories and new social hierarchies, 
whilst at the same time undermining previous boundaries defined by kinship and 
intermarriage, was a crucial part of the Qing empire-building (Chen 2007, 60).  
 
 

3     The Manchu Mokon and Hala 
 
Banner territory was defined by people, not by cartographical borders, in the form 
of niru (arrows, garrison) and mokon-hala system, which can be loosely translated 
as clan and an overreaching clan confederation (Sneath 2007, 100). 
 The terms mokon and hala are of Manchu and Jurchen origin and have been 
appropriated by non-Jurchens such as the Daur. These terms originate from the 
Manchu internal organization. 22 Clans in Manchu social organization are 
understood—following Shirokogoroff (1924, 14) and Ling Chunsheng (1934)—as 
social cooperatives, as well as described as extended lineages, whose identity is 
linked to a common origin in the form of a shared ancestor and expressed in a clan 
name (Crossley 1997, 25).  
 Tsybenov (2011, 239) defines hala as an exogamous clan that was based on 
smaller, patronymical groups (mokon) (Jaxontov 1998, 132-149). A hala is a surname 

 

22 For a discourse on Manchu identity and ethnicity, see Crossley 1990, 21-22; and Elliot 2001, 8-26. 
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group whose members are distributed over several villages (ail). Each hala is 
divided into several mokon, clans or localized kin groups, whose members had a 
common surname based on shared localized patrilineages and were also somewhat 
territorially defined, as they usually lived in close proximity.   
 Roth Li (2002, 20-24) describes the social order of the Jurchen as living social 
units of subclans (mokon) of ancient clans (hala). In her view, clan members were 
not necessarily blood related, but shared a consciousness of a common ancestor. 
When households moved and joined another subclan, they would relate to the 
new clan’s lineage as ancestral. As mokon and villages frequently overlapped, an 
administrative unit was subsequently connected to an identity fostering clan deity.  
 Building on the traditional clan system, Nurhaci made use of pre-existing 
social units, which were gradually transformed into new, artificial administrative 
units of more or less equal size as the original clans. This organizational system 
could be expanded as the empire grew and was not restricted by size or kinship 
relations (Roth Li 2002, 20-24). As the mokon were used as administrative units in 
the Qing empire-building, they came to fulfil more complex function in a broader 
bureaucratic setting. Particularly it had to absorb and integrate new members into 
the imperial structure that no longer relied on kinship and moiety-based 
structures but instead on a sense of shared identity (represented by a fictitious or 
real shared ancestor lineage) and affiliation to the Manchu ruling class.  
 Current research emphasizes how the Qing used mokon as an administrative 
structure to more efficiently control and tax their tributaries (Sasaki 2016, 161-193). 
A cultural unit of the Manchu and Daur was adapted as an administrative unit for 
the new purpose it served in an imperial bureaucracy—categorizing people in 
order to rule. It kept track of patrilineal descendance to create a middle class that 
served the administration as officers and bureaucrats. As membership of these 
units was hereditary, the descendant groups of these randomly assembled hala 
again began to represent kinship groups. The Qing Dynasty now began to 
construct descent groups and became increasingly concerned with compiling the 
genealogical records of the hala (Sneath 2007, 100f.). A descendant line along male 
figures also became important as the Qing administration placed the Daur under 
the authority of a hereditary ruler, often serving as a military leader. The mokon-
hala also assumed the crucial function of military companies. 
 Clans in the new social order of the Manchu were an administrative and 
political unit, not an ethnic identity. Since ethnic identity is fluid, however, 
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constantly changing and shaped by internal and external influences, this social 
order naturally had a lasting impact in shaping clan members’ understanding of 
their belonging and identity. 
 The emergence of mokon and hala as administrative categories demonstrates 
how a “cultural unit” becomes a “structural unit” through the process of cultural 
transfer (Schmale 2012). This transformation has been described as “loosening” or 
“damaging” the clan system,23 indicating that the Manchu weakened clan cohesion.  
 The Manchus did facilitate the invention of “imagined” kinship structures, 
and accelerated the disintegrating transformation of the clan to a territorial unit. 
One has to keep in mind however, that the clan system of the late seventeenth 
century was different from the Manchu or Daur clans of the sixteenth or early 
seventeenth century. It should be noted at this point that the clan units earlier 
than the sixteenth century by no means warrant to be identified as purely based 
on moiety or blood kinship structures. At least since the Ming period, these units 
were based on symbolic rather than real kinship and served economic and 
administrative functions. Hauer (1926, 368) agrees that Jurchen clans had been 
disintegrating during the Ming period and that Hung Taiji’s24 “clan” revitalization 
was therefore somewhat artificial.  
 In the context of the Qing empire, this process is best seen as a 
transformation of mokon, which no longer is expanded and reformed by marriage 
or environmental circumstance as it was prior to the Manchu expansion, but by 
bureaucratic, imperial decision making that directly influences the internal 
organization of formerly independent ethnic groups (Crossley 1997, 29).   
 Crossley (1990, 7) and Sneath (2007, 92-103) both emphasize that the original 
mokon was used as a geographical indicator as well as indicating the settlement of 
people with the same surname. The word itself seems to be related to the term for 
“herd” or “village”. The original mokon was named after places, not people. On a 

 

23 Ding (2006, 5) referred to this process as Shizu guiyue ����. 

24  While the fixation of mokon as a unit started with Nurhaci and his expansion in the Northeast, it 

was his successor Hung Taiji, who cemented the official recording of ancestors and therefore 

connected identity and status within the mokon to an ancestral affiliation alone (Crossley 1997, 29). 
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seventeenth century map, 25  hala is used as a geographical indicator by the 
European map makers. 
 Many names of places of the Amur and Shilka valley of the seventeenth 
century can be found in the list of hala- and mokon-names in the Nonni river basin 
complied by ethnographer Ponosov from the year 1943 (Ponosov 1991, 182–191) as 
well as in contemporary Daur village names (Jernakov 1974, 411). Either the Daur 
had already had these mokon and hala names in the seventeenth century, or they 
called themselves after their old home steadings after the resettlement into 
Manchuria (Kohalmi 1981, 263). An indicator is the territorial significance of 
certain tribal ethnonyms, such as the term aola meaning “mountain”,26 pointing to 
how the people forming these communities were defined via their territory and 
not through relations with each other. 
 Russian Soviet anthropologists generally regarded the system of mokon-hala as 
a naturally developed, traditional social organization form that was shared among 
the Tungus population of Siberia as well as the Jurchen.27 Shirokogoroff (1924, 14-
16) supposed that the Tungus themselves needed no original term for “clan”, as 
this system was self-explanatory to them. When they encountered Russian and 
Manchu administration, they were compelled to introduce a new term for “clan” 
into their language (Shirokogoroff 1924, 16). Following this train of thought, this 
would entail that the Daur adopted the Manchu terms of mokon and hala for 
kinship structures that already governed their social organization, without 
fundamentally changing them.  
 When looking up today’s Daur minzu, it is stated that the basic form of social 
organization common to the Daur—as for most tribes of Dauria—is a kinship 
system of mokon (clans) and hala (clan federation) (Kim 2012/2013, 173). While it 
therefore appears as if their basic unit of organization (and they as an ethnic unit) 
had remained cohesive and coherent since the sixteenth century, these structures 
had undergone a fundamental transformation and reforming in the course of 200 
years’ integration into the Qing Empire. Clans were heavily utilized by the 
 

25 The Daur (Tagour) between the Nonni and Amur river (1734), see Bourguignon d'Anville, La 

Chine, la Tartarie Chinoise, Plate 44. 

26 The clan name “aola” is connected to a mountain at the Upper Amur, close to the contemporary 

village of Albazin in Amur Oblast (Tsybenov 2011, 241). 

27  Dolgix (1958, 125-142) distinguishes between “kaučin hala” (old Hala) and “šinken hala” (new Hala).  
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Manchu elite as an instrument of a bureaucratized state to incorporate new people 
groups (Crossley 1987, 767), similar to the Russian ulus system. 
 
 

4     The Russian Rod and Ulus 
 
The Russian system of indigenous self-governance organized Siberian people 
groups along the lines of “clans” (rody). The Russians referred to the Daur 
settlement with the term ulus,28 which to the Russian administration entailed the 
meaning of residence as well as clan affiliation (Zabijako 2019: 29). Every ulus was 
made up of around 15 families and governed by village elders (starosta). Several ulus 
were part of a larger “clan administration unit” (rodovaja uprava) that—like the 
Russian peasant community (selʹskaja obščina)—had an appointed golova (village 
head). This system was supposed to be based on the internal organization 
structures already in place, incorporating the indigenous people of Siberia into the 
Russian Empire without making fundamental changes to their governance (Raeff 
1956, 117-118). 
 Dahlmann (2009, 151) remarks that this “clan” system represented, already in 
the eighteenth century, a territorial and administrative unit, and was no longer 
based on kinship relations. The Russian officials placed smaller people groups 
living in a geographic vicinity into the same ulus, despite them having no prior 
relations or kinship ties. The clan had lost its original significance and had become 
a tool for the Empire. The Speransky Statute of 1822 further cemented the ulus as 
a territorial administrative unit for the organization of Russia’s Siberian subjects.  
Patkanov (1906, 13f.), studying the population of Dauria at the end of the 
nineteenth century, also remarked that after being placed under Russian rule, 
clans were transformed into “artificial conglomerates” that gradually lost their 

 

28 The term ulus originates in the Mongol Empire, meaning partial empires after the death of 

Chingis Khan, see Somfai Kara (2018, 101). The Mongol Ulus System was an ethnically and 

linguistically diverse political framework inhabited by various peoples. The term originally 

referred to a group under one specific leadership and under Genghis Kahn to “state” or “empire”. 

In the Russian Empire it later evolved to the meaning of “village” or “administrative unit”. 
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kinship characteristic. The local administration grouped together people of 
different “nationalities” [sic!] under the ethnonym of one “clan”.  
 The Russians adapted the jasak and clan, which were cultural units of Siberian 
ethnic groups, and by transferring them into their system of administration, 
transformed them into structural units that were still called jasak and ulus, but 
were fundamentally different from what these units had been in their original 
environment. The clan had become a tax unit and its elite was first and foremost 
tasked with the collection of tribute. The Russian administration ensured the 
cooperation of the local elite by granting them titles, privileges and a status that 
was tied to stipends. Without them, it was impossible for the under-staffed and 
poorly financed officialdom, in the sparsely populated Siberia, to administer the 
newly acquired borderlands. After being collected by the clan elite, the jasak was 
delivered to the stepnye kontory, established as indigenous administrative 
institutions that regulate mostly economic matters in the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century (Forsyth 1991, 79). The borderland was closed even tighter, 
when the Burinsky agreement was signed as part of the Treaty of Kyakhta in 1727. 
It regulated which Empire the border-crossing nomad population should belong 
to—becoming a subject of the Empire on whose territory the people were residing, 
when the Treaty was signed. Most importantly, they also owed the Jasak, paid in 
sable, to this state.29    
 The Daur were caught between two empires demanding tribute, and soon 
found their autonomy rapidly diminished. Each clan had to negotiate for their 
place and while many decided or were forced to resettle, others stayed in the Amur 
valley. As a result, the Daur ethnic group was split, cultural and social ties to other 
clans became strained or vanished. Gantimur, a famous Daur chieftain, who 
navigated this closing borderland in the 1670s by paying tribute to and settling in 
whichever Empire he found more favourable, ultimately decided to return to his 
homeland of Dauria, and therefore to the Russian Empire. Already in the 19th 
century, his descendants no longer identified with the Daur ethnic group, but 
rather with institutions of the Russian state, such as the Orthodox faith (Gelpe 
1973, 123). 
 This showcases that the system of tribute alliances split the Daur between the 
two empires, making them more isolated from their clan alliances and therefore 
 

29 Burinsky agreement as a part of the Treaty of Kyakhta 1727, see Peščurov 1889, 11-14. 
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more vulnerable to loosing or giving up their clan ties and identity. The ultimate 
goal of the Russian administration was the extraction of Jasak, preferably in the 
form of pelts (Raeff 1956, 92). How the Daur were perceived by the imperial 
apparatus was detrimental for the further development in the ethnic identity of 
these groups: they were assigned the status of sibirskie jasjačnye ljudi (Siberian 
tributaries) (Znamenski 2007, 116).  
 
 

5     Ethnic Categorization in the Nineteenth Century 
 
Apart from the restructuring and de-semantization of clan units, ethnographic 
categorization was the second most significant means of shaping ethnicity in the 
imperial context. The impact of ethnic categorization was the assignation of 
exonyms by the imperial centre referring to ethnic groups under their jurisdiction. 
Ethnonyms are of importance in expressing a sense of belonging to an ethnic 
group, which surpasses real or imagined kinship and is expressed by referring to a 
shared ancestral lineage. The exonyms of ethnographic categories, used by the 
Russian and Qing Empires, could become autonyms (such as today’s Tatar or 
Uighur) and take on a more general designation for ethnic groups.30  
 In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, both the Russian and 
Qing empires intensified their attempts to classify the people of the Amur basin. 
The categorization of people has a long tradition in the Chinese imperial legacy, 
dating back to the ethnic division of the Northern Wei (Elliott 2012, 179), which 
was later adapted and elaborated by Kublai Khan, to become one of the important 
operating principles in the imperial administration (Di Cosmo 1998, 287). The 
Qing bureaucracy recognized the utility of gathering both ethnographic and 
geographic information. Qing ethnography was also directed towards assisting in 
governance of an expanding empire (Hirsch 2000, 632; Hostetler 2001, 23). 

 

30 External names used in historical sources (such as Tatar), created names by ethnography or names 

derived from geographic location (Sakha, Yakut) as well as former clan names (Uighur) are all 

mentioned as possible origins of modern ethnonyms (Somfai Kara 2018, 98-101). 
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 The works of the Qianlong emperor, commissioned to portray the history of 
the dynasty and its conquest, were keen on emphasizing continuity and common 
characteristics of ethnic groups under Qing rule. The late eighteenth century 
compilation, Imperial Portraits of Tributaries (Huang Qing Zhigongtu A:IP
�, 1769), attempts to categorize the various tributary peoples (Perdue 2018). The 
categorization of ethnicity made it necessary for people groups to have a common 
language, culture and identity in order to facilitate administration, but also in 
order to have their concerns and demands recognized. In turn, this could 
contribute to the unification of ethnically and linguistically diverse groups, making 
the process of integration also one of unification and construction of “ethnic 
identity” (Bulag 2002, 160). 
 The most important Russian ethnographic sources regarding ethnicity in the 
Manchu-Russian borderland are the works of von Šrenk (1883, 50-53) on the 
inorodcy of the Amur kray, Maak (1859, 254) on his travels along the Amur, as well 
as later Šternberg (1933) on the Gilyaks and Shirokogoroff (1929) on the Social 
Organization of the Tungus. In their works, the Daur are often comprised under 
the terms “Solon”, “Tungus” and “(New) Manchu”, pairing them with other 
interconnected ethnic groups. The term “Solon” also served as a collective term, 
encompassing many different groups under its umbrella, such as the Daur, Evenki 
but also up until 1950 the Hezhe. The term “Tungus” was a generic name for 
ethnic groups of the Amur region as well as the grasslands further south. (Sirina et 
al. 2015, 3).  
 The approach to the construction of “Daur” as an administrative unit differed 
in the Russian Empire to their inclusion in the Manchu banner system. From the 
viewpoint of the Russian administration, the Daur were too far entangled with the 
Manchu and as such as could not be utilized for the purposes of the Empire. 
Instead, the policy tried to confine their settlements and treat them as foreign 
inorodcy whose presence was undesirable in the Russian Empire. Daur ethnicity 
played an insignificant role in the administration of the borderlands, which instead 
focused on the settlement of Russian peasants in order to secure the borders. 
Efforts undertaken by the local administration in Blagoveshchensk were directed 
towards preventing further land grabbing (zaxvat) by the Manchu of “our land” 
(našix zemelʹ) by promoting settlement and agriculture by Russian peasants. Ideally, 
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this would safeguard the land against newcomers from the Manchu side.31 For the 
governor of Amur oblast, it was imperative to decrease Manchu and Daur land 
cultivation, wherever they should be present (RGIADV, 701, 1, d.232, l. 130). 
 Šternberg (1933, 7) furthermore maintained that the southern group of Tungus 
people—meaning the Manchu, Daur and Solon—had little connection to the 
Russian Priamur’ye Tungus, to whom they held no territorial, cultural or linguistic 
connection. Šrenk (1883, 52) states that the population of the three people groups 
of the Zazey district—Chinese, Manchu and Daur—were so interconnected that 
it was not always possible to tell to which nationality (narodnost') individuals 
belonged. He furthermore argues that the Daur were the only people of the Amur 
region, which did not have a unified area of settlement, but were spread out over 
various Oblasts. Šrenk (1883, 53) attributes this to the fact that the Amur kray to 
them was not their original homeland, but an area, in which they had settled not 
long ago.  
 They were perceived as more or less a part of the Manchu entity and as foreign 
intruders, who did not originally belong to this area. The Daur fall under a number 
of general designations that pair them with other ethnic groups, such as “Solon”,32 
“(New) Manchu” and “Southern Tungus”. These categories were certainly terms 
the Daur identified with to some degree, however, the crucial point is, that from 
the viewpoint of the administration, they “vanished” amongst these generalized 
categories. Maak, Šrenk and—more importantly—the documents of the governor 
of Amur Oblast33 also refer to the autochthonous population of the Amur region 
as inorodcy. Inorodcy, starting with the Speransky Statute of 1822, was used as a 
classification of certain groups of subjects as inorodcy, a legal category as well as a 
“colloquial label”. By the early twentieth century, the term inorodcy was used to 

 

31 Report by Venevsky, Schul’gin, Nazarov, Geretolchin and Machov about the land survey in the 

Zazey district (RGIADV, 701, 1, d. 232, l. 125-127, May 5th 1885). 

32 The use of “Solon” as a collective term (Ning 2015, 254). 

33 Referring to Maak (1859, 254) and Šrenk (1883, 50-53) as well as RGIADV, f. 704, op. 1, d. 515, l.2, 

20 November of 1865. Report from the Governor of Amur Oblast to the Governor of Eastern 

Siberia. 
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refer to all non-Russian nationalities, whether legally classified as inorodcy or not 
(Slocum 1998, 173). 
 The population of the Zazey district was regarded by the governor of the 
Amur oblast as foreign Qing subjects living on Russian territory that proved 
resistant to Russian telegraph lines, census making and cartographic surveys.34 
Many Daur villages were concentrated on the area of the Zazey region, awarded 
to the Russian Empire with the Treaty of Aigun (1858) such as Bordo, Donchifa 
and Noro-Tokso. In 1863, the area held around 200 Daur settlements. This Daur 
population was mostly encompassed in the term “Manchu” (Manʹčžury) or 
“Chinese” (Kitajcy). In 1870, Busse recorded 1960 Daur in the Zazey district. Ten 
years later, in 1881, according to a report of the war-governor, based on Nazarov’s 
data, there were 107 farms with 861 Daur in the Zazey region.35  
 The banner men were still drafted into the Qing military every few years and 
maintained close ties to the Yamen administration in Aigun on the right bank of 
the Amur. Not able or unwilling to co-opt the Daur population for the Russian 
Empire, the administration regarded them as inorodcy or Chinese subjects 
(kitajskie poddannye) and as a result did not lay the groundwork for the construction 
of Daur nationality in the Russian context. 
 The Zazey Manchu and Daur equally perceived the Russians as intruders and 
continually opposed Russian administrators undertaking statistic evaluation of 
the land and population census. The Amban in Aigun suspected that the Russian 
map makers would diminish the land belonging to the Zazey Manchu.36    
 An obstacle to the process of integration into the Empire as well as the 
borderlands’ social and economic development presented itself in the form of 
spiritual leaders, shamans (yagdan) and Tibetan lamas. According to the General 
Governor of Priamurye, Sergey M. Duhovskoy, the majority of his inorodcy 
 

34 Report about the Daur village of Donchifa interfering with the construction of a telegraph line,  

with interference from Chinese officials (RGIADV, f. 702, op. 1, d. 42, 1885). 

35 Census of the Manchu and Daur population, composed by Nazarov, part of a report of the 

Governor of Amur Oblast regarding the situation for Chinese subjects living in the Russian 

territory (RGIADV, f. 701, 1, d. 232, l. 62, March 1881). See also Nazarov 1883, 2-47. 

36  RGIADV f. 704, op. 1, d. 629, l. 2. Statement of the General-Governor of Priamurye, 17 July 

1886.—RGIADV f. 704, op. 1,629, l. 4f. Translation of a letter of the Amban of Aigun, 18 

September 1886. 
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subjects were Lamaits—as officials usually referred to the local form of Tibetan 
Buddhism—or shamanists. Opposed to the missionary efforts of the Orthodox 
Church, he regarded it as important to secure the position of “heathen chieftains” 
in order to maintain cooperation between the administration and the indigenous 
elite.37 
 Not only the region of Dauria, but all the Eastern borderland regions of the 
Russian Empire in the nineteenth century, such as Buryatia or Altay, were 
connected to the transnational network of lamas and Buddhism. Lamas 
represented an important connection to the wider Mongol cultural landscape. 
Lamaism strengthened internal social patterns and thereby prevented assimilation 
into the empire. The shamans, in contrast, were seen as more cooperative, while 
shamanism was perceived as less systematic and a more key component of original 
Tungus society (Murray 2016, 555-560). 
 As spiritual leaders in their communities they also represented mediators to 
the Russian administration to resolve conflicts and reach agreements, such as the 
sharing of pastures.38 In the 19th century, shamanism however was no longer an 
institution closely bound to the clan, but more of a profession. As its activities 
were devoted to private matters and focused on rites to commune with the dead 
and ancestral spirits, they were seen as less of a threat to the imperial rule 
(Hamayon 2004, 173). 
 In 1884, the population of the Zazey district was reduced by half due to the 
resettlement of the Chinese subjects to the east of the mouth of the Zeya river 
(Patkanov 1906, 12). In the alphabetic list of peoples (narod) of the Russian Empire 
for the year 1892, an astonishingly high number of 14,000 Daur is given for the 
entire Amur Oblast, however, this number refers to the entire population of the 
Zazey Manchu, indicating how the Russian officials made hardly any distinction 
between Daur from Manchu (Nakaun vseobshchey 1895: 30). Population statistics 
by the military and government officials point towards how ethnicity accounted 

 

37 Letter from the General Governor of Priamurye to the Minister of the Interior, 10 June 1896 

(RGIA f. 1291, op. 66, d. 54, l. 53-55). 

38 RGIAVD 704, 1, 506, l. 15 mentions a shaman in the village of Khonin-Zarpa, assigning pastures 

to the Cossack unit.  
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for, shaped and utilized administrative distinctions (Jerslid 1996, 643-645; 
Steinwedel 2000, 80). 
 According to the population register of 1897, the first comprehensive register 
in the Russian Empire, there were 446 Daur in the area of Eastern Siberia, living 
in a few settlements among the 64 villages (Patkanov 1912, 84). It should be kept 
in mind, however, that the 1897 census did not include a question about narodnosť, 
but instead categorized most imperial subjects according to native language and 
religious confession. The officials based nationality from data on the native 
language, because language was seen as a completely objective indicator, opposed 
to self–designated nationality. It was deemed unnecessary to know clan affiliation, 
as the census’ purpose was to provide necessary information for the states’ 
economic development (Darrow 2002, 172). Most Daur were trilingual in Daur, 
Manchu and Chinese and played an important role as intermediaries and traders, 
as is pointed out by Russian ethnographers (Šrenk, 1883, 52). This is yet another 
reason why Russian officials tended to identify them as Manchu in the official 
records. 
 Patkanov (1906, 24), in his study on the population register of 1897, attributes 
the vanishing of the Daur to the assimilation process, by which the number of 
Chinese steadily grew. The population register could not distinguish between 
assimilated Manchu and Daur from the Chinese and therefore counts them simply 
as Chinese.39 
 With the growing number of Russian settlers in the Amur region, ethnic and 
social tensions also increased. 40  These conflicts escalated with the Iheituan 
uprising (or Boxer rebellion) and the siege of Blagoveshchensk by Manchu troops 
in 1900. The “Manchurian klin” was liquidated. The Russian offensive even 
consequently managed to conquer Aigun. According to official records (Patkanov 
1912: 103), the year 1901 marks the end of the Daur on Russian territory. What 
was left of them supposedly moved to the Songhua Jiang river in Manchuria (south 
of Harbin) after the Boxer Rebellion. 
 

39 The Daur and Manchu did not differ from the Chinese, not in language, clothing or behaviour 

(Grum-Gržimajlo and Semenova 1894, 392). 

40 Minor conflicts with the Russian officials escalated in 1893, with the destruction of Chinese 

distilleries and in 1898, with a minor scuffle between Russian and Chinese border patrols. See 

Seuberlich 1977, 242-251. 
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6     The Imperial Impact on Minzu and Nationality 
 
The Daur today are mostly situated in Qiqihar, one of the larger cities of the 
Chinese province Heilongjiang, while a small community can be found in Eastern 
Inner Mongolia in HulunBuir and in Tacheng (Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous 
Region). While in China they became one of the 56 official “minzu” of the PRC, 
they never rose to ethnic consciousness in the Soviet Union. The First All-Union 
Census41 of December 1926 lists 190 ethnic categories, Daur not being one of 
them. Unlike in the imperial census of 1897, people had the option to answer the 
nationality category themselves, as such, in the final results, the national’nost Daur 
is listed with a population of 91 people, while 73 speakers of Daur (daurskij) were 
reported (Hirsch 2005, 329-333). 
 This paper ultimately ponders upon the impact of the imperial administration 
on the formation of ethnic groups and consequently on the construction of 
nacional’nost (nationality) and minzu (ethnonational group) categories in the Soviet 
Union and Peoples’ Republic of China. The structures of Empire continued in the 
newly founded nation states and the imperial methods such as population 
statistics, the census and cartography were employed by Russia’s and China’s 
nationality policies (Schorkowitz 2017, 390), indicating the longue durée of 
imperial formations (Burbank 2007, 77). 
 Imperial traditions are abundant in Soviet ethnic categorization. Soviet 
ethnography retained the continuity with the imperial science in terms of themes 
such as the emphasis on ethnogenesis and clan composition so typical for Russian 
ethnography (Schirkogoroff 1929, 5). The Census of 1897 served as an important 
reference point for categorizing the population. Furthermore, when the 
Commission for the Study of the Tribal Composition of the Population of Russia 
(KIPS)42 convened about how to organize the census of 1926, the former imperial 
ethnographers provided it with ethnographic reports and other materials. These 
experts also formulated the terminology of nationality, using specific terms 

 

41 Vsesoyuznaya perepis naseleniya 1926 goda. 

42 Komissija po izučeniju plemennogo sostava naselenija Rossii.  
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(narodnostʹ, nacionalʹnostʹ, nacija) to refer to ethnic groups, depending on their 
“evolutionary development” (Hirsch 2005, 7-10). 
 The approach to defining a “nationality”,43  according to unified territory, 
language and culture, 44   is also rooted in the imperial ethnography of the 
nineteenth century, as the Empire favoured unified, easily governed ethnic units 
to facilitate administration. Bulag (1998, 159) accused ethnographic categories of 
creating “blueprints” that demanded to be fulfilled, therefore not just “identifying” 
ethnic people groups, but creating them. He refers to Stalin’s criteria—common 
language, common territory, common economy (Stalin 1950, 51)—as a 
precondition for determining a nationality. The historical origins of Russia’s 
nationalities were furthermore manipulated to fit the desire of the Soviet’s or the 
nationalities’ political interests (Bulag 1998, 158-160). 
 The adaption of the Stalin’s nation concept and criteria led to the 
introduction of the term minzu into the Chinese context. Minzu in the context of 
this paper shall remain untranslated, as it may have started out as a translation of 
“nation”, but has become a concept in its own right over the course of the ethnic 
classification project.45 
 There are several instances that tie the minzu of the Chinese nation-state with 
the ethnic categorization of the Qing Empire.  
 The ethnographic and cartographic records produced by the Qing state 
should be seen as the roots of modern Chinese nationalism, as the multi-ethnicity 
and vastness of the Qing Empire to this day are crucial features of the modern 
 

43 A nationality is an official recognized category of the Soviet administration. In the Russian 

Empire, narod and narodn’nost were used interchangeably with a flexible set of criteria, depending 

on the context. As concepts, they have overlaps with “nationality”, but are not synonyms. Neither 

should be seen as an ethnic group, as the term “ethnic group” in this paper was chosen to 

emphasise the fluid and flexible nature of ethnic groups, as it exists at a specific moment in 

history.  

44 For example, “In the seventeenth century, the Daur made up one people, with a united territory, 

language and culture.” See Tsybenov 2011, 245. 

45 See Mullaney 2011, 32-41; in regard to how minzu is not merely an adaption of the Soviet 

nationality concept, but a concept adapted and elaborated in the Chinese context. See 

Wallenböck 2019, 167-173; in regard to the introduction of the concept of “nation” into Chinese 

discourse and the ethnic categorization project. 
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Chinese nation-state (Hostetler 2001, 623f). Hsieh Jiann (1987, 9) argues that the 
minzu identification carried out the goal of imperial projects, namely central 
control over frontier peoples.  Bin Yang (2009, 769) similarly suggests that the 
ethnic classification project should be regarded as a continuity of the imperial 
heritage. He also suggests the long-lasting influence of the imperial heritage on 
the modern state-building efforts. He compares the ethnic classification project 
with the gaitu guiliu, the replacing of native chieftains with central assigned 
officials. He also agrees that projects such as the Imperial Portraits of Tributaries 
embodied the process of ethnic categorization, which subjugated local forms of 
ethnic expression (Bin Yang 2009, 769-771). 
 The ethnic classification project in Manchuria followed upon the puppet state 
of Manchukuo and the Japanese ethnic classification, which had been heavily 
influenced by the idea of a Tungusic or Pan-North Asian people group with a 
common origin and homeland, Manchuria. This idea, derived from the Ural-Altaic 
thesis,46 gave Japan a special connection to the Tungus people and in extension to 
Manchuria, while simultaneously separating them from China. The notion of a 
related social structure among the Tungusic peoples, including the Japanese, was 
frequently invoked to suggest a “unified cultural foundation for Manchukuo” 
(Duara 2004, 182f).  
 On the other side, the Japanese invasion accelerated the transformation of 
the Qing Empire remnants into a national state. Chinese nation-builders took the 
limits of the Qing Empire for the new nation state and were therefore confronted 
with the issue of incorporating the border regions. As a result, the anthropological 
study of the borderland people became relevant to reclaiming China’s peripheries, 
which were currently occupied by Japan. The understanding of the national 
Chinese community was heavily influenced by the idea of culture and included 
therefore the matter of assimilation and homogeneity (Duara 2004, 189-193). 
 When the Chinese ethnic categorization project began in 1954, the Daurs in 
Inner Mongolia were inclined to see themselves as Daur-Mongols due to their 

 

46 See on the Ural-Altaic thesis—the idea of a Ural-Altaic ethnic and language family 

(Shirokogoroff 1931). 
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entangled history with the Mongols,47 and therefore taking part in the wider 
Mongol community, that is social and cultural ties between Mongols across 
nation-state borders. These hyphenated identities point towards a dual identity 
between the individual and various cultural communities (Wallenböck 2019, 72-
74). Despite this conflicted self-identity, as a result of the second national census 
(Huang 1990, 150), Daur nationality became an official category in 1964.48 
 While the Buryats in the ethno-territorial republic of Buryatia, near Lake 
Baikal, maintained extensive contacts with the Daur (Bulag 2002, 150), the Daur 
never took part in the Buryat national movement in the Soviet Union.49 They did 
not become one of the Small Numbered People Groups of the Russian North and 
Far East, they are not a recognized nationality in Russia and, therefore, did not 
become a transnational community such as the Chinese Hezhe with their Russian 
Nanai counterparts across the Sino-Russian border.  
 Klein (2019, 19) argues that minority-hood is as historically and socially 
constructed as nationhood is recognized to be. It is therefore important to keep 
in mind that the nationalities in Russia and the minzu in China have historical ties 
to the imperial administration and its interaction with the “categorized” people 
groups. Both China and Russia consist of a mosaic of many territorial nationalities 
whose historic homelands have been first incorporated into the Empire and then 
the nation state and whose positions have been transformed from being 
independent people groups, on the Empire’s periphery, to minority nationalities 
(Bulag 2002, 8). The central state bureaucracies played a significant role in the 
construction of the country’s officially recognized ethnic categories and standing 
in continuity with the goals and purpose of the Russian and Qing Empire, they 
can be regarded as carrying out the process of ethnic identity construction that 

 

47 Further details can be found in Bulag 2002, 130-150. 

48 The Chinese census of 1953-1954 did not establish the Daur as a minzu, instead deciding that they 

were part of the Mongol minzu. Groups being added and disappearing is not uncommon over the 

course of the 20 years of minzu shibie. 

49  However, the strong ties with the Buryat national movement could have played a much greater 

part, as is showcased in the (failed) Dauria Station Movement of 1919, when Dauria delegates 

together with members of the Hulun Buir Daur nationalists joined the Buriat National Duma in 

Chita, inaugurating a new Pan-Mongolian government. See Atwood 2004, 137. 
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had been begun with the re-purposing of the clan structures in the seventeenth 
century.  
 
 

Conclusion 
 
This paper argues for a re-examination of ethnic categories and their dependence 
on context and the framework of power they were defined and utilized in. Thomas 
Mullaney (2011, 2-4) called for a history of identification, rather than a history of 
identities. This paper found numerous arguments to consider a re-examination of 
how the Daur as an ethnic group vanished from the Russian Empire.  
 The “vanishing” of the remaining Daur from the Russian Empire can be 
attributed to their small numbers after the resettlement in the 17th century, as 
well as their self-identification with the Manchu and other ethnic group labels. 
The Daur were encompassed into the general exonyms “inorodcy”, “Tungus” or 
“Solon”, and were furthermore too entangled with the Manchu, to warrant closer 
attention from the Russian imperial centre, unlike the situation in the Qing 
Empire, where the Daur played a vital role as a border patrol garrison in the Butha 
banner as well as in Hailar occupying a strong position as an elite in the Qing 
government.  
 The Daur were usually encompassed in a broader group, such as Solon Daur 
and then Butha Daur. In the Republic, the political leaders of the Hailar Daurs 
were highly influential in the Pan-Mongol movement, showcasing their elevated 
elite status in the Qing Empire opposed to the status as inordocy category in the 
Russian Empire. 
 As the Russian imperial centre never saw any use for fostering Daur unity and 
consciousness as an administrative category or making an effort at militarization 
for protecting the borderland, the Daur never rose to form an ethnic identity in 
the Russian Empire as they did in the Qing Empire. Whatever Daur were left in 
Siberia after the liquidation of the 64 villages, therefore “vanished”, mainly—as 
has been shown—by migration and violence, but also through the different route 
the Russian administrative integration process took in adapting and utilising clan 
units. While the Manchu appreciated their expertise and sought to bind them as 
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tight as possible to their process of governance and empire-building, the Russians 
primarily wanted to discourage settlement of untrustworthy inordocy in the 
borderland. Empire-imposed administrative categories shaped the history of the 
Daur as an ethnic group on the Russian side of the Amur, but were of course only 
one part of the reasons of their disappearance in Russia, 
 During the closing of the borderland, both Empires took advantage of the 
pre-existing internal structures of the ethnic groups in order to integrate them 
into the imperial administration and govern them as effective as possible. These 
ethnic units were changed and adapted into administrative units to fit the purpose 
of the bureaucracy. By re-semanticizing these clan and subclan-systems of ulus and 
rod, mokon and hala, the Empire effectively shaped the ethnic identity of its 
subject, an affect that can be traced to Russia’s and China’s nationality and minzu 
categories.  
 In conclusion, the construction of ethnic groups was not only an important 
tool of imperial governance of the Qing and Russian Empire, but also fundamental 
in its impact on today’s nationality and minzu-category. Ethnic groups, as a means 
to govern subjected people groups, have proven to be essential to the empire-
building of the Russian and Qing Empires. As a result, the Daur ethnic group can 
be regarded as the result of a complex interrelation between the re-
semantacization of clan structures by the imperial apparatus, and the construction 
of ethnic identity that ensued in the imperial administration’s interaction with 
people groups such as the Daur.  
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Dagurs from the Old Barga Aimag  
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Abstract     This paper provides an overview of the administrative evolution of the Hulun 
Buir area in the Qing Dynasty period (1644–1911) and examines an archive document 
dealing with an administrative relocation of Dagur households from Old Bargas to the 
Solon area in 1920. The Qing integrated the area of Hulun Buir into the system of border 
protection by means of two resettlement projects (1732, 1734) resulting in the establishment 
of Eight Solon banners and Eight New Barga banners. Both units of eight banners were 
separately organized according to the Manchu banner system and together constituted the 
area called henceforward Hulun Buir. One of the main administrative changes of the 
Republican period was the detachment of the Old Barga aimag from the Eight Solon 
banners in 1919. While the Old Bargas administratively separated as a Mongolian populated 
region, Hailar Dagurs remained within the ethnically mixed Solon banners.  
 
Keywords     Hulun Buir (Khölönbuir, Hölönbuir, Kölünbuyir), administrative development, 
Dagurs (Daurs), Old Barga (Barγu) Aimag, relocation of ethnic groups · China, Qing 
Dynasty (1644–1911) 
 
 

Introduction 
 
Although Hulun Buir 1  is currently a region in the north-east of the Inner 
Mongolian Autonomous Region, but it had a distinct identity and underwent a 
 

 1 Note about transcriptions: For Classical Mongolian in special term, names and quotations I use 

N. Poppe’s transcriptions (using j instead of ǰ), except the repeatedly used names Hulun Buir 

(instead of Kölünbuyir), Hailar (Qayilar), Yekhe Khüriye (Yeke Küriy-e; used instead of Urga) and 
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different administrative development from the regions which constituted Inner 
Mongolia prior to 1949. Traditionally, Hulun Buir (Mo. Kölün buyir or Kölünbuyir, 
Ma. Hulun buir, Chin. Hulunbeier )2 primarily included the steppe zone 
west of the Khinggan Range extending to the borders of Khalkha and Russia. The 
adjacent forest zone was only scarcely populated. The eastern slopes of Khinggan 
Range and the Nonni valley were only attached to Hulun Buir in 1949. 
 The modern settlement of the Hulun Buir area is, to a considerable degree, a 
result of organized resettlement projects of the Qing Empire. Although organized 
on commonly known and widely practised principles of the Manchu bannerman 
system, the internal organization of Hulun Buir is treated with several 
discrepancies, especially in the local Inner Mongolian publications written in 
Mongolian (see Kölün buyir ayimaγ-un toyimu bayidal 1987, Bökečilaγu 2006, Daγur 
ündüsüten-ü tobči teüke 1989, Möngkebuyan 2013, Namjilsürüng 2018, Rajidm-a 
2008, Tübsinnim-a 2013). I therefore attempt to synthetize the scattered written 
information about the Qing and early Republican administrative organization of 
Hulun Buir in this paper. Hulun Buir has always been a multi-ethnic region. Its 
most important ethnic groups or subgroups in the Qing period included 
Mongolian-speaking Bargas (Old and New Bargas) and Öölöds, Dagurs with a 
distinct Mongolic language, Tungusic Ewenkis and Orochon with the later 
immigration of the Han Chinese and Mongolian-speaking Buriats. While the 
colloquial common language was mostly Mongolian, the local administration in 
the area widely used Manchu as the language of official communication until the 
early 1930s. 

 

repeated ethnic names Dagur (Daγur), Barga (Barγu), Öölöd (Ögeled), Buriat (Buriyad), Orochon 

(Oročun) and Khalkha (Qalq-a), where I had a preference for the more comprehensive forms 

established in Western literature (according to Atwood 2002, ix), while the other Mongolian 

names are transcribed by Poppe’s system. Manchu is transcribed with Erich Hauer’s system 

(except for Chichihar instead of Čičihar). Chinese characters are given in traditional forms for 

historical terms and simplified characters for terms and publications related to the PRC period. 

Abbreviations: Chin. Chinese, Mo. Mongolian, Ma. Manchu. 

 2 Named according to the Mongolian names of two major lakes in the western part of the region. 
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 Before approaching the proper issue of this paper, there is a need to make a 
short introduction about the contested territoriality and changing ethnic 
categories between the collapse of Qing rule and the Japanese occupation of 
Hulun Buir. Up until the early twentieth century, Hulun Buir represented a special 
frontier area of the Qing Empire organized in accordance with the Manchu 
military banner-system subordinated to the Heilongjiang Military Governor’s 
Office. In early 1900s, Hulun Buir was intersected by the Russian-built Chinese 
Eastern Railway that strengthened the Russian influence in Hulun Buir (the USSR 
only sold its rights to the railway to Manchukuo in 1935). After a short experience 
with the introduction of Chinese civil administrative structures after 1900, in 
dissatisfaction with the “New Policies” and simultaneously with the collapse of 
the Qing dynasty, Dagur-Mongol representatives of the Hulun Buir joined the 
newly proclaimed Mongolian government in Yekhe Khüriye (Urga), which 
granted high positions to several Hulun Buir politicians and military officials. In 
1915, the Conference of Kyakhta (negotiations among representatives of Russia, 
Republic of China, the Mongolian government in Yeke Khüriye including 
representatives of Hulun Buir) resulted for Hulun Buir in the adoption of an 
autonomous status apart from the (itself autonomous) Outer Mongolia. The 
Hulun Buir autonomous government carefully monitored and sent its 
representatives to participate in the negotiations of the Buriat nationalists 
supported by the White Russian military commander G. M. Semënov, who in 
February 1919 proclaimed a pan-Mongolian government, which was refused 
support by Autonomous Mongolia and disintegrated already in autumn 1919. In 
1920, at the request of the government of Hulun Buir because of fears from 
unpredictable White Russian Cossacks and as yet-unknown Bolsheviks, the 
Beijing government abolished the autonomy but widely preserved the 
organizational structure of Hulun Buir almost unchanged until the Japanese 
occupation in 1932. Educated “Young Mongols” of Hulun Buir, particularly 
represented by the local Dagurs, fought, however, for the self-directed 
modernization of the Mongols and maintained relations with the Mongolian 
People’s Party, ending with the unsuccessful pan-Mongolist insurrection in 1928 

(Atwood 2002, 114-168). The complicated situation in Hulun Buir will be 
illustrated in this article by mentioning the coexistence of Qing imperial military 
and Chinese administrative terms. 
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 In the Qing period, local groups now usually considered ethnic subgroups of 
the Mongols, instead identified themselves on the basis of a common ruling 
lineage and the continuity of the shared community organization. During the 
seventeenth-eighteenth centuries, these communities were transformed into 
Manchu-style administrative units, although they did not always accept the 
Manchu bannermen ideology and lifestyle.3 Where ruled by descendants of the 
Chinggisid clans, the individual administrative units understood themselves as a 
miniature of the Mongol Empire (“an incarnation of Chinggis’s realm”, Atwood 
2004, 164), but still retained awareness of belonging to the larger Mongolian 
cultural area.4 L. Mönkh-Erdene (2012) wrote about a “Chinggisid paradigm of 
Mongolia”, which was forging the common identity of the whole otherwise highly 
regionalized Mongolian cultural area, and which was replaced by disintegrating 
“multiple-Mongolic” and eventually “multi-ethnic” approaches to the Mongols 
following the leftist turn in Mongolia after 1928. My research, conducted for my 
doctorate, demonstrates that local Mongolian communities were largely 
interested by their internal affairs and paid little attention to external events,5 

however the traditionally highly educated environment of Hulun Buir opened up 
to the international trade and influence from Russia represented a slightly 
different case. Although the Dagurs by means of their religious traditions, 
language and lifestyle were not identical (though significantly assimilated) with 
other ethnic constituents6 of the Qing-time administrative system of Hulun Buir, 

 

 3 For the internal organization of Mongolian banners, see Atwood 2012, 4-13. 
 4 On the self-understanding of the Mongolian banners within the Qing imperial system, see for 

example Humphrey and Hürelbaatar 2013, 72-77; Elverskog 2006, 80-89. Elverskog speaks of a 

“pan-ulus Mongol identity”. 
 5 My research of the case of Altai Uriankhai banners in my doctoral dissertation History and Oral 

Tradition of Altai Uriankhais (in Czech), Charles University 2019, 

https://is.cuni.cz/webapps/zzp/detail/147127/?lang=en. 
 6 Here it is important to note that distinguishing among multiple Mongol or Mongolic ethnic 

groups as independent nationalities was developed in the Mongolian environment only since the 

late 1920s creating a new terminology with onward variable interpretations (e.g. terms ündüsüten– 

yasutan for nationality or ethnic /sub/group). Concerning this issue, see Bulag 1998, 27-37; and 
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their self-identification went through the same shifts as in the case of other 
Mongol groups of Hulun Buir and in Merse’s7 views unequivocally joined the 
Mongolian movement (see Atwood 2005). Dagurs, as one of the four constituent 
groups of the Qing resettlement plans in Hulun Buir (the others being Old and 
New Bargas and Ewenkis), are only rarely mentioned in published Qing time 
related sources8  in relation to their position in the administrative division of 
Hulun Buir. In official documents of the Qing period, Dagurs are mostly called 
Dahuer  in Chinese and Dahûr in Manchu, but they are frequently mixed 
within the larger name Solon (Chin. Suolun , Ma. Solon), in Qing sources 
applied as an administrative term covering Dagurs, Ewenkis, Orochons and 
eventually Old Bargas. This article does not systematically clarify the position of 
Dagurs but describes an interesting archival document about the relocation of a 
small group of Dagurs from the Old Barga Banner during the Republican period 
(edited and examined in section 3 of this paper), which suggests that Dagurs may 
have been distributed more broadly within the Solon Eight Banners. 
 
 

1     Administrative Evolution of Hulun Buir 
 
Since Dagurs and Ewenkis, living in a symbiosis along the Amur River, became 
subjugated by the Qing and moved to the Nonni River, they began to be organized 
into the Manchu niru (Mo. sumun) system. Solon (a Manchu name for Ewenki 
including also frequently Dagurs) Eight Banners were first established in 1684 
 

Mönkh-Erdene 2012. 
 7 Merse, also known as Guo Daofu FE5, a Dagur intellectual and politician (but mostly self 

represented as a Mongol) who underwent a remarkable transition of thought from a traditional 

Dagur intellectual versed in Manchu and Chinese, through a short period of support of 

Christianity as a means of national revival, then support of the pan-Mongolist movement, to the 

Soviet-backed Mongolian revolution and revolutionary movement in Inner Mongolia, and finally 

to the building of the coexistence of Han and Mongols within Hulun Buir as part of the Republic 

of China. A short encyclopaedical entry in Atwood 2004, 347-348; and a detailed analysis in 

Atwood 2002. 
 8 For example, Qingshilu. Dawoer, Ewenke, Elunchun, Hezhe shiliao 2007, Kölün buyir-un γurban ayimaγ-

un uγ ekin-ü bičig 2013, Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju teüken dangse ebkemel 2017. 
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(Daγur ündüsüten-ü tobči teüke 1989, 83). In 1691, they were reorganized into Solon 
Five Banners and Dagur Three Banners.9 After the Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689), 
Old Bargas were incorporated into the Solon Banners.10 The earliest references to 
a Qing reorganization of Bargas make mention of 1683, when a vice-commander-
in-chief11 of Ningguta (Ma. Ningguta-i meiren-i janggin, Chin. Ningguta fudutong 

) named Sabsu (Chin. Sabusu , ?–1701), during an incursion 
into the Russian territory in the Amur area, brought back groups of Bargas. Some 
of them followed the army and entered the Manchu banner system, being 
dispersed to Mukden, Kirin and Chichihar. (Kölün buyir-un γurban ayimaγ-un uγ 
ekin-ü bičig 2013, 79). Another group of Bargas lived within the banners of the 
Aimag of Sečen qan of Khalkha.12 Hulun Buir was not a separate unit in the Qing 
administrative system, but formed an area organized parallely with the Butha 
region.13 In 1732, the area to the east of the Hinggan Pass were settled by 3000 

 

 9 Daγur ündüsüten-ü tobči teüke (1989, 78). Dagurs formed three “regiments” (Ma. jalan), Ewenki five 

“hunting districts” (Ma. aba). 

10 Bökečilaγu 2006, 298. Namjilsürüng (2018, 178-179) described a successive migration of Bargas 

from the Aimag of Sečen qan via Üjümüčin, Kešigten, Baγarin, Čaqar, Qorčin to Chichihar 

between 1690–1696. The migration was a result of Galdan’s incursion into Khalkha. 

11 The English equivalents of the Qing administrative titles are mostly approximated, according to 

Hucker 1985. 

12 The first references in Qing shi lu /�K about Bargas within the banner of the Aimag of Sečen 

qan are dated to 1681. 22nd day of 9th month 20th year of Kangxi era (1 November 1681), juan 97 

and 20th day of 10th month 20th year of Kangxi era (= 29 November 1681), juan 98; Dayičing ulus-

un mongγol-un maγad qauli I: 483, 485. Nacagdorj (2012, 225) traced the origins of Sečen qan Bargas 

from Khori Buriats who came to the Aimag of Sečen qan in 1660s, later moved again to the 

Russian side to Nerchinsk, were taken again to Mongolia, in 1675 fled to Baikal and returned back 

to Khalkha in 1692. 

13 The name Butha refers to the region to the east of the Khinggan Range alongside the river Non 

(Nenjiang �,). By the end of the seventeenth century, Dagurs, Ewenkis and Old Bargas within 

the area of Chichihar, Mergen (today Nengjiang xian �,�  in Heilongjiang province) and 

Kharamören town (today Aihui 1C district of Heihe city, Heilongjiang province) and were 

organized in 1684 by the Manchu system into eight banners presided over since 1691 by the 
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soldiers consisting of 1636 Solon men, 730 Dagur men, 275 (Čibčin) Barga men, 359 
Orochon men plus altogether 796 children, seniors and sick persons. 14  These 
people were relocated from Butha with the purpose of ensuring the defence of the 
hitherto systematically uninhabited area north-east of Khalkha and near the 
border with Russia (behind the Ergüne river).15 They were distributed into newly 
created Solon Eight Banners (Ma. Solon jakûn gûsa / Mo. Solon naiman qosiγu / Chin. 
Suolun ba qi , ), these consisting of the left and right wings, with four 
banners each named according to the standard terminology of the Manchu banner 
system. 16  In the same year, a group of jayisang 17  Sevden’s (Mo. Sebden, Chin. 
Saibuteng  / Sebuteng ) Öölöds (Mo. Ögeled, Ma. Ûlet, Chin. Elute 

, 217 households, 711 individuals) came to Hulun Buir and formed one sumun18 
 

general director of Butha (Ma. Butha i uheri da, Chin. Buteha zongguan, eventually renamed Director 

General of the Vice Commander-in-chief level (Chin. Buteha fudutong xian zongguan �3��G

:J;8) and changed into Vice Commander-in-chief (Chin. Buteha fudutong �3��G:) in 

1894. After several administrative changes in the Republican and Manchukuo periods, the Butha 

region became the basis of the contemporary Morin Dawa Daur Autonomous Banner (Chin. 

Molidawa Dawoer zu zizhiqi @�D4D#�%>-&). (Bökečilaγu 2006, 303).  

14 Kölün buyir-un γurban ayimaγ-un uγ ekin-ü bičig, 2013, 2 

15 The motivation of this relocation is quite explicitly described in the memorandum by the General 

of Heilongjiang Jorqai (Ma. Jorhai, Chin. Zhuoerhai �2.), edited in Gülü 2008, 1-4; Gülü 2013, 

247-249. 

16 In an abbreviated version, the petition of Jorhai, the General of Heilongjiang, and the consequent 

imperial edict is included in Qing shi lu: 21st day of 4th month of 10th year of Yongzheng era (= 15 

May 1732), juan 117; Dayičing ulus-un maγad qauli II 88-89. 

17 Term jayisang does not have a single-valued meaning, but in the Zunghar khanate jayisang (zayisang) 

was the title of the Oirad context. It was used for chiefs of otog units formed by direct subjects of 

Zunghar rulers. 

18 Mo. sumun (Ma. niru / Chin. zuo �), according to the modern Mongolian pronunciation also sum, 

meaning “arrow” in both Mo. and Ma., originally organized as a military unit. It became a unit of 

the administrative organization under the Qing dynasty, ideally including 150 households. Sumuns 

were usually combined into banners with a variable number of sumuns (commonly less than a 

decade) in one banner. 

Sevden with his subjects, including groups of Öölöds, Uriankhais, Telengeds, Ker saka (or 

Kersahals, Karsahals), was captured and forced to enter the Qing service in 1720. Sevden was first 
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(Oyuunjargal 2009, 42). The total of sumuns established in 1732 was 50. In 1734, 
2480 soldiers from the Aimag of Sečen qan were resettled as the New Barga Eight 
Banners, along with two wings and together 40 sumuns.19 This Barga group was 
relocated due to years of disagreements with the Chinggisid aristocracy in the 
easternmost part of Khalkha, the Aimag of Sečen qan, who were oppressing them 
as unwanted newcomers. (Tübsinnim-a 2013, 74-75) Bargas in the Aimag of Sečen 
qan, particularly subjects of beyise Jančibdorji, were disgusted by the imposition of 
obligations and recruitments related to the ongoing war between the Qing Empire 
and Khalkha against the Zunghar Khanate. In 1730, about 2000 Barga households 
tried to move to the north and become Russian subjects (Damdinjav 2012, 9). 
Representatives of Russia preferred, however, good trade relations with the Qing 
Empire and forced Bargas to return to Khalkha. Bargas applied to the Qing court 
to involve them in the eight banners system (Nacagdorj 2012, 225). The Qing court 
used this circumstance to further strengthen the military presence in Hulun Buir, 
even with these not particularly reliable subjects. As this group of Barga came to 
Hulun Buir in the second sequence, it was called the New Barga (Mo. Sin-e Barγu, 
Ma. Ice Barhû, Chin. Xin Baerhu ) to distinguish it from the Barga group 
relocated in 1732, which was since then called the Old Barga (Mo. Qaγučin Barγu, 
Ma. Fe Barhû, Chin. Chen Baerhu ). Sources concerning the resettlements 
of 1732 and 1734 are generally accessible in Mongolian versions from editions of 
Solon Barγu Daγur nar-un Kölün Buyir γajar-tu angq-a negün saγuqu-bar iregsen eki 
surbulji (Sources about the arrival of Solons, Bargas and Dagurs to Hulun Buir) 
composed by Gülü and reedited several times (first edition 1983, later 2008, 2013). 
 Over the following decades, further minor changes occurred in the 
organization of the Eight Banners due to the evolving demographic situation (large 
numbers of soldiers were repeatedly sent to military campaigns often without 

 

incorporated into the Chakhar Eight Banners, but already in 1720 and 1722 groups Telenged, 

Kersahal and Tabun were sent to Chichihar. From more than 2000 subjects of Sevden, who 

submitted in 1720 to the Qing, only 711 individuals came in 1732 with him to Hulun Buir 

(Oyunjargal 2009, 41-43). 

19 Qing shi lu, 12th day of 8th month of 12th year of Yongzheng era (= 9 September 1734), juan 146; 

Dayičing ulus-un maγad qauli II 152. 
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returning home),20 changing needs in military resources, incorporation of newly 
relocated groups or due to economic considerations. The most important change 
was the relocation of the majority of Dagurs from Hulun Buir back to Butha, 
which made them the smallest ethnic group within the Solon Eight Banners. This 
relocation is described as follows: the quota of soldiers to be supplied by the Solon 
Eight Banners and New Barga Eight Banners was reduced by 3500 soldiers in 1742. 
This change is related to the withdrawal of 26 sumuns of Dagurs from the Solon 
Eight Banners back to Butha, which was permitted after Dagur complaints about 
the cold climate of Hulun Buir which did not enable sufficient agricultural 
production.21 The number of Dagurs in Hulun Buir decreased from 1732 to 1897 
by 73%, while the number of Old Bargas increased by 323%.22 Kui Su of Manna (or 
Manan) mokon (lineage) of Gobol (Gobolo) hala (clan), Pangkyaboo (Fan Qiabu23 in 
Chinese) of Dengtka (Denteke) mokon of Aula hala with their families remained in 
Hulun Buir due to their official positions and were included into the First sumun 
of the Bordered Yellow banner and the First sumun of Plain White Banner 
respectively. During the Qianlong period, Jûšan (Ma. form of Chin. Zhu Shan, Ma. 
name Išingga) of Alakačan (Arkechang) mokon of Merden (Merdeng) hala served 
as the general administrator of Hulun Buir Öölöds and after completing his service 
his family remained and became part of the First sumun of the Plain Yellow 
Banner. Another minor migration of Dagurs to Hulun Buir was represented by 7 
Dagur families incorporated into the Second sumun of the Plain Yellow Banner.24 
Up until the end of the Qing period, the Gobol, the Aula and the Merden clans of 
Dagurs distributed in the villages of Mekertü Ayil (modern Bayančaγan sumu in 
the Ewenki Autonomous Banner) and Nantun  (Mo. Emün-e ayil, modern 
 

20 Daγur ündüsüten-ü tobči teüke (1989, 92-93) mentions that 67,000 Dagur soldiers participated in 67 

military campaigns between 1696 and 1899; from a campaign to Southern China in 1769 only 300 

Dagur and Ewenki soldiers returned from the original number of 1,700 men (Daγur ündüsüten-ü 

tobči teüke 1989, 97-98). 

21 Daγur ündüsüten-ü tobči teüke 1989, 85; Bökečilaγu 2006, 299. 

22 Dagurs in Hulun Buir amounted to 200 men, 211 women, 411 in all, Old Barga 2,163 men, 2,315 

women in 1897. Tübsinnim-a (2013, 84) quoting Altan-Orgil without an exact reference. 

23  For Fan Qiabu and Zhu Shan, I was not able to establish the Chinese characters. 

24 Daγur ündüsüten-ü tobči teüke (1989, 85). Similar information about Dagur clans in Hulun Buir under 

the Qing is also presented by Atwood 2002, 117. 
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Bayantoqai balγasu, the centre of the Ewenki Autonomous Banner) represented a 
highly educated group, from which high positions in banners and the Hulun Buir 
Vice commander-in-chief’s office (fudutong ) were frequently filled (Atwood 
2002, 117) (with the exception of the position of the Vice commander-in-chief 
himself who was usually from Manchu banners in the capital, Chichihar, Kirin or 
rarely from Butha).25 Intermarriages between Dagurs and the banner community 
(particularly with the Solon-Ewenkis) were frequent (Atwood 2005, 6). After 1912, 
the most important nationalist leaders of Hulun Buir, Fumingtai (Chinese name 
Ao Mintai, 1898–1938) and Merse (Chinese name Guo Daofu, 1894–1934?) both 
arose from the ruling-class Dagur families in the neighbourhood of Hailar within 
the Solon banners. 26 One Öölöd sumun was also added in 1742. Öölöds 
consequently formed two sumuns included within the Bordered Yellow Banner. 
After the final victory of the Qing Empire over the Dzungar Khanate, Solon Eight 
Banners accepted some of the defeated Dzungar subjects punished by 
transmigration to the east.27 In 1790, the chiefs of the transferred groups, tayiji28 
Bütükü, Bürin, Bayilγas of Dörbed tribe, tayiji Dasizebeg of Γaljud tribe and 
demči 29  Büjüri of Mingγad tribe together with their subjects were finally 
distributed to Öölöd two sumuns and appointed two deputy lieutenants (Mo. 
orulan kögegegči) Bütükü and Bürin and lieutenants (Mo. kögegegči) Bayilγas, 

 

25 The list of the Vice commander-in-chiefs in Gülü 2013, 333-337. 

26 On the origin of these leaders and their genealogies, see Atwood 2002, 121-133. 

27 Migrations are also described by Oyunjargal 2009, 85. According to Qing shi lu (17th day of 11th 

month of 23rd year of Qianlong = 17 December 1758), juan 575, Dayičing ulus-un mongγol-un maγad 

qauli III 357–358 the total number of households of relocated groups was 147. Qing shi lu mentions 

Dörbed tayiji Banjur, Bütükü, Galzad demči Qatun, Dambai, Mingγad Basudai. See also Dorji 1990, 

199. 

28 Mo. tayiji (originated from Chin. taizi �� “prince”), in the Qing period title of the petty nobility 

among the Mongols, being mostly of Chinggisid origin in the case of Khalkha and Inner Mongolia 

as well as of non-Chinggisid origin in the case of Oirats, Kharachin and other tribes. 

29 Mo. demči an administrative title with locally variable meanings, in Khalkha a function of a local 

chief among the dependants of an officially approved reincarnation, a monastical supervisor, 

a local dignitary in charge of financial matters, etc. 
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Dasizebeg and Büjüri. Öölöd consequently had four deputy lieutenants (Mo. 
orulan kögegegči). 30 The total number of soldiers provided by the Hulun Buir 
banners was fixed at 2500 in 1771. The numbers of sumuns in both Solon and New 
Barga banners were redefined and decreased to Solon 18 sumuns. There were old 
Barga 6 sumuns within the Bordered White Banner and Plain Blue Banner, New 
Barga 24 sumuns and Öölöd 2 sumuns (Bökečilaγu 2006, 299). 
 Although the Solon Eight Banners were formally organized as a common unit 
for four “ethnic” groups of people (Solon, Dagur, Old Barga and Öölöd), only the 
distribution of Solons, Old Bargas and Öölöds can be traced back to the 
administrative subdivision.31 I have not found any references, however, concerning 
the exact distribution of Dagurs within the Solon Eight Banners in the secondary 
sources and published sources.  
 

Table 1 
Solon Eight Banners after 177132 

 

Wing Banner name (English, 

Manchu, Mongolian, 

Chinese) 

Prevalent 

aimag (“tribal, 

or ethnic”) 
pertinence 

number 

of 

sumuns 

Jegün γar-un 
/ Left wing 

Bordered Yellow 

Banner / kubuhe suwayan 
gûsa / köbegetü sir-a qosiγu 
/ Xiang huang qi  
 

Solon, Öölöd (2 
sumuns) 

7 

Jegün γar-un 
/ Left wing 

Plain White Banner / 
gulu šanggiyan gûsa / 
siluγun čaγan qosiγu / 
Zheng bai qi  

Solon 6 

 

30 Kölün buyir-un γurban ayimaγ-un uγ ekin-ü bičig 2013, 9, 73. 

31 Based mainly on Namjilsürung 2018, 187; Möngkebuyan 2013, 41; Bökečilaγu 2006, 299-300; 

repeated references in Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju teüken dangse ebkemel 2017. 

32 For a comparable table of the territorial organization of Hulun Buir in the 1920-1931 period, which 

still largely preserved the Qing system, see Atwood 2002, 118.  
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Jegün γar-un 
/ Left wing 

Bordered White Banner 
/ kubuhe šanggiyan gûsa / 
köbegetü čaγan qosiγu / 
Xiang bai qi   

Old Barga (only 
2nd, 3rd sumun) 

6 

Jegün γar-un 
/  
Left wing 

Plain Blue Banner / gulu 
lamun gûsa / siluγun köke 
qosiγu / Zheng lan qi  

Old Barga (only 
1st, 2nd, 3rd 
sumun) 

6 

Baraγun γar-
un / Right 
wing 

Plain Yellow Banner / 
gulu suwayan gûsa / siluγun 
sir-a qosiγu / Zheng huang qi 

  

Solon 7 

Baraγun γar-
un / Right 
wing 

Plain Red Banner / gulu 
fulgiyan gûsa / siluγun 
ulaγan qosiγu / Zheng hong 
qi  

Solon 6 

Baraγun γar-
un / Right 
wing 

Bordered Red Banner / 
kubuhe fulgiyan gûsa / 
köbegetü ulaγan qosiγu / 
Xiang hong qi  

Solon 6 

Baraγun γar-
un / Right 
wing 

Bordered Blue Banner / 
kubuhe lamun gûsa / 
köbegetü köke qosiγu / 
Xiang lan qi  

Solon 6 

 
The number of dignitaries within the Hulun Buir banners according to the Laws 
of the Bureau for Dependent Areas (Chin. Lifanyuan zeli  1817)33 was as 
follows: Solon-u (Solon, including Old Barga) 
general director34 / Mo. bügüde-yin daruγ-a / Ma. uheri da / Chin. zongguan : 2 
(Solon + Old Barga, from 1744) 

 

33 Γadaγadu mongγol-un törü-yi jasaqu yabudal-un yamun-u qauli jüil-ün bičig 2006, 91-92. 

34 Commandant-general according to Atwood 2002, 119. 
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vice-director35 / Mo. ded daruγ-a / Ma. ilhi da / Chin. yuanfu : 4  
company commanders36 / Mo. sumun-u janggi / Ma. nirui janggin / Chin. zuoling 

: 24 
deputy lieutenants37 / Mo. orulan kögegegči / Ma. funde bošokû / Chin. xiaoqi xiao 

: 24 
Sin-e barγu-yin (New Barga) 
general director / Mo. bügüde-yin daruγ-a / Ma. uheri da / Chin. zongguan : 2 
(from 1744) 
vice-director / Mo. ded daruγ-a / Ma. ilhi da / Chin. yuanfu : 4 
company commander / Mo. sumun-u janggi / Ma. nirui janggin / Chin. zuoling : 
24 
deputy lieutenants / Mo. orulan kögegegči / Ma. funde bošokû / Chin. xiaoqi xiao 

: 24 
 
Ögeled-ün (Öölöd)38general director / Mo. bügüde-yin daruγ-a / Ma. uheri da / 
Chin. zongguan : 1 (from 1744) 
company commander / Mo. sumun-u janggi / Ma. nirui janggin / Chin. zuoling : 
2 
deputy lieutenants / orulan kögegegči / funde bošokû / xiaoqi xiao : 4 
 
On the general administrative level, Hulun Buir was subordinated to the Eight 
Čaqar Banners between 1732 and 1743 and commanders were sent from the Qing 
court (Mo. dotuγadu tüsimel-ün dotur-a-ača tungling jakiruγči). Hailar (Chin. Hailaer 

) was established as the common administrative centre of the Eight Solon 
and (New) Barga banners in 1734. Hulun Buir was subordinated to the General of 
Heilongjiang in 1744 (Mo. Qar-a mören-ü jangjun / Ma. Sahaliyan ula i jianggiyûn / 
Chin. Heilongjiang jiangjun ; from 1907 to the Heilongjiang Province, 
Chin. Heilongjiang sheng ). 

 

35 Lieutenant-commandant according to Atwood 2002, 119. 

36 Captain according to Atwood 2002, 119. 

37 Lieutenants according to Atwood 2002, 119. 

38 Öölöds had one general director and one vice-director in 1732. The vice-director was removed in 

1742 Rajidm-a (2008, 27). 
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 The supreme local authority has been in the hands of the Hulun Buir Director 
General of the Vice Commander-in-chief level since 1744 (Mo. Kölün buyir-un ded 
amban jakiruγči = meyiren janggi-yin jerge-tei bügüde-yin daruγ-a / Chin. fudutong xian 
zongguan ) with its seat in Hailar.39 In the early 1900s, Hulun Buir 
witnessed the emergence of a parallel administration for the recent Han Chinese 
population which was a result of the immigration of Chinese workers and the New 
Policies’ (Chin. Xinzheng ) reorganization of the old Manchu banner system. 
Within these changes in 1908, the Vice commander-in-chief office of Hulun Buir 
(Mo. Kölün buyir-un meyiren janggi-yin yamun / Chin. Hulunbeier fudutong yamen 

) was abolished and replaced by the Hölön Directly administered 
office (Chin. Hulun zhili ting , Mo. Kölün siγud qariy-a tingkim) with a 
civilian Han Chinese circuit intendant (Chin. daoyin ) at the head of the office. 
A parallel Chinese administrative unit, the Lubin Prefecture (Chin. Lubin fu 
), was created on part of the hitherto banner domain (1908, 1913 changed into 

district, Chin. xian , today Manzhouli) (Bökečilaγu 2006, 300-301; Mönkebuyan 
2013, 41). 
 
 

2     Detachment of the Old Barga Aimag 

 
In January 1912, a group of Hulun Buir banner officials led by Öölöd general 
director (bügüde-yin daruγ-a) Šengfu (Chin. Shengfu , himself a Dagur) 
proclaimed their allegiance to the newly established independent government of 
Mongolia in Yekhe Khüriye (Urga). 40  Šengfu was appointed the General 

 

39 Since 1880 titled only Vice Commander-in-chief (Mo. meyiren janggi / Chin. fudutong �G:). 

Meyiren(-ü) janggi = fudutong is translated as “Military Deputy Lieutenant-Governor” by Atwood 

2002, 116.  

40 Šengfu sent a mission of seven delegates led by Damdinsürüng to Yekhe Khüriye, which was 

officially accredited by the Jebtsundamba Khutagt on 11 February 1912 (Gerelbadrakh 2014, 97). 

Jebtsundamba Khutagt was a member the most important reincarnating lineage of eminent lamas 

in Khalkha and actually the leading spiritual representative of Khalkha and the whole of Northern 

Mongolia. In 1911, the Eight Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu acted as one of the main figures who 
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Commander—Minister of Hulun Buir (Mo. Kölünbuyir-un yerüngkei jakiruγči sayid) 
by the Mongolian Government, (Tachibana 2011, 54) a function which was in 
reality analogous with the Qing-period Vice Commander-in-Chief of Hulun Buir. 
The Hulun Buir banners acted as part of the Mongolian state until 1915, when 
during the Russian-Chinese Mongolian negotiations in Kyakhta41 and subsequent 
Russian-Chinese dealings in Beijing42 the region was granted autonomous status. 
(Guo Daofu 1931, 18-19) The Russian-guaranteed autonomous government was 
abolished in 1920 and Hulun Buir was subordinated to the Heilongjiang provincial 
government, although the Vice Commander-in-Chief office was maintained as 
well as the banners on the lower level (Atwood 2002, 121).43In October 1918, the 
 

contributed to the declaration of Mongolian independence and was proclaimed sovereign of 

Mongolia (Mo. qaγan, Khaan)—in this function he is commonly referred to as Bogd Khaan. 

41 Myagmarsambuu 2017, 66. The claims to annex Hulun Buir (and other parts of Inner Mongolia) 

to the Mongolian government represented at Kyakhta by Damdinsürüng and Udai led to the 

withdrawal of these representatives from Kyakhta by the Mongolian government on 30 

December 1914 (Lonjid 2011, 147-148). 

42 This resulted in the “Chinese-Russian Conditions about Hulun Buir” (Chin. Zhong E Hulunbeier 

tiaojian ����B2*�) signed on 6 November 1915, quoted for example by Myagmarsambuu 

2017, 69. 

43 An overview of later changes: After the Japanese occupation, the Vice Commander-in-Chief 

Office of Hulun Buir (Chin. Hulunbeier fudutong gongshu ��B2�G:	<) was abolished on 

the 1st June 1932 and Hulun Buir was made the Khinggan North Province (Chin. Xing’an bei fen 

sheng ?�
7, Mo. Kingγan qoyitu qubiyari muji, in 1934 Chin. Xing’an bei sheng ?�7, Mo. 

Kingγan qoyitu qubiyari muji; Manchu was replaced by Mongolian as the local official language in 

1932.). In June 1932, the Solon Eight banners were reorganized into the Right and Left Solon 

banners (Chin. Suolun you yi qi 9��=&, Suolun zuo yi qi 9��=&, Mo. Solon baraγun γar-un 

qosiγu, Solon jegün γar-un qosiγu), one Öölöd banner (Chin. Elute qi LM3&, Mo. Ögeled qosiγu) 

and one Buriat banner (Chin. Buliyate qi �I�3&, Mo. Buriyad qosiγu), but 12 July 1933 further 

united into one Solon banner (Chin. Suolun qi 9�&, Mo. Solon qosiγu) with a banner office in 

Hailar, which moved to Nantun �� in 1934. After the Soviet Union’s invasion in August 1945, 

the Autonomous Government of the Hulun Buir Area (Chin. Hulunbeier defang zizhi zhengfu ��

B2�$>-" , Mo. Kölün buyir öbertegen jasaqu jasaγ) was proclaimed, eventually changing its 

name to the Autonomous Government of Hulun Buir in October 1946 (Chin. Hulunbeier zizhi 

sheng zhengfu ��B2>-7" , Mo. Kölün buyir öbertegen jasaqu muji) which worked under the 
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Vice Commander-in-chief Office of Hulun Buir (Mo. Kölün buyir-un meyiren janggi-
yin yamun / Chin. Hulunbeier fudutong yamen ) applied to 
separate the two banners of Old Bargas44  from the Eight Solon Banners (10 
October 1918) (Namjilsürüng 2018, 187). The application was approved by the 
president in January 1919.45 Over the course of the segregation of the Old Bargas, 
the total number of their sumuns was increased from the original 5 to 12 sumuns 
distributed equally between both banners (each banner six sumuns).46 This change 
required an increased number of new administrative positions. Degjimbu (Chin. 
Degejinbu ), who had even previously served as a common director of 
both banners, was entitled the general director of the Old Barga tribe (Ma. Fe 
barhû aiman be kadalara uheri da / Mo. Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-i jakirqu bügüde-yin 
daruγ-a / Chin. Chen Baerhu bu zongguan ). It indicates that the 
banners inhabited by Old Bargas tended to be governed separately from other 
Solon banners even before 1919. As early as 1912, when the Hulun Buir banner 
representatives were granted titles from the Bogd Khaan after the expression of 
allegiance of the Šengfu’s representation to the Mongolian government, one of the 
promoted notables, Degjimbuu, is mentioned as the company commander (Mo. 

 

Soviet domination until October 1947, when Hulun Buir was incorporated by the Chinese 

Communist Party as a league (Chin. meng, Mo. 6  ayimaγ) under the authority of the Inner 

Mongolian Autonomous government. The single Solon Banner Suolun qi 9�& lasted until 1958, 

when it changed into the Ewenki Autonomous Banner (Chin. Ewenke zu zizhiqi H0�%>-&, 

Mo. Ewengki ündüsüten-ü öbertegen jasaqu qosiγu). (Ewenke zu zizhi qi zhi bianzuan weiyuanhui 1996, 

12-13, and Atwood 2004, 227). 

44 Bordered White and Plain Blue banners. 

45 Dated 16th day of the 12th month of the 7th year of the Republic of China, Mingguo 7 nian 12 yue 

16 ri +�7�12)16' = 17 January 1919. The date refers to the presidency of Xu Shichang !�( 

(in function: 10 October 1918 to 2 June 1922). 

46 Archive document No. 501-1-404 (Vice commander-in-chief of Hulun Buir to the Ministry of 

Home Affairs about the separation of Old Barga Aimag from the Solon Eight Banners, 

establishing new banners and sumuns and appointing officials) in Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju 

teüken dangse ebkemel 2017 I: 3-20. The date of the presidential approval (17 January 1919) 

mentioned in the Manchu original published on page 4. 
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sumun-u janggi, Chin. zuo ling ) of the “Old Barga Plain Yellow Banner”—the 
denotation of the whole banner as the Old Barga Banner is used.47 As the vice-
director (ded daruγ-a) of the Bordered White banner was entitled Nasukengge, 
who had previously served as a common vice-director of two Solon banners 
(Bordered Yellow and Plan White), and as vice-director of the Plain Blue banner 
was entitled Sirabuu, previously company commander sumun janggi of the same 
banner.  
 Other lower functions (company commanders, sumun janggi; deputy 
lieutenants, orulan kögegegči; etc.) were all filled by individuals from respective Old 
Barga banners.48 The separation of the Old Bargas corresponds to the increasing 
ethnic self-consciousness of Hulun Buir Mongols on one hand, as well as to the 
general passage from the old multiethnic, mingling and mandatory banner system 
to a new system respecting the shared communal identity, which is not simply 
ethnic, but instead sociohistorical. Another manifestation of this tendency 
includes the creation of the Orochon banner in 1894 (Gülü 2008, 9; Gülü 2013, 
254-255). 
 Ethnic issues are rarely discussed in the published archive documents 
concerning the Old Bargas (Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju teüken dangse ebkemel 
2017). They instead indicate a traditional Qing-shaped society, where even the old 
custom from Imperial China to change seasonal clothes on a day specified in an 
official order was observed.49 Old Bargas, although separated from the common 
Solon Eight Banners, still continued to visit and worship temples and monasteries 
 

47 Myagmarsambuu (2017, 47) is quoting a source from the Mongolian National Archives, ХА-3, Д-1, 

ХН-10 (fond A-3, inventory No. 1, signature 10), fol. 85-92). 

48 Archive documents No. 501-1-404 (Vice commander-in-chief of Hulun Buir to the Ministry of 

Home Affairs about the separation of Old Barga Aimag from the Solon Eight Banners, 

establishing new banners and sumuns and appointing officials) and No. 501-1-407 (The same affair 

addressed to the President), +�8�2)20' = 13 October 1919, in Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju 

teüken dangse ebkemel (2017 I, 3-36). 

49 Document No. 1791 (No. 501-1-1791) in Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju teüken dangse ebkemel 2017 

III: 1567-1569. Kölün buyir-un meyiren janggi-yin yamun-ača qalaγun egekü tula malaγai qalaju emüskü 

učir-a solun. barγu. ögeled-ün bügüde-yin daruγ-a nar-tu tusiyaγsan bičig An official letter from the 

Office of the Vice commander-in-chief of Hulun Buir to the general directors of Solon, Barga and 

Öölöd that the cold season is coming and it will be necessary to change the cap, 26 August 1925. 
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in the Solon area, continued to participate in officially organized ceremonies and 
rituals to local deities. In the field of education, however, the documents included 
in the edition mention a turn to Mongolian-medium classes based on modern 
textbooks imported from Ulaanbaatar, where 10 students were enrolled from Old 
Barga banners compared to just two from Solon banners.50 

 
 

3     Administrative Relocation of Dagur Households  
 

Unique insight into the internal affairs of part of Hulun Buir in the early 
Republican period is provided by recently published Manchu archives related to 
the Old Bargas.51 The original documents are apparently kept in the Archives of 
the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region in the Collection of Hulun Buir Vice 
Commander-in-chief’s Office (Neimenggu zizhiqu dang’an guan, Hulunbeier 
fudutong yamen quanzong dang’an , 

). A document in Manchu from 1920, concerning an administrative 
relocation of three Dagur households from the Old Barga Plain Blue Banner’s 
Third sumun to the Solon Bordered White Banner’s First sumun in 1920, is the 
sole document in the whole collection mentioning any indigenous ethnic group 
within the Old Barga banners as well as the sole document mentioning Dagurs.52  
The document is too concise so as to make clear what was actually the reason for 
the relocation, except for the general context expressed by the following words, 
which point at the increasing importance of ethnic distinctions: 

 

50 Document No. 1524 (No. 501-1-1524) in Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju teüken dangse ebkemel 2017 

III: 1486-1493. Founding a Mongolian school of the Eight Banners and a call for students to be 

supplied to the school from each banner, 1 December 1924: […] čöm kitad bičig-i uridčilan surulčaqu 

tula […] keüked degüü nar üge ögülel neyilelčekü ügei […] […] küriy-e-yin γajar-tur sin-e jasaγ […] örün-e 

olan ulus-un bičig-i mongγol üsüg-iyer orčiγulun suralčaγulqu tula mongγol arad-un surqu-dur yekede döküm 

dasiram bolγajuqui […]. 

51 Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju teüken dangse ebkemel 2017. 

52 Document No. 501-1-328 in Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju teüken dangse ebkemel 2017 I: 37-44. 
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[Ma.:] “fe barhû aiman i ice banjibuha geren gûsa niru de aiman mukûn be 
teksileme icihiyame [...]” /  
[Mo.:] “qaγučin barγu ayimaγ-un sin-e bayiγuluγsan olan qosiγu sumun-dur 
ayimaγ törül-i tegsidken sidkekü [...]” / 
[Chin.:]  
“adjusting (or equalizing) ‘kinship groupings’ of the newly organized banners and 
sumuns of the Old Barga aimag.” 
 The idea of ethnicity is expressed here in the old Qing time terminology: 
“tribe/group + sort/kind/branch” (Ma. aiman mukûn / Mo. ayimaγ törül / Chin. 
buzhong ). Atwood (2005, 9-12) analysed the approach of the late Qing New 
Barga officer Dalangγud Güberi to the description of groups within the Hulun 
Buir banners. Güberi (composing his works in Manchu) used the term “tribe / 
people” (aiman) writing about all the people-groups and spoke about “the three 
tribes of Hulun Buir” meaning the Solons, Bargas and Öölöds, but sometimes also 
a modified triad of the Bargas, Dagurs and Solons. Güberi’s writings reflect the 
contrast of the administrative identity of Hulun Buir’s inhabitants based on loyalty 
to the service to the Qing state and their manifold tribal origin. The break-up with 
the traditional Qing support of the banner system during the New Policy 
implementation and the following turn to the Khalkha Mongolian government led 
to a temporary strengthening of the Buddhist rhetoric, soon replaced by the pan-
Mongolist ideology and still later in Merse’s views by the defence of Hulun Buir’s 
special identity (Atwood 2005, 12-15). 
 The decision to move the Dagur families in 1920 seems to correspond with 
the general context of reconsidering the boundaries of ethnic groups or 
communities with a common ethnosocial past. It is the sole document in the 
archive edition mentioning the ethnicity of the inhabitants of the Old Barga 
banners. 
 According to the 1951 census, the Old Barga Banner counted only 35 Dagurs, 
increasing to 637 in 1964, and 1185 in 1984 and 1424 in 1990, all of them newcomers 
from the area of Chichihar, Nehe  and Morindawa Banner who came after 
the foundation of the People’s Republic of China (Chen Baerhu dang’an shi zhi ju 
1998, 145.). 
 The consequent administrative unit of the Solon Eight Banners, the Solon 
banners in 1932 consisted of 84 Dagur households with approximately 700 
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individuals. 53  In the second half of the twentieth century, the Ewenki 
Autonomous Banner (reorganized from the Solon Banner in 1958) consisted of 
several thousands Dagurs. Its subunits with the largest Dagur populations were 
Bayantoqoi Town Chin. Bayantuohai zhen  (in 1964: 3,488 Dagurs, and 
in 1990: 8,922 Dagurs) and Bayantala Dagur Ethnic Township Chin. Bayandala 
dawoer minzu xiang  (in: 1976: 1,024, and in 1990: 1,409 
Dagurs, before counted within Bayantoqai).54 
 The Old Barga Banners, having relocated their Dagur group, welcomed a new 
group of Khamnigans, who came together with Buriats, soon after the relocation 
of Dagurs. In the announcement of the Vice Commander-in-Chief of Hulun Buir, 
addressed to the officials of the Old and New Barga banners about the 
immigration of Buriat and Khamnigans from Russia, the Buriat leader Abida is 
quoted: “Our Buriat and Khamnigan people have originally formed one tribe 
(ayimaγ) with your Bargas and Solons. [...] [Although] they were divided into two 
parts in the fifth year of the Yongzheng era (1727)55 [...] the way of life and habits 
are the same.”56 On 28 August 1921, the pastures alongside the Shinekhen River 

 

53 Ewenke zu zizhi qi zhi bianzuan weiyuanhui (1996, 126): (Nantun 47 Dagur households, Mekertü 

16, Xitun A� 21). Solon Eight Banners were reorganized on 27 June 1932 into four new banners: 

Solon Right Banner / Mo. Solon baraγun γar-un qosiγu / Chin. Suolun you yi qi 9��=&, Solon 

Left Banner / Mo. Solon jegün γar-un qosiγu / Chin. Suolun zuoyi qi9��=&, Öölöd banner / Mo. 

Ögeled qosiγu / Chin. Elute qi LM3& and Buriat banner / Mo. Buriyad qosiγu / Chin. Buliyate qi�

I�3&. On 12 July 1933, the four banners united into the Solon Banner / Mo. Solon qosiγu / Chin. 

Suolun qi9�& with a banner office in Hailar, in 1934 moved to Nantun ��.  

54 Ewenke zu zizhi qi zhi bianzuan weiyuanhui 1996, 84 and 89. 

55 By the “Treaty of Kyakhta” (1727) between the Qing and the Russian Empires, which following 

the Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689) establishing the northern border of Mongolia (as part of the Qing 

Empire) and defining the conditions of diplomatic and trade relations. 

56 Document 501-1-507, 1. 6. 1921 in Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju teüken dangse ebkemel 2017 I, 50-

62:  

[Ma.:] Musei Buriyat Kamnigan urse daci wesihun ba i barhû solon sei emgi emu aiman bihe […]  

hûwaliyasun tob i sunjaci aniya […] julere amargide dendebufi […]  banjire were arbun gemu emu 

adali […]  
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were given to Buriats, who in the following year 1922 created their own banner 
(Buriyad qosiγu), which was exceptional for the whole Hulun Buir by the fact that 
the Buriats were allowed to use Mongolian in administrative matters. Khamnigans 
were located in the Old Barga Aimag at the Mergel River. 
Manchu original: 

alibure bithe. 
amban yamun de. fe barhû aiman i cendeme icihiyabuha uheri da degjimbu aliburengge. 
boigon guribure babe boolame alibure jalin. te fe barhû aiman i ice banjibuha geren 
gûsa niru de aiman mukûn be teksileme icihiyame ofi gulu lamun i ilaci nirude fe bihe 
dahûr aiman i ursebe solon kubuhe šanyan i uju nirude guribume dosimbuki sembi. 
ubabe amban yamun de boolame alibufi ulame yabubufi dahame yabubureci tulgiyen. 
ne boigon suwaliyame guribure dahûr sei haha hehe amba ajige anggala i ton be 
getukeleme tucibume afaha latubufi alibuki. erei jalin alibuha.  
dulimbai irgen gurun i jakûci aniya ingli i jorgon biyai orin ilan  
bithesi monggojab acabuha.  

English translation (by O. Srba): 
To the Commander’s office.  
Director General on probation [administering] the Old Barga Aimag, Degjimbuu’s 
application.  
Subject: Announcement concerning the transfer of families. 
Because of the adjusting of “kinship groupings” of the newly organized banners and 
sumuns of the Old Barga aimag, we would like to transfer Dagur subjects, who were 
originally in the Third Sumun of the Plain Blue Banner to the First Sumun of the Solon 
Bordered White Banner. Along with this application to carry out the affair, we are 
sending to the Commander’s Office an attached list of all Dagur household members 
concerned. 

Accuracy [of the copy] verified by copyist Mongγoljab. 
23rd day of the 12th month of the 8th year of the Chinese Republic (= 12 February 1920). 

 

 

[Mo.:] Manai Buriyad Qamniγan kümüs bolbasu uul-ača erkim γajar-un Barγu Solon nar-un qamtu 

nigen ayimaγ bülüge […]  Nayiraltu töb-ün tabuduγar on […]  emün-e qoyin-a-dur qubiyaγdaγad 

saluγsan […]  jang bayidal čöm adali […] 
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Table 2 
Dagurs transferred from the Old Barga Plain Blue Banner’s Third sumun to the Solon 

Bordered White Banner’s First sumun in 1920 

 
The table is constructed according to the list of Dagurs to be relocated attached 
to the quoted official document. The list specifically mentions only heads of 

 

57 A commoner of the seventh-grade rank. 

58 A merited soldier of the fifth-grade rank and the green feather. 

Family No. / Name Age Relationship 
1.  Jirγabuu 32  
 ? 26 wife 
 ? 3 daughter 
2.  Sangjayijab 46 
 ? 51 widowed sister-in-law 
 ? 48 cousin’s widowed wife 
 ? 16 daughter of Sangjayijab 
 Bürinji 20 son of Boo Lin 
 ? 26 daughter of Boo Lin? 
 ? 16 second daughter of Boo Lin 
 Sanduγtu 14 son of Sangjayijab 
3. Mo. sula doluduγar jerge jingse57 / Chin. xiansan qi deng dingdai 	�
�� 
Kesigtü  
  41 
 ? 63 Kesigtü’s mother 
 ? 42 Kesigtü’s wife 
 quyaγ Kesigtei 37 younger brother 
 Mo. quyaγ čerig-ün γabiyatu tabuduγar jerge jingse köke otuγ-a, Chin. gongxun bingshi, 

wu deng dingdai lan ling ������
����58 Rinčin 35 younger brother 
 Sürengge 21 son 
 ? 4 daughter 
 ? 2 daughter 
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families (households), respectively adult men (a practice common in the Qing 
period in lists of men suitable for military use—Mo. er-e tögelekü dangse). These 
male names indicate the coexistence of this group of Dagurs with the Mongol 
Bargas and do not differ in any way from the names common among the Bargas—
they are mixed Mongol-Manchu names, in one case a common Mongolian name 
of Tibetan origin. In one case, a soldier in active service and in one case a soldier 
or official currently out-of-service were rewarded with a lower grade. 
Unfortunately, this table, like other documents in the same archive collection, 
does not contain clan and lineage names. 
 
 

4     Conclusion 
 
This article could not describe in detail the administrative evolution of Hulun Buir, 
or the exact ethnogenetic development of its population in the Qing period. I 
have presented and compared information provided by published primary sources 
and secondary literature mainly written in Mongolian. It turned out that even 
Mongolian works published within the last two decades have not provided many 
new details about the internal functioning of the Qing period Hulun Buir , but 
mostly repeated earlier data. My paper therefore mostly coincides with the earlier 
description of the Hulun Buir administrative system provided by Atwood (2002, 
115-121).  
 As was described in the paper, the available published sources provide only 
limited evidence about the distribution of Dagurs within Hulun Buir in the Qing 
and early after-Qing periods. There are several reasons for this situation. Dagurs 
in Hulun Buir (despite their political influence) represented only a minority within 
far larger numbers of Solons (Ewenkis), New and Old Bargas and even Öölöds. In 
connection with the size of the individual groups, most of the regional history 
related publications deal with New Bargas, Öölöds and Buriats, 59  while the 
regional literature on the Dagurs (similarly to the Old Bargas) is extremely limited. 

 

59 For example, Namjilsürüng 2018; Tübsinnim-a 2013; for the Bargas (local literature on the history 

of the New Bargas is particularly voluminous—these titles are not referred to in this paper), 

Rajidm-a 2008 for the Öölöds. 
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I argue that the reason why the Dagurs of Hulun Buir are so rarely mentioned in 
the available sources is due to their administrative unity with Solons and Old Barga. 
Dagurs did not create any particularly Dagur unit within the Solon Eight Banners 
and are often “hidden” in the sources behind the common administrative 
denotation Solon. The self-identification with an administrative organizational 
unit was strong in the entire Qing-time Mongolia, all the more so in Hulun Buir.60 
For a more exact description, one has to explore so far unpublished archive 
documents particularly from the Office of Heilongjiang General. The selectively 
published Mongolian sources, focusing mainly on the proper Mongolian nomadic 
groups (Bargas, Öölöds), the presence of Dagurs (quantitatively rather marginal) 
in Hulun Buir of the Qing period and their distribution among the banners, need 
to be further examined.  
 Manchu archives concerning the Old Barga aimag in the period of 1919–1932 
(Qaγučin Barγu ayimaγ-un manju teüken dangse ebkemel 2017) provide unique insight 
into the internal affairs of the Old Bargas at a time when Hulun Buir represented, 
on the one hand, an area opened and linked to the external world, while on the 
other hand retaining the social organization from the Qing period. This archive 
collection imagines the local society in 1920s mostly as a continuum of the 
bannermen organization of the Qing imperial era with all of its social and ritual 
characteristics. Questions of ethnicity and nationalism are, with few minor 
exceptions, silent in the published documents. There is also a question regarding 
the extent to which this is due to the choice of editors and probably censorship. 
In any case, this set of archival documents represents an interesting means of 
analysing the contemporary society of Hulun Buir during the decade, when 
revolutionary ideas as well as efforts to cooperate with independent Mongolia and 
within the frame of pan-Mongolist projects were being promoted, as can be seen 
particularly in the life and writings of Merse. 
 The archive document about the relocation of a small indigenous Dagur group 
from the Old Barga area in 1920, to which I referred to in the transcription and 
translation in this paper, is a microscopical contribution to the question as to how 

 

60 This argument is formulated mostly based on Atwood 2005; Humphrey and Hürelbaatar 2013; 

and is in accordance with my own research. 
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the problem of ethnic differences was approached and managed in Hulun Buir at 
the beginning of modernity. When reading published archive documents in 
Manchu, I ran across a subtle difference of approach against Buriats and 
Khamnigans as people who have “originally formed one tribe” (daci [...] emu aiman 
bihe)61 with Bargas compared to Dagurs who were ordered to be relocated due to 
“adjusting” (teksilembi) administrative units representing ethnic subgroups. 
Important questions remain unanswered, however, as to how exceptional this 
group of Dagurs actually was among the Old Bargas, which clan and lineage they 
belonged to, and what relation did they bear to the better-known ruling class 
Dagur families settled in Mekertü and Nantun villages?  
 This archive document, which I have dealt with in the third section of this 
paper, needs to be further contextualized and compared with oral histories and 
local oral tradition.  
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The “Cisan Incident” as an Example of 
“Direct Legal Appeals” in the Qing 

Period 
 

 
Chengzhi (Kicengge) 

 
 
 
Abstract     The Cisan incident is an instance of yuesu ��  (litigation bypassing the 
appropriate jurisdiction/direct appeal to a higher court), which occurred in the milieu of 
the Butha Eight Banners. Cisan, a Butha military officer, submitted an accusation of unjust 
treatment of his fellow bannermen by the (ethnic) Manchu officials. He did so by 
intercepting the Qianlong Emperor upon his return from Chengde to Beijing. 

In the present text, I use the case study of the Cisan incident to demonstrate 
interesting details about the internal structure of the Eight Banner society. The extensive 
documentation of this legal cause, which I have collected over years, makes it possible not 
only to trace the process of investigation and judgement, but also sheds light on inter-ethnic 
issues that existed within the Eight Banners. Moreover, the Cisan incident features a more 
general type of “legal attitudes” which was typical for the Eight Banner society and whose 
important trait is the vertical bond between the bannermen and the Emperor. I argue that 
the notion of the bannermen being servants (aha) of the Manchu Emperor (ejen)—a status 
associated with pride and feelings of loyalty—was the main reason for bannermen 
repeatedly committing the “crime” of bypassing the lower offices and submitting 
accusations directly to the Emperor.  
 
Keywords     Butha, Eight Banners, Cisan, Qianlong Emperor, Bannermen, Manchu officials, 
Heilongjiang garrison general, Yuesu, Qing Dynasty China 
 
 

Introduction 
 
On an early autumn day in 1795, Emperor Qianlong  (r.1735–1796) was 
returning to Beijing from his summer residence in Jehol (Rehe ). Suddenly, 
two men broke through the retinue and appeared in front of the Emperor. They 
presented him with a written document and started explaining their grievances. 
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The two men were immediately apprehended by the Imperial bodyguards and 
interrogated. It turned out that they were Daurs, officials from the Butha Eight 
Banners1—the lieutenant commander (Man. ilhi da, Chin. fu zongguan ) 
Cisan and the company commander (Man. nirui janggin, Chin. zuoling ) 
Mengkuhũturingga (Chin. Mengkehutuling ). The reason for their 
complaint was the constant exploitation of the Butha bannermen by the provincial 
officials to whom they were subordinate. Several days after this event, a team of 
high officials was dispatched to the Butha area to investigate the matter. Over 
approximately two weeks of interrogations, studying of law codices and 
consultations, the team prepared several reports and other documents from the 
investigation. The main report contained a detailed description of the results of 
the investigation, suggestions of penalties for those found guilty and arrangements 
to prevent similar problems in the future. The Emperor, upon receiving this 
document, approved most of the suggestions and attached a note in red: aldungga 
baita “a strange accident”.2 
 This case, which I will further refer to as the Cisan incident, was an instance 
of a legal phenomenon termed yuesu  in Chinese and dabali habšarangge in 
Manchu, an accusation submitted directly to a higher instance avoiding the 
prescribed hierarchical order. In this text, I shall translate the term as “direct 
appeal to a higher court”, or shortly “direct appeal”.3 Direct appeals were known 
throughout Chinese history, with the first records of them being found in the 
Tang code (cf. Johnson 1997, 414-415). The Cisan incident is, however, specific 
due to the fact that it happened within the context of the Eight Banner society 

 

 1 For the Butha Eight Banners, see section 1.6. 

 2 Junjichu Manwen lufu zouzheÁ�µ�rÇ5Km JMLZ [Grand Council Manchulanguage file 

copies of memorials], Abbr. JMLZ . (October 29, 1795); Original text: abkai wehiyehe i ninjuci 

aniya uyun biyai juwan nadan de/ fulgiyan fi i pilehe/*hese, aldungga baita, hese wasimbuha sehe.  

 3 An alternative translation suggested by Lukáš Kubík over the course of a personal conversation 

on July 11, 2020: “Litigation bypassing appropriate jurisdiction” is more precise in that it reflects 

the inherently negative status of this phenomenon in Chinese law. For the sake of better 

readability of the text, however, I decided to use the expression “direct appeal” which is already 

established, albeit in a slightly different meaning. 
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and, furthermore, involved not only the Manchus, but also the Butha (Daur) 
bannermen. 
 Before describing the Cisan incident itself, I shall briefly introduce several 
important contexts. 
 
 

1     Contexts of the Cisan Incident 
  

1.1 The Manchus and the bannermen  
In recent research, the questions of the ethnic and social structure of the Qing 
Eight banners and the content of the term “Manchu” have been the topic of 
intense discussion. Researchers have mostly focused on the “core”, whereas the 
Manchu, Mongol, and the Hanjun (Man. ujen cooha) Eight Banners4 often viewed 
them as collective “bannermen” (Man. g sai niyalma, Chin. qiren ) group. Such 
an approach has its historical grounds. The bannermen, regardless of their “ethnic” 
and linguistic background, formed a distinct and in many respects homogenous 
social group (Atwood 2005; Chengzhi 2009). In the early Republic of China 
period, the social group of bannermen was even referred to as a “banner ethnic 
group”/ (Chin. qizu ). A journal with the name “Qizu”5 was even established in 
China and was supposed to discuss the problems this group faced during the 
Republican period; probably no more than one volume was published.  
 It has also been recognized that, the Banner “nation” was composed of various 
ethnic groups such as the Manchu in the strict sense (i.e. the Jurchens and closely 
related groups), eastern Mongols, Han Chinese, Koreans, Oirats, Russians, 
Vietnamese, Hui, Kazakhs and many others (Chengzhi 2009). The structure of 
the Eight Banners was also not homogenous. While sharing many aspects of social 
organization, the individual groups differed to a greater or lesser extent in details.6 
 

 4 These three social and military formations were the basis of the Qing Eight banner structure 

which came into being in the initial period of Manchu expansion. For further references, see 

Elliott 2001, 72-87; Chengzhi 2009; Sugiyama 2015; and Tanii 2015. 

 5 Qizu vu (Banner Race) 1914, was established as a monthly journal with the English title “The 

Banners”. A copy is preserved in the Kyoto University Library. 

 6 The peculiarities of the Mongol banners and other banner structures which involved Mongolic 

peoples, such as Hulun Buir, have been discussed by Atwood 2005, 5-6. 
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In other words, the Manchu rulers strived to balance the needs for a uniform 
structure of the banners despite the different social and economic background of 
the bannermen. In this way, the individual banner systems differed in details based 
on the incorporation of elements of the original social structure and ways of 
subsidy (Chengzhi 2009, 245-472; and Atwood 2005). The term “Manchu”7 was 
ambiguous. In certain contexts, it was used interchangeably with the term 
“bannerman” and could refer to all “ethnic” groups in the Eight Banners. In other 
contexts, as the Cisan incident demonstrates, it could refer to the Manchus proper 
(mostly understood as composed of the Jianzhou and Hūlun Jurchens)8 as opposed 
to the other “ethnic” groups, such as the Daurs.9 In fact, the term “bannerman” 
was rather clearly defined. A bannerman could be any member of the military and 
social organization of the Eight Banners, regardless of his genealogical and 
linguistic background. The term “Manchu” could, depending on historical periods 
and contexts, mean the same, but could also refer specifically to the ethnic 
Jurchens (both bannermen and civilians), to members of the Old Manchu 
banners,10 or even to members of certain other parts of the Eight Banners as 
opposed to others.  

 

 7 For an overview of the discussion of the content of the term “Manchu” reference should be given 

to Porter 2018. He contrasts the “pan-Manchu” approach of the Daur writer Donjina with the 

approach discussed in Loretta Kim’s dissertation of 2009 by highlighting narratives of non-

Manchu identities among the Sibe, Daur and other bannermen groups (Porter 2018, 8). 

 8 At the end of the sixteenth century, the Jianzhou Union and the Hūlun Union were two Jurchen 

tribal confederacies in south-eastern and central Manchuria respectively. At the beginning of the 

seventeenth century, they were unified by Nurhaci and became the basis of the later Qing empire. 

For the unification of the Jurchen and early Qing history, see Elliott 2001; Crossley 2006; and 

Chengzhi 2009. 

 9 For a discussion about the ethnicity issue in the Eight Banners, see e.g. Crossley 1990; Chengzhi 

2001; Elliott 2001; Hu 2011; Kim 2011; Atwood 2005, and others. The main point in this 

discussion has been whether contemporary ethnic labels: such as Manchu, Mongol and Daur may 

be understood as ethnic in the modern sense, or rather as social, political or cultural divisions, in 

the different periods of the Qing Empire.  

10 For the differences between the Old Manchus and the New Manchus, see Elliott 2001, 408. It 
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1.2 Manchus and bannermen in early Qing law 
In recent research, two important points have been made concerning the 
peculiarities of the early Qing legal system, which are important for the topic of 
this article. The first point concerns the development of the Qing legal system 
and the Great Qing Code from two main sources—Manchu customary law11 and 
the Ming code (Hu 2011, 58). Hu (2011, 32) argues that during the first decades of 
Qing rule, the original Manchu laws from before 1644 were in use along with the 
Great Qing Code, which was officially valid for all subjects of the Qing Empire. 
The following part of a memorial by Gao Hongzhong, a high official of the Board 
of Punishments, to the Shunzhi Emperor from 1653 illustrates the problems 
caused by the situation of double law in the first decade after the conquest of 
Beijing: 

The Great Qing Code has been spread and implemented since the fourth year of Your 
reign […] there are (laws) established when living in Mukden, and (laws) established 
after [our] arrival in Beijing. Also, there are laws which conform to the Great Qing 
Code and those which deviate from it […]. In my opinion, the Code is essential for the 
life of the people. The Board of Punishments judges crimes every day. If the (laws) 
have not been set until now, what should we abide by in our judgements? Furthermore, 
the Code is, in particular, essential for punishments of law, therefore it cannot be 
delayed as have been the matters connected to all other departments […]. If we just 
introduce little changes into the original text, it will become a Code that can last 
unchanged for ten thousand generations […]. I humbly ask Your Majesty to give orders 
quickly.12  

 

has often been assumed that the Daur and Sibe were included into the New Manchus formation 

(Porter 2018). Examination of historical sources indicates, however, that the Sibe, Guwalca, Daur, 

Solon Evenki, Orochen and some other groups stationed in Central Manchuria were organized 

into separate formations (mainly the Sibe and Solon banners). 

11  For the research of the Manchu law before 1644, see Kato 1993. 

12 Beidere jurgan i k'o yamun i dangse, (Archive of the Board of Punishments February 2, 1653). 

Original text: **hūwangdi doro be uhelehe duici aniya ci, dai cing lioi bithe be toktobufi selgiyeme 

yabubuha bi, mukden de bihe fonde toktobuha hacin/ inu bi; bejing de jihe manggi, toktobuha 

hacin inu bi; jai dai cing lioi de acanahangge inu bi,/ acanahakūngge inu bi sehe 

manggi;/**enduringge hese, dorgi yamun i ambasa i emgi acafi gisureme toktobufi wesimbu sehebi; 

bi gūnici/ lioi bithe serengge, irgen i ergen de holbobuhangge; beidere jurgan inenggi dari weile 
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The second important feature of the Qing legal system was the specific legal status 
of certain groups, namely the members of the Eight Banners and the Mongols. As 
previous studies have shown, throughout Qing rule, bannermen—the Manchu 
bannermen in particular—were greatly privileged and punishments for their 
crimes were much lighter than in the case of Chinese civilians (Elliott 2001, 186-
200). As Hu (2011, 21) has shown, however, the legal status of the bannermen was 
gradually changing from almost complete immunity into exemptions from the 
Great Qing Code. An important difference in the punishments for bannermen as 
opposed to civilians was, for example, the use of whipping instead of flogging with 
a bamboo stave. Another privilege was the substitution of banishment with 
wearing a cangue.13 Some of the specific punishments for bannermen, such the use 
of whipping instead of flogging, were a continuation of “Manchu law”—the 
traditional punishments used before 1644 (Hu 2011, 58-60 and further). 

In spite, however, of this general principle of judging the bannermen with 
greater benevolence, the Cisan incident demonstrates that different perspectives 
were applied to different groups within the banners during the Qianlong reign, 
and the Manchus could receive stricter judgements than other groups of 
bannermen. 

Additionally, in order to reach an understanding of the social and legal 
relationships in the Eight Banners it is important to note that the relationship of 
all bannermen to the Qing Emperor was defined as the bond of aha (slaves, 
domestic servants) to ejen (lord)14 (Hu 2011, 26). 
 

be beidere be/ dahame, eretele toktoburakū oci, te aibe dahame weile toktobumbi, tere anggala, 

lioi bithe/ serengge cohome fafun erun de holbobuhabi, ... geren yamun de holbobuha/ baita i gese 

elhešeme goidabuci ojorakū, da toktobuha durun be majige tuwancihiyame/ dasataha de, uthai 

tumen jalan i halarakū kooli ombikai;// **enduringge genggiyen hūdun toktobufi yabubureo: 

gingguleme wesimbuhe;/ hese be baimbi;/  

13 As Elliot (2001, 122) explains, in the context of the Qing legal system, both substitutions were 

extremely light punishments. 

14 The Manchu expression ejen means both “lord”, “master” and “emperor”. The word aha “servant, 

slave” is analogically used as a reference to the imperial subjects. Since the pair ejen-aha with its 

connotations to household (in the meaning of the master of a household and his servants) is 
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1.3  “Direct appeals to higher courts” in the Qing period 
“Direct appeals” were legal appeals submitted directly to a higher court without 
going through the specified legal procedure. In Chinese history, submitting of 
complaints and accusations was always subject to a strict hierarchy. The accusers 
could only submit their documents at the appropriate local office and turning to 
an office of a higher level was subject to strict punishments. There were certain 
exceptions to this rule, such as cases when the office on the appropriate level 
ignored the complaint for a long time. In all cases, however, it was strictly 
forbidden to hand documents with complaints directly to the officials. The only 
way was to submit them to gatekeepers who passed them on (Liu Xiaoqing 2011, 
46). In this sense the Manchu and Qing legal system was no exception: Direct 
appeals were generally forbidden.  

Only fragmentary information (most of it supplied by Korean emissaries) 
about law and legal procedures in the earliest phases of Manchu expansion exists. 
The Manchu archival texts only provide more systematic information about 
“Manchu law” as of the seventeenth century. There are rather early documents 
which regulate the process of submitting accusations and ban direct appeals. In 
the Old Manchu Archives, for example, instructions concerning the regular 
process of accusations can be found, such as the following entry from 1620:  

On the fourth day of the sixth month, the Khan said: “If people of the empire wish to 
file a complaint to the Khan, they should not complain to the Khan directly. They 
should write their complaint in a document and come to hang it on two wooden 
columns which are outside the gates. These documents should then be examined.” And 
he ordered to erect two wooden columns outside the gates.15 

 

peculiar for Manchu, it was predominantly used in the Manchu-speaking spheres of the Qing 

empire. All Manchu-speaking or writing officials, from the highest court dignitaries to the lowest 

leaders, referred to themselves with the word aha in relationship to the emperor. For the lower-

level banner officials, this was definitely proof of their direct relationship to the emperor and 

their privileged status over the (mainly Chinese) commoners.  

15 Old Manchu Archive, Abbr. OMA, (Taizu vol.1, July 3, 1620). Original text: ninggun biyai ice duin 

de, han hendume, gurun i niyalma aika gisun be han i beyede alaki habšaki sere niyalma bici, han 

i beyede ume habšara, gūniha gisun be bithe arafi, dukai tule ilibuha juwe moo de lakiyanju, tere 

bithe be tuwame beidere seme hendufi, dukai tule juwe moo ilibuha. 
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Although the law forbade direct appeals to higher courts, there were also ways to 
avoid the strict hierarchy in case of need. The following advice was recorded, for 
example, in 1621: “File your accusation to the local government officials, and if you 
find their judgement incorrect, come to the Liaodong capital to file your 
complaint.”16 

There are legal cases indicating that the verdicts of the local officials could be 
changed when they eventually reached higher (or the highest) level. In the Old 
Manchu Archives (OMA), for example, we find an account from the year 1621. It 
relates of a military commander called Yungšun who accidentally killed another 
person by shooting a bone-tipped arrow while checking his horses. Yungšun was 
tried by law, according to the regular procedures, and a “fine for a human” was 
issued for his crime. In addition, he was demoted from his office as assistant 
commander and no longer permitted to shoot arrows. When Nurhaci learned 
about his case, however, he took into account the merit of Yungšun’s older 
brother Alanju and gave back all of Yungšun’s money and his office.17 Thus, even 
though Yungšun could not officially turn to the Khan with a direct appeal, 18 
Nurhaci learned about the case because all causes that involved murder were 
reported to him. In this case, this was clearly to the benefit of the offender. 

In 1644, when the Manchus conquered Beijing, an imperial edict was issued 
which forbade direct appeals. 19  The main regulation concerning “direct legal 
appeals” from the Great Qing Code (1740) translated by W.C. Jones (1944, 314) 
can be seen below:  

Article 332. A Complaint That Does Not Follow [the Proper Order].1. Every 
complaint [lawsuit] brought by a military person or a civilian must be from the inferior 
to the superior [according to the proper order]. If someone without authority goes 
beyond his own superior official and brings the complaint directly before the higher 
official, (even if [the complaint] is well based), he will receive 50 strokes of the light 

 

16 OMA, Taizu vol.1, May 21, 1621, p. 303. 

17 OMA, Taizu vol.1, March 20, 1621, p. 260. 

18 OMA, Taizu vol.1, July 3, 1620, p. 236. 

19 Da Qing shizu zhanghuangdi shilu I�� ¤�bUÇ [The veritable records of Emperor Shizu 

Zhang Huangdi] juan liu <+ [role 6], August, 18, 1644, 68-69. 
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bamboo. (It is necessary that his own superior refuses to receive the action or receives 
it and makes a mistake or irregularity. Only then is it permitted to go to the higher 
authority). 

As in other cases, there were differences between the regulations for commoners 
and for bannermen. In the Eight Banners, the process of submitting complaints 
and accusations was adjusted to the military structures. The prescribed process of 
filing a complaint by a bannerman would begin with submitting it to the 
commander of his banner (Man. nirui janggin) or to the official in charge of the 
matter. The case would then go to the office of the commander of the infantry 
(Chin. bujun tongling yamen ), to the ministries, and to the branches 
of government for litigation.20 Going straight to the capital with a petition, and 
thus skipping the proper lower courts, was a punishable crime. 

As the following passage from the Qing ding Lifanyuan zeli shows, penalties for 
direct appeals among the bannermen and the Mongols were gradually increasing, 
making it clear that both groups were aware that the seeking out of a just solution 
by petitioning higher courts was liable to a beating and fines. 

(From now on), any case of mutual accusation among the Mongols, which is brought 
directly to Beijing instead of being submitted to the appropriate jasak and culgan, 

should be judged more strictly. Since until now the compensation required from 
princes and officials has been three “nines” of cattle, now one “nine” of cattle will be 
added. As for the ordinary Jurchens, in addition to the original hundred strokes of 
whipping, they will be punished by wearing a cangue for two months.21   

As is apparent, direct appeals to a higher court were met with strict punishment 
even in the Eight Banners society. Yet, during the Kangxi reign (1654–1722) cases 
of successful direct appeals can be found. There were several cases, for example, 
of brothers or other relatives who were divided by being affiliated with separate 
 

20 Zhao, Erxun À�_ et al, Qingshigao �?£ [Draft history of the Qing], Vol. 15.�¥:�.	

juan < 144, zhi g 119, Xingfa 1� 3, 4412. 

21  Qinding Lifanyuan zeli �O�´È3& (Regulations and precedents of the court of colonial 

dependencies, Manchu version), juan 44, zuifa¬ [offences and penalties] “yaya monggoso 

ishunde habšara baita/ aika harangga jasak, jai culgan i da i/ bade habšarakū, šuwe gemun hecen 

de jifi habšarangge oci dabali habšara kooli/ songkoi ujen nemebume taiji hafan be da/ kooli 

songkoi ilan uyun i ulha kerulefi/ nemebume emu uyun i ulha kerule, albatu/ jušen be da kooli 

songkoi tanggū šusiha/ tantafi, nemebume juwe biyai selhen etubu;/”. 
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banners. After they petitioned directly to a higher court asking for unification of 
their families, their cases were examined, and they were finally allowed to move to 
the same banner. Consequently, during the Kangxi period, under special 
circumstances, bannermen were apparently allowed to petition directly to a higher 
court to claim benefits for themselves or for their families.22 

All the above demonstrates that during the Qing rule attempts at appeals, 
accusations and petitions, which skipped the local government offices and went 
directly to higher authorities, sometimes even directly to the Emperor, were 
frequent. Qing law clearly stipulated against this phenomenon. Nevertheless, even 
punishments for direct appeals did not prevent both bannermen and civilians from 
taking their cases to higher administrative levels. Their belief that higher-level 
courts were more just than the lower ones, and that any instance of injustice can 
be potentially solved by reporting it to the fair and merciful Emperor, was well 
based. When a law case reached a higher instance, the sentence usually corrected 
the injustice carried out by local officials. 
 

1.4  The sable tribute 
The Cisan incident occurred within a specific setting that surrounded the 
“mobility” of sable pelts in the Qing Empire. This was part of the system of 
supplies from the Manchurian “wilderness” described by David A. Bello (2016, 63-
115). Various Manchurian indigenous communities were organized into specific 
units within the Eight Banners, which specialized in supplying different products 
of the “wilderness” to the Imperial Household.23 With regard to Cisan’s case, it is 
essential to understand the value, not only commercial but also symbolic, of the 
products of the Manchurian wilderness for the identity and ritual life of the 
Manchu ruling lineage. Bello argues that by supplying animal pelts, including the 

 

22 Kangxi qiju zhu e�¾Y� (Record of the Kangxi Emperor’s Daily Work and Rest) Vol.2, 

March 16, 1683, 960.  

23  The Imperial Household Department (Manchu: dorgi baita be kadalara yamun, Chin. Neiwufu *

8d was a Qing government institution in charge of the Qing imperial family affairs, but also 

partly of relations with Tibet, Mongolia and indigenous peoples of Manchuria (Rawski 1998, 179-

180). 
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all-precious sable pelts, sacrificial animals and other products of forests and rivers, 
the forager communities of Manchuria represented symbolic ties to the original 
homeland and sacred landscape of the Manchus (Bello 2016, 72). Apart from their 
ritual symbolism, however, the sable pelts were simply highly demanded, rare and 
luxurious goods, a symbol of wealth and status and thus an object of desire of all 
for, especially the Manchu officials. 
 

1.5  The Butha banners 
The Butha Eight Banners, as their designation suggests (Manchu butha “hunting 
and fishing activities”), were defined by their lifestyle. The Butha bannermen used 
hunting as their primary means of livelihood. The Butha were stationed in the 
Heilongjiang province in the vicinity of Qiqihar (Manchu: Cicigar, Chin. Qiqihaer 

).24 The Butha banners were mainly formed of the descendants of the 
former Solon tribal confederacy from the banks of the Amur. From the point of 
view of modern ethnic divisions, the Solon were primarily the ancestors of the 
Mongolic-speaking Daurs and Tungusic-speaking (Solon) Evenkis. Two former 
vassal groups of the Solon confederacy, the Evenki group of the Orochen and the 
Mongolic Bargu group, were also part of the Butha banners. After their submission 
to the Qing emperors, the Solon people, known as excellent hunters and fearsome 
warriors, were gradually conscribed into the Eight Banners and organized into 
several different units with different relationships to the Imperial court. The 
Butha banners were one of these groups, and, as Chia Ning (2015, 257) notes, the 
only one with a Solon majority. The Solon warriors often participated in large-
scale military campaigns throughout the Qing Empire (Bello 2016, 230). Chia Ning 
(2015, 258) further notes that for all the Solon banners, their supervisor-in-chief 
(Man. uheri da, Chin. zongguan ) was usually a Manchu.   

The Butha bannermen were defined as “bearers of the sable tribute” (Bello 
2016, 81), which meant that the Butha banner leaders had to provide sable pelts of 
the highest quality for the Imperial Household, one pelt for each bannerman per 
year. As can be seen from the archival documentation further in this article, the 
“tribute process” at the beginning of Qing rule implied a direct relationship 
 

24 For recent studies dealing with this group, see for instance Chengzhi 2001; Jin 2012 and 2013; 

Kim, 2019; and Chia 2015. Generally, within the historical studies of the Eight Banners, this group 

has received little attention. 
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between the Butha hunters and the Imperial household, symbolized by the fact 
that the Butha leaders personally selected the best sable pelts from those 
presented by the hunters-soldiers and personally delivered them to the imperial 
court for which they were rewarded by an appointed amount of silver. This direct 
relationship with the Imperial household was apparently a source of pride and 
satisfaction for the Butha people. After 1683, when the Butha banners became 
subordinate to the Heilongjiang garrison general, the original duties of the Butha 
leaders were gradually shifted to the Heilongjiang Manchu garrison leaders, which 
was one of the reasons behind the bitter dissatisfaction of the Butha community 
(Cisan document, cited below).  

The notion of Butha and Solon banners was frequently associated with 
poverty which seemed hard to remedy. The Manchu superiors described its 
reasons mainly in terms of the “uncivilized” manners of these bannermen, such as 
their incapability of planning (Bello 2016, 95-96). As can be seen from the story 
about Cisan’s petition, its reasons and consequences, there were more factors 
conditioning the poverty of the Butha people. 
 
 

2     The Cisan Incident25 
 

I came across the documentation about the Cisan incident at the very beginning 
of my studies of the Manchu archives. Over the past 20 years, I have collected 
twelve Manchu documents concerned primarily with the Cisan incident. The 
documents are mainly reports from the investigation process (see Appendix 1). As 
is common in Manchu archival documents, the reports include explanations of 

 

25 Concerning previous research on the Cisan case, there is a Chinese paper from 1958 published by 

the Neimeng dongbei shaoshu minzu shehui shi diaochazu (Inner Mongolian Northeastern Minorities 

Social History Investigation Team) entitled Buteha fuzongguan Qisan kongsu jingguo (The Process of 

Butha Lieutenant-General Cisan’s Accusations). There is also an outline of the “Cisan incident” 

on pages 66-68 of the book Dawo’er zu jianshi Ãs�u¦? published in 1986. Studies on this 

incident were also published by Ao Leqi 1986; and Sun Haoxun 2018. 
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everything the authors considered necessary for the emperor to understand the 
whole matter, thus providing important insights into the details of the case. 

I will attempt to provide details below about the case briefly described in the 
Introduction, with illustrative quotations from the Manchu archival texts. I 
believe that the quotations illuminate the process from different angles, revealing 
additional aspects such as personal attitudes and the reasoning of the participants. 
 

2.1  Main characters in the Cisan incident 
The accusers. Šertu (Chin. Sheertu ) was a Manchu, supervisor-in-chief 
(Man. uheri da) of the Butha banners. He was the author of the petition which was 
submitted to the Emperor. 

Amulta (Chin. Amuerta ) and Sondoboo (Chin Sundebao ) 
were Daur26 supervisors-in-chief (Man. uheri da) and co-authors of the petition.  
Cisan (Chin. Qisan  , or ) was a Daur, lieutenant-general (Man. ilhi 
da, Chin. fuzongguan ) of the Plain White Banner of Butha. 
Mengkuhūturingga (Chin. Mengkehutuling’a ) also a Daur, had the 
title of company commander (Man. nirui janggin, Chin. zuoling   ). Cisan and 
Menkguhuturingga personally delivered the petition to the Emperor. 
 

The accused. The accusation named four people: the Heilongjiang garrison 
general (Man. jianggiyun, Chin. jiangjun ) Šuliyang (Shuliang , 1794–1795), 
the lieutenant general (Man. meiren-i janggin, Chin. fudutong  Anking (Chin. 
Anqing ), and the regiment colonels (Man. gũsai da, Chin. xieling ) 
Nayantai (Chin. Nayantai ) and Šutungga (Chin. Shutong’a ). While 
the former two were Manchus, the latter two, father and son, could have been 
either Manchus or Mongols. 

During the investigation process, however, the previous leaders of the 
Heilongjiang garrison—Durgiya (Chin. Duerjia ) (1737–1805), Mingliyang 

 

26 All the Daurs mentioned in the documentation are referred to as “Dagūr Solon”, which should 

probably be understood as “ethnic (Mongolic-speaking) Daurs, members of the Solon group 

composed of Daur and Evenki).” 
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(Chin. Mingliang��) (1791–1793), Hengsio (Chin. Hengxiu��, 1782–1788 )27 
and Linning (Chin. Linning ��)—were also accused. 
 

The investigators. The investigation was entrusted to two high court officials 
and celebrated military leaders, the Manchu Fucangga28 (Fuchang’an , ?–1817) 
and the Mongol Booning (Chin. Baoning , 1734–1808).29 The third member of 
the investigation team was Siolin (Chin. Xiulin ) who was the Jilin garrison 
general during that period (1794–1803).  
 

2.2 The content of the accusation 

In the introductory part, the document explains that the (Manchu) provincial 
leaders have been misusing their power and the naivité of the Butha bannermen 
to exploit the latter. Interestingly, the introduction explains why the authors did 
not submit the accusation personally, but the document does not specify why they 
resorted to the controversial means of avoiding the appropriate order of 
submission. The overall tone of the introduction is emphatic and desperate: 

We, your servants (aha) Šertu, Amulta and Sondoboo, supervisors-in-chief of the Daur 
Solon people of Butha who are bearers of the sable tribute, together with all officials 
who are subject to us, bowing and kowtowing, hereby submit the following 
supplication. Our aim is to report to Your Majesty the Heavenly Emperor a list of 
cases of injustice faced by your Daur, Solon and Orochen servants of Butha, and 
humbly ask for Your consideration. The provincial general (jianggiyun), provincial 
lieutenant general (meiren-i janggin), regiment colonels (gūsai da) and other officials of 
the general’s office, considering the Daur, Solon and Orochen of Butha to be stupid, 
have been abusing the power of the general’s position and exploiting the ignorant Daur, 
Solon and Orochen, at every occasion. Life in the Butha banners has currently become 
extremely poor and exhausted. It is our (Šertu, Amulta and Sondoboo) deadly crime 

 

27 Aisin Gioro Hengxiu (Chin. Aixin Jueluo Hengxiu kt¸®h¡) was the Jilin garrison general 

in 1782–1788. 

28 Fucangga was elsewhere noted as Fuca (FuchaST). He participated in the pacification of Taiwan 

in 1788 and the long expedition in the war against the Gurkas in 1792. 

29 Booning was a Mongol of the Plain White banner, son of the general Namjil. 
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that, due to our low administrative position, we have been unable to stop it 
immediately. Because of fear, we, Your servants have been suffering, being unable to 
report the cause of the abuse of the poor soldiers,  
 If we, servants Šertu, Amulta and Sondoboo, leave our offices and go to submit this 
supplication, the general and lieutenant general will learn about it and would certainly 
detain us and prevent us from informing Your Imperial Majesty about the injustice. 
We have therefore listed the cases of injustice in a document and handed it over to 
our subordinates, Lieutenant Commander Cisan and Company Commander 
Mengkuhũturingga, and, being reconciled with the (inevitable) death penalty, we are 
sending it to Your Majesty.30 

The text which follows is mainly concerned with two problems. First, the issue of 
Heilongjiang high officials using various illicit practices to acquire good quality 
sable pelts for a cheap price or gratis, and second, the issue of officials confiscating 
construction wood and using it as firewood. In the end, six more short points of 
abasement were added.  
 The first issue is narrated in the following manner: 
The sable furs, intended for the imperial household, were originally collected from 
the hunters by the Butha banner officials, who themselves chose those suitable for 
tribute and delivered them again themselves directly to Beijing, for which they 
were accordingly rewarded with silver. In the thirtieth year of the Kangxi reign 
(1684), the Butha banners were subordinated to the newly established office of the 
Heilongjiang general. The process consequently changed: every summer a 
temporary camp was pitched near Cicigar where the Butha officials brought the 
collected furs and the general, lieutenant general and other provincial officials 
selected the sable furs for tribute. Initially, following the old practice, the selected 
sable pelts were handed to the Butha banner leaders who took them to Beijing as 
tribute, while the cast-off ones were returned to the suppliers. The latter were 
then allowed to sell them freely. As of the fortieth year of the Qianlong reign (1751), 
however, the tribute was transported to Beijing by the (Manchu) officials and by 
soldiers from the General’s office in Cicigar. Over the last few years, the general 
and lieutenant general, instead of returning the cast-off sable pelts to the hunters, 
collected most of them paying eight yan—an outrageously low price—for each. 
Only those which were not worth any money were given back. 
 

30 Cisan Ducument. January–February, 1848 Copied.  
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 In addition, the banner commander (gūsai da) from Cicigar, Nayantai, 
together with his son Šutungga, used various tricks to get high quality sable pelts 
for themselves. They checked the pelts already selected for tribute, marked several 
tens of them as unsuitable and collected them, paying eight yan for each to the 
suppliers. In addition, they secretly took some of the selected pelts and replaced 
them with cast-off ones. They finally forced the authors of the accusation (the 
supervisors Šertu, Amulta and Sondoboo) to present the general and lieutenant 
general with several hundred sable pelts, which they did, rewarding the hunters-
suppliers with their own money. Additional misdoings by the banner commanders 
Nayantai and his son Šutungga were also noted such as purchasing sable pelts from 
the hunters and intentionally forgetting to pay for them.31 
 The details of the second point of the accusation were as follows. 
Building the seasonal camp near Cicigar, where the selection of pelts took place, 
including supplying the construction wood, was the responsibility of the Butha 
bannermen. Initially, the camp was simple and little wood was needed. Over time, 
the General’s office began demanding more and more wood for building the camp. 
This became increasingly burdensome for the Butha people who had to leave their 
families for two summer months when the farming work was most urgent. At the 
end of the selection process, the General’s office confiscated the wood without 
paying for it and used it as firewood. After the Butha leaders complained about 
this increasing burden, the number of pieces or sheaves of each type of wood 
became fixed each time. The General’s people reacted, however, by making the 
willow sheaves bigger in order to double the required number, and he demanded 
payment for the missing number of sheaves. When the soldiers complained to the 
General’s office about the injustice, the one who complained first was punished 
with one hundred strokes and a cangue.32 

The remaining six points named additional cases of unlawful conduct such as 
the commander Nayantai taking twenty yan out of each thousand of the assigned 
salary for the Butha banners. 
 

 

31 Cisan Document. January–February, 1848 Copied.  

32 Cisan Document. January–February, 1848 Copied.  
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2.3  The investigation 
Shortly after Cisan’s delivery of the accusation, a group of officials was dispatched 
to Cicigar to investigate the matter. The composition of the investigation team 
reflected the importance the incident was assigned at the Imperial court. The 
principal investigators were two high ministers, renowned military leaders and 
politicians: Fucangga—a Manchu of the Plain White Banner and Booning—a 
member of the Mongol Plain White Banner.33 The two left the summer residence 
in Jehol on the seventeenth day of the eighth month and arrived at Mukden after 
13 days of swift travel. They were joined there by Siolin, then the general of the 
Jilin garrison, and proceeded to Cicigar. At the same time Hengsio, one of the 
predecessors of the accused general Šuliyang, was ordered to join the investigating 
group “because he was familiar with the place”. Hengsio was explicitly assured in 
the order that the investigated matter did not concern him, and that he had no 
reasons to be concerned. 

The group spent about a half month in intense and repeated interrogations of 
all concerned before they issued a preliminary report which is dated the 
seventeenth day of the ninth month. The document states that the greater part of 
the accusations was found to be true. This said, certain details were found to be 
exaggerated or distorted. The report gives details on every point of the accusation, 
summarizing the results of the interrogations. Concerning the main cause of the 
sable pelts, it provides the following description: 

At this year’s summer assembly, the supervisors-in-chief (uheri da) Šertu, Amulta and 
Sondoboo brought the Butha officers and common soldiers who presented 8750 sable 
pelts. The general Šuliyang and lieutenant general Anking together with the 
commanders Nayantai and Šutungga as well as Šertu and others, selected, matching 
the number of Butha soldiers, 5,457 sable pelts for tribute. As was usual, these were 
immediately locked into a leather box and sealed, the box was entrusted to the Butha 
guardians and the general kept the key. If the general did not arrive in person, nobody 
could open the box. As for Nayantai and Śutungga secretly exchanging selected pelts 
for the cast-off ones, the supervisors, Šertu, Amulta and Sondoboo did not actually 
witness it. Their accusation was merely based on their suspicion that Nayantai and 

 

33 The Plain White Banner was one of the “Upper Three Banners” which were directly controlled 

by the Emperor and subject to the Imperial Household Department, as opposed to the “Lower 

Five Banners” controlled by other Manchu nobles (Elliott 2001, 83). 
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Šutungga, being in charge of the sable tribute process, were inevitably guilty of this 
malpractice. Since they were unable to present a single proof, Šertu and the others 
backed off and accepted that this accusation was unsubstantiated. [...] the general and 
lieutenant general, after having purchased 2,524 cast-off sable pelts, decided to return 
671 sables to their owners. Nayantai received them and, because he wanted to look 
pleasant in front of Šuliyang and Anking, secretly advised Šertu and the rest: “Recently 
the general and lieutenant general did not charge you the payment for the cattle you 
rented. As a sign of gratitude, you should present them with a substantial number of 
the returned sable pelts”. Šertu, Amulta and Sondoboo felt unable to resist and 
followed his advice. Having consulted their subordinate officials, they decided to 
present the general with 500 pelts and the lieutenant general with 100 pelts. Nayantai 
went to inform Šuliyang and Anking in advance. The latter two objected that the 
Butha people were crafty and that it was impossible to accept presents from them and 
sent Nayantai back. Šertu and the others later personally went to see Šuliyang, and, 
with bowing and kowtowing, presented the sables, stating that these were souvenirs 
from their country and that their wish to give them as a gift was sincere. Nayantai, 
who was attending, helped persuade his superiors. Šuliyang and Anking finally 
accepted all the sable pelts and presented Šertu and the otehrs with silk and cotton 
material in return. 
Šutungga consequently entrusted the delivery of the sable tribute to Beijing that 

year to people who came to the region (from the south) because of the summer heat 
(and were now returning to Beijing). He told Šertu and the others: “I am arranging the 
delivery of sables instead of you. Give me several tens of the cast-off sables.” Šertu and 
the officials gave him fifty-three sable pelts but were hoping that he would pay for 
them. Šutungga, in contrast, considered it a friendly gift and did not pay anything. 
Šertu and the others finally wrote the accusation after this disappointment. If we 
exclude the sable pelts purchased by the general and lieutenant general that year, those 
given to Šuliyang and Anking and those taken by Šutungga for free, only eighteen sable 
pelts were returned to Šertu and the rest. This is what we have established by 
systematic interrogation.34 

 

34 JMLZ, October 20, 1795. 
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In a similar manner, an investigation regarding the cause of the construction wood 
resulted in answers that called into question certain points of the accusation. 
Struggles between the authorities requiring more wood which they later used as 
firewood, and the Butha people who regarded this as abuse, had a long tradition. 
Although the (former) general Mingliyang tried to settle the matter several times 
by adding a working force and later establishing fixed amounts of wood, the 
problems continued. The accusation of the General’s people, making the sheaves 
bigger in order to demand more, was found to be unsubstantiated. 
  

2.4  Overall assessment of the case 
In this preliminary report, the investigators blame the banner commanders 
Nayantai and Šutungga—a father and son—for the greatest part of the 
malpractices. The two are described as skilled frauds who were able to manipulate 
their unexperienced superiors: 

[...] Banner commander (g�sai da) Nayantai is a cunning person who has been acting 
craftily for many years. He fawns over the generals, using their power in order to 
exploit his subjects. Local people, when asked about him, literally burst into 
complaints and laments. Šuliyang has taken his office only recently and did not know 
about Nayantai’s wickedness. Thinking that he was a reliable local person, he believed 
him and entrusted all possible matters to him. Nayantai, seeking Šuliyang’s favour, 
secretly persuaded Šertu and the others to present sable pelts to Šuliyang (and Anking). 
The latter two swallowed the bait and used the opportunity to accept the sable pelts. 
 Analysing this, Nayantai tried to manipulate the generals. Earning their trust, he 
immediately started using his influence to engage in malpractices and gain advantages 
for himself. As for Šuliyang, he is simple-minded and does not distinguish among 
nuances in terms of the importance of such matters. Anking is also unexperienced, and 
so the two were unable to put up with Nayantai. Supervisor Šutungga is Nayantai’s son. 
Being in charge of the sable tribute, he has been seeking opportunities to exploit the 
Butha people. By now the injustice has become extreme.35 

 

35 JMLZ (October 29, 1795) original text: gūsai da/nayantai aniya goidafi eiten baita de/silakabuha 

bime, niyalma umesi koimali/argangga, an i ucuri jiyanggiyūn sabe/ sihešeme acabume, fejergiurse 

be gidašame/ jobobume ofi, ubai urse dur seme/ imbe gasandumbi, šuliyang tušan de/ 

isinjifi,goidahakū de, ini ehe babe/ sarkū ofi, imbe fe niyalma seme andame/ baitalame, eiten baita 

be jafašame icihiyabumbi,/ nayantai sain sabubuki seme šertu sede/ jendu gisurefi, šuliyang sede 
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In the main report, however, the investigators give a long list of the delicts 
committed by Šuliyang and Anking and their evaluation of the two becomes much 
stricter. In addition, the document recommends that previous Heilongjiang 
generals, who started the abusive tradition, are called to account. Concerning the 
accusers, who were found to be involved in the forbidden activity of a direct appeal, 
all of them should be punished for this crime. The Manchu supervisor Šertu’s guilt 
was considered to be much graver, however, than those of the Daur bannermen. 
 

2.5  Examples of suggestions for punishments  
The investigation group consulted fafun bithe (“legal scriptures”, although the 
sources remain further unspecified). As will be seen from the following examples, 
in some cases certain paragraphs were found appropriate for the established 
crimes. In other cases, such as the judgement of Nayantai or Šertu, the 
investigators instead suggested a solution they found adequate for the particular 
situation.  

In the case of Nayantai, the interrogations revealed that he did not take the 
money from the soldiers’ salary for his private use, consequently he should be 
flogged and sent for labour. His overall conduct, however, was considered 
deserving of stronger punishment: Fafun i bithe songkoi damu xuwarkiyan/tatafi 
weilebure weile tuhebuci fuhali ini weile de tehererakv. “If he, in accordance with the 
code, is only flogged and sent for labour, it would be far from adequate for his 
crimes.” The investigators therefore suggest considering his money embezzlement 
“as if it was for his private use” (beyede gaiha de obufi), and judge him according to 
the respective paragraph: 

The law book says: If someone takes apart from the salary for soldiers […] if he takes 
it for himself, charge him with an offense according to the amount of the money. If 

 

seke alibubuha be/ šuliyang se, šuwe ini hūbin de dosifi/ geli jabšan be kiceme seke be bargiyaha, 

kimcime tuwaci, nayantai jiyanggiyūn sebe/ hoššome imbe tuwarangge sain oci, uthai/ horon de 

ertufi aisi be kiceme jemden/ yabuki sere gūnin jalu tebuhe, šuliyang/ oci, niyalma muwa hūlhi, 

baitai ujen/ weihuken be sarkū, anking geli baita/dulembuhekū ofi, gemu nayantai be jafatame/ 

kadalame muterakū, gūsai da xutungga oci,/ nayantai i jui, seke i baita be icihiyara de/ inu buthai 

urse be gidašame jabšan be/ baime yabumbi, ede eiten baita be/ yooni šašun akū ten de isibuha,/ 
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the amount reaches 80 yen, sentence him to death and put him in prison to await the 
sentence.36 

In addition, it was suggested that all the missing silver should be extracted from 
Nayantai’s family. 
 When it came to the accused general Šuliyang and his lieutenant Anking, 
Fucangga’s group charged them with two separate crimes. The first was using their 
power to force the defenceless Butha bannermen to sell good quality sable pelts 
for a cheap price, and confiscation of the construction wood without 
compensation, using it as firewood. This practice, the investigators argue, was 
inherited by Šuliyang from the previous generals and his main fault consisted of 
merely continuing these bad habits instead of bringing an end to them. The 
investigators bring up the necessity of trial and punishment of the officials who 
preceded those two in their offices, which should help eradicating the abusive 
conduct of Heilongjiang provincial officials as a whole. The second issue, which 
was discussed separately by the investigation group, was the fact that Šuliyang and 
Anking accepted the “gift” of sable pelts negotiated by Nayantai. This action is 
evaluated in the report as particularly repulsive and requiring a more severe 
punishment: 

Šuliyang’s acceptance of the gift of five hundred pelts and Anking’s acceptance of one 
hundred is exceptionally shameful and hideous. Apart from demoting them, we suggest 
taking them to Beijing and handing them over to the Ministry of Justice and the 
Imperial Clan Court to be charged with a serious crime.37 

While the above transgression should be judged separately, the investigators 
suggest the following paragraph for setting penalties for the customary abuse of 
power in order to acquire cheap pelts and wood: 

 

36 Cisan document,  January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: coohai niyalma de buhe caliyan 

be šufame gaici [...] beyede gaici, ulin be bodome/ fafun be miosiodohū songkoi weile gisure, 

jakūnju yan de isinaci/ tatame wa, gindana de horifi aliya, [...] 

37 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: hūda akū seke be šuliyang sunja 

tanggū afaha anking/ emu tanggū afaha bai alime gaihangge umesi derakū fusihūn tuwara ba akū,/ 

ahasi jakan šuliyang, anking be wakalame,wesimbufi, gemu hafan efulehe be dahame,/ bahaci 

esebe gemun hecen de dahalabume benebufi, beidere jurgan, uksun be kadalara/ yamun de afabufi 

kooli songkoi ujeleme weile arabuki, [...] 
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If any official abuses his power to buy things for a cheap price for the sake of 
enrichment [...] if the amount is (at least) fifty yan, punish him with a hundred strokes 
with a heavy staff and exile him to a place at a distance of 2500 li.38  

Another problem was posed by the lower officials who, according to the 
investigators, have all followed their superiors in misusing their positions to buy 
sable pelts for a cheap price. Since this has been a custom all the time since general 
Durgiya, Fucangga’s group found it unjust to punish only the present generation 
of officials but, at the same time, unfeasible to deal with all who participated in 
this malpractice in the past. They conclude with the suggestion of leaving all the 
lower officials unpunished. 

The local officials, following the generals, have engaged in buying sables for cheap 
prices for many years. These is no evidence of any quantification of pelts purchased by 
the previous officials over all those years. If only the present officials are accused, thus 
advantaging the previous ones, it would not be fair. We suggest stopping the 
prosecution of all the (lower) officials guilty of buying pelts for a cheap price.39  

In like fashion, the investigation team deals with every detail of the accusation 
submitted by Cisan. 

As concerns the accusers, the investigators quote the following paragraph for 
punishment of a direct appeal: 

If someone, during the emperor’s travel, breaks through the escort and rashly submits 
an accusation, who came up with the idea should be investigated and who spread it, 
who was responsible for organizing the delivery and who composed and wrote the 

 

38 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: yaya baicara kadalara hafan 

wailan hūsun de ertufi ja hūda de/ jaka udaci fulu aisi be bodome fafun be miosihūdoho de obufi 

gisure/ susai yan oci tanggū šuwarkiyan tatafi juwe minggan sunja tanggū bade/falabu, [...] 

39 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: ubai hafasa jiyanggiyūn sabe 

dahacame,/ ja hūdai seke udaha baita jaci aniya goidaha, nenehe hafasa aniya aniyai udaha/ ton be 

gemu umai baicara temgetu akū, aika damu ne i hafasa be weile/ arame icihiyaci, nenehe hafasa 

be jabxabumbi, baibi tondo neigen akū,bahaci ne seke/ udaha hafasa be yooni weile arara babe 

nakaki, [...] 
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accusation. Punish each of these with hundred whips and send them to nearby border 
garrisons to serve as ordinary soldiers.40  

According to the investigation group, Cisan, Mengkuhuturingga, Amulta, 
Sondoboo and other involved Butha banner leaders were “ignorant Solon Daurs” 
whose actions should be judged with benevolence. Cisan and Mengkuhuturingga 
should be punished in accordance with the paragraph in order to prevent them 
from attempting similar actions in the future. The investigators suggest mild or 
no punishments for all of the others with the following reasoning: 

The Lieutenant Commander Cisan and Company Captain Mengkuhũturingga, upon 
hearing Šertu’s idea, volunteered to personally deliver the accusation. This was an 
extremely rash and shameful action. As a deterrent example, they should be demoted 
and wear cangues for two months in addition to hundred whips each. Amulta and 
Sondoboo are ignorant Solon Daurs, they merely followed Šertu’s ideas. If they are 
suspended and replaced in their position as Butha supervisors by completely new 
people, it would not be to any great benefit. It would be better to demote them but 
leave them in office. If they serve eight more years without further errors, they may be 
restored to their original status. Other lieutenant commanders are all ignorant Solon 
Daurs, they were listening to others’ words and were not able to resist. It would be 
better to leave them without charges.41 

 

40 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: **ejen bigan de tucike/ bade 

faidan be bireme balai wesimbume habšaci alifi takūraha tacibuha/ šusihiyehe habšaha bithe be 

banjibume araha niyalma be sibkime/ beidefi yaya be tanggū šuwarkiyan tatafi hanci jecin de 

unggifi 4//5 cooha obu [...] 

41 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: ilhi da cisan,nirui janggin 

mengkuhūturingga, šertu sei gisun be donjime cooha 8//9 beyei geneki seme alafi, šuwe uttu 

yabuhangge, jaci hūlhi tuwara ba akū, bahaci esebe/ gemu hafan efulefi, cicigar hoton de juwete 

biyai selhen etubufi, tanggū šusiha nišalame/ tantafi targacun tuwabuki: amulta, sondoboo oci, 

gemu hūlhi solon dagūr umai fafun kooli be/sarkū, gemu šertu i muru be tuwame uhei dahacame 

yabuha, aika esebe nakabufi/ buthai ba i uheri da sebe yooni ice niyalma halbuci, baita de labdu 

tusa akū,/ bahaci emulta, sondoboo be gemu hafan efulefi tušan de bibuhe de obume jakūn aniya 

endubuku/ akū oci, jai dahūbuki, funcehe ilhi da sa oci gemu hūlhi solon dagūr, manggai/ šertu sei 

gisun be donjifi, umai ilibume mutehekū, turgun hono giljacuka be dahame,/ bahaci gemu weile 

arara babe nakaki, [...] 
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Apparently, the investigators thought that the Daur officials Amulta and 
Sondoboo had already been “civilized” to a certain degree and could be trusted, 
while installing new Daur officials would require additional effort of education 
and control. In this case, the investigators argue, Amulta and Sondoboo were 
merely mislead by the Manchu Šertu. The evaluation of the latter’s conduct 
sharply differs from the rest. According to the investigators, he, as a Manchu, was 
supposed to “act his age”: 

Šertu is a Manchu from Cicigar, he was assigned this position in order to teach (the 
locals) the proper rules and morals. He cannot be compared to the Solon Daurs such 
as Amulta or Sondoboo. Even if there is a grievance, he should have followed the laws 
and sent a messenger with the accusation either to military headquarters or to the 
appropriate administrative authority. He did not take this into account and, having 
made up his mind, he ... made (Cisan and Mangkuhũturingga) carry it to Jehol, and, 
moreover, submit it directly to the Emperor. This is a reckless deed and a major 
violation of the law.42� 

His initiative in the entire affair was regarded as dangerous and a strict 
punishment was suggested for him: 

Since the accusation was found to be true and the accused are all subject to severe 
punishments, if we do not (also) punish (Šertu) as a deterrent example, he and others 
may act still more and more rashly. Instead of only removing him from his position 
and sending him to a nearby garrison, it would be better to exile him to Ili and let him 
do hard labour, serve others and face mistreatment.43� 

 

42 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: šertu oci,/ cicigar hoton i manju, 

cohome doro yoso tacibure jalin sindahangge amulta sondoboo i gese/ solon dagūr de duibuleci 

ojorakū, uthai moribure baita bikini, inu giyan i kooli be/ dahame, coohai nashūn i ba, eici 

harangga jurgan yamun de niyalma unggifi habšabuci 7//8 acambi, šertu umai ubabe gūnirakū 

elemangga gūnin deribufi habšara bithe arafi,/ cisan, mengkuhūturingga i baime alaha be/ tuwame 

že ho de unggifi šuwe *ejen i juleri habšara de isibuhangge jaci/ fafun be jurceme gūnin cihai 

dabašame yabuhabi. 

43 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: ceni habšafi yargiyan oho/ 

niyalma be gemu ujeleme weile arara gojime aika esebe targacun/ tuwabume icihiyarakū oci 

takdabuhai ereci ele balai balai yabure be boljoci/ ojorakū bahaci šertu be uheri da ci nakabufi [...] 
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2.6 Suggestions for new arrangements in the Butha Eight Banners and the 
process of sable tribute 

At the end of this extensive report, the investigators suggest measures and re-
arrangements aimed at rectifying the injustice being carried out toward the Butha 
bannermen and preventing similar problems in the future. 

Concerning the “sable tribute issue”, apart from focusing on current problems 
of corruption, the team explains the broader circumstances of the tribute process 
and the attitude of the Butha bannermen. In the beginning, the Butha leaders 
were delivering their tribute personally and were rewarded for this service with 60 
yan. When Heilongjiang generals, for the sake of convenience, transferred this 
duty to officials who were returning from Heilongjiang to Beijing in the autumn, 
it was the latter who started receiving the reward. This caused deep and lasting 
dissatisfaction among the Butha people who were “no longer able to deliver the 
sable pelts they had hunted down, and received reward for.”44 Fucangga’s group 
suggests that the duty of delivery of the tribute, together with the reward, should 
be restored to the Butha people, concurrently taking measures to control the 
Butha soldiers during the delivery process. Concerning the wood problem, the 
investigators, having seen the local settings, suggest abolishing the practice of 
establishing a temporary encampment and transfer the pelt selection process to 
Cicigar which would relieve Butha bannermen from all the unnecessary burden. 
Other arrangements were also suggested, such as severe punishments for officials 
who would force soldiers to sell sable pelts for a cheap price. 
 

2.7  The immediate arrangements by the investigators 
As a result of the investigations in the Cicigar area, Nayantai and Šutungga were 
immediately detained, stripped of all positions and charged with serious crimes. 
As for general Šuliyang and lieutenant general Anking, the investigating party only 
demoted them, leaving all further decisions to the Ministry of Justice. One part 
of the group, led by Fucangga, took Nayantai and Šutungga, enchained, to Beijing, 
while Booning stayed in the area to prepare the escort of Šuliyang and Anking. 
 

hanciki golode falabure ci ujen/ nemebume ili de falabufi joboro alban nikebufi adunggiyame 

takūršabuki. 

44 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: ceni butaha seke be bahafi/ 

benerakū bime, geli *šangnara menggun baharakū ofi gūnin korsohoi ertele/uttu ofi, [...] 
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Hengsio, the previous Heilongjiang general, was ordered to return to Beijing as 
well. 

A separate short concluding report about the final arrangements provides 
some interesting details concerning the Manchu caution in handling the Solons: 

As Šertu’s accusation was found to be true with the consequence of Nayantai and 
Šutungga being removed from their positions and charged with offenses, the faces (of 
the accusers) immediately turned triumphant. We, your servants, have strictly 
admonished them. Šuliyang and Anking have been instated by Your Majesty, and we 
have already reported their guilt and demoted them. If we go a step further and convict 
them here, it will definitely lead to the spread of misbehaviour among the Solon 
Daurs.45  

The main document of the Cisan cause is concluded by an imperial order which 
approved most of Fucangga group’s suggestions while changing some of them to 
stricter ones. For Cisan and Mengkuhũturingga, the punishment of only wearing 
cangues for two months was considered too easy to “become a deterrent example”. 
The Emperor ordered their banishment to Ili. Since Booning was just about to 
take up his post of the Ili garrison general, he was ordered to take Šertu, Cisan 
and Mengkuhūturingga with him. Šuliyang and Anking were to be chained, 
deported to Beijing and tried by the Ministry of Justice together with the previous 
Heilongjiang generals: Durgiya, Mingliyang, Hengsio and Linning. As for 
Nayantai, he should be hanged at the autumn assizes. His son Šutungga, in 
contrast was only to receive a suspended sentence.46 
 
 
 

 

45 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. Original text: šertu sei habšaha baita yargiyan/ 

ofi, gūsai da nayantai sebe gemu nakabufi/ weile araha turgunde, šertu sei takdaka/ muru cira fiyan 

de ambula tuyembuhebi,/ ede ahasi nerginde emgeri dere tokome/ ciralame tacibuha. acibuha, 

damu šuliyang, anking oci,/ gemu/ *hesei sindaha jiyanggiyūn, meiren i janggin, emgeri/ wakalame/ 

wesimbufi hafan efulehe, aika ubaci geli/ weile arara oci, ereci solon, dagūr sei/ehe tacin be ele 

yendebure de isinambi, [...] 

46 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. 
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2.8 The final judgement of the Cisan incident 
As shown above, Emperor Qianlong, while accepting a greater part of the 
suggestions of Fucangga’s team, changed some of them towards more strict 
punishments. Among others, he ordered not only Šertu, but also Cisan and 
Mengkuhuturingga to be exiled to Ili for labour. The cause was then apparently 
brought to the highest courts (Court of the Imperial Clan, Chin. zongrenfu 

, Grand Council, Chin. junjichu , and Board of Punishments, Chin. Xingbu 
). 
One learns from additional sources about further decisions in Cisan’s cause. 

Nayantai was sentenced to death and hung. According to the Qingshigao (Draft 
History of the Qing), the accused general Šuliyang was also sentenced to death.47 
The accused Heilongjiang lieutenant general Anking, the petitioners, Šertu, Cisan 
and Mengkuhūturingga, and the former general Mingliyang, were all handed over 
to Booning who escorted them to Ili in present-day Xinjiang. As concerns the rest 
of the previous Heilongjiang leaders—Durgiya, Linning and Hengsio, they were 
handed over to the relevant department for punishment.48 A new Heilongjiang 
general was consequently appointed.49  
 

2.9  Results and consequences of the Cisan incident 
Almost everyone involved in the described cause was punished. These included 
the initiator and accuser, the representatives who delivered their complaint to the 
Emperor, and, above all, the accused provincial officials. A middle-rank banner 
official was sentenced to death, two high officials were exiled to Xinjiang, the 
 

47 In June 15 of the annals of the Draft History of the Qing there is an entry for October 30, 1795 

which states, “Mingliyang took sable furs by force when he was general of Heilongjiang, and he 

was removed from office. Booning was ordered to become garrison general of Ili. On November 

2, 1795, it was decided that Šuliyang ±� was to be hung. Mingliyang w� was to stay in Urumqi 

to labour.��?£�~§^15��É+:c�{�R�w���ËÍ�WÁx'�½�¶¯�

B(V� �WÁ�\]�±�»¨�w���Ê|Ì76� 

48 In the Draft History of the Qing Dynasty �?£ juan 328 liejuan 2)(Biography) 115, it is stated 

that “Šuliyang (Shuliang ±� ) […] is from Jingzhou ²Z , he was the garrison general of 

Heilongjiang. In Heilongjiang he secretly purchased marten furs and was removed from office. 

He lost his hereditary office. (ËÍ�WÁ�FËÍ��G¢`½��LN�4�¯�) 

49 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. 
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location which was viewed as the harshest. In addition, two low-ranking Butha 
commanders, instead of being merely exposed to public shame, as was suggested, 
were also exiled to Xinjiang. The action taken by the Butha Daur headmen 
succeeded in triggering an extensive legal process with rather serious judgements. 
One can conclude that the required justice was achieved and Cisan’s self-sacrificial 
action achieved its goal. Over the long run, however, the arrangements suggested 
by Fucangga’s group apparently failed to bring lasting improvements and the 
achievements for the Butha people were not as they had expected. The 
exploitation by Heilongjiang officials continued, causing another incident 
involving a direct appeal to a higher court with much the same content by the 
Butha personnel Bodolo  in 1890.50 

Perhaps more importantly, the memory of Cisan’s deed was preserved and 
handed down among the Butha people. Cisan became one of the heroes of the 
local oral and written traditions. According to the report of the team for 
investigation of the Social History of the Minorites of Northeast Inner Mongolia, 
copies of written documents of the Cisan incident used to be made, kept and 
handed down in the Qiqihar area.51 This information is confirmed in “Dawo’er zu 
jianshi”  (Concise History of the Daurs) (1986, 66-68) where after 
providing a brief account of the Cisan incident the authors mention the history of 
the Daurs keeping handwritten copies of the Manchu language “Cisan incident” 
documents. 

There is a passage in the Heilongjiang waiji  (Outside Account of 
Heilongjiang), June 5, a text from the Jiaqing era (1796–1820) which comments on 
the Cisan incident and the specific written tradition connected to it: 

Imperial orders were given that high-ranking officials come to the province and 
investigate the truth of the matter, with guilt being determined for all under the 
general and lieutenant-general. Cisan also overstepped his bounds in taking this up 
high, so he was garrisoned in Ili (as punishment). I have seen the bound Manchu 

 

50 For details of the Bodolo incident, see Kato 1997. 

51 Neimeng dongbei shaoshu minzu shehui shi diaochazu -³>�9Xq�u�!?¼�« 

(Inner Mongolia Northeast Minority Group Social History Investigation Team), Youguan 

Dawo’er E’lunchu yu Suolun zu lishi shiliao, Vol. 1, 1958, 56-77. 
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language documents kept by the locals, which detail the entire process by which Cisan 
memorialized to the emperor. Moreover, these documents state that when Cisan was 
going to go and submit the memorial he went to his mother who said, “To save the 
tribe you go into great danger, but even if you died you would not dishonor your father.” 
How could I hate this? Cisan is a Daūr hero.52 

In the Manchu collection at the ethnology and anthropology library of the 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, I came across a Manchu manuscript with a 
bilingual title in Manchu and Chinese: “The conclusion of the case of accusation 
by Lieutenant-Commander Cisan and Commander Mengkuhūturingga of our 
area.”53 According to the dating it was written on the twelfth lunar month of 
1847.54 This document is stamped, “National People’s Congress, Commission of 
Ethnic Affairs, Unit for Investigation of the Society and History of Inner 
Mongolian Northeastern Minorities”, and must therefore have been collected 
during the survey of China’s ethnic minorities in the 1957s.�The content of this 
manuscript is identical to one of the above-mentioned memorials. It must 
therefore been one of the copies mentioned in the Daur ethnographic 
publications. Apparently, Cisan’s act was highly esteemed as a heroic sacrifice on 
behalf of his people. 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

The case of Cisan delivering a petition to the Qianlong Emperor provides insight 
into the Eight Banner society with many interesting details concerning the legal 
processes in the Eight Banners. The investigation was entrusted to high military 
leaders who reported the results directly to the Emperor. The step-by-step 
documentation of the process of investigation and judgement demonstrates the 
competencies and degree of autonomy of the military officials on the part of the 
empire. In this particular case, the investigators spent more than two weeks in the 
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53 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. 

54 Cisan document, January–February, 1848 Copied. 
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region carrying out interrogations and observations of the local settings, including 
communication with other bannermen. They issued two subsequent reports, with 
the final one corrected based on new discovered details. In judgement, they 
apparently took considerable freedom in using the code, basing much of their 
suggestions on their observations and evaluations of the whole situation. 
Punishments for officials lower than the general and lieutenant general were 
designed by the investigators on the spot. The two provincial leaders were sent to 
Beijing to be judged, for fear that the unruly Butha bannermen might slip out of 
control at the sight of the success of their petition. Upon receiving the reports, 
Qianlong accepted most of the suggestions, changing several of them towards 
more strict punishments. On the whole, the judgement of the actors of the Cisan 
incident evolved from the mildest punishments suggested in the preliminary 
report to rather severe sentences determined by the court legal authorities. The 
final decision included two death penalties and several exiles with hard labour, 
considering the generally privileged position of the Manchus, the actors of the 
Cisan incident received rather strict punishments. 

The Cisan incident also demonstrates the power structures and the 
“oppressor-oppressed” relationships that existed in the Eight Banners. It discloses 
the hierarchical and multi-layer character of the Banner organization and the 
relationships among these layers based on mutually obtainable benefits. This 
hierarchical structure complements, and interferes with, the vertical character of 
the Banner organization. 

The colorful and evaluative wording of the Manchu documents allows one to 
better imagine the mutual relationships among the different groups within the 
Eight Banner society. This case features the tension which often existed between 
the Manchu provincial officials and other, non-Manchu, banner formations. The 
latter were generally viewed with disrespect by the local Manchu officials and felt 
they were being mistreated by the latter.55 In the documentation to the Cisan 
incident, the Manchu officials often refer to the Butha people as “ignorant” (Man. 
hūlhi) and “cunning, untrustworthy” (Man. banin buya). These “uncivilized” 

 

55 See Porter (2018) for an account of similar problems between the Dzungarian Sibe and the 

Manchus. 
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features of the Butha people were also, however, the grounds for a more 
benevolent judgement by the high court officials. In contrast, the performance of 
the Manchu garrison officials is labelled as “lowly” (Man. fosihūn) and “shameful” 
(Man. Derakū—lit. “having no face”) by the investigators. There is a surprisingly 
sharp distinction between the evaluation of the (“ignorant”) Butha bannermen and 
the Manchu officials who are expected to act “enlightened”. Thus, the Manchu 
uheri da Šertu, “cannot be compared to the Daur Solons like Amulta and 
Sondoboo”. As Manchu, he was supposed to exemplify the proper conduct for the 
Butha people, in which task he failed by initiating the direct appeal.  
 The archival documentation about the Cisan incident provides us with many 
details and explicit statements about the issue of direct appeals (in Manchu dabali 
habšambi/dabšan habšambi) in the Manchu Eight Banner society. It demonstrates 
the reasoning with which bannermen, despite the inevitable punishment, often 
resorted to petitioning the Emperor directly. Such behaviour was connected to 
the ‘vertical’ organization of the Eight Banners which thus functioned along the 
personal bonds of loyalty to the Emperor and the Qing court—the relationship 
between the Lord and his servants (cf. Atwood 2005; Elliott 2001, 57.) The Butha 
bannermen were identified as seke alban jafara buthai solon dag r (“the Solons and 
Daurs of the hunting banners, bearers of the sable tribute”). As suppliers of sable 
pelts to the Imperial Household, they felt that their status was closely related to 
that of the emperor, and they therefore had a valid reason to make a direct appeal. 
They were dissatisfied with the Heilongjiang garrison leaders standing in their way 
to the imperial court. Judging from the case of direct appeal by Bodolo in 1890, 
the Cisan incident failed to bring about fundamental and lasting results. The 
Heilongjiang garrison general and the local officials continued to exploit the Butha 
hunters, using their authority to embezzle sable furs. Nevertheless, appealing 
directly to the highest instance, the Emperor, continued to be regarded as an 
appropriate means for solution of the injustice done by high officials. It was 
apparently believed that once the Emperor learned about the cause, he would 
ensure a proper and just solution. 

An interesting question is the role of direct legal appeals to higher courts in 
resolving social problems and avoiding internal conflicts within societies (whether 
originating in individual grievances, group grievances, or social contradictions). It 
seems that in many instances these acts, carried out with their actors knowing 
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they would be punished, were instrumental in catalyzing the resolution of extreme 
social problems.  
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Appendix 1 
The list of the Manchu archive documents connected with the Cisan incident in 
chronological order. 

 
No. Date Note 

1 September 8, 1795 Report. Direct appeal on behalf of the 
group. A memorial to the throne 
containing eight accusations 
authored by the Butha commander 
Šertu.  

2 October 20, 1795 report; imperial 
rescript October 29, 1795. 

Preliminary report from the 
investigation in the Butha area 
written by the group led by 
Fucangga.  

3 (Undated). The investigator Šertu confirms the 
grounds of the accusation. 

4 October 20, 1795 Report; 
imperial rescript October 29, 
1795. 

The investigator Šertu confirms the 
grounds of the accusation. 

5 Document sealed in the ninth 

lunar month of 1795 with notes 
written by the Emperor with red 
ink. 

Submitted by the group led by 
Siolin.  
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6 Document sealed in the ninth 

lunar month of 1795 (single 
document). 

Xiulin (Siolin) replied with a 
detailed list of articles.  

7 Memorial presented on October 
26, 1795; imperial rescript from 
November 2. 

A memorial to Fucangga, Booning 
and Xiulin.  
Attached is an inventory of sable 
furs and sable garments which were 
returned to the government by 
Xiulin and Anqing. 

8 Memorial presented on October 
26, 1795; imperial rescript 
November 2. 

A memorial to Fucangga, Booning 
and Xiulin. 
Same content as 7. 

9 Memorial presented on October 
26, 1795; imperial rescript 
November 2. 

A memorial to Fucangga, Booning 
and Siolin.  
Memorial concerning the abuse of 
wood used for building the 
temporary encampment. 

10 Memorial presented on 
November 3, 1795; imperial 
rescript November 8. 

A memorial to Fucangga.  

11 A memorial presented 
November 6, 1795; imperial 
rescript November 12. 

A memorial to Fucangga. 
 

12 A memorial presented 
November 11, 1795; imperial 
rescript on the same day. 

A memorial to Siolin. 
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Abstract     This article is based on the argument that Daurs, despite speaking a Mongolic 

language, have shamanic traditions similar to that of the Manchu, Evenki, and other 

Tungusic groups of the Amur Region. The most important source for the shamanic 

traditions of the Tungusic peoples of the Amur Region is the story of the Nisan Saman. 

According to this story and fieldwork among Tungusic peoples, the shamanic journey is 

practiced as part of ritual. When the author himself visited the Daurs of Hailar (Hölönbuir) 
and Morin-Dawaa, the modern shamanic practices were based on spirit possession similar 

to the Buriad tradition.  

 

Keywords     Amur Region, Buriad, Daurs, Nisan Saman, shamanic, shamanic journey, spirit 

possession, Tungusic Peoples. 

 

 

1     Introduction 
 

In the seventeenth century, the Daurs migrated from Dauria to the Non (Daur: 
Naun, Chin. Nenjiang �<) river valley in the Qiqihar region, in the west central 
part of China’s contemporary Heilonjiang province. Later, parts of community 
were resettled in Hailar and Dzungaria, and adopted many cultural features of 
neighbouring ethnic groups in their new homes. Very limited information about 
shamanic traditions prior to their migration from Dauria southwards exists, and 
if so, most of this information is based on folkloric sources. I argue that the tale 
of Nisan saman, mostly known as a piece of Manchu folklore, originates from the 
Amur region; consequently, this tale reflects a regional shamanic tradition which 
the Daurs were part of prior to their southward movement. Thus, this version of 
the Nisan saman can supply substantial information about earlier Daur shamanic 
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practices. In this study I mainly focus on two Daur groups: the Hailar Daur and 
the Morindawa Daur. 
 

1.1  The origins of Hailar and Morindawa Daurs 
Before the seventeenth century, the Daurs lived between the Shilka, Zeya, and 
Bureya rivers, in the neighbourhood of various Tungusic peoples (Evenki, Negidal, 
Nanai, Ulcha, and Orochi). Even though they had probably lived in Tungusic-
speaking environment for centuries, they preserved a Mongolic language which 
might be related to the now extinct Khitan language (Tsumagari 2003, 132). In 1651, 
the Cossack leader Yerofei Khabarov (1603–1671) attacked the region inhabited 
by the Daurs, which was subsequently called Dauria by the Russians. Then, the 
Ming Emperor Shunzhi (1644–1661) ordered the Daurs to leave the area in 1656 
and moved them south to the Non River, close to Qiqihar (Forsythe 1992, 104–
108). Part of this group soon moved to the Khingan mountains, to the north of 
the Non valley, where the Morindawa Daur Autonomous Banner later was 
established. Small groups of Daurs were also sent to Hailar in the Bargu Region 
(currently known as the Hölönbuir/Hulun Buir1 Region of Inner Mongolia) in 1734, 
as well as to Tarbagatai (Qöqek/Tacheng) in Dzungaria (in modern Xinjiang) in 
1764. (Sárközi and Somfai Kara 2013, 68). To all these new locations the Daurs 
were accompanied by their former associates, satellite group (Janhunen 1997, 123-
125), the Solon Evenki, and very small groups of Orochen.2 Besides, the Daurs of 
the Bargu Region, mostly known as the Hailar Daur3 have been in close contacts 

 

 1 For more details about the Bargu Region (League) see Ligeti 1933, 19. During the Qing period this 

region was known as Hulun Buir and was subordinated to the Heilongjiang general with the seat 

in Qiqihar. Since the declaration of independence by Outer Mongolia (1911) Hulun Buir was 

mostly referred to as Barga/Bargu after its majority Mongol group. After 1948 the region was 

merged with Inner Mongolia as the Hulun Buir league. For details of the administrative evolution 

of Hulun Buir see Atwood 2002; and Srba (this issue). 

 2 For more information about the Daur-Solon relationship, see Introduction. 

 3 Hailar Daur are a small group of ca. 14000 people who mostly live in close vicinity of the city of Hailar 

(since 2001 the Hailar region of the Hulun Buir prefecture level city). This group lives in the western 

part of Hölönbuir and is distinct from the Daur of the Morindawa Daur autonomous banner . 
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with the local, Mongolic and Tungusic, ethnic groups:4 the Bargu, Buriad, Öölöd, 
and Khamnigan,5 who gradually exercised a strong influence on their language and 
folklore. However, up to the 1950s, the Hailar Daurs preserved much of their 
traditional rituals and shamanic folklore (see Humphrey and Onon 1996; 
Odongowa 1991; Mendüsürüng 1983; Ōmachi 1949). The Morindawa Daurs live in 
the eastern part of Hölönbuir. The latter, together with the Daur population of 
neighbouring banners and the adjacent area of the Heilongjiang province, formed 
the main body of the Daur, and are known as the Batkhan (in Daur), or Butha (in 
Manchu), Daurs. The language and culture of the Morindawa (or Batkhan/Butha) 
Daurs is predominantly influenced by the Manchu environment. 
 

 

 4 For an introduction into the ethnic groups of the Bargu region see Janhunen 1997. 

 5 The Khamnigan in the Bargu region are descendants of the so-called Horse Tungus, probably an 

Evenki group bilingual in Khamnigan Mongol, an archaic Mongolic language. The Khamnigan 

culture is strongly influenced by Buriat and Russian (Janhunen 1997). 
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Plate 1 

Location of the Daurs in China's Northeast. 
 

2     The Daur Shamanic Tradition 
 

The Daur shamans, their activities, world-view, social role, and other aspects have 
been described several times.6 The first brief description by Poppe (1930) was 
followed by Shirokogoroff’s (1935) work focused on the “Tungus”, which 
comprised the Tungusic people of Manchuria, Southern Siberia and Far East, and 
 

 6 For an overview of the study of Daur shamans see the Introduction of this monothematic issue. 
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included also the Daur as culturally close to them. Later works—Ōmachi (1949), 
Odongowa (1991) Humphrey and Onon (1996), Knecht (2013), Sa (2019), Meng 
(2019), and others mostly speak about “the Daur shamanism/shamanic tradition”. 
A strong Tungusic influence on the Mongolic-speaking Daur (and their shamanic 
culture) has generally been noted.7 However, mainly Shirokogoroff described this 
tradition as a cross-ethnic phenomenon in which more Siberian and Manchurian 
communities participated. During research on a Daur shamanic ritual in the 
Hailar region, conducted by my colleagues and myself (Somfai Kara 2009), we 
noted that when conducting the ritual, the Daur shaman employed features of 
different ethnic groups living in the region. Consequently, in this article, I argue 
that shamanic traditions are more conveniently described as pertaining to whole 
regions rather than to distinct ethnic groups, since all modern Daur groups had 
come under the influence of other ethnic groups after their re-location from 
Dauria. Hence, it is difficult to reconstruct an image of earlier shamanic practices. 
 

2.1  The Nisan Saman as a source for Daur shamanic traditions 
One of the folkloric sources which may reflect features of the early Daur shamanic 
tradition is the story of Nisan Saman8 (Uray-Köhalmi 2004, 113-121; Heissig 1997; 
Stary 1985; Volkova 1961). Besides the Daurs, this story has been recorded in 
several indigenous peoples of Manchuria, such as the Manchu, the Nanai/Hezhen, 
the Solon-Evenki (Hongkur) (Guo 2015, 35-56; Uray-Köhalmi 2004, 113-124), and 
others. Some of the versions have been collected in oral form while some as 
written texts, mostly originated in the twentieth century.  

One of the Manchu versions has been translated into several languages, thus 
making the Nisan saman story popular worldwide.9 The story of the Nisan saman is 
 

 7 The Tungusic influence can also be detected in the terminology of the Daur shamans. Daur 

yadgan call their paraphernalia by terms which originate from Tungusic languages, such as Daur: 

xuntur “shaman’s drum” (Evenki: xungtuwu “drum”) and Daur: samāški , (Evenki: samāsik “shamanic  

dress”), and the latter originating from the Tungusic term samān “shaman” (Engkebatu et al. 1985, 

213; Humphrey and Onon 1996, 204). 

 8 For a short overview of Nishanology see Introduction. For detailed reviews see Stary 1990; 2002, 

and Alonso de la Fuente 2018. 

 9 The most extensive version discovered (one that was written down by a certain Dekdengge for  
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unique among the Manchurian stories about shamans (Tungusic: saman, Daur: 
yadgan)10 in that it gives a detailed description of a shamanic ritual which includes 
a “shamanic journey”. To date, several Daur versions have been recorded. The 
Daur version of the Nisan saman story—a translation of which will follow in the 
last part of this article—contains details most probably related to the original 
Daur shamanic traditions which were part of a more general shamanic culture of 
Dauria. Thus, I argue that the details described in the Nisan saman story supply 
important information about the shamanic practice and mythology of the whole 
Amur region.  
 
 2.2 The “spiritual journey” and the “possession trance” as features of distinct 
shamanic traditions 
The distinction between “spiritual journey” and “possession” was made by the 
Romanian scholar of religions, Mircea Eliade (1951). Famously, Eliade argued that 
true shamanism was defined by the practice of undertaking spiritual journey, while 
the practice of possession (incorporation of tutelary spirits into shaman’s body, 
during which the shaman acts as a medium) appears historically later and was the 
sign of the weakening the shaman’s power. This experience was called “possession 
trance” by Eliade (1951) and Lewis (1971). Eliade’s ground-breaking work provoked 
a discussion among researchers who took different stances towards Eliade’s 
classification. For example, Hans Findeisen (1957, 13-17) saw shamans as mediums 
possessed by spirits. Schröder (1955, 879) emphasizes “soul change” (German: 
Seelenwandel) as the key concept for defining shamanism, which can take either 
the form of a soul journey or of possession. In research during the subsequent 
decades, most researchers stick to this binary concept of soul journey or 
possession, trying to establish their value as the definition of a shaman. 
Consequently, a variety of interpretations appeared; for instance, Lewis (1984, 9–

 

the Russian scholar Grebenshchikov, see Volkova 1961) has been translated into Russian (Volkova 

1961), English (Nowak and Durrant 1977) and other languages, see Introduction. 

10  The Daur term yadgan originates from the same stem as the Khalkha and Buriad term udgan 

(Classical Mongol idugan), which means female shaman, while male shamans are called böö or 

zaarin in Khalkha and Buriad. 
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10) quotes Shirokogoroff’s data from 1935 showing that Evenki shamans regarded 
the ability of incorporation of spirits (i.e. possession) as a sign of a true shaman. 
Whereas the concept of soul journey as defining a shaman was challenged by 
Japanese researchers, since Japanese shamans mostly practice possession trance 
(Knecht 2003, 3). In his cross-cultural study, Winkelmann (1992, 47-50) again 
argued that the soul journey qualified someone as a shaman, different from other 
healers, magicians, or mediums. Hamayon (1993) criticized the strong focus on 
these concepts as missing the point. She argued that “trance” or “ecstasy” were 
not important notions for members of the shamanistic communities themselves. 
Hoppál (2005) opposed her view, emphasizing the fact that a possession trance 
was crucial for the recognition of a Daur shaman of Hailar, in her own community.  
Based on data collected by Diószegi in the late 1960s and 1970s, and by myself 
since 1995 from the various regions of Southern Siberia (Northern Mongolia), I 
would like to propose yet another interpretation of the use of possession trance 
and shamanic journey by shamans in Inner Asia.  
 Previously it has been mentioned that shamanic traditions are more regional 
than unique for different ethnic groups. The Hungarian ethnologist Diószegi 
(1967; 1968a; 1968b; 1974) discussed this phenomenon in his papers concerning the 
Tuva-Darkhad and Buriad-Evenki inter-ethnic relations. Based on my fieldwork 
among Siberian shamans I arrived at an analogical conclusion (Somfai Kara 2011a; 
2012; 2014 and 2018)—I agree with the view of Eliade’s opponents (e.g. Schröder 
1955) that this type of ritual likewise represents a form of shamanism. Diószegi 
argued that the spiritual journey as well as the possession trance were both parts 
of the Southern Siberian shamanic folklore, but clearly represented two distinct 
traditions (Diószegi 1974, 638-641). Hence, I support Diószegi’s opinion that, 
instead of Eliade’s conception of “one” Siberian shamanism undergoing change 
over time, several regional shamanic traditions co-exist in Siberia (Somfai Kara 
2011b, 150-162). Between 1995 and 2009, I conducted research among the Darkhat, 
Toha (Tsaatan), Altay-kizhi, Telengit, Tuvas, Abakan Tatars, Kumandy, Daur, 
Buriad, Bargu, Khamnigan, and Solon. In the course of my research, I found that 
the shamanic journey, while becoming increasingly rare, was still practiced among 
the Tuva, Telengit, Kumandy, and other Turkic groups (Somfai Kara 2014). On 
the other hand, there was no trace of this practice among the Bargu, Buriat, 
Khamnigan, and Solon (Somfai Kara 2008; 2009; 2017a) of Buryatia and 
Hölönbuir. Instead, their shamans practiced possession trance. Another fact I 
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observed was that the shamans of some ethnic groups tend to switch from the 
practice of shamanic journey to possession trance. However, this is a relatively 
recent development due to the influence of Buriad shamans and their neo-
shamanic practices11 around all of southern Siberia. I observed just such situations, 
for instance also during my recent fieldwork in the Nanai district of the 
Khabarovsk krai among Nanai neo-shamans initiated by the shamans of Buryatia 
(see below). Consequently, I suggest that two distinct regional traditions12 existed 
in Southern Siberia. Based on my fieldwork findings I propose to define them as: 
1) The tradition of the Altay-Sayan Region: various Turkic (Tuva/Tofa, Khakas, 
Altay-Telengit) and Mongolic groups (Uriankhai, Darkhad, Khotogoid).13 Here, 
shamans, traditionally have practiced “spiritual journey” to the various “worlds” of 
spirits. The shamans refer to this practice as “journey” (e.g. Tuva: ayan choruk). 
During my fieldwork among the Siberian Turkic peoples (1995; 1998; 2002; 2005; 
cf. Somfai Kara 2017b) the interviewees explained to me that during the journey 
their souls14 actually leave their body, which they expressed by the terms meaning 
“soul exit” in translation (e.g. Altai-Telengit: kut/süne čïk-, Tuva: sünezin ün-, 
Darkhad: sünsen gar- all meaning ‘soul exit’) (cf. also Johansen 2003, 29-49). In the 
course of my fieldwork between 1995 and 2005, I witnessed shamans of Turkic 
peoples, the Telengits of Altay and Toha of Khöwsgöl, practicing the shamanic 

 

11  For more about neo-shamanism in Buryatia see Zhukovskaya and Humphrey 2000. 

12  Earlier (Somfai Kara 2017, 23) I have proposed a division into Turkic (involving shamanic journey) 

and Mongolic (mainly possession-based) traditions and noted the Turkic and Tungusic influences 

in the Mongolic area. Currently, in the light of further fieldwork findings, I rather suggest a 

region-based definition, 

13  The inclusion of these ethnic groups into the Altai-Sayan tradition is based on Diószegi’s 

fieldwork materials published by myself, and my own fieldwork reports (Somfai Kara 2011a; 2012; 

2014 and 2018). 

14  The original term for soul in most Siberian languages is kut. Currently, owever, the Tuvas use the 

Mongolic loanword sünezin < Classical Mongolian: sünesün) Similarly, the Altai-kizhi and 

Telengit use the Mongolic loanwords süne, sür or jula (Somfai Kara and Kunkovács 2014). For a 

detailed description of the structure of a human being and roles of parts of the soul in Tuva 

shamanism, see Stelmaszyk 2018, 101-122. 
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journey several times (Somfai Kara 2014, 151-162). It is also typical for this tradition 
that, as already described by Eliade (1951), ordinary people’s souls may exit 
spontaneously, which causes illness. In that case, the shamans apply different 
techniques to summon the soul or search for it, including a shamanic journey (cf. 
Eliade 1989, 217-220). 
2) The tradition of the Baikal-Hölönbuir Region: various Mongolic (Bargu, Buriad, 
Öölöd) and Tungusic (Khamnigan, Solon) communities.15 I conducted fieldwork 
among the Hölönbuir ethnic groups in 2007 and 2009. There is no evidence of 
shamans practicing a shamanic journey among these people. However, during the 
rituals their body is possessed by helping spirits or sacred beings (onggon “sacred” 
or “sacred being/spirit”) who usually speak to the community through the mouths 
of the shamans.16 This corresponds to what Lewis (1971, 120) calls “possession 
trance.” The Buriad emic term for a possession trance is onggon oro- (“spirit enter”). 
In this tradition, attacks of various demons and spirits of Nature are regarded as 
the most frequent cause of illnesses. 

Additionally, based on my recent fieldwork in the Amur region (2017 and 
2019), I suggest yet another regional tradition existed in the region of Dauria, or 
the Amur valley.17 This shamanic tradition is close to the Altai-Sayan tradition, 
namely in that the shamans of this tradition practice the shamanic journey. It used 
to be practiced mostly by local Tungusic-speaking groups such as the Evenki, 
Nanai, Negidal, and Ulcha. The Daur, Solon, and Orochen—prior to their 
resettlement to the Non valley and further to Aigun, Hailar, and Xinjiang—were 
also part of this areal culture. By assuming that the tale of the Nisan saman reflects 
this tradition, I argue that after their move to Hölönbuir, the Daur and Solon 
gradually became influenced by the Hölönbuir tradition, lost some of their rituals 
while preserving others, and adopted some of the local features. 

 
 

 

15  Concerning Baikal-Hölönbuir shamanic traditions, see Somfai Kara 2008; 2009 and 2017a. 

16  The word onggon “sacred” can be used for anything sacred: idols, shamanic paraphernalia, sacred 

land (onggon gajar), sacred horse (onggon morin), sacred tomb (asar onggon), etc. (Manzhigiev 1978, 

62).  

17  This tradition forms one part of what Shirokogoroff decribes in his Psychomental Complex of 

the Tungus (1935). 
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2.3  Daur shamanic practice and the story of Nisan saman 
The story of Nisan saman offers a very detailed description of a shamanic ritual. 
This ritual, as well as the whole reasoning beyond it, points towards a tradition 
which vastly differs from what can be observed among the Buriad and Bargu 
Mongols in the Hölönbuir Region, while it is close not only to what I observed 
among the Tungusic groups of the Amut region such as the Nanai, but also to the 
Altai-Sayan tradition. For example, as mentioned above, in the Altai-Sayan 
tradition, the main reason for illness or death was the loss of the soul. I have 
observed this in the course of my fieldwork in Hölönbuir in 2007 and 2009 among 
the Tungusic people of the Amur region. According to the Mongolic, Buriad, and 
Bargu tradition, the main cause of illnesses were demons (called ada, lus, and 
manggad in the Bargu and Buriad languages) attacking people.  

It should, however, be noted that in the past decades the two different 
traditions in Hölönbuir—have been influencing each other more than in the past, 
in particular due to the fact that shamanic disciples often study with masters of 
different ethnic background (Somfai Kara and Hoppál 2009; Knecht 2012). On 
one hand, this supports the idea that shamanic traditions should be described as 
regional, whereas on the other hand, it shows that shamans are extremely flexible 
and quick to adopt new features from other regions (Shirokogoroff 1935). 

In the Nisan saman’s story, a young boy named Sergudai lost his soul because it 
was stolen by a powerful demon. This corresponds to the notion the soul loss 
being the main reason for illness in the Sayan-Altai and Daurian traditions. After 
invoking helping spirits (Daur: ongōr jar-18 and performing a shamanic dance (Daur: 
xekie-), the shaman fell into a trance. The shaman was accompanied by an assistant 
who continued to sing and drum (Daur: irō/xuntur dagā- “to follow song/drum”) 
after the shaman had fallen into the trance. Then her soul (sums) left her body and 
travelled to the Underworld (Dead Kingdom: ugudul xān, literally “Death Khan” 
which is an equivalent of the Manchu term bucehe gurun, literally “Dead empire” 
found in the Manchu versions)19 to retreive the soul of the dead person to bring 

 

18  The verb jar- “to invoke” may be related to the Manchu words jarin “invocation” and jari  “shaman 

helper”, thus showing the Tungusic influence on Daur. 

19  The term for the Dead Kingdom often merges with the name of its ruler. The Sibe call the Dead 
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him again alive (ami gargā- literally “take the life out”). The shaman’s soul travelled 
to the Underworld (the travel is referred to as dolbor ič- “to go (to perfom) the 
night ritual”) to find the demon and by performing a sacrifice (offering the souls 
of pigs, cows, and hens) the shaman took back the soul of the dead boy. In the 
Underworld. the shaman was shown the punishments for different sins. During 
her shamanic journey, she was lying face-down (kumuš, Manchu: umusi).  

It is apparent from the Daur text of the tale of the Nisan saman (see below) 
that the terminology connected to the shamanic journey existed in the Daur 
language:  
+ dolbor “night [road ritual]” (cf. Humphrey and Onon 1996, 227–237; Somfai Kara 
2009 and others). The word dolbor probably originates from the same word 
meaning “night” in Birarchen, an Orochen dialect (Shirokogoroff 1935). 
+ kumuš “to lie face down” and verb kum- translated as a “magical action of a shaman” 
(Tumurdei and Tsybenov 2014, 96) are probably related. From the use of these 
words in the text (see below) it is clear that they pertain to the situation when the 
shaman falls and loses consciousness during the ritual. Such a condition typically 
happens during a shamanic journey (Humphrey and Onon 1996, 232). 

The shaman visited the lord of the Underworld, Irmun khan, who is probably 
linked to the Turko-Mongolic Erlik khan. Irmun khan lengthened the life (nas) of 
the boy. In this Daur version, Deer Tenggeri “High Sky” appears, in contrast to 
Irmun Khan, as the lord of the Upper World and leader of the celestial good 
spirits (barkan).20 This distinguishes this version from others, namely the Manchu 
ones, where there is no mention of the celestial realm and no counterpart of the 
Underworld. 

This mythological background also links the Nisan saman tale, especially its 
Daur version with the Altay-Sayan shamanic tradition. Similar narratives about 
the Underworld shamanic journey can be found among the South Siberian Turkic 
peoples. For example, the Telengit epic story Kögüdei-mergen, also visited Erlik 
khan in the Underworld (Astïï oron) to retreive the souls of his parents (Potapov 
1991, 143; Mongush 1997, 109). During his journey to Erlik khan, Kögüdei mergen 
 

world nilmaghun, which is apparently a distortion of Irmun han (data provided by Veronika 

Zikmundová). On the question of the merger of a “person and place” see Humphrey and Onon 1996.  

20  This word comes from Uigur-Mongol burqan “Buddha”, see Clauson 1972, 360; and Somfai Kara 

2009, 149. 
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also observed the suffering souls of sinful people and the way they were punished 
in the Underworld. Kögüdei’s parents’ souls were also stolen by a harmful spirit 
(moos Kara-Taajy) and only Erlik khan could give back the souls of the deceased 
people. However, unlike Nisan saman, Kögüdei, having retrieved the souls of his 
parents also destroyed the demon and Erlik khan.  

Diószegi collected data about the shamanic journey of a Kumandy shaman 
(Somfai Kara 2018), just as I did among the Telengit (Somfai Kara 2014). It follows 
from these data that the southern Siberian Turkic shamanic tradition is based on 
shamanic journeys which are very similar to what is described in the Nisan saman 
tale; the shaman’s soul leaves his body to find the soul of a dead or ill person. Just 
like in the case of Nisan saman their souls (süne/sünezin) travel to the Underworld 
while their bodies lie unconscious. 

Based on the similarities between the tradition described in the tale of the 
Nisan saman, which assumingly represents the Dauria/Amur regional tradition and 
the Altay-Sayan shamanic tradition, I argue that this tale supplies information 
about the original shamanic tradition of the Daur and other groups who were 
resettled from their homeland in the Amur region in the seventeenth century. 
Mendüsürüng (cited in Humphrey and Onon 1996, 232) gives a description of a 
dolbor ritual with a text sung by the shaman after his return from the journey. This 
text is clearly a summary of the same experience as described in the Nisan saman 
tale, thus showing the immediate connection of this tale to the Daur shamanic 
tradition. 

When the Daur came under the influence of other regional shamanic cultures, 
their traditions gradually changed. Thanks to descriptions of the earlier state of 
the Daur shamanic tradition (Shirokogoroff 1935; Humphrey and Onon 1996; 
Odongowa 1991 and others) there are some observable stages of this change. For 
example, the shamanic journey is described for the Daur in the first part of the 
twentieth century, but in the 1990s it was no longer performed (Humphrey and 
Onon 1996). Moreover, in the past two decades the merger of different traditions 
in Hölönbuir was accelerated by the lack of shaman masters making the new 
shaman apprentices study with masters of other ethnic backgrounds (cf. Somfai 
Kara and Hoppál 2009; Knecht 2012; and Sa 2019).  
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3     Fieldwork among the Daurs 
 
Besides my previous publications on my fieldwork (Somfai Kara 2007 and 2009), 
in this section I give further details about my research among the Hailar and 
Morindawa Daurs with a focus on the current situation of the Daur shamanic 
tradition. In fact, the current form of Daur shamanic practice is very different 
from what was described by Shirokogoroff, Humphrey and Onon, or Odongowa, 
and from what we read in the the Daur version of the tale of the Nisan saman.  

Together with Mihály Hoppál, I was invited by Sechengua, one of the two21 
Daur shamans (yadgan) from Nantun (�)), Evenki Banner, Hölönbuir, in Inner 
Mongolia. The Banner counts a population of 14 000 Daurs (Hao 2002) who live 
together with a Mongol-speaking (Buriad, Bargu, and Ööled) majority of around 
30 000 members (Hao 2002).  

In the course of our fieldwork, Sechengua conducted a Daur shamanic ritual 
ominān which had been revitalized by her in 2004. We observed, photographed, 
and filmed22 the ritual, and conducted a lengthy interview with Sechengua.  

 

 
Plate 2 

Sechengua Daur shaman beating her drum during the ominān ritual (2007, Hailar, by the 
author). 

 

21  For more information about the two female shamans Sechingua and Wo Jufen see Introduction. 

22  The film about this ritual, by Mihály Hoppál and Dávid Somfai Kara, Sámánok határok nélkül 

[Shamans without Borders] can be seen on https://vimeo.com/219182705. 
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In the interview she described her shaman career, the details of the ritual 
including her personal contribution to its current shape, and moreover, she also 
explained the symbolism of the ritual.23 This ritual24  was performed by other 
groups who had been resettled from Dauria, such as the Solon and Orochen. The 
Evenki name for the ritual is omina-ran (Somfai Kara 2009, 144). The stem of the 
verb is the Evenki omi which means ’soul’ in a sense corresponding to the Nanai 
panya, Manchu fayangga, and Daur sums. During the ominān ritual, the Daurs 
invoked the spirits of their ancestors (ojōr barkan), who appeared in the form of 
helping spirits (onggōr). This ritual was described by ethnographers before the 
Communist era, such as by the Japanese scholar Ōmachi (1949, 17-26). During the 
Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), all traditional practices throughout the Chinese 
state ceased to be performed, including this shamanic ritual among the Daurs and 
Solon-Evenkis. It was Sechengua who decided to revive it after the year 2000. She 
used some of the ethnographic material previously published in Chinese about the 
ominān ritual (personal communication 2007).  

What we observed at Sechengua’s ominān was quite different from earlier 
ethnographic descriptions. While she was in a trance, her soul (sums) did not travel, 
on the contrary she invoked spirits to enter her body (onggōr uaralgā-) (Humphrey 
and Onon 1996, 185). She not only invoked the ancestral spirits (ojōr barkan) of her 
own Daur clan, but spirits venerated by other local ethic groups, such as the Bargu, 
Buriad, Khamnigan, and Evenki. Her practice of incorporating the spirits during 
her trance was similar to the tradition I witnessed among the Khori-Buriads and 
Khamnigans of Mongolia (Somfai Kara 2007) as well as among the local Bargu-
Mongols.  

Being familiar with the existing literature on the Daur shamanic practices as 
well as having observed the ritual myself, I could appreciate the extent to which 
the traditional aspects of Daur and Tungusic shamanic folklore were replaced by 

 

23  For a detailed description, interpretation and commentary to the ritual, including parts of the 

interview, see Somfai Kara 2009. 

24  Humphrey and Onon (1996, 237) describe this ritual, as performed in the early twentieth century, 

as a combination of initiation of a new shaman, spirit propitiation, renewing the power of the old 

shaman and a collective village feast.  
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influences from other indigenous peoples of the region, especially the Bargu, 
Buriad, and Khamnigan. Sechengua incorporated many elements of the Buriad 
and Bargu shamanic tradition, for instance the Abagaldai mask and the morin-horib 
“horse-headed staff” into her ritual. These were not formerly part of the Daur 
tradition (Diószegi 1967, 171; 1968a, 265). In the interview she stated that her 
purpose was to make the tradition acceptable for the Mongol-speaking majority. 
I assume that the practice of possession trance by spirits of is another feature of 
the Bargu and Buryat influence in Sechengua’s rituals.  

Sechengua also invited Daurs from the Batkhan25 Region (Morin Dawā Daur 
Banner, Inner Mongolia), who were also revitalizing their rituals. Sechengua’s 
rituals (ominaan) are extremely popular among all the ethnic groups of Hailar. She 
has intitiated new shamans from each of these ethnic groups: Khamnigan, Solon-
Evenki, Daurs of Batkhan, Khori-Buriad, and Bargu. Thus, with the help of her 
disciples they can invoke the ancestor spirits (barkan) of all the clans of various 
ethnic groups. 

During my fieldwork in 2007 and 2009, I also visited the Daurs of Batkhan 
on the other side of the Khingan Mountains. My main informant was Wo Jufen 
of the Aula clan (hala), who was Sechengua’s disciple and lived in Nirge (Nierji: '
&�, Morin Dawa).26 From Sechengua, she has learned to invoke and incorporate 
spirits into her body. However, the local Daur population was not interested in 
these kinds of rituals, so she decided to concentrate on something more popular. 
She began to collect the local pictures of spirits (barkan). Daurs in Batkhan 
worship their spirits (Daur: barkan) using votive images (Daur: niurgun, Manchu: 
nirugan) drawn on paper and kept inside so-called altars (Chin. miao -).27 Wo 
Jufen created her own altars at her house and also organized rituals to purify old 
and new spirit images. In this manner, she wanted to increase interest among the 
local people in her shamanic activity. Most of the family altars of the Batkhan 
 

25  Daur Batkhan, Manchu Butha, is the collective appellation for the Daur of the Non valley and 

Morindawa (the easternmost part of Hölönbuir and the adjacent parts of the Heilongjiang  

Province). These are regions with the most sizeable Daur population.  

26  Morindawaa Daur Autonomous Banner has a population of 320 000 and the Daurs comprise 

about 10 % of the entire population (around 33 000, Somfai Kara 2009). The majority is Han-

Chinese alongside some small ethnic groups (Solon and Orochen Ewenki, and Mongols). 

27  The Chinese original meaning of miao is “ancestral shrine”, see Humphrey and Onon 1996, 20-21. 
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region disappeared during the Cultural Revolution but in one of the Daur villages 
the local population decided to build one communal miao, where they collected all 
the pictures of barkans preserved by the villagers. At the time of my visit, Wo 
Jufen was trying to create a similar communal miao in her house.  

Comparing Sechengua and Wo Jufen’s shamanic practices, it is apparent that 
they adjust their practice to the needs and expectations of their clients and 
believers, in order to broaden their scope of influence. Thus, Sechengua performs 
possession trance which is a typical part of shamanic performance in the Hailar 
region (e.g. Knecht 2010; 2012) whereas Wo Jufen focuses on the miao rituals 
which are most appealing to the Batkhan Daur. However, the shamanic journey 
ritual, which is documented from the Daur areas before 1950s, has disappeared in 
both Hailar and Batkhan communities. I assume that, in the case of Hailar, this is 
connected to the adaptation of the minority Daur culture to the regional shamanic 
tradition of the Baikal-Holonbuir type. Wo Jufen, for her part, studied with 
Sechengua and therefore did not learn the practice of shamanic journey. 

My recent fieldwork has yielded one more finding which connects the Daur 
tradition to the Amur ethnic groups; we found votive paintings of spirits during 
our fieldwork in 2019 among the Nanai and Ulcha living along the Amur River 
(Khabarovks Region). These images were similar to the Daur ones and were also 
referred to by the Manchu word niurgun. According to our fieldwork, these sacred 
pictures were worshipped during the Lunar New Year (in Ulcha manju ania 
“Chinese New Year”). Consequently, these images clearly show a Manchu 
influence (cf. also Diószegi 1968b, 387-405). At the same time, according to 
Dioszegi, these Tungusic peoples also used a variety of wooden idols (referred to 
by different names such as kaljamu, ayami, masi, duante, amba, yarga, etc.) which was 
confirmed during our fieldwork. I suggest that the Amur groups were undergoing 
the same process of replacement of their original wooden idols by painted niurguns, 
as happened earlier to the Daurs.  

According to Bulgakova, these Tungusic people had never heard of spirits 
(Nanai: sewen) incorporated into someone’s body. They believed that the shaman’s 
soul panya (an equivalent of the Manchu: fayangga, and Evenki: omi) visited the 
spirit world, brought back the souls of those spirits and then made them enter the 
wooden idols or pictures (Bulgakova 2013, 61-64). In this way, the Nanai and Ulcha 
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shamanic beliefs show a resemblance to what I found in the contemporary 
Morindawa Daur community; rituals which concerned the votive images were 
more appealing to the community than possession trance.  

However, the Ulcha and Nanai communities are currently also subject to the 
more general processes of change of Siberian shamanic traditions. During our 
fieldwork among the Amur peoples in 2019, we were told that the last Nanai and 
Ulcha shamans had died at the beginning of the twentieth century and neo-
shamans of the Amur region received their initiations from the Buriad and 
Khamnigan shamans of Buryatia. This process is also fundamentally changing the 
traditions of Tungusic spirituality, just as in the case of the Daurs of the Bargu 
Region. Currently, they also practice possession trance by invoking spirits. This 
Buriad tradition is also spreading among other South Siberian people, such as the 
Tuva and Darkhad. Consequently, nowadays most south Siberian ethnic groups, 
irrespective of what their shamanic practices were in the past, tend to switch to 
the Buriad version of neo-shamanism. 
 
 

4     Conclusion 
 

My fieldwork data indicate that shamanic traditions should be studied as regional 
rather than bound to different ethnic groups. I have identified two major regional 
traditions in Southern Siberia—the Altai-Sayan tradition and the Baikal-
Hölönbuir tradition. Additionally, I suggest that another, historical, regional 
tradition existed in the homeland of the Daurs along the Amur, Shilka, Zeya, and 
Bureya rivers. Before the resettlements in the seventheeth century which 
dispersed the members of this regional community, ethnic groups such as the 
Daur, Solon, Orochen, Nanai, and Ulcha had all been part of this regional tradition. 
Based on my findings, I further argue that the tale of the Nisan saman depicts an 
important part of this tradition, namely the ritual practice of shamanic journeys 
known by the emic term dolbor. While this tradition has mostly been lost—partly 
due to the resettlement of the groups into Manchuria, and partly due to the 
repression of religion in the Soviet Union, I argue that it can still be studied based 
on sources such as the tale of the Nisan saman.  

A shamanic journey similar to what is described in the tale of the Nisan saman 
can still be observed among the Turkic peoples of the Altai-Sayan Region, such as 
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the Altai-Telengit, Khakas, Tuva, and Toha/Tofa. After the collapse of the Soviet 
Union and due to the political changes in China, the people of this region 
experienced spiritual freedom and the freedom of religious belief since the 1990s. 
Unlike the situation in the Amur region, the shamanic traditions of the Altai-
Sayan region were restored, at least in part, to their original form, which also 
included the practice of shamanic journey. 

While the shamanic traditions of the Amur Region are fading away, they are 
being replaced by the rapidly spreading tradition of the Baikal-Hölönbuir type 
(practiced by the Buriad, Bargu, and Khamnigan) which has already influenced a 
variety of ethnic groups in Mongolia, China, and Russia, such as the Darkhad, 
Daur, Nanai, and Evenki. This shamanic tradition, now with features which have 
been classified as neo-shamanic, is based on the possession trance with helping 
spirits, sometimes called onggons, possessing the body of the shaman. 

The data about the earlier form of the Daur shamanic tradition, namely those 
assembled in Humphrey and Onon (1996) also suggest that shamanic journey was 
part of Daur shamanic tradition. Humphrey and Onon (1996, 227-250) discuss the 
question of shamanic journeys with a description of such a journey by 
Mendüsürüng,28 which includes an invocation with elements reminiscent to the 
tale of the Nisan saman. Thus, the story of Nisan saman is a clear indicator that the 
shamanic journey had been an important part of the Daurian/Amur tradition, but 
has been lost in modern Daur shamanic practices. I am proposing that due to the 
influence of Buriad, Khamnigan, and Bargu shamanic traditions the Daurs 
incorporated many new elements to their shamanic practices (e.g. the Abagaldai 
mask or the horse-headed staff). Furthermore, nowadays their shamanic rituals are 
dominated by possession trance (Daur: onggor uaralga- “to make spirit enter”). The 
Nisan saman story also suggests that the main reason for illness among the Daurs 
might have been the loss of the soul (Daur: sums gar- “soul exit”) and not being 
possessed by various types of demons, as is typical for the modern Hailar Daur. 
 
 
 

 

28  The detailed description of Mendüsürüng is on pages 231-233. 
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The Daur Version of Nisan (Isan) shaman 
 
This Daur version was published by Engkebatu et al in 1985 (Daγur kelen-ü üge 
kelelge-yin material [Daur linguistic materials] in the section of üliger domog [Tales 
and Legends], pages 187-220). There is no information about the informant or the 
recording of the text. The text was translated by myself from the original Daur 
text, as given in the IPA phonetic alphabet. The text was supplemented by a word 
by word Mongol translation in the Uigur-Mongol script. I have changed the IPA 
phonetic alphabet into the more accepted transliteration used by Mongolists 
(Kara 1995, 11-14). 
 
ISAN SAMĀN 
ISAN SHAMAN 
 
Tēlī uard nek Balla Bayan āsan, nekkēn kekutī. 
A long time ago there lived a rich man, Baldu Bayan, who had one son. 
Kekuēmnō utkai Serugdī Pianggō eljī lellēsen (nerlēsen). 
His son’s name was Sergudei Piango (the youngest). 
Uškenērē sordul sorson, harban naim erdem sorson. 
He was educated from a young age and learned eighteen sorts of art (erdem). 
Ei xīsēr mergen aidugu, yō-ni xarbāsā, 
He became a good hunter (mergen), no matter what he shot at, 
Yōnī jau alkunjī duatar bargāsī larčī ul allan. 
he would hit it from one hundred steps, even the leaf of a poplar tree. 
Harban naim-istī bollon, aulā garsan 
When he became eighteen or nineteen years old, he went to the Taiga (to hunt). 
Aulā gargudā Āgaldī, Sāgaldī, xoyor guaškā dagalgāji 
He took along Agaldai, Sagaldai, his best two servants, for the hunt. 
Xoyor mori kuēljī, moriyi atiā banj-būjī yausan 
They harnessed two horses, they put their bags on the horses and left. 
Kuršin šogōtī, kurie nogutī aulāj yaubai. 
He had an old falcon, a greyhound to hunt with. 
Derēn (u)wei hig gurēs, ušken gurēs albai. 
He killed a number of big and small game. 
Algu-ini šidē-tō uwei, gurēs-ī šini sekien (u)wei burān allan 
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They killed many animals, they fell a lot of game. 
Beyed sui kurj-ābai, karč ollon, karč-ī xēd, 
They caused trouble, a calamity arose, they caused calamity (by hunting). 
ene gajir utkai Kumun šurkul elgu bei. Ene Kumun šurkul utkai enī uačrār. 
There was a demon by the name of Kumun. This Kumun demon found them. 
Karč-d-ini utkai-ni kēli-ī ketes-ī-ni čak-čak tatā, alā talilan 
He (the demon) tore apart his guts and killed him because of the hunting. 
Alā sumsī-ni arčie yausan. 
He killed him by taking away his soul (sums) 
Arčie uēr dun-nē, uer gajirdā arčie ersej ābai. 
He took (his soul) to his cave, took him to his place (the lower world). 
Enē udurdē xarbalgābai, niamnilgābai. 
The whole day he taught him shooting with arrows. 
nektēr ugusen, ene xoyor guašk xardaj, parj uailj ābai. 
He died suddenly, his two servants became frightened and cried. 
Meter tursen ag-deu nuwān yauj ābai. 
They used to live like they were real brothers. 
Itgēl xū-ini yasā tēsen ačirj xaj-(i)rē. 
They put his body (on the horse) to carry him home. 
Xaulj xaj-irjī-dī jā-irsen. 
They rode home to explain (what happened). 
“Erie, gentken utkai eimer kēlī čak-čak tatār ugue talilan”. 
“Oh, suddenly his guts were torn and he died.” 
Balla bayan derēn (u)wei ul xardan-ī dē, tījī ail gerid jābai dē 
Baldu bayan was devastated, but he told the village about it. 
“Xū ugusen – elj – ušken jag ugusen,” elj gub sontton (sonsson). 
“The boy died, the youth died”—all of them heard (the news). 
Yas kuč-irjī uallgāsan (uarlgāsan), gādī duanna utai ders pen tarkisan. 
They brought in the body and made a stand from needle-grass in the middle of the 
yard. 
Sain ilgātī abs ačirsan, yasā tējī-dī yasī hekid-ini utai širē baillan. 
They brought a decorated coffin, they put the body inside and put an altar at his 
head. 
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Tīj barjī ail-geri-ī benē-sulē xoriojī, uat xorōlog eimer jak tarkalgāj ābai 
Then the women of the clan gathered to prepare cakes (uat xorōlog). 
Hukur, gagu, xoni albai, yas iškiej ābai, xū gub xorisan 
They killed cattle, pigs, and sheep, all the people gathered for the funeral. 
Geren xū, tursen-končig, guč-gargan gub garsan. Jē, ene hig yas iškiej ābai 
Many people came, relatives, friends, they all arrived. Well, it was a large funeral. 
Ei xīgud karia ene xuailagtī, onj āsan mori-yi, duallaj a(g)u morī utai xuailag albai 
Meanwhile they made a sacrifice: his mount, his favourite horse, was sacrificed. 
Yas tali(a)-ičigu ordōn oriokō-yā utai xuailag jāsan, biteg xījī-dī 
They performed the ritual before the funeral, they wrote a funeral speech (letter). 
Geren xū xorilčijī xuailag jāj ābai, mori-ni arčijī emēl-ini togusan. 
Many people gathered for the sacrifice, they brought the harnessed horse. 
Xodurug xandlag-ini gub emelkēsen, tījī-dī (t)alī-ičsen. 
They put on its breast-band, tail-case and took (the horse) there. 
Ei xīj āgud, iškiej āgud, xuailag jāj barj āgud, xālad-ini nek xū irsen. 
While the funeral and the sacrifice were going on, one man entered the gate. 
Uailbai, iēbei, ei xīgud-ini, xālg-ī-ni hesrugu nek sardia utāč sausan. 
They were mourning and crying when an old man sat down in front of the gate. 
Akar dēlie xurčājī emessen, tīj barjī-dī irō gargāsan,  
He was wearing a turned out gown, standing this way he sang an invocation. 
Kisāl-j ābai ene utāč, kisāl-gudā “xōguyē, yēguyē” elj irō gargāsan. 
The old man sprayed (liquor) while singing: “khoguye-yeguye”. 
“Jalan xū ugusen-n-ini yugū ei xardaj barj gīnggēb-ta?” 
“If one dies from the Middle World, why are you crying?” 
“ene jaland utkai enī ami gargā-gu yadgan bei.” 
“In this World there is a shaman who can return his soul.” 
“Ene yadgan ner-gajir-ini xānigī elē talias-ini: 
“If you ask the shaman’s name and where she lives: 
Nīšīxai xuargī kečid sausan Isan samān.” 
Isan shaman from the Nisihai River’s shore.” 
“Enī au-čia-tāni, utkai ugusen xūyī ami gargāj šadbai” 
 “If you bring her here she can save his life.” 
“Enenne yugū ei uailab-ta dē? Tīgud ta xordun au-(i)čia!” 
“Why are you crying here like this? Bring her here quickly” 
Ene usgui sonsōr Balla bayan ter utāčī ekuēgē uallgāsan. 
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Hearing these words, Baldu bayan invited the old man inside. 
“Ši tegē xer medeb-šie? Unnērē eimer bei yē?” 
“How do you know her? Really, is there such a person?” 
“Bei enēs yōkio gajrī xol, aučia-sā isen tereg kuēleb-šie, isen mori tereg kuēlbei. 
 “She lives some miles away, if you want to bring her, prepare nine horse carts. 
Enī jak-ini utai isen tereg enī aučia-tani, utkai īdeng ami garbai. 
You can bring her with nine carts, she will certainly save his soul. 
Ta xordun tereg kuēljī au-č!” 
Quickly prepare the cart and bring her!” 
Tīkēt ene bayan isen karč-mul sain tereg kuēlē, mori tereg kuēlj bārā-dī. 
So the rich man prepared his nine beautiful carts, the horses were hitched to the 
carts.  
Šurkuēntī tereg kuēlj barā tarkisan. 
They hitched the horses to the covered carts. 
Nek nannā xū ičsen dē, geri-ni dālj yadgan solī-ičsen. 
One carrier left to find her house and invite the shaman (yadgan). 
Kēkēlī xaria Nīsīxai xuarg-ī kečid eimer ail bei. 
There was actually such a village (ail) on the banks of the Nisihai River. 
Ene ailla orson, yadgan gerī-ni olī-ičin-iy dē. 
They entered the village and found her house. 
Nek eljan (er jian) geri: giālān geri. 
It was an erjian (�X) house: a house with rooms. 
Uarsan-šini giākud nek beri tuwāčilj yauj ābai, buda šanaj. 
Entering, he saw in the hall a young wife who was cooking, making a meal. 
Bēd-ini garsan-šini nek etēgu suaj ābai xajūkdā. 
He went out and saw an old woman inside sitting on the kang. (bed-stove or nahan 
in Manchu). 
Uarāl-la ene etēgud-ini ul sai-sōn ī-dē. Etēgu elbei: 
Entering, he greeted the old woman. The old woman said: 
“Xānās irsen-tā?”—tīgud elbei: 
“Where did you come from?”—so he said: 
“Ba eimer gajirās irsen, šamai goij irsen. 
“We came from such and such place to ask you a favour. 
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Yugū sonsgud tānna yadgan bei elen, tīgūdē ugusen xūyī ami-yi gargāj šadbai 
We heard that a shaman lives at your place, who can save the soul of a dead person. 
tī goi-irsen-mā” – emel-ini čičōr baijī-dī ellen. 
I came with this request”—he said standing straight in front of her. 
Ei elgud etēgu tī ellen: “Bī ul meden-mi, beri-mini yadgan” 
When he said that the old woman replied: “I cannot, my daughter-in-law is the 
shaman.” 
“Erie, tī tualla ši ul šalib-ši ī-dē? Ši ul ič elē-šini, xer ičbei?” 
“Oh, so you cannot do it? If you don’t want to come, who will?” 
eiket ene tuwāčilj āgu beri gač-irsen, elbei: “Ene xū-tani xer ugusen?” 
Then the cooking young woman came there and said: “How did that man die?” 
“Gaitī aulāj garār xagi eur olōr ugusen kiūrī šidend” 
“When he went hunting, suddenly he grew sick and died.” 
“Ewē, xer xībei?” – ewē-ini tī ellen: 
“Mother, what shall we do?”—she asked, her mother-in-law said: 
“xūyī ami-nas-ini bas ul jiū-(jiu)-lj xer xībei? 
“It is about a human soul (life), what else can you do? 
Ičigu giān bij-dē. Xū eimer hig kučier solī-irsen ul ičij xer xībei?” 
You should go. If they insist so much, you have to go there.” 
Tīgēr ene beri-ni utkai xuallā sauj baigār onggōr jarsan. 
So the young woman sat down on the kang and invoked her spirits. 
Onggōr jarj barā, xuntur, sumāškia tē(gē), 
Having invoked, she took her drum and shamanic gown, 
Isen terged tēsen, tergī talān tēsen. Nek teregd-ini utai yadgan sausan. 
She put them on the nine carts, one by one. The shaman sat on another cart. 
“Jē, ul iren ī-dē” – tījī tereg-šini gajird tosun uwei ičij ābai. 
“Well, let’s go now”—she said and the carts flied without touching the ground. 
Tend kuren, hig yārj ābai, xagi aidugu. Xālgī kučiren utkai ortuj garj ābai. 
They soon arrived in a great hurry. When they reached the gate, people met them. 
Solij uallgāsan dēr širēd saulkāsan, ul goin ī-dē. 
They invited her in, then made her sit at the table and served her. 
Čomōda argi surējī emel-ini čičōr baijī elbei: 
He offered her liquor in a cup standing up straight and said: 
“Bi nek-kēn keku tejēsen, aulā(r) garā ei ennesen. 
“I had only one son, who went to hunt and died. 
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Tīgūdē šamai yugū šadbai elen sonsgud, tījī-dī šamai solī-ičilgāsan-mie. 
We heard that you can save him, so we asked you to come here. 
Tīgudē ene kekui ami-nas-ini ačirjuku dē!” 
So please bring back the soul of that boy!” 
Ene yadgan utkai xarō dor xījī čomō-šini alijī ellen: 
The shaman returned his greeting and took the cup and said: 
“Ul ajran-panšin, bi šadbai. Šī minī usgui-mini akan-mū-gā-šini bi šadbai. 
“Do not worry, I can do it. If you provide me with what I ask for. 
Ul akan-mū-gā-šini, ul šadan.” 
If you do not provide, then I won’t be able” 
Bayan yum dē, yō elē-šini xō šadbai, elbei: 
Baldu was rich, he could provide anything, so he said: 
“yō-čān banjbūbei?” - yadgan ellen: 
“What should I prepare?”—the shaman said: 
“gerid-sini utai isen gag, čigān gag, gād-šini utai isen čigān hukur. 
“Bring to your house nine pigs, white pigs and to your court nine white cows. 
“Ail bēd utkai isen čigān kakrā, eimer jergī baitaljī bī xekiebei, onggōrō jarbai.” 
“Bring nine hens to the village, I’ll use them during the trance to invoke spirits.” 
“Tījī utkai kekui-šini auč bai, Ugudul xānnā auč bai.” 
“I will bring back your son, I will bring him back from the Dead Kingdom”. 
Ei xīgēr xū xorioson, ail xūyī, tījī yadgan ellen: 
They collected all the people from the village and the shaman said: 
“Namai irō dagagu, xuntur dagagu, ailgī-mini ačbū-j dagagu, eimer xū solib-šie! 
“Find someone who can follow my song and my drum, who can follow my melody. 
Tī (u)wei ās ul šadan. Onggōrī-mini bōj-irās-ini hasōj šadgu xū.” 
Without him I can’t do it. Someone who can ask the spirits when I invoke them.” 
Tījī ail duatar Nannā elgu bagč xūyē ačirsan. 
They brought from the village a bagsi (spirit-mediator) by the name of Nandā. 
Tījī xeden Nannā gari xuntur dagagu xūyī ačirsan. 
And they brought someone, who will follow the drum of Nandā. 
Gag, hukur jergī allan. Gerid-ini isen gagā dōbūsan. 
They killed pigs and cows. Inside the house, nine pigs were sacrificed. 
Gād-ini isen hukurērē uēsen, xekiej ābai. 
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They offered nine cows in the courtyard, then she started the ritual. 
Ail bēd utkai giamen toljī-dī isen čigān kakrāyā derdēsen. Xajirjī elbei: 
They hung up white hens at the gates (jiamen$W) in the village. She said: 
“Bi edē xekiebei” – xekiebei onggōr jarbai, irō dagubai. 
“I will fall into a trance”—she invoked spirits by jumping, they followed by singing. 
Ene yadgan jinnē dagaj ul šadaj abai, tījī ene xū ellen yadgan: 
But they could not follow the shaman, so the shaman said: 
“ennēr tabin gajrī xol nek Nari-Šanggun elgu bei. 
“Fifty miles from here there is a man by the name of Nari-Shanggun. 
Ene Nari Šanggunī soliji ač(i)rā-tani utai, ter xū šadbai.” 
Bring Nari Shanggun here, he can do it. 
Irō dagaj šadbai. Terī ul ač(i)rā-tani, ul šadan.” 
He can follow me. If you don’t bring him here I can’t do it.” 
Tigēr bas duanna-ini ul aučin ī-dē, solij ačirsan. Ene Nari Šanggun irsen. 
So they immediately left to call him. Nari Shanggun came. 
Ene yō xalab-ši dē, irō dagbai, xuntur dagbai, xer xīgui xer šadaj-l ābai, xekiesen. 
Well, he could follow the song and drum, he could really do it, so she started the 
ritual. 
“Edē uai bī kumuš kertbei” – kumuš kertten. 
“Now I lie down with my face down”—she said and lied face down. 
“xuainār-ini utkai xeden xū ul yalgu ualtī-boltī dēri-ini tali-tū!” 
“Put mill stones on my back so nobody can lift me up.” 
īn ualtī-boltīyār-ini talibai. Hig inī ualtī-boltīyār-ini ačrā dallgāga talilan. 
They put these mill stones. They brought these mill stones and put them on her back. 
“Bi utai guadbai. Nek udur, nek suni, xoyor udur, xoyor suni guadbai, ul meden. 
“I am starting a long journey. It will last for one day and night or for two, I don’t 
know. 
Bī kekuyi-tani au-ičbei, guaidbai. 
I will bring back your son but it will take long. 
Bi xajirgu (xajrugu) erin bolōsō, nek-l kuanngārt-mini dau-garbai. 
When the time comes for my return, you will hear the sound of a bell. 
Tigēs-ini utkai ta xuntur yōnī tarka-j namai degidēyē ekuē. 
Then hit the drums and lift me back up (to this World). 
Tigē-tani utai bī xajirbai, keukī-tani ačirbai.” – ei elj barā, utai kumē talilan. 
If you do that, I will return and bring the boy back”—she said and lied facing down. 
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Kum-guēter-ini enī dēr-ini gubā talia, ul ukun ī-dē. 
When she lied facing down, they put everything on top of her. 
Arkan tolī-gi-ni dēr-ini in ualī saulkāsan, dallgāgā talia talilan. 
They put the mill stone on her back, they pushed her down with it. 
Janšī dā ((E zhanshi) ugusen yadgan. 
The shaman looked as if dead. 
Aniar č uwei bollon, amisguē č xēsen. 
She was lying there with no sound and breathing. 
Ei xīgēr ene xū, xoyor udur xoyor suni bollon. 
She lied there like that for two days and nights. 
Gutār udur, gutār suninē bolj ābai. 
The third day and the third night came. 
 
Journey to the Underworld 

Ene yadgan uguj barā, yausan, dolbur ičij ābai dē. 
When the shaman was dead, she started her night journey (dolbur). 
Kumuj barā-dī, yadgan sums-ini yausan. 
Lying face down, the shaman’s soul (sums) left (her body). 
Xaria ter kekuyi gājird-ini ičsen. 
Well, she went to the place where the boy’s (soul) was. 
Eriē, ujsen-šini nek higēs hig kuā, Kumun šurkulī kuā-ini. 
Oh, there she saw a big castle, Kumum demon’s castle. 
Enne xaria nādaj ābai, alt-menggu sak xarbaj nādaj ābai. Tigēr elbei: 
Here he was playing, he was playing with gold and silver anklebones(šagai). She 
said: 
“Šamai bī au-irsen-mi, ši xer end ei nādaj ābai dē? 
“I came to take you back, why are you playing here? 
Ečig-šini utai xardaj ābai šamai ugusen elj” 
Your father is very sad that you have died.” 
Keku tī ellen: “Erie, bi xarij šadgu uwei, ene namai ul talin.” 
The boy said: “Well, I cannot go back, he will not let me go.” 
“Ene šurkul utkai aidugu mō šurkul, kučtī, bitetlēnie xoruntī. 
“This is a very bad demon, he is very strong and extremely dangerous.  
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Enēwēr bi aidugu yadbai. Enne āj ābai. Ene šurkul ulind dōš.” 
So I definitely cannot do it. I will stay here. This demon is very greedy.” 
“Dōš ās-ini ukuyā, yō aubai? Ene šurkulī ori!” 
“If he is greedy, let’s give him what he wants? Call the demon!” 
“Xūyī keku-ini šī yugū ei ersēr abai dē? 
“Why have you stolen someone else’s child? 
Ečig-ini xardaj ābai, karčdā ugusen jakī yugū ei erseb-ši dē? 
His father is sad. Why did you take (the soul of) somebody who died tragically 
Xaritgai!” - šurkul elbei: 
Let him return!”—but the demon said: 
“Xarigud bī ene duallabai, aidugu xarbagud, nimanigud said. 
“If he returns I will miss him, he shoots well with the bow. 
 Tīgūdē bi utai uēr duārā jargānia aubai.” 
 So I have taken him to please me.” 
“Ei ul bolun, xer čī xalilgā!” 
“It is not possible. You have to let him return!” 
“Xalilgāgu, bī bai ul xalilgān-mi.” “Yō aub-šī?” 
“If I let him go, I won’t do it for free.” “What do you want?” 
“Ai, hukur, mori yōkio aubai, kakra jieljig yōkio aubai, nogu yōkio aubai.” 
“Well, I take cows and horses. I take hens as well and some dogs too.” 
 “ter-šini kianna (xiamda)” – Ene yadgan ter jergī jakī banjbūgua talilan. 
“That’s easy.”—The shaman arranged all those things. 
Kakrā-makrāyā ačirsan, hukur, gag ene jergī jak ačirsan: “jē, enī au!” 
She brought all the chickens, cows, pigs and other things: “Here, take them!” 
“Bolbai, šī ačir dē, bī ene jergie jakī-šini olj ābai. 
“Alright, I have received these things you brought. 
Edē enī-šini bī baitalguo ul gūrūn. Xer yaulgābai? 
But I don’t know how to take care of them. How do I drive them? 
Gargāgu bolōsō yō elbei, uallgāgu bolōsō yō elbei?” 
What do I have to say to drive them out, what to drive them in?” 
“Mori-ni bolōsō juē-juē elbei, hukur-ini bolōsō xuai-xuai elbei. 
“To the horses you say jue-jue. To the cows you say huai-huai. 
Kakrā-ini bolōsō xuāš-xuāš xībei, galigu bolōsō gū-gū xībei. 
To the hens you say huash-huash. To the geese you say gū-gū. 
Nogo origu bolōsō čuē-čuē xībei, yaulgāgu bolōsō muē-muē xībei.” 
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When you call the dogs, say chue-cheu, when you send them away, say mue-mue.” 
Tīj barjī awō yausan.  
She took him and left 
Irmū xānd dans-ini baičā-ičbei, yōkio nastīdā xaribai. 
She went to check Irmū khan’s book about (the boy’s) life. 
Tōndā xajirsan, xer xīsen? Ene kekuyi arčia yausan dagalgāgā-dī Irmū xānd kursen. 
What did they do on the way home? She led the boy all the way to Irmū khan. 
Fendū kotond uarsan dē, xānna aulji-ičsen. 
They entered the city of Fengdu (VU) to meet the khān there. 
Xān dēr sauj ābai, julkunnē amtī, karčin beyed-ini panguan (�#) sausan. 
Khān was sitting up high with a mouth on his chest, around him judges were sitting. 
Hukur, mori hekitī olor hasōbai: “Yugū irsen-šie, saman yugū irsen?” 
Cow and horse-headed people asked: “Why did you come, why did the shaman 
come?” 
“Ene kekuyī nas-sē-ini hasō-irsen-mi, karčidā ugusen 
“I want to ask about the life of this boy, he died in a tragedy 
bī dāčilj getkulj irsen-mi, tikēt dans xuak!” 
I came here to find out, please open your book (dangzi9�).” 
Karčin beyī olor utai dans xuakaj ujij ābai. 
The two sitting by his side began to look up in the book: 
“Ene xaria karčdā xajirsan, jalōdā xajirbai, xoyor kekutī” 
“Well, he died tragically, but he would die young leaving two sons” 
Ene emgun goij ābai: “Xān, xer či nas nemej ukun-šī-dē.” 
The (shaman) lady requested: “Khān, would you give him more life?” 
“Ene gag, isen hukurēr uēsen. Gub šamd banigalj ābai.” 
“I offer you pigs and nine cows. Everybody will be grateful to you.” 
Xer čī nas-ini ul nemej, xariar-l irēsē, yō kereg dē?” 
If you do not extent his life, what is the point for him to return?” 
Tigē nemsen, yeren nastī bolgāsan. 
He extended his life so he could live ninety years. 
“Edē om uku!” “Ai, xoyor kekutī.” 
“Now give some offspring!” “Well, he has two sons.” 
“Ul šadan, xoyor keku-šini xer iēbeidē, hulū-kēlī uku!” 
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“It is impossible, two sons are not enough, please give some more!” 
Isen keku ukusen, gub noyon: “Edē ši xari dē!” 
He gave him nine sons, all noble (noyon) ones: “Now you should go home!” 
Tegē yadgan xānār heilē xuiannā ul xajirna ī-dē. 
So the shaman said farewell to the khan and returned. 
 
Xajirguda utai elē xačin Erū ujilgēsen, ene kekud. 
On the way home, she showed the boy the various tortures (erüü). 
Mō yawōs xer, sain yawōs xer? Enī bolgu ujilgēsen. 
What happens to the bad and what to the good? She showed him everything. 
 
Tīj barā Fendū kotnōr heillen. Ul xajiran ī-dē, xajirj ābai. 
So they left the city of Fengdu. They were returning, they were on the way home. 
Inī ergun-ini uguj učēk guaidtan. Xeden hōn bollon. 
Her husband died not long ago. Some years earlier. 
Ergun-ini sonsson, bodbai: 
The (shaman’s dead) husband noticed (them) and thought: 
“Bi ugusen, namai ul gual-lan” 
“When I died she did not save me.” 
“xūyi ami gargāgōr-ini, namai ul ami gargān. Bi negellē yā” 
“Instead of saving others, she should have saved me. I will catch them.” 
Ene erinne ugusen, Ugudul xānna ičsen, elbei: 
He died and went to the khan of the Dead (Irmu) and said: 
“Isan samān irsen, ter kekui ami gargāj ābai, bi ul ami garan?” 
“Isan shaman came here, she saved the life of that boy but not mine?” 
Tigē negellē. Negellēgē kuičēsen, elbei: 
He chased them. He caught up with them and said: 
“Ši xer xūi ami gargābai, namai ul ami gargān?” 
“Why did you save the life of a stranger and not my life?” 
“Ši guaidtan-šie, ul šadan. Erinnē xarisan-ši.” 
“You have passed that phase, it’s not possible. Your time has passed.” 
“Guaidtannā yō, namai ul ami gargān-ši.” 
“I have passed that phase because you did not save me.” 
“Ul gargāgā-šini, bi xabšiačbai.” 
“If you do not save me I will complain.” 
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tigēdī emgun-ini bas jīllen, tīj barā ellen: 
So the lady got frightened and said this: 
“Aiš (u)wei, yasī-šini ujī-ičiya!” 
“No problem, show me your corpse.” 
“xamar xū-šini uannan uwei ās-ini, šadan-mie, ičiya!” 
“If your nose hasn’t fallen off, I can do it. Let’s go!” 
tigē nugur-ejēr, ene kekutī guarbōl utkai absad-ini ičie ul talin ī-dē. 
So her husband, the boy, and she surely went to his coffin together. 
Yasd-ini ičier, absī daib-ini xuakār, ujsen-šini,  
They went to the corpse, they opened the coffin  
xamar xū uannan, yō č uwei bollon, ub hud-xorgu, elbei: 
His nose had fallen off, it has disappeared. There were worms. She said: 
“Enī-šini bī xer ami gargāb-bie?” 
“How can I save your life now?” 
“Sumsī-šini ačirjī xāna aulja(j) āwai dē? Pel uwei.” 
“If I bring your soul here, where can I put it? It’s impossible.” 
Elj barādī heilelčie talilan. Ei xīgēr-ān xoyōlōn čōgilčio heillen. 
She told him and said goodbye. So the two of them departed angrily. 
Ei xīgudē in xuiannā ičie xabšiačia talilan. 
So he returned (to the Underworld) and complained. 
Morirdton, ene xoyor xajirsan. Nek kuānggārt xudullen. 
She (with the boy) returned home. The bell started to ring. 
Geren olor gub xajirsan elj ābai. 
All the people were hoping that they would return. 
Keku-i-gi-ni sums-ini beyed-ini auljā (i)čie talilan, ami garsan. 
She put back the soul of the child and he came alive (started to breathe). 
yadganī nek kuānggārt xudulguē-tōr xū gub lašij ul boskān ī-dē. 
When one bell of the shaman rang, all of them noticed and helped her stand up. 
Gisāsan dē, xer yausan-mi, xer au-ičsen-mi. 
She told them where she had been and what she had done. 
“Edē absī daibā nē-(i)č-tū! Keku-tāni ami-garsan 
“Now open the cover of the coffin! Your son is alive. 
Dēr-ini yeren nastī bollon. Isen kekutī, isen keku-ni gub noyon 
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Moreover, he will live ninety years. He’ll have nine sons, all of then noyons 
Entgem bayan, uēšgun aminab-tā.” 
All the time you will live rich and respected.” 
Gisāj barā-dī samāškiayā ailāsan. 
Having finished the ritual, she took off the shamanic dress (samāsiki)  
Ene yadganī sekien (u)wei ul sogoilon ī-dē. 
Then they treated the shaman very respectfully. 
Keku ami garsan, absī daib nē-(i)čsen-šini keku bosō sausan. 
The boy came alive. They opened the coffin lid and he sat up. 
“Erie, yōkio č uantsan-mi” 
“Oh, I have slept quite a lot.” 
jē, ei xīsen, ujsen-šini, xaria, gub absī duatrār gargāsan. 
Well, they saw him and together took him out of the coffin. 
Ei xīgē hig sarin xīsen, yas iškiēgō hurčāgā hulān sarin xīsen. 
So they held a big feast. Instead of the funeral they had a happy feast. 
Ene yadganī-šini isen udur, isen suni sarin xījī sogoillon. 
The shaman was invited to this feast that lasted nine days and nights. 
Tījī hukur-mori, alt-menggu, torgu-pans teilī jakī-šini banigallan. 
She was grateful for all the cows and horses, gold, silver and silk. 
Tijī en yadgan tī ellen: “Enī bī ul aun-mi, ene jergī xunnī ul aun-mi.” 
But the shaman said this: “I cannot take this, I cannot accept this honour.” 
Yadgania uku-ičsen, ene yadgan xarisan. 
The shaman was honoured and she returned. 
 
Ueil tattan, ergun-ini Irmū xānna xabšiagā, Dēr tenggerd bas xabšiasan. 
Then trouble happened, her husband complained to Irmu khān and Deer tenggeri. 
Dēr tengger, Irmū yān auljij barā-dī xabšiasan. 
Deer tenggeri and Irmun khān met and had an argument. 
“Ene xū ergun-ini ugusen-ini erintī, erintī tōtī xajirsan.” 
“This women’s husband has died timely, he died his own death.” 
Ter dād xūyi beye-ini xūsen. Xamar-xū-ini gub uannan. 
Moreover the man’s body was rotten. His nose had fallen off. 
Ene ul šadgu-ini iergiēn.  
So it was impossible to do it.  
Ene yadganī jalan-na ersej ul bolon, enī ersē-šini, jalan gajird xū ul bartan. 
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But the shaman cannot stay, if we let her stay, people will not fit into the World. 
Ugues-ini, arčia yaubai, irēsē. 
If someone dies, she brings them back (from the death) 
Tiwēr-ini aiš (u)wei, enī palbūgā taliya! 
So there is no way, let’s exile her (from this World) 
Isen tamī hojōr orkio tali!” 
Let’s send her to the bottom of the Ninth Hell!” 
tīj barā xollugu tarkādī Dēr tengger irēdī 
Having said that, Dēr tenggeri came with rattling chains, 
enī diau-lādī arčia, xigōr uwei čēl-le orkio talilan. 
He grabbed her and threw her into a deep whirlpool. 
Ene xū uarj ičigudē, hekī husē deyedē baria tattan, tī ellen: 
While falling, she tore some of her hair out and said: 
“Ene husī yōkio barān āgās-ini yokio barān jadgan gartgai!” 
“From each of this hair let many shamans be born!” 
Ei xīgudē jaland jadgan garsan. 
This is how shamans appeared in the world. 
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Abstract     According to linguistic classification, Dagur is one of the archaic Mongolic 

languages. This language is unique, connected to Old Mongol language Khitan, and it has a 

close relationship with Manchu and Solon Ewenki—two Tungusic languages. The aim of 

this paper is to show the uniqueness of Dagur language through the representation of the 

names of body parts from etymological aspect. This paper tries to shed light on how body 

part names may play in the determination of Dagur language’s place among other Mongolic 

languages 
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Introduction 
 
In 1985, Gerhard Doerfer’s famous book Mongolo-Tungusica, on Mongolic 
loanwords in Tungusic languages, was published, wherein he examined loanwords 
with statistical methods. One of the most important results of this work was the 
introduction of term “daguroid”, which implies the oldest layer of borrowing in 
the first period of the Mongolic-Tungusic contacts, whose time is indeterminable 
(Doerfer 1985, 161-169 and 157-161; 1985a, 138; also see Khabtagaeva 2017, 45-46). 
 In August, 2009, I had the opportunity to carry out fieldwork among the 
Barguzin Ewenki people of the Kurumkan Region of Buryatia in Russia. In the 
village of Alla, where I carried out my fieldwork, I could hear in person some of 
the specific grammatical features of the Barguzin Ewenki’s language. An 
interesting fact was that the Barguzin Ewenkis use, besides the designation buryād, 
also dagu to refer to Buryats. Certainly, this is due to the fact that the territory 
where the Barguzin Ewenkis now live once formed a part of Dauria, which lay in 
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the territory of Transbaikalia as far as the western bank of the River Amur, and 
the people who lived on the territory of Dauria until the 17th century were called 
daur by the Russian pioneers, without any further distinction. In turn, the Buryats 
generally call Barguzin Ewenkis xamnigan, but the reference is not the same as that 
of Khamnigan Mongols, who are the inhabitants of Manchuria, in China. After 
my visit among the Barguzin Ewenki people, I started my research to understand 
and clarify the layer of “daguroid” loanwords. As a result, I published several 
papers (Khabtagaeva 2010; 2011; 2012), tried to concentrate on the Ewenki dialects 
of Buryatia (Khabtageva 2010/2011) and the result of my research was that I was 
able to establish that almost all Mongolic loanwords in the Ewenki dialects of 
Buryatia are identical with Khamnigan Mongol language, and not Buryat or Dagur. 
It seems that one “early” Mongolic language connected to Khamnigan Mongol 
was spoken in the Trans-Baikalian area before the Buryat tribes arrived here, and 
this language had a considerable influence on Ewenki dialects in the earlier stage 
of borrowing. Another very important result was to confirm the supposition that 
Khamnigan Mongol is possibly one of the “original” archaic Mongolic languages 
(for more details, see Janhunen 2003). The connection between Khamnigan 
Mongols and the Dagur people needs more examination, but linguistically they 
are speakers of two different languages. 
 
 

The Place of Dagur among Mongolic Languages 
 
According to linguistic classification, Dagur is one of the archaic Mongolic 
languages. This language is unique; it is connected with the Old Mongol language 
Khitan and, additionally, it has a close relationship with Manchu and Solon 
Ewenki—two Tungusic languages. The latter fact gave rise to the opinion that 
Dagur belonged in the Tungusic language family, which has a strong Mongolic 
influence (for details, see Poppe 1930; and 1934–1935). 
 Dagur does not have a standard variety. Today, the Dagurs live in four 
geographically separate groups: the Amur, the Nonni, the Hailar, and the Sinkiang. 
There is mutual intelligibility between these groups, although there are dialectal 
differences between their varieties. The Nonni Dagurs speak the Butha and the 
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Tsitsikar dialects, while another three groups use independent dialects (for more 
details, see Tsumagari 2003). Unfortunately, the four different dialect groups are 
not researched equally, with the Butha dialect of the Nonni Dagur from the 
northern group being best described (Todaeva 1986; Engkebatu 1983; 1984; 1988). 
The differences between the dialects are not studied properly, either. Thus, at the 
moment what is needed is to systematize all publications on Dagur language 
published up to now and to identify common features and differences between 
the dialects. Besides these problems and tasks, it is necessary to clarify the 
relationship with Old Mongol Khitan. In order to decide whether Dagur is a 
descendant of Common Mongolic or Para-Mongolic, including Khitan, we should 
separate the “real” Dagur vocabulary from the Mongolic elements borrowed from 
other Mongolic languages and from Tungusic loanwords. 
 
 

Dagur Body Part Names 
 
The aim of my paper is to show the uniqueness of Dagur language through the 
representation of the names of body parts from etymological and phonetic 
perspectives. In total, ninety-five terms were collected from the works of 
Engkebatu (ed. 1983; 1984) 1  and Todaeva (1986) concerning the Butha dialect 
(referred to as Butha Dagur below), the materials of our fieldwork 2  (2017 
September, Hulunbuir China) and the dictionary compiled by Tumurdei and 
Tsybenov (2014) regarding the Hailar dialect (referred to as Hailar Dagur below). 
 From an etymological perspective, most terms are of Common Mongolic 
origin, representing the archaic and special Dagur phonetic features. This group 
also includes some Dagur words with internal development lacking in other 
Mongolic languages. A separate group involves Tungusic loanwords from Manchu 
and Solon Ewenki, and, in addition, few words are of unknown origin. 
 
 

 1 The data from Engkebatu’s dictionaries is also checked in the index compiled by Alonso de la 

Fuente (online). 

 2  I would like to thank my colleagues and friends from Charles University Prague Dr. Veronika 

Zikmundová and Dr. Veronika Kapišovská with whom I conducted the fieldwork. Also, I would 

like to thank all our informants and contacts in Hulunbuir, China.  
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The Common Mongolic Names of Body Parts: Phonetic Criteria 
 
Most names of body parts in Dagur are of Mongolic origin. The words show the 
archaic and specific Dagur phonetic changes which clearly help to classify the 
language as archaic and independent from other Mongolic languages. Below, I 
would like to present the most important phonetic criteria. 

1. The preservation of Middle Mongol initial h-, on the basis of which Dagur is 
classified as an archaic language. Examples are as follows. 

Butha, Hailar Dagur xalǝg “palm” ~ Mongolic3 *halïkan: Middle Mongol: Secret 
History, Hua-yi yi-yu halaqan; Mukaddimat al-Adab alaqan; Rasulid halaqan; 
Literary Mongolian alaγa(n); Onon Khamnigan aliga(n) ~ alaga(n); Buryat al’ga(n) 
(Nugteren 2011, 348); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur xǝky “head” ~ Mongolic *hekin “beginning, commencement, 
origin, source”: Middle Mongol: Secret History, Hua-yi yi-yu, Yiyu, Rasulid heki; 
Mukaddimat al-Adab, Leiden hekin; Literary Mongolian eki(n); Onon Khamnigan 
eki(n) “beginning”; Buryat exi(n) “beginning” (Nugteren 2011, 352); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur xǝlǝg “liver” ~ Mongolic *heligen: Middle Mongol: Secret 
History helige(n) ~ elige; Hua-yi yi-yu, Zhiyuan Yiyu heligen; Yiyu helige; 
Mukaddimat al-Adab eligen; Leiden helege(n); helige; Literary Mongolian elige; Onon 
Khamnigan ilige(n) ~ elige(n) ~ iligü(n); Buryat el’ge(n) (Nugteren 2011, 353); 
Butha Dagur xorōl, xorol; Hailar Dagur xollǝ “lips” ~ Mongolic *hurugul: Middle 
Mongol: Hua-yi yi-yu, Mukaddimat al-Adab, Leiden, Istanbul hurūl; Rasulid hürül; 
Literary Mongolian uruγul; Onon Khamnigan urūl; Buryat ural (Nugteren 2011, 
365); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur xus “hair” ~ Mongolic *hüsün: Secret History, Hua-yi yi-yu, 
Leiden, Istanbul, Rasulid hüsün; Yiyu hüsü; Mukaddimat al-Adab üsün; Literary 
Mongolian üsün; Onon Khamnigan üse(n) ~ ösö(n); Buryat ühe(n) (Nugteren 2011, 
371); 

 

 3  For comparison only the Middle Mongol, Literary Mongolian and from Modern Mongolic 

languages Khamnigan and Buryat data are given. In addition, I mention Nugteren’s work (2011) 

where the other Mongolic data are found. 
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Butha Dagur xǝrǝg, xǝrgī “thumb, big toe”; cf. Hailar Dagur xǝrgǝt̄ (< *xǝrgǝ ̄+t 
{< +tU Mongolic denominal noun suffix designating possession of or containment 
in something, see Poppe GWM, §140}) “bone/or stone ring worn on the thumb 
for archery” (Tumurdei & Tsybenov, 2014) ~ Mongolic *herekei; Middle Mongol: 
Secret History heregei; Leiden herekei; Literary Mongolian erekei; Onon Khamnigan 
erekī ~ erekei; Buryat erxï̄ (Nugteren 2011, 353). 
 

2. The absence of regressive assimilation of vowel *i is another important 
criterion for classifying Dagur as an archaic language. 

Butha, Hailar Dagur nid  “eye” ~ Mongolic *nidün: Middle Mongol: Secret History, 
Hua-yi yi-yu, Zhiyuan Yiyu, Mukaddimat al-Adab, Rasulid nidün; Yiyu nidü; 
Literary Mongolian nidün; Onon Khamnigan nidü(n) ~ nyüde(n); Manchurian 
Khamnigan nidü(n); KhamniganDS nidü; Buryat nyüden (Nugteren 2011, 459); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur kimč “fingernail” ~ Mongolic *kimusun < *kïmul+sUn 
{Mongolic denominal noun suffix, see Poppe GWM, §137}: Middle Mongol: Secret 
History kimusun “claw”, kimul “nail”; Hua-yi yi-yu kimusun; Yiyu qumusu; 
Mukaddimat al-Adab qimusun; Rasulid qimsūn; Literary Mongolian kimusun; Onon 
Khamnigan kimusu; KhamniganM kimusugen; Manchurian Khamnigan kimuhu; 
Buryat xyumhan (Nugteren 2011, 413). 
 
2.1 The preservation of the Mongolic syllable *ǰi. 
Butha, Hailar Dagur gǝǰig “braid of hair” ~ Mongolic *geǰige “hair in general, nape 
of the neck; plait or braid of hair, pigtail, queue” < *gedi4 +GAn; Middle Mongol: 
Mukaddimat al-Adab, Rasulid geǰige; Literary Mongolian geǰige; Onon Khamnigan 
gedžigi ~ gedžigü ~ gedzege; Buryat gezege (Nugteren 2011, 339-340); 
← Turkic *gedi < *kedi: сf. Old Turkic kēδin “behind, afterwards” < *kē “back, 
behind; afterwards”5 (Clauson 1972, 736b). 
 
2.2 The fate of the Mongolic affricate *č with vowel i. 
There are four different groups of the development *či: the first one includes 
examples where the syllable (a) was preserved, (b) changed to ši, and there are (c 
 

 4  < *gedi +GAn {Mongolic NN: Khabtagaeva 2009, 280} ← Turkic *ge ̄di <*ge ̄din <*ke ̄din <*ke ̄+dIn: сf.  
Old Turkic ke ̄din “behind, afterwards” *ke ̄ “back, behind; afterwards”. 

 5  For details on the etymological background of word, see Clauson 1972, 736b; and Sevortjan 3, 28. 
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and d) some examples where the regressive assimilation of the vowel i already 
occurred, which proves a later development in Dagur: 
(a)  
Butha, Hailar Dagur čiky “ear” ~ Mongolic *čikin < *čïkïn; Middle Mongol: Secret 
History, Hua-yi yi-yu čikin, Yiyu čiki; Mukaddimat al-Adab čiqin; Leiden, Istanbul, 
Rasulid čikin; Literary Mongolian čiki(n); Onon Khamnigan čiki ~ čike; Buryat 
šexe(n) (Nugteren 2011, 302); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur kačir “cheek” ~ Mongolic *kačïr; Middle Mongol: Secret 
History, Hua-yi yi-yu qačar; Yiyu qaǰar “jaws”; Mukaddimat al-Adab qačar ~ γačar; 
Literary Mongolian qačir ~ qačar; Onon Khamnigan xacar; Buryat xasar (Nugteren 
2011, 398). 
(b)  
Butha Dagur šimǝg, šimug; Hailar Dagur šimǝg “bone marrow” ~ Mongolic 
*čimegen; Middle Mongol: Hua-yi yi-yu, Mukaddimat al-Adab čimegen; Literary 
Mongolian čimöge(n) ~ čömöge(n); Onon Khamnigan cümegü ~ cümege ~ cömögö; Buryat 
semge(n) (Nugteren 2011, 305). 
(c)  
Butha, Hailar Dagur čos “blood” ~ Mongolic *čisun < *čï +sUn {Mongolic denominal 
noun suffix, see Poppe GWM, §137}; Middle Mongol: Secret History, Hua-yi yi-
yu, Mukaddimat al-Adab, Leiden, Rasulid čisun; Yiyu čisu; Literary Mongolian 
čisu(n); Onon Khamnigan čisu(n); Buryat šuha(n) (Nugteren 2011, 304). 
(d)  
Butha Dagur šar, šarā ~ šarī; Hailar Dagur šar “face” ~ Mongolic *čirai < *čïraï; 
Middle Mongol: Secret History, Hua-yi yi-yu, Yiyu, Mukaddimat al-Adab čirai; 
Literary Mongolian čirai; Onon Khamnigan čirai; Buryat šarai (Nugteren 2011, 
303). 
 

3. The separate group includes words with ši which originally go back to *si. 
Despite the fact that these words preserve the vowel *i, they belong to a 
relatively later period of development in comparison to Khamnigan Mongol. 
Khamnigan Mongol forms with original *si prove the “earlier” process of 
development. 
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Butha, Hailar Dagur šid “tooth” ~ Mongolic *šidün < *sidün: Middle Mongol: Secret 
History šidu ~ sudu; Zhiyuan Yiyu südün; Hua-yi yi-yu šidün; Yiyu šidü; Mukaddimat 
al-Adab šidün ~ sidün; Rasulid šidün; Literary Mongolian sidün: Onon Khamnigan 
sidün ~ šidün; Manchurian Khamnigan sidü(n); KhamniganM šidün; Buryat šüden 
(Nugteren 2011, 494); 
Butha Dagur šilǝm “shin bone” ~ Mongolic *šilmi < *silbi: Middle Mongol: Hua-yi 
yi-yu, Mukaddimat al-Adab šilbi; Literary Mongolian silbi; Onon Khamnigan šilbe 
~ silbi; KhamniganDS šilbi; Buryat šelbe (Nugteren 2011, 495); 
Butha Dagur šinā “cheekbone” ~ Mongolic *šinā < *sinaga “temple of the head”: 
Middle Mongol – ; Literary Mongolian sinaγa; Khamnigan – ; Buryat šanā 
(Nugteren 2011, 491); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur širbǝs “tendon, muscle” ~ Mongolic *širbüsün < *sirbü +sUn 
{Mongolic denominal noun suffix, see Poppe GWM, §137}: Middle Mongol: Secret 
History, Hua-yi yi-yu, Mukaddimat al-Adab širbüsün; Rasulid sirbüsün; Literary 
Mongolian sirbüsün; Onon Khamnigan širbüsü(n) ~ šürbüse(n) ~ sirbüsü; Buryat 
šürbehe(n) (Nugteren 2011, 497). 
 

4. The loss of unaccented vowels in the final syllable, due to the accent falling 
on the first vowel (Nugteren 2011, 86), belongs to specific Daguric phonetic 
criteria. 

Butha, Hailar Dagur am “mouth” ~ Mongolic *aman: Middle Mongol: Secret 
History ama(n); Hua-yi yi-yu, Zhiyuan Yiyu, Mukaddimat al-Adab, Leiden, 
Istanbul, Rasulid aman; Yiyu ama; Literary Mongolian ama(n); Khamnigan ama(n); 
Buryat ama(n) (Nugteren 2011, 269); 
← Bulghar Turkic *amă: cf. Old Turkic am “vulva” (Clauson 1972, 155a); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur ars “skin” ~ Mongolic *arasun < *arï +sUn {Mongolic 
denominal noun suffix, see Poppe GWM, §137}: Middle Mongol:  Secret History, 
Hua-yi yi-yu, Mukaddimat al-Adab, Rasulid arasun; Istanbul arāsun; Literary 
Mongolian arasu(n) ~ arisu(n); Onon Khamnigan arasu ~ arusu; Buryat arha(n) 
(Nugteren 2011, 272); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur dal “shoulder blade” ~ Mongolic *dalu: Middle Mongol: Yiyu, 
Zhiyuan Yiyu, Mukaddimat al-Adab dalu; Rasulid dālu; Literary Mongolian dalu; 
Onon Khamnigan dala ~ dalu; Buryat dala (Nugteren 2011, 311-312); 
Butha Dagur gǝtǝs ~ kǝtǝs “stomach, intestines, entrails”; Hailar Dagur kǝtǝs 
“intestines” ~ Mongolic *getesün < *gede+sUn {Mongolic denominal noun suffix, see 
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Poppe GWM, §137}: Middle Mongol: Hua-yi yi-yu gedesün; Yiyu gedesü; 
Mukaddimat al-Adab getesün; Leiden, Rasulid gesesün; Literary Mongolian 
gedesü(n); Manchurian Khamnigan getexun; Onon Khamnigan gedüsü(n) ~ gödösü(n) 
~ gödösö(n) ~ gedese(n); Buryat gedehe(n) ~ getehe(n) (Nugteren 2011, 338-339); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur yas “bone(s)” ~ Mongolic *yasun < *ya +sUn {Mongolic 
denominal noun suffix, see Poppe GWM, §137}: Middle Mongol: Secret History 
yasu(n); Hua-yi yi-yu, Zhiyuan Yiyu, Mukaddimat al-Adab, Rasulid yasun; Yiyu 
yasu; Literary Mongolian yasu(n); Onon Khamnigan yasu; cf. KhamniganM yas (← 
Khalkha); Manchurian Khamnigan – ; Buryat yahan (Nugteren 2011, 544-545). 
 
The words where the final diphthong -Ai is lost, also belong to this group. 
Butha Dagur maŋil; Hailar Dagur maŋgil “forehead” ~ Mongolic *maŋlai < 
*maŋ6+lAi {Mongolic denominal noun suffix, which forms nouns that designate 
names of body parts, see Ramstedt 1957, 197-198}: Middle Mongol: Precl.Mo., 
Secret History manglai; Hua-yi yi-yu maŋlai; Yiyu mangnai; Mukaddimat al-Adab 
manqlai; Ibn-Muhanna manlai; Leiden, Istanbul manglai; Rasulid manqlai; Literary 
Mongolian mangnai ~ manglai; Onon Khamnigan mannai; Buryat magnai (Nugteren 
2011, 441); 
Butha Dagur taŋnā, Hailar Dagur tannǝ “roof of the mouth, palate” ~ Mongolic 
*taŋnai < *taŋlai < *taŋ+lAi {Mongolic denominal noun suffix, see Ramstedt 1957, 
197–198}: Middle Mongol: Precl.Mo. tanglai; Yiyu tangnai; Mukaddimat al-Adab 
tanqlai; Leiden tanglai; Rasulid tanġlai; Literary Mongolian tanglai; Onon 
Khamnigan taŋalai ~ taŋilai; Buryat taŋalai (Nugteren 2011, 512); 
← Turkic *taŋ < *tam7: cf. Old Turkic tamġaq (< *tam+GAK8) “the throat; the soft 
palate”. 
 

 

 6  The base of the Mongolic word is *mang, cf. Literary Mongolian mangqan (< *mang+KAn) “horse  

with a star on its forehead”; Literary Mongolian mangqar (< *mang+KAr) “horse or cattle with a 

white head or face”.  

 7  For example, the other Turkic-Mongolic parallel with the changing of sounds m ~ ŋ: Mongolic 

simaγul (< *sim+A-GUl) “insect, mosquito” ← Turkic siŋek (< *siŋ+AK) “a buzzing insect”.  

 8  + GAK (Turkic denominal noun suffix that designates body parts, see Erdal 1991, 74. 
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5. Daguric rhotacism. Among Mongolic languages this phonetic phenomenon 
is peculiar only of Dagur: in place of the original Mongolic consonants -b-,  
-g-, -d- and -s-, the consonant -r- appears (Poppe 1955, 121-122; Todaeva 1986, 
33-35; Darbeeva 1996, 83; Khabtagaeva 2012, 339). 

Butha, Hailar Dagur aurky “lungs” ~ Mongolic *aušgi < *aguškï: Middle Mongol: 
Secret History a’ušigi; Zhiyuan Yiyu aurgi; Hua-yi yi-yu a’ušigi; Yiyu auš(i)ki; 
Mukaddimat al-Adab a’uški; Leiden awuski ~ awusqi; Rasulid aušgi; Literary 
Mongolian aγušgi; Onon Khamnigan ūdki ~ ūtki; Buryat ūšxa(n) (Nugteren 2011, 
275); 
Butha Dagur bursu ~ bursǝ, burs “buttocks, rump”; Hailar Dagur burs “croup, 
backside (of animals)” ~ Mongolic *bögse: Middle Mongol: Secret History, 
Mukaddimat al-Adab bökse; Literary Mongolian bögse(n); Onon Khamnigan bügsü ~ 
bügse; Buryat bügse (Nugteren 2011, 287); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur ǝrčū “chest” ~ Mongolic *ebčigün: Middle Mongol: Secret 
History, Hua-yi yi-yu, Mukaddimat al-Adab ebče’ün; Leiden ebčewün; Istanbul 
ebčǖn; Rasulid ebčigün; Literary Mongolian ebčigün; Onon Khamnigan übcǖ(n) ~ 
übčǖ(n); Buryat übsǖ(n) (Nugteren 2011, 321). 
 

6. The Common Mongolic short *u (a) changed to o or diphtong ua, while the 
secondary long vowel *ū (b) generally merged to o in Dagur in different 
positions of word. This change is a typical feature of Dagur. 

(a)  
Butha, Hailar Dagur ǰol “sinciput” ~ Mongolic *ǰula < ǰulaï: Middle Mongol: Ibn-
Muhanna ǰolā “brain”; Literary Mongolian ǰula ~ ǰulai; Khamnigan – ; Buryat zulai 
(Nugteren 2011, 393); 
Butha Dagur sodal, cf. suadǝl; Hailar Dagur suadǝl “blood vessels, artery” ~ 
Mongolic *sudal < *sudalsun < *sudal +sUn {Mongolic denominal noun suffix, see 
Poppe GWM, §137}: Middle Mongol: Hua-yi yi-yu sudasun; Mukaddimat al-Adab 
sudasun ~ sudusun; Rasulid sudasun; Yiyu sudal; Literary Mongolian sudal, sudasu(n); 
Onon Khamnigan sudasu(n) ~ hudahu(n); Buryat hudal (Nugteren 2011, 505). 
(b)  
Butha, Hailar Dagur sō “armpit” ~ Mongolic *sū < *sugu: Middle Mongol: Secret 
History, Hua-yi yi-yu su’u; Mukaddimat al-Adab sū; Rasulid suwu; Literary 
Mongolian suγu; Onon Khamnigan sugu(n) ~ suga(n); Buryat huga (Nugteren 2011, 
507); 
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Butha, Hailar Dagur nirō “back, spine” ~ Mongolic *nirū < *nïru +GUn: Middle 
Mongol: Secret History niru’un ~ niri’un; Hua-yi yi-yu niri’un; Yiyu niru’u; 
Mukaddimat al-Adab nirūn ~ nirγun; Rasulid nirġun; Literary Mongolian niruγu(n); 
Khamnigan nirū(n) ~ niruga(n); Buryat nyurga(n) (Nugteren 2011, 457); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur xorō “finger” ~ Mongolic *kurū < *kuru +GUn: Middle 
Mongol: Secret History, Hua-yi yi-yu quru’un; Mukaddimat al-Adab qurūn ~ xurūn; 
Rasulid qurūn; Literary Mongolian quruγu(n); Onon Khamnigan xurū; Buryat 
xurga(n) (Nugteren 2011, 434). 
 

7. One of the special Dagur features is the appearance of prothetic consonant 
w- before labial vowel u-. 

Butha, Hailar Dagur wāč “sacrum, lower back” ~ Mongolic *ūča “back; sacrum; 
crotch, hindquarters, rump”: Middle Mongol “back”: Mukaddimat al-Adab ūča; 
Leiden, Istanbul, Rasulid uča; Literary Mongolian uγuča ~ uγuči ~ aγuča; Onon 
Khamnigan ūca; Buryat ūsa (Nugteren 2011, 536); 
← Turkic *ūča: cf. Old Turkic uča “the loins, haunches, rump” (Clauson 1972, 20b); 
Butha Dagur wala, Hailar Dagur wal “sole of foot” ~ Mongolic *ula: Middle 
Mongol: Secret History, Hua-yi yi-yu ula; Mukaddimat al-Adab hula; Rasulid ulā; 
Literary Mongolian ula; Onon Khamnigan ula; Buryat ula (Nugteren 2011, 531); 
← Turkic *ūlă: cf. Old Turkic ūl “foundation, basis” (Clauson 1972, 124a). 
 

8. The palatalized final at the end of words, which is mostly typical for 
monosyllabic words. 

Butha, Hailar Dagur gary “arm, hand” ~ Mongolic *gar < *kar; Middle Mongol: 
Secret History, Hua-yi yi-yu qar; Yiyu, Zhiyuan Yiyu γar; Mukaddimat al-Adab 
γar ~ qar; Leiden, Rasulid qar; Istanbul γar; Literary Mongolian γar; Onon 
Khamnigan gar; Buryat gar (Nugteren 2011, 337); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur kuly “foot, leg” ~ Mongolic *köl; Middle Mongol: Secret 
History, Hua-yi yi-yu, Zhiyuan Yiyu, Mukaddimat al-Adab, Rasulid köl; Yiyu kül; 
Literary Mongolian köl; Onon Khamnigan kül ~ köl; Buryat xül (Nugteren 2011, 
425). 
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Some cases where the original final vowel is deleted and then the final consonant 
is clearly palatalized also belong here. 
Butha, Hailar Dagur xǝky “head” ~ Mongolic *hekin (for Mongolic data, see above 
under criteria no. 1); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur xǝly “tongue” ~ Mongolic *kelen; Middle Mongol: Secret 
History kele(n); Hua-yi yi-yu, Mukaddimat al-Adab, Rasulid kelen; Yiyu kele; 
Literary Mongolian kelen; Onon Khamnigan kelü(n) ~ kölö(n) ~ kele(n); Buryat xele(n) 
(Nugteren 2011, 409); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur čiky “ear” ~ Mongolic *čikin (for Mongolic data, see above 
under criteria no. 2.3a). 
 

9. The development of secondary long vowels from the sequence Vowel-
Consonant g-Vowel as in Modern Mongolic languages displays the “later” 
development. 

Butha, Hailar Dagur ǝrū “chin” ~ Mongolic *erǖ < *erigün; Middle Mongol: Secret 
History eri’ün; Mukaddimat al-Adab, Istanbul erǖn; Rasulid eriün “jaw”, cf. erün 
“chin”; Literary Mongolian eregüü; Onon Khamnigan ürǖ; Buryat ürge(n) (Nugteren 
2011, 332); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur kǝl̄y “stomach” ~ Mongolic *kēli < *kegeli < *kebeli “belly, 
stomach; paunch, womb”; Middle Mongol: Secret History, Hua-yi yi-yu ke’eli; 
Mukaddimat al-Adab kēli; Istanbul kehli; Leiden kēli ~ keili; Rasulid kehli; Literary 
Mongolian kebeli “belly, stomach; paunch, womb”, cf. kegeli “womb, pregnancy, 
embryo, belly”; Onon Khamnigan kēli ~ kȫli; Buryat xēli (Nugteren 2011, 408); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur guǰǝ ̄“stomach” ~ Mongolic *güǰē < *güǰegen: Middle Mongol: 
Yiyu güǰē “belly, stomach”; Mukaddimat al-Adab güǰēn; Rasulid güjēn; Literary 
Mongolian güǰege; Onon Khamnigan güdzē(n) ~ güdzȫ(n) ~ güdžȫ(n); Buryat güzē(n) 
(Nugteren 2011, 346); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur xōly “throat” ~ Mongolic *xōloi < *kogolai < *kogo +lAi 
{Mongolic denominal noun suffix, which forms nouns that designate names of 
body parts, see Ramstedt 1957, 197–198}; Middle Mongol: Secret History qo’olai; 
Hua-yi yi-yu qowolai; Mukaddimat al-Adab, Rasulid qōlai; Literary Mongolian 
qoγolai; Onon Khamnigan xōloi; Buryat xōloi (Nugteren 2011, 416). 
 

10. The change of the Mongolic palatal ö > *ü > u in the first syllable (Badagarov 
2013, 28) is a common phonetic feature with Khamnigan Mongol (Uray-
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Kőhalmi 1959, 176; Janhunen 1990, 19) and Buryat (Rassadin 1982, 21-22). 
Additionaly, vowel harmony was lost in Dagur. 

Butha, Hailar Dagur kuly “leg, foot” ~ Mongolic *köl (for Mongolic data, see above 
under criteria no. 7); 
Butha Dagur mudži “limbs” ~ Mongolic *möči: Middle Mongol – ; Literary 
Mongolian möči; Onon Khamnigan müce (← Khalkha); Buryat müse; 
Butha Dagur mur; Hailar Dagur mīr “shoulder” ~ Mongolic *mörü: Middle 
Mongol: Secret History, Hua-yi yi-yu mürü, Mukaddimat al-Adab möri; Literary 
Mongolian mörü; Onon Khamnigan mürü ~ müre; Buryat müre ~ mür (Nugteren 2011, 
449). 
 
 

Change in Semantics 
 

There are cases where the original Mongolic semantic meaning is changed. 
Butha Dagur bǝlgǝ, Hailar Dagur bǝlǝg “mole” ~ Mongolic *belge “sign, symbol, 
mark; genitals”: Middle Mongol: Rasulid belge; Literary Mongolian belge; 
Khamnigan – ; Buryat belge; 
Butha, Hailar Dagur bǝslǝr̄ “loin, waist” ~ Mongolic *büselegür “girdle, belt, ring, 
loop, hoop” < büsele- “to belt, gird; to encircle” < büse “girdle or belt” +lA- 
{Mongolic denominal verbum suffix, see Poppe GWM, §245} -GUr {Mongolic 
deverbal nomen suffix, see Poppe GWM, §155}: Middle Mongol – ; Literary 
Mongolian büselegür; Onon Khamnigan büselǖr “loin”; Buryat behelǖr “girdle, belt”; 
Butha Dagur šinā “cheekbone” ~ Mongolic *šinā < sinaγa “temple of the head”: 
Middle Mongol – ; Literary Mongolian sinaγa; Khamnigan – ; Buryat šanā. 
 
 

Dagur Words with Internal Development 
 
This group includes some Dagur words which developed internally and do not 
exist in other Mongolic languages. 
• There is one Dagur term for face which developed from two different words. 

The palatalization of initial consonant *n- can be explained by the following 
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vowel *i. The change of the original *a > ǝ may be due to the reduction of the 
vowel due to the accent on the first syllable in Dagur: 

Butha Dagur ńādam, ńadǝm; Hailar Dagur ńadǝm “face” < Mongolic nidün “eye” 
+ aman “mouth”: 

Butha, Hailar Dagur nid “eye” ~ Mongolic *nidün (for other Mongolic data, 
above under criteria no. 2) 
+ Butha, Hailar Dagur am “mouth” ~ Mongolic *aman (for other Mongolic 
data, see above under criteria no. 3); 

• There is another term for “eyelash(es)” compiled from Tungusic and Mongolic 
words:  

Hailar Dagur kurmultī hus “eyelash(es) ← literally the hair of the eyelid” < 
Tungusic hurmulte “eyelid” +ī {Dagur genitive case} + Mongolic hüsün “hair”: 

Hailar Dagur kurmult “eyelid” ← Tungusic: Solon Ewenki hurmulte ~ 
hurmult “eyelid, eyelash” (for other Tungusic data, see below under 
chapter Solon Ewenki loanwords); 
Butha, Hailar Dagur xus “hair” ~ Mongolic *hüsün (for other Mongolic 
data, see above under criteria no. 1); 

• The other two Dagur words were derived with native Dagur suffixes: 
Hailar Dagur tolčig “knee” < Mongolic tul- “to lean on” -čiG {Dagur deverbal noun 
suffix, cf. Tungusic deverbal noun suffix -ǰAk, see Boldyrev 1987, 30-32; 
Hailar Dagur sǝs̄ǝŋku “bladder” < Mongolic *sigesün “urine” +ku {Dagur denominal 
noun suffix, cf. Solon Ewenki denominal noun suffix +ku, see Boldyrev 1987, 48). 
 
 

The Names of Body Parts of Tungusic Origin 
 
Some Dagur names of body parts were borrowed from the Tungusic dialect Solon 
Ewenki. The linguistic connection between Dagur and Solon is explained by 
geographical and historical facts. For centuries the Dagur people lived together 
with the Solon Ewenkis in the Hailar Region. Until the 1930s, Dagur was 
considered to belong to the Tungusic language family, which had a strong 
Mongolic influence (for details, see Todaeva 1986, 3). Poppe was the first scholar 
who defined Dagur as an archaic Mongolic language (Poppe 1930; 1934 and 1935). 
The linguistic relationship was assymetrical: the Solon Ewenki people were 
bilingual in the Dagur language, while the Dagur people did not speak Solon 
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Ewenki but were fluent in Manchu. There are obvious phonetic and 
morphological criteria for the recognition of Dagur elements in Solon Ewenki (for 
details, see Khabtagaeva 2012). Below some phonetic and morphological criteria 
for identification Tungusic elements in Dagur are listed. 
 
 

Solon Ewenki Loanwords 
 
The source of borrowing is explained by phonetic features and suffixes peculiar 
for Solon Ewenki, e.g. 
Hailar Dagur čā “tendon” ← Tungusic: Solon Ewenki čā “tendon” < *ča: cf. 
Northern Tungusic: Ewenki dial. čā “occipital tendon”; Southern Tungusic: Oroch 
čā “nape”; Manchu ča “tendon, nerve” (SSTMJa 2, 374); 
Butha Dagur bilgara “throat, larynx”, bilgār “esophagus”; Hailar Dagur bilgār 
“esophagus” (Tumurdei & Tsybenov, 2014) ← Tungusic: Solon Ewenki bilgār 
“esophagus” < *bïlga “throat, larynx, pharynx” +Ar {Solon Ewenki denominal noun 
suffix}: cf. Northern Tungusic: Ewenki dial. bilga; Lamut bilga ~ bilgo “throat, 
larynx, pharynx; esophagus”; Negidal bilga “throat, larynx, pharynx; esophagus; 
envious”; Southern Tungusic: Oroch bigga “neck; esophagus”; Ulcha bilǰa “throat, 
larynx, pharynx”; Orok bilda “throat, larynx, pharynx; greedy, gluttonous”; Nanai 
bilγa throat, pharynx, esophagus; Manchu bilha (SSTMJa 1, 82a); 
Butha Dagur kurmultǝ “eyelid”, kurmultu “eyelash”; Hailar Dagur kurmult 

“eyelid”  ← Tungusic: Solon Ewenki hurmulte ~ hurmult “eyelid, eyelash” < *hurum- 
“to blink” -ltA {Solon Ewenki deverbal noun suffix, corresponds to the Common 
Ewenki suffix -ktA, see Boldyrev 1987, 94-95}; cf. Northern Tungusic: Ewenki dial. 
hurimikta “eyelid, eyelash, eyebrow” < hurim- “to blink”; Lamut huram- ~ hurom- “to 
blink”; Negidal xoyim- ~ xoyum- (SSTMJa 2, 352b); 
Butha Dagur sarmilta, sarimǝlt; Hailar Dagur sarmilt “eyebrows” ← Tungusic: 
Solon Ewenki sarmilta ~ sarmitta “eyebrows” < *sarïmï- “to blink” -ltA {Solon 
Ewenki deverbal noun suffix}; cf. Northern Tungusic: Ewenki dial. sarmikta, 
sarimukta, sarumukta, harimukta, šaremikta “eyelashes, eyebrows”; Lamut haramta ~ 
härämtä “eyelash, eyebrows, eyelid”; Negidal sarimta “eyelash, eyebrow”; Southern 
Tungusic: Oroch sāmikta “eyebrow”; Udihe sāmikta “eyelash”; Ulcha sarumta 
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“eyelash, eyebrow”; Orok seremuqta ~ sirmuqta ~ sirumuqta “eyelash”; Nanai sarmaqta 
~ sarmiqta “eyelash, eyebrow”; Manchu solmin “eyelash” (SSTMJa 2, 66). 

The Tungusic Loanwords with Typical Dagur Phonetic Features 
 
The next Tungusic loanwords present typical Dagur phonetic changes such as the 
loss of final vowel and rhotacism, which prove the early period of borrowing. The 
source of borrowing is not clear, as demonstrated in the examples below. 
 
Butha Dagur daram “back, loin, base of spine”; Hailar Dagur darǝm “back, spine” 
← Tungusic *darama “loin, lower back”: Northern Tungusic: Solon Ewenki darama 
“back”; Ewenki dial. darama “back; loin; spine”; Lamut daram ~ darom “loin”; 
Negidal dayama “loin; back”; Southern Tungusic: Oroch dāma “loin”; Udihe dāma 
“loin; lumbar vertebrae”; Ulcha darama “loin, back”; Orok darama “loin; lumbar 
vertebrae; back; spine”; Nanai darama “back”; Manchu darama “loin; sacrum, waist, 
back” (SSTMJa 1, 198b); 
Butha Dagur dagan “thigh-bone, tibia” ← Tungusic *dagana “a name of bone”: 
Northern Tungusic: Solon Ewenki daγanna; Ewenki dial. daγańa ~ daŋańī ~ daŋańa 
“hip, a name of bone”; Negidal daγańa “tibia”; Southern Tungusic: Orok dāna 
“tibia, humerus; hip; shoulder” (SSTMJa 1, 188b); 
Butha Dagur basart; Hailar Dagur basǝrt “kidneys”← Tungusic *bosokto 
“kidneys”: Northern Tungusic: Solon Ewenki bosokto ~ bosotto; Ewenki dial. bosokto 
~ bohokto; Lamut bosta ~ bosto ~ botta; Negidal boxokto; Udehe bōkto; Ulcha, Orok, 
Nanai bosoqto; Manchu bosho ~ boshu (SSTMJa 1, 97); 
Hailar Dagur ǝl̄d “vertex, sinciput” ← Tungusic *ēlde “skull”: cf. Solon Ewenki ēldu; 
Ewenki dial. ēlle, eldru (SSTMJa 2, 448b). 
 
 

Re-borrowings  
 
The next Dagur names of body parts are of Mongolic origin, but were re-borrowed 
from Tungusic, which prove or phonetic form (dǝlkin “spleen”), or morphological 
structure (arkan “back” with Tungusic diminutive suffix, kǝŋǝr “chest” without 
Mongolic suffix). 
Butha Dagur arkan, Hailar Dagur arkǝn “back” ← Tungusic *arkan “back, back 
side, spine” < *ar +KAn {Common Tungusic denominal noun/diminutive suffix, see 
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Boldyrev 1987, 5-6}: Northern Tungusic: Solon Ewenki arkã “back”; Ewenki dial. 
arkan “back, shoulder, shoulder blade”; Lamut arqan ~ arqon “back, spine”; Negidal 
aykan “back”; Southern Tungusic: Oroch akkan “back”; Udihe akan “back”; Orok 
attan “back” (SSTMJa 1, 51); 
← Mongolic *aru “back; posterior side”: cf. Middle Mongol: Secret History, Hua-
yi yi-yu, Mukaddimat al-Adab aru; Literary Mongolian aru; Onon Khamnigan ara; 
Buryat ara (Nugteren 2011, 274); 
← Turkic *arqa: cf. Old Turkic arqa “back” (Clauson 1972, 215b). 
For etymological backgroud, see Doerfer (1985, 46). 
Butha, Hailar Dagur dǝlkin “spleen” ← Tungusic *delkin “spleen”: Northern 
Tungusic: Solon delkĩ; Ewenki delkin; Southern Tungusic: Udihe deligi; Manchu 
delihun (SSTMJa 1, 233a); 
← Mongolic *deligün: cf. Middle Mongol: Hua-yi yi-yu deli’ün; Yiyu deliü; 
Mukaddimat al-Adab delǖn; Leiden delgün; Rasulid deliün; Literary Mongolian 
deligüü; Onon Khamnigan delyǖ(n) ~ dölyǖ(n); Buryat delyǖn (Nugteren 2011, 315); 
Butha Dagur kǝŋǝr “chest” ← Tungusic *keŋer <*keŋtire “chest”: Northern 
Tungusic: Solon Ewenki xeŋer; Ewenki dial. keŋtire ~ kentirē ~ kentire “chest; spine; 
loin”; Lamut kēntere “chest”; Southern Tungusic: Udihe keŋte “side”; Nanai keŋtere 
“chest”; Manchu keŋgeri “sternum of animals and birds” (SSTMJa 1, 451a); 
← Mongolic *keŋerčeg < *keŋer +čAG {Mongolic non-productive denominal noun 
suffix}: cf. Middle Mongol: – ; Literary Mongolian kengkerčeg; Khamnigan, Buryat 
–  ; cf. Khalkha xenxerceg; 
Hailar Dagur muŋgī “tendon” ← Tungusic *muŋī “tendon”: Northern Tungusic: 
Solon Ewenki muŋi; Ewenki dial. muŋi ~ muŋe ~ menŋī (SSTMJa 1, 557b); 
← Mongolic *möŋersün < *möger +sUn {Mongolic denominal noun suffix, see Poppe 
GWM, §137}: cf. Middle Mongol: Yiyu megürsü[n]; Literary Mongolian mögeresün 
~ bögersü(n); Onon Khamnigan müŋȫrse(n) ~ möngȫrse(n) ~ mērse(n); Buryat meŋērhe(n) 
~ müngȫrhen ~ mȫrhe(n) (Nugteren 2011, 446-447). 
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Semantic changes 
 
• There is one Manchu loanword in Dagur where the original meaning “glove” 

was changed to “fist”, further the Dagur forms babag ~ babǝg demonstrate a 
typical Daguric phonetic change, the loss of the final vowel. Due to its 
presence only in Manchu the etymology of the word is unknown: Butha Dagur 
babuga, babag; Hailar Dagur babǝg “fist” ← Tungusic: Manchu babuha 
“glove”; other Tungusic lgs. – (SSTMJa 1, 61b); 

 
• An interesting case in Butha Dagur dialect when the Tungusic word “belt, 

girdle” was borrowed with the meaning “loin, waist” (cf. also Dagur bǝslǝr̄ 
“loin, waist” ~ Mongolic büselegür “belt, girdle”): 

Butha Dagur tulgyǝ ̄ “loin, waist” ← Tungusic telgī “girdle, belt”: Northern 
Tungusic: Solon Ewenki tǝlγe; Ewenki dial. teleγī; Lamut telgi; Southern Tungusic: 
Udihe telihe; Ulcha tele; Orok telegi; Manchu telg’ēn (SSTMJa 2, 233a). 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
In all, ninety-five body part terms were collected from the Butha and Hailar 
dialects of the Dagur language. From the etymological perspective, the majority 
of the material—i.e. seventy-five terms—are Common Mongolic words, but four 
of them are ultimately of Turkic origin. Thirteen terms were borrowed from 
Tungusic languages, three of them are originally Mongolic loanwords in Tungusic. 
There is obvious phonetic, semantic, and morphological criteria to establish the 
etymological background of Dagur words. Eight words are of unknown origin. 
 The phonetic features (for example the preservation of Middle Mongol h-) 
undoubtedly prove the archaism of Dagur, which was separated from other 
Mongolic languages at an early time and remains independent. This statement is 
proven by the fact that almost all terms of Mongolic origin phonetically went 
through special Daguric changes such as rhotacism, the loss of final vowels, the 
change of *u > o, the palatalization of final consonants, and so on. 
From a semantic point of view, in most cases the original meaning is preserved. In 
many cases several words are used for one term, e.g. for stomach, chest, face, neck, 
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body, back, tendon. Mostly, it may be explained by the close connection with the 
Tungusic people or taboo character of some of the words. 
 The relationship with Khamnigan Mongol and Old Mongol Khitan languages 
needs more examination. 
 The etymology of the names of body parts in Dagur is summarized in the 
following table. 
 

Table 1 
Origin of Daur body parts 

 
body part 

term 

Dagur form origin 

head xǝky Mongolic hekin 
scalp xuaig Mongolic quyiqa 

vertex, sinciput ǰol Mongolic ǰulai 
ǝl̄d Tungusic *ēlde “skull” 

skull gawal Mongolic γabala ← Turkic: Old 
Uyghur ← Sanskrit 

hair xusu Mongolic hüsün 
braid of hair gǝǰig Mongolic geǰige ← Turkic 

forehead maŋil, maŋgil Mongolic maŋlai 
temple čoku Mongolic čoqo 
ear(s) čiky Mongolic čikin 
face šarā ~ šarī; šar Mongolic čirai 

ńadǝm, ńādam Mongolic nidün “eye” + aman 
“mouth” 

eye(s) nid Mongolic nidün 
eyebrow(s) sarmilt(a), sarimǝlt Tungusic: Solon Ewenki sarmilta 
eyelash(es) kurmultī hus 

“the hair of the 
eyelid” 

“eyelid” +ī {Dagur genitive case} + 
“hair” 

eyelid kurmultǝ, kurmultu Tungusic: Solon Ewenki hurmulte 
nose xamar Mongolic qamar 
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cheek(s) kačir Mongolic qačir 
šinā Mong. sinaga “cheek bone, temple 

of the head” 
skin ars Mongolic arasun 
lips xorōl, xorol, xollǝ Mongolic huruγul 

mouth am Mongolic aman ← Turkic 
corners of the 

mouth 
ǰabǰi Mongolic ǰabiǰi 

tooth šid Mongolic sidün 
gums bǝili Mongolic büyile 

tongue xǝly Mongolic kelen 
roof of the 

mouth 
taŋnā, tannǝ Mongolic taŋlai 

chin ǝrū Mongolic eregün 
beard, mustache sagal Mongolic saqal ← Turkic 

throat  xōly Mongolic qoγolai 
bilgara Tungusic 

esophagus bilgār Tungusic: Solon Ewenki bilgār 
neck xuǰū Mongolic küǰügün 

ńokul unknown (? Tungusic *ńikimna 
“neck”) 

kuām unknown (? Chinese) 
body bǝyi Mongolic beye 

bād Tungusic bāde “appearance” 

tǝlǝg unknown 
shoulder mur, mīr Mongolic mörü 

shoulder blade dal Mongolic dalu 
chest ǝrčū Mongolic ebčigün 

čǝǰ̄i Mongolic čegeǰi 
kǝŋǝr Tungusic keŋer ← Mongolic 

breast, bosom xǝur Mongolic ebür 
mǝk unknown (probably 

onomatopoeic, cf. Mongolic: 
Khalkha mȫm ~ mēm) 
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belly kǝl̄y Mongolic kegeli 
guǰǝ ̄ Mongolic güǰege 

navel kuis Mongolic küisün 
pubis daus Mongolic dabusaγ “bladder” 

back, spine nirō Mongolic niruγun 
daram, darǝm Tungusic darama 
arkan, arkǝn Tungusic arkan 

niǝr̄d unknown 
sacrum, lower 

back 
wāč Mongolic uγuča ← Turkic 

loin, waist bǝslǝr̄ Mong. büselegür “girdle, belt, ring” 
tulgyǝ ̄ Tungusic telgī “girdle, belt” 

buttock burs Mongolic bögse 
bogōr unknown 

rib, side xabyrag Mongolic qabirγa 
bone(s) yas Mongolic yasun 

hand, arm gary Mongolic γar 

gākā (child.) unknown 
finger xorō Mongolic quruγun 
palm xalǝg Mongolic haliqan 
nail kimč Mongolic kimusun 

armpit sō Mongolic suγu 
leg, foot kuly Mongolic köl 

thigh guai Mongolic γuya 
hip sǝuǰ Mongolic següǰi(n) 

knee tolčig Mongolic tul- “to lean on” +čiG 
ankle sak Mongolic šaga < *siγai 
sole wal Mongolic ula 

tendon, muscle  širbǝs Mongolic sirbüsün 

bulgy Mongolic bulčiŋ 

muŋgī Tungusic muŋi ← Mongolic 
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čā Tungusic: Solon Ewenki čā 
heart ǰurgu Mongolic ǰirüken ← Turkic 

kidney basǝrt, basart Tungusic bosokto 
liver xǝlǝg Mongolic heligen 

dǝlkin Tungusic delkin ← Mongolic 
 dǝlū Mongolic deligüü 

stomach gǝtǝs, kǝtǝs Mongolic gedesün 
lungs aurky Mongolic agušgi 

gallbladder čulč Mongolic sölsün < *čölsün 
bladder sǝs̄ǝŋku Mongolic sigesün “urine” +ku 

xodōs unknown 
mole bǝlgǝ, bǝlǝg Mongolic belge “sign” 

mǝŋgǝ Mongolic meŋge 
blood čos Mongolic čisun 
artery suadǝl Mongolic sudal 
breath amy Mongolic amin 
saliva šullu Mongolic silüsün 
tear ńombus Mongolic nilbusun 

nasal mucus nios Mongolic nisun 
sweat xuls, xullǝ Mongolic kölösün 
urine sǝs̄ Mongolic sigesün 
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